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A recent survey of more than one hundred of the most important authors 
and critics in the country listed Flannery O'Connor ninth amonq the "most 
artful, most truthful, most memorable" and most endurinq authors of the 
post-war qeneration from 1945 to 1965. Opinions were solicited and ob-
tained from such authorities as Walter Allen, Wayne Booth, Malcolm 
Cowley, Frederick Dupee, Leon Edel, Maxwell Geismar, John Hawkes, 
Joseph Heller, Gilbert Highet I John Knowles, Andrew Lytle, Mary McCarthy, 
Norman MaUer, Bernard Malamud, Katherine Ann Porter, Anthony Powell, 
Susan Sontag. Harvey Swados, Allen Tate, John Updike, Gore Vidal, and 
Wallace Stegner. This survey ranks her with Hemingway, Faulkner, Bellow, 
Salinger, Warren, Porter, and others. 1 In the fifty-year history of the 
O. Henry Awards, only six authors have obtained the First Place Prize more 
than once: Benet, Steele, Kay Boyle, Welty, Faulkner - and Flannery 
0' Connor. 2 Certainly the literary II establishment lt has recognized her 
stature: Esquire Magazine, in a 1963 "unprecedented" survey of "what 
IBm Week in ChicagQ Sunday Sun-Times, September 26,1965. 
2 These statistics can be obtained by observing the First Place 
Prize Stories in eaoh year's volume of Prize Stories; The O. Henry 
Awards (New York: Doubleday and Company). 
1 
2 
every American writer of importance is working on" in this possible "vintage 
literary year" of literary boom, .. 3 singled out seven authors as being of such 
primary importance that they merited special treatmsnt. The seven were John 
Cheever, Vladimir Nabokov t Robert Penn Warren, James Jones, William Styron, 
Edward Albee, Saul Bellow - and Flannery O'Connor. 4 Miss O'Connor's last 
two books were among the approximately six finalists for the National Book 
Award, although neither actually won • .I!m.ft cited Eyerything That Rises Must 
Converge, Flannery O'Connor's latest book, as one of only three works ofific-
5 tlon worth serious attention in 1965. The country's foremost literary critics 
attest to the quality of her work with increasing admiration. Paul Engle 
6 
remarked that she .. goes on being one of our finest writers. " Granville Hicks 
noted that even a few months after her death "already a kind of Flannery 
O'Connor legend 1s taking shape ... 7 A year later Hicks again devoted an 
article to Flannery O' Connor and noted that her reputation had steadily grown 
3Esguite, LX (July, 1963), 50 
4 Ibid., 50-62. 
5 
"Time Essay: The Year's Best or There is Room at the Top, II 'llm.!., 
LXXVI (December 31, 1965), 16. 
6pau1 Engle, \I InSight, Richness, Humor and Chills," Chicago Sunday 
Tribune Magazine of Books (March 6, 1960), 3. 
7 Granville Hicks, "Cold, Hard Look at Humankind," Saturgay Renew, 
(May 29, 1965),23. 
3 
8 
and would continue to grow. Walter Allen feels that while in Ufe she may 
have been familiar mainly to those who kept abreast of the most advanced 
"artistic" writing, in death Flannery O'Connor will have a reputation growing 
9 
in the manner of Nathanael West's. Robert Drake is not sounding a pess-
im1stic note when he feels that Hfinally, it is with. • • major-minor figures 
In our literature that Miss O'Connor will be ranked" because he means that in 
technique, In caoophonic style, and In intense theme - as well as In literary 
stature - she wUI "remind one of Donne or Hopkins •• ,10 Allen Tate Judges her 
a writer who made good use of an unusual background and an "inexpl1cab1e 
genius. • • whose 1lke probably wUI not appear again in the United States." 11 
At the t1me of her death, N,DD'''' surveYing her brief career I found Flannery 
O'Connor to be a master who produced more than merely stories that ·'wUI 
certainly become a permanent part of American Uterature" - but also "some of 
12 
the flne.t storte. in the language." Such an array of respected judgements 
indicates that Flannery O' Connor is a writer worthy of close attention and 
study. 
8 
GranvUle Hicks, tlA Holy Kind of Horror," Saturday Review, XLIX Ouly 
2, 1966),21-2 
9Walter Allen, "Flannery O'Connor - A Tribute," Eaprit, VIII (Winter, 1964) 
12. 
libbert a-ake, Flannery O'Connor: A Critical Essay (Grand Rapids, Mich-
igan: WUliam B. Eerdmans, 1966), 42. 
11 Allen Tate, "Flannery O'Connor - A Tribute," Esprit, vm (Winter, 1964), 
49. 12 
"Grace Through Nature, 1\ Newsweek, LXV (May 31, 1965), 85-5. 
4 
Miss O'Connor, as Hicks noted, has been receiving wide attention. Few 
attempts have been made, however, to make a close study of her writing. 
More than two hundred articles survey her general aims and achievements or 
make some general statements about one or another of her particular writings. 
Although this criticism is itself far from insignificant for a writer who produced 
only four books and who died so recently and so young, it leaves much room 
for careful, systematic, intensive analysis of what Flannery O'Connor was 
writing. Some critics have begun that process of careful analysis which must 
attend the passing of any important writer. Only a few, however, have ap-
proached the area which is the main topic of the present study - a systematic 
analysis of Flannery O'Connor's directly expository statements of her phi-
losophy of life and art. Further, the major motifs and organic unity of 'Dl.e... 
Violent Bear It Away has seldom received explication as detailed as that in 
the present study, even though the explication given here is intended pri-
madly as an application of Flannery 0' Connor's theory revealed in her 
directly expository statements. 
Barnabas Davis13 examines Flannery O'Connor·s stories for their re-
lations hip to orthodox Catholic theology. The present study will use the less 
subjective base of Flannery O'Connor's expository statements. It wUl also 
range far beyond Flannery O'Connor's theology; it will systematically examine 
13Barnabas Davis, .. Flannery O'Connor: Christian Belief in Recent 
Fiction," Listening. 0 L.siP...! (Autumn, 1965), 5-21. 
5 
the whole fabric of her outlook on life and on art. In his introduction to the 
posthumous Eyerythina Tnat Rises Must Converge, Miss O'Connor's literary 
14 
executor I Robert Fitzgerald, identifies three or four major concerns that 
recur in Flannery O'Connor's stories, and he compares her with several other 
modern literary figures. He does not attempt any systematic or complete 
study. He merely indicates a few major areas of concern which any reader of 
Flannery O' Connor should observe if he wishes more than basic appreciation. 
Robert Drake's study FlannerY O'.Connor: A Critical ESSAY and Stanley Edgar 
Hyman's Plannerv Of connoxl5 each spend about eight pages mentioning, like 
Fitzgerald, some of the more salient features of Flannery O'Connor's thoughts 
on life and on writing. They both do more than Fitzgerald in that they examine 
Flannery O'Connor's expository writing in order to locate the "first principle" 
that is most basic to all Flannery 0' Connor's thoughts and stories. Both 
authors use only one or two of the many expository statements, however; 
neither attempts a full treatment, and neither tries to show how one or another 
of Flannery O· Connor's ideas flow systematically from each other. Both 
authors are intent on making a rapid survey of the achievements of Flannery 
14 Robert Fitzgerald, II Introduction, " Flannery O'Connor's Everything That 
Rises Must Conyerge by Flannery O'Connor (New York: Parrar, Straus and 
Giroux, 1965) vll-xxx1v. 
l5Robert Drake, FlAnnery O'Connor: A Critical ESSAY: Stanley Edgar 
Hyman, [lunm O'Connor, University of Minnesota Pamphlets on American 
Writers, No. 54, (Minneapo!1s: University of Minnesota Press, 1966). 
6 
o I Connor. There is considerable need, therefore, for such a study as the 
present one - a systematic analysis of all the available expository statements 
Flannery O'Connor made about her theories of life and art. 
Flannery 0' Connor's stories have not fared much better than her exposit-
ory writings. True, considerably more has been written about the stories, and 
some critics have begun some close explications. Yet no good estimate of 
what Flannery O'Connor was doing has been safely obtained from the stories 
alone. Granville Hicks rightly notes that though Flannery O'Connor's rep-
utation is soaring, there is so far tI no agreement as to what she was trying to 
say or do. ,,16 In a recent appraisal of all modern Southern writers, Meeker 
must soften his judgements when he discusses Flannery O'Connor because he 
finds that she is "one of the most controversial Southern writers" and that she 
has baffled many readers, as she had baffled her Georgia neighbors, with her 
apparently It senseless absurdities." 17 Less bombastically, Cheney reports, 
with the approval of the Sewanee Reyiew, that this work of the tI fiction 
writer ••• most significant in our time" has obtained II as yet but limited 
understanding. tt 18 Again, a thorough and systematic study of what Flannery 
16HiCks, "A Holy Kind of Horror, It 21. 
17 RUihard K. Meeker, I1The Youngest Generation of Southern Fiction 
Writers," Southern Writers; Appraisals in Our Time, ed. R. C. Simonini,Jr. 
(Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 1961, 162-191. 
188rainard, Cheney, "Flannery 0" Connor's Campaign for Her Country, " 
Sewayn,e Review, LXXII (1964), 555, 558. 
7 
O'Connor said she was trying to do should fw1her an understanding of this 
complex author's writing. 
The mere lack of such an analysis for an author of note is not, however, 
the only reason why such a study is necessary. Even the few brief studies 
that do eXist, for example, must face a puzzling characteristic of Flannery 
O'Connor herself: her expository statement often seem contradictory. For 
example, Flannery O'Connor commented that she did not "know what a symbol 
was until I started reading about them. It seemed I was going to have to know 
about them if I was gOing to be a respectable literary person. II 19 On another 
occasion, however, Miss O'Connor complained that a modern audience is not 
subtle enough to look for the four medieval levels of symbolic meaning. 20 -
quite a stiff demand in a complicated area of literary knowledge, especially 
when that demand is made by an author who had disclaimed experience with 
such subtleties. Again, Flannery O'Connor claims: "I wouldn't know about 
literary questions. • • So-called experimental fiction always bores me. If it 
looks peculiar I don't read it ... 21 Yet on another occasion she asserted: "If 
I were asked what we can actually demand of the • • • novelist in these times, 
19F1annery O'Connor, "Recent Southern Fiction: A Panel Discussion," 
Bulletin of Wesleyan College," XU (January, 1961), 12. 
20Flannery O'Connor, "The Role of the Catholic Novelist, II Grevtriar, VII 
(1964), 10. 
21 Flannery 0' Connor, in Gerard E. Sherry, "An Interview with Flannery 
O'Connor, II ~, XXI (June-July, 1963), 29. 
8 
I should say only the unexpected" - not that "brand of social realism that no 
22 
serious novelist has been interested in for twenty years. " Both these 
statements are probably due to Flannery 0' Connor's strong feat of excessive 
1l;.!9 of reasnn alone and her existential desire to evaluate a whole experience. 
Not wanUng to sound like a mere ivory-tower theorist, Flannery O'Connor 
would at time debunk discussions that seemed excessively abstract. What-
ever the cause for such apparent contradictions, however, one cannot deny 
that they make her expository statements impossible to accept at face value 
and in isolation from the full ranqe of her thought. A full and systematic 
consideration of her expository thought must replace the citing of one or two 
sentences from only one or two of her essays - the practice of the above-
mentioned existing short introductions to Flannery O'Connor's thought. 
Examples of these apparent contradictions abound in Flannery O'Connor's 
exposition. Miss O'Connor's statement that manners "had to be pretty stable 
before they make novels, that is to say I good novels I" 2 3 seems directly 
opposed to another of her statements that "because we are losing our custom-
ary manners we're probably overly conscious of them; this seems to be a 
220 'Connor, "The Role of the Catholic Novelist, II 12. 
23Flannery O'Connor, in C. Ross Mullins, "Flannery O'Connor, An 
Interview," 1ubilee, XI (June, 1963), 34. 
9 
a condition that produces writers. ,,24 Again she can frequently give the 
appearance of not worrying about anything but abstract right and wrong, 
especially not about an audience; yet she can also say that only a writer 
who has .. lost his mind" will not worry about "communication" as a primary 
goal. 25 Very often such apparent contradictions stem from words used in 
several different senses - another problem that makes random citation of 
Miss O'Connor's thoughts diff1cult. Precise definition can solve many 
diff1culties I but precise definition is dependent upon systematic and close 
analysis. Somet1mes the paradoxes in Flannery O' Connor's exposition seem 
to stem from development in her thought I so that at a later date her mind is 
different from what it was earlier. Thus f at an early lecture, Flannery 
O'Connor agreed with Walker Percy that the present "generation of Southern-
ers had no more interest in the Civil War than in the Boer War. I think that is 
probably quite true." 26 A year later she cites a more recent speech of the 
same Walker Percy that "there were so many good Southern writers •.. 
27 
'because we lost the War.' " Or again, when a question at an early speech 
24Flannery O'Connor f "The Fiction Writer and His Country I" in The 
LivinG Novel. A Symposium. ed. Granville Hicks (New York: Macmillan, 1957), 
159 25 
32. Flannery O'Connor I "The Regional Writer, It Eswit, VII (Winter ,1963), 
260 , Connor , "Recent Southern Fiction: A Panel Discussion," 14. 
27 0' Connor, .. The Regional Writer," 3 5 • 
10. 
asks why Flannery O' Connor "ad called the Sout."t II Christ-haunted instead of 
Christ-centered," Miss O'Connor replied: "I shouldn't have said t~'1at, should 
I? .. It is hard to explain a flat statement l1ke that. I think it is a subJeot 
that a book could be written about but it would take me ten or twelve years to 
do it. ,,28 She expliCitly says that she 1s just feeUng ber way towards an 
understanding of thIs concept. She certainly did not abandon the concept, 
becau8e a year later, at another lecture, she firmly asserted that the South 
"is most certainly Christ-haunted ... 29 Whatever the rea80ns, Flannery 
O'Connor's expository statements about life and literature ar. certainly con-
fusing and paradoxical enough that it 1s naive to hope to prove very much 
about her views by merely citing several sentences. Such cltatlons are bound 
to have the distortion ot statements out of context beca use for Flannery 
O' Connor, ideas have for their context the whole framework. of everythIng sbe 
wrote. A full and systematic study of her statements of theory Is needed. 
Other conSiderations of the nature of Flannery 0' Connor's statements 
alao Ufge the value of such a study. 
Knowlng what a person was trying to do Is important In any effort to under-
stand tbe aohievement of that person. Knowing an author's baSic attitude 
toward. life, knowino that author's crit1cal philosophy I and knowing the 
author's view on wrltino techniques are important in an effort to understand 
'2'IO'Connor, "Recent Southern Fiction: A Panel Discussion," U'o 
29 Flannery O'Connor, In Bob Dowell, "Grace in the Fiction of Flannery 
O'Connor," College Engli.h, XXVII (December, 1965), 236. 
11. 
wht.t tJ.1J author rlas writt.:;)u. Th3re is vaL.te in the old critical dictum: Know 
what the a uthor is trying to do and then judge whether he accomplishdd what 
he claimed to be doing. 
Flannery O'Connor left a large body of formal and informal statements 
about what she was trying to do in her stories. Formal essays indioating her 
aims as a writer are the following: "The Fiction Writer and His Country # II 
liThe Churoh and the Fiction 'Writer ," liThe Role of the Catholic Novelist,lI 
liThe Regional Writer, It "Fiction is a Subject with a History - It Should Be 
Taught that way, It and "Some Aspects of the Grotesque in Reoent Southern 
30 Fiction." The Introduction to a Memoir at Mary AnD, which was printed in 
JubUee magazine as "Mary Ann: An Exoerpt from A MemOir of Mary Ann, II 
and her brief review of Chardin's Ihe Phenomenon of Man reveal Flannery 
O'Connor·. own writing standards indirectly by showing what she thought of 
31 
the writings of others. Occaaionally Flannery 0' Connor published less 
30 
Flannery O·Connor. lIthe Fiotton Writer and His Country," In tht.. 
Living Noyel. A SXDlROaiuBlt edt Granville Hicks (New York: Macmillan, 1951) 
151"'64; "The Church and the Fiction Writer," &nerlca, XCVI (March 30,1951), 
133-35; "The Role of the Catholic Novelist,.· Gr.yfrlar, VII (1964), 5-12: 
"The Regional Wrtter'" ESM", vn (Winter 1963), 31-35i "Fiction is a Sub-
jeot with a History- It Should Be Taught That Way," Georgia Bulletin (March 
21 * 1963), 1, reprinted in The Mdacl Dimenlion: Ihe Art aDd Mind of 
Flannery O'Connor, ed. MelVin 1. Friedman and Lewis A. Lawson (New York: 
Fordham Univer.1t. Prea., 1966), 264-68; "Some Aspects of the Groteaque in 
Southern Literature," elu'te[ Reyiew, Seventh Issue (March, 1965),5-6,22, 
reprinted in the Add" Dim.nsion: Abe Art And Mind of FIORnery Q' Connor, 
269-IY • 
Flannery O'Connor, .. Mary Ann: An Excerpt From A Memoir of Mary Ann. I 
Jubilee, IX (May 1961), 28-35: ReView of The Phtnomonan of Mon. AmeriCAn 
o_"",,,\,u' ~(FAll 191il) IiIB 
12. 
formal, short statements of only several paragraphs explaining one or two 
,pecific aspects of her critical theory. These include the following: a 
contribution to Herbert Gold's F1CUon 9£ the FUtI!I, "Flannery 0' Connor I tl 
I'The NoveUst and Free Will," "Recent Southern Fiction: A Panel Discussion, II 
32 
and the Introduction to the revised edition of Wile Blood. Her critical 
theory was also revealed in the follOWing published interviews: "In and Out 
of Books" by Harvey Breit, "She Write. Powerful Fiction" by Robert Donner, 
"A Writer at Home with Her Heritage" by Granville Hick., "Flannery O'Connor 
An Interview" by C. Ros 8 Mullin.. .. An Interview with Flannery 0' Connor" by 
33 Gerard E. Sherry, and "Off the Cuff" by Joel Wells. More information on 
Flannery O'Connor's character, general views, and statements is found In 
such personal remembrances of Miss 0'Connor'8 life and utterance as the 
following: "Introduction" to Everything tRot Rises Must CQnyerge by Robert 
Fitzgerald, "Grace in the Fiction of Flannery O'Connor I" "Flannery O'Connor: 
32Flannery 0'Connor 4 in [iation of tAt FiWe" edt Herbert Gold 
(New York: Doubleday, 1959), 26; "Fl_nnery 0' Connor," filwit, In (W1nter, 
1959) I 10; uThe Novelist and Free Will," Fresco, n.s. I (Winter, 1961). 100-
101; "Recent Sout ... ern Fiction: A Panel Discusslon, BSJUttin of WelleylB 
College, XLI (January, 1961), 1-16; Introduction, Wi,l Blood. in ThrM by 
Fllnnerv, (New York: The New American Library, 1962), 8. 
33Harvey Breit, "In and Out of Book., It liD York T1m,' Book ReView, 
LX (June 12, 1955) f 8; Robert Donner, "She Writes Powerful Ftct1on," §1m, XL 
(March, 1961), 46-48: Granville Hicks, itA Writer at Home W1th Her Heritage, It 
SaturdAY BeYllw, XLV (May 12, 1962), 22-23: C. Ros. Mullins, "Flannery 
O'Connor, An Intervtew," JuIIU", XI (June 1963), 32-351 Gerard E. Sherry, 
"An Interview wlth Flannery O'Connor," CQUg. XXI (June-July I 1963), 29-31; 
Joel Wells, tlOffTbe Cuff," Critic, XXI (August-September, 1962),4-5,11-12. 
13. 
'Literary Witoh' It by Margaret Meaders, "Graoious Greatness" by Katherine 
Anne Porter I "Resurrection in August" by Sr. Maura, "Flannery O'Connor: 
A Scrutiny of Two Fonns of Her Many-Leveled Arttl by Riohard Coleman, "The 
Ecumenic Core in the Fiction of Flannery O'Connor" and "Flannery O'Connor -
A tribute" by Sr. Mariella Gable, "Flannery O'Connor: A Remembranoe and 
Some Letters" by Riohard Stem, various references in the 1964 memorial 
edition of BsPJ1t Magazine, and of course brlef citations by others who write 
about Flannery O'CORnOf and happened to have brief contact with her at some 
time. 34 Stanley Edgar Hyman in Flannery O'Connor, 35 Fitzgerald, Dowell, 
and Sr. Maura all clte speeches or informal university discussions which 
Miss O·Connor conducted while they were present or for which they were 
able to obtain manuscripts or tape recordings. Lewis A. Lawson in The Added 
DtmfnalQD cbllects a few other almost accessible comments made by Flannery 
34 Robert Fitzgwald, 'tlntroduotion, II 1ft Flannery O'Connor, Eyery-
thing that ruaes Must Converge, (New York: Farrar Straus and Giroux), 1965, 
vl1-xxxtvi Bob Dowell, "Grace 11'1 the Fiction of Flannery O'Connor," Coijege 
English, XXVII (December, 1965). 235-230; Margaret Meadera, UFlannery 
O'Connor: 'Literary Witch, , .. Colgra4o Quarterly, X (Spring, 1962), 371-386: 
Katherine Anne Porter t "Gracious Greatnes8," E8prit, VIU (Winter, 1964), 
50-58; Sr. Maura, "Resurrection in August, U Delta Epsilon Sigml BulletiO. X 
(Maroh, 1965), 11 ... 19; Richard Coleman, .IFlannery O'Conner: A Sotut1ny of Two 
Forma of Her Many-Levels of Art, It The Phoenix, (First Semester, 1965-66), 
30-66; Sr .. Mariella Gable, "The Eoum.mc Core 1n the Fiction of Flannery 
O'Connor," TAt BeoecUgSine Bevltw. XV (June, 1964), 127-43; Sr. Mariella 
Gable, "Flannery O'Connor - A Tribute," Esprit, VIII (Winter, 1964), 25-21; 
Richard Stem, "Flannery O'Connor; A Remembranoe and Some Letters, II 
SbaMD,doah, XVI (Winter, 1965),5-10; EIRtH, YIn (Winter, 1964). 
35 Hyman, FlaMm O·CoDDor, 40-41, 44. 
14. 
O'Connor to two or three small-town or college newspapers. 36 Thus Miss 
.O'Connorts explicit statements about her writings are found in documents 
ranqinq from prepared essays to brief fragmentary conversattons jotted down 
by a friend. Several very brief statements by characters who are authors in 
two of Miss O'Connor's stones - Asbury in "The Enduring Chill" and Calhoun 
in "The Partridge Festival" 31 - provide some dubious information on critical 
theory and practice. Both the stones and comments In the personal remem-
brances must be used with caution, obviously, because the investigator must 
decide whether or not these characters are speaking from Flannery O'Connor's 
point of view. 38 
36Lewis A. Lawson, "A Collection of Statement.," in The Added 
DlmeUion: The Art 1M M1nd ofl1annery O'Connor. ed. MelVin J. Friedman 
and Lewis A. Lawson (New York: Fordham Univerlity Prel', 1966), 226-263. 
In these paPI Mr. Lawson give. a few excerpts from Mls1 O' Connor's 
expository writing. His exoerpts are very brief, usually only a paragraph 
long, and mOlt of the quotations are taken from two or three of Mil. O'Con-
nor' I best known writings. However, he doel briefly quote a few of the 
relatively inacoessible wrlt1nqs. 
31Flannery O'Connor, "The Bnduring Chill," Eytrythinq That Ri"s 
Must Conyerq, (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1965), 82-114; "The 
Partridge Festival, II Critio, XIX (February-Maroh, 1961), 20-23, 82-85. 
38Th• most t1'Oubl.aom. issue her. Is whether Flannery O'Connor's 
views are represented by the characters in the two stories. The otitic must 
presume on the ,.neral reUabUity of the human witness 1n the personal 
remembrances. In any evant, the problem is not yery great becau •• Flannery 
O'Connor was not the kind of writer who wa. forever maktng hers.lf the 
protagoni.t of her .tori... Writer. seldom appear as characters 1n her 
storie., and, even 1n these two storie. 1n whioh they are charaoters, the 
total output of cr1Ucal discUlsion they indulge in does not coy.r very many 
words. 
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Some indirect but rather reliable knowledge of Flannery 0 I Connor's 
own views about her writing practices can be obtained from the articles of two 
critics, McGowan and Gable. 39 Ordinarily the investigator would reject such 
items as secondary sources, but these two critical articles have the unusual 
distinction of having been quite forcefully endorsed by Miss 0' Connor as 
representing her own views. When asked about the critical reception of .Iru! 
Violent Bear It Away, Flannery O'Connor replied: "There were enough •.• 
reviews which shared my own interpretation of it for me to feel that I 
succeeded well enough in doing what I intended to do. It Miss O'Connor then 
mentioned one review in particular: "It was written by a Jeawt scholastic, 
Robert McCown, whom I had never met or corresponded with beforehand. But 
40 he seemed to understand everything I did about the book." Of Sr. Gable's 
article, Flannery O' Connor replied, in Sr. Gable' a words, that it II came 
nearer the truth about her writing than any other criticism. With character-
istics humllity she £Flannery O'ConnqrJ said: 'I ahalllearn from it myself 
and save my breath by referrlng other people to it •• " 41 Thus these two 
39Robert M. MoCown, "The Education of a Prophet: A study of 
Plannery O'Connor's The Violent Bear It Away,·t KoDsaa Magazine (1962), 
73-78; Sr. Manella Gable, lithe Ecumenic Core in the Fiction of Flannery 
O'Connor," Mariqan Bentdigt1n§ Review, VX (June 1964), 127-43. 
40Flannery O'Connor, in Joel Wells, "Off the Cuff, II Cntic, XXI 
(August-September 1962), 71. 
41Flannery O'Connor in Sr. Mariella Gable, "nannery O'Connor - A 
Tribute," Eaprit, vii (Winter, 1964), 26. 
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critical articles can be taken as presenting Miss O·Connor·s own views about 
lita a.ld ab3ut her "tJ1rlt!ng I even though they might not be v1~wed as perhaps 
quite so authoritative as essays which Miss 0' Connor initiated entirely by 
hersblf. 
Some insights into Flannery O' Connor's mind can also be obtained from 
her article 11 Living with a Peacock, .. 42 which curiously also helps to explain 
her perspective on life and literature. ,,43 Finally I some of Flannery 
O' Connor· s many letterl to friends and inquirers - often other creative writers 
or critics and therefor. often concerned speo1flcally with literary matters -
add to her posit of critical theory or explain in greater depth the meaning of 
her previous critical statements and the meaning of a few characters or in-
cidents in some of her storie.. Thos. whos. corre.pondence with Flannery 
O'Connor has already been published are the following: Sr. Allce, Sessions, 
Elizabeth Blshop, Sr. Gable, Stern, literary executor Robert F1tzgerald, 
explicator Lawrenoe Perrine, author John Hawkes, Farnham, critio Ib.ab Haslan 
42 Flannery O' Connor, .. Living with • Peacook, It HolidAY, XXX (SePtember, 
1961), 52-53, 55. 
43 John 1. Clarke, "The Achievement of Flannery O'Connor," Bamt, VIII 
(Winter, 1964), 6. 
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Rupp, and Lewis Lawson. 44 Sometimes th$se letters do not relate to literary 
matters, yet still shed light on the workings of Flarmary O'Connor's mind. 
Som2!tlmes these peop!:",: h.ave published only a sentence or two or a paragraph 
fror;l C-:!18 or two letters Flannery O'Connor sent them; sometimes a whole letter 
or a whole saries of letters has been published. In severa11nstances long 
letters which quite specifically concern literary matters prev1de invaluable 
statements about Miss O'Connor·. theot1e.. In any e'\tent, these letters with 
direct statements from MJ. •• O' Connor cannot be ignored; a few of the longer 
more speCific one. are as valuable as Flannery O'Connor's formal essaYI. 
ThuI, much expository material presents Flannery O· ConRQI" s views and 
gives the critic good insight into what Flannery O'Connor wa. trying to do. 
There are two problems here, however. At least half of tha matattal has be.n 
4481'. Mary Altee, "My Merator, Plannery O'Connor, It SAturdaY Btnr1.tw, 
XLVIU (May 21, 1965), 24-25: WUllam Se.llona, "A C~IPOndenc •• 1t In.lllt 
Added Dim .. ,. The Art lid MInd of "'DAaa OtCoDnqr, ed. Melvin·J. 
Friedman and Lewis A. Lawson (New York: Fordham University Press, 1966) f 
209-225; Elisabeth Blshop, IIFlannery O'Connor, 1925-l964, .. New York 13_ ..... -~. 
of 1oo.k.1. III (October 8. 1964), 21: 11'. Martella Gable, "The Ecumenic Core 
In the Fiction of Plannery O·Cotmot," AmmaD Bentdtqt1u Bavin, >W (June 
1964), 127-43: Sr, Martella Gable, "Plannery O·Connor - A Trtbute;" laptJt. 
VIII (WInter, 1964), 25-27; Rtohatd Stem, "Plannery ~Connor; A aemem-
branee and Som. Letters, II Shenandoah. XVI (Winter, 1961), 5-10; Robert 
Fitzgerald, "IntrodUction, It Flannery O·Connor. JurvtllInq Dal Bill' MJlIt 
Cgmw:qe (New Yodu Parrar, Straus and 81rowc, 1965), vtt-xxxtv: LaWrence 
Pemne, "Flannery O·Conraor - A frtbute," B'prtt, vm (Winter, 1964', 39-401 
John Hawkes, "Plannery O'CoMO"-S Devil," Sawana, 8IY1t!8. LXX (Summer, 
1962) 315-407; Jame. F. Farnham, "The Grote.que in Flannery O'Conner," 
Ammsa, CV (May 13, 1961), 217, 280-81; lbab Ha.san, Ro<U9Il lQpocGeot 
Sludl,. IA \hi CqptgVQlII'Y AmmoaP, Hon! (Princeton, N. J .; Princeton 
Unlverslty Prel., 1961), 79: Rlohard H. Rupp, "Pacts and Mystery; Flannery 
-
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publ1shed in magasines not easily available. For example, F[esco. Esprit, 
grey-friar, and Tbe Phoenix Magazines - small college literary journals 
Wilich usually publisll students' creative writing - are not only unavailable 
in most libraries, but alao unknown to most researchers.. The material is 
scattered over more than twenty flve books and magazines - a challenging 
variety of sources for any investigator who would wish for a complete state-
mant of Flannery O· Connor's views. Although Friedman and Lawson gather 
some of this material in their recent book The Add,d DimeMion. they do not 
gather all the material, and even what they do print is presented merely as 
excerpted paragraphs, out of context, too brief and unorganized to be 
valuable to a person wishlng to understand Miss 0' Connor'l total frame of 
mind. 45 
Furthermore, this matenal is quite uneven in tone. Some of it ob-
vioully was intended for formal publication and was carefully polished by 
Flannery O'Connor. Some was the result of talks Miss O'Connor gave at 
colleges or to literary groups, and 1s therefore a bit more relaxed in keeping 
with its orig1nal oral delivery.. The interviews of course are sWI more 
formal and conversaUonal, while the personal letters often have Miss 
O'Connor, It QQmmolWfll. LXXIX (December 6, 1963), 304-07; Lewis A. 
Lawson, II Ev8l'?thing That R1se. Must Converge, If Studies in Short Fiction. 
III (Spring 1966), 314-6. 
45 
Lewis A. Lawson, flFlannery O'Connor in Her Own Words, A Col-
lection .)f Statements, It The Added P1men'19n. 226-263. See also 
footnote 36. 
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O' Connor using slang I personal references, etc. The articles by McCowan 
and Gable are of a different texture entirely because I while they enjoy 
Flannery O'Connor's full enthusiastic endorsement, they are not in her own 
words and they were not occasioned by her own thinking. They are thus a 
primary authority but not quite of the eminence of primary texts. Moreover, 
Flannery 0' Connor produced most of this material in answer to some particular 
question or problem - the topic suggested by the group for whom she was to 
speak I a question asked in a letter, a previous event in her relationship with 
the person or persons with whom she was communicating. There is f for 
example, considerably more material in which Flannery 0' Connor deals with 
her attitude toward the South, the church and the grotesque than there is about 
s ymbol1sm or irony - because these former are the areas in which most in-
quirers and crttics were most interested and about which they asked the most 
questions. Because of the shtfting tones of this material, therefore, and 
because of the random way in which the topics are treated t there is need for 
a compilation of Flannery 0' Connor's basic premises, need for an explanation 
of how her ideas and techniques systematically proceed from these premises 
and avow a consistent organized view of Ufe and of art. 
Because of the inaccessabllity of four of these magazines containing 
this primary matarial, therefore, because of the wide distribution of the 
material, and because of the random Ad hoc nature and uneven texture of the 
remarks, no thorough and systematic study of Flannery O' Connor's critical 
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theory has been made. "If collected and analyzed, these attical comments 
would help to clarify Miss O' Connor's ficttonal passages f which have seemed 
so extravagant to some. 46 One of the main purposes of this dissertation is 
to make this gathering and systematic analysis. As often as possible f Flan-
nery O'Connor's own words will be used in an attempt to weave all her critical 
writings into a whole. 
A number of reasons f therefore f urge the value of a thorough and close 
systematic analysis of Miss O·Connor's expository statements of her ideas on 
life and on literature. Such a study is worth while for any good author and 
necessary for an author of Flannery O'Connor's status. Confusion about what 
Flannery 0' Connor was trying to say and do in her storie8, apparent contradic-
tions and developments within her theories I the scattered nature of her ex-
pository statements, and the sh1ft1ng tones or levels of predsion from one 
statement to another - all these factofs make such an analysiS desirable and 
demanding. It 1s the purpose of the present study to make such an analysis. 
This dissertation wUl bring Miss O'Connor's theories into one place and 
systematize them into one organized body. By reviewing what Flannery 
0' Connor thought she was doing, this summary of theory wUl estabUsh 
a-priori the likely meanings ~nd techniques of her stodes; it will therefore 
46John J. Clarite, 'IThe AChievement of Flannery O'Connor, If 6. 
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aid future analysis of these stones. 
Several other minor difficulties should be mentioned here, since they 
have a bearing on the method of procedures in this study. 
Even in her expository writings, Flannery O' Connor did not write with 
the precision of a scientist or a philosopher. Her very philosophy itself, with 
its insistence on the whole man and its abhorrence of excessive rationalism, 
would have caused her to write thus even if she were a professional philo-
sopher. But she was not writing as a philosopher. Even in her expository 
writings, Flannery O'Connor wrote as a literary artist. Metaphors, irOnies, 
contrasts, and subtleties abound. Thus, as this study beginS to systematize 
her thoughts, it must constantly repeat and re-echo other statements Flannery 
0· Connor made. The only effective way to understand a writer whose mean-
ings are gently shaded by the subtleties of indirect or figurative language is 
to examine his use of a word or an idea each time it appears - explicating 
carefully and repeating frequently. Plannery O'Connor' s ideas can be under-
stood systematically and precisely only if one patiently compares numerous 
passages where she uses similar words and ideas. One can then see the 
shades of meanings which the words attract from each context and from the 
series of contexts; only then can a definite statement be made about exact 
meanings. Thus, this study will proceed as expl1cation of Miss O' Connor's 
expository material. Interspersed with critical interpretation will be many 
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Juxtaposed interpretations from various of Flannery O'Connor's expository 
writings, In a sense, then, this is a speCifically literary study and not 
merely a study of a literary figure. Since Flannery O'Connor's expository 
writ1ngs exh1bit the same poetic compactness and density as her stories, even 
the study of her expository writings must weigh suoh factors as nuances of 
wording I irony, contrasts, selectivity. and figures of speech. In any event f 
the technique of careful word-by-word expl1oatton 1s what 1s required as the 
procedure of this study. As a person whose prinoipal message was that Ufe 
was a thing of texture rather than of over-simplification and systematization, 
Flannery O'Connor would probably find it fitting that a study that treats even 
her expository writing should consider a fabrio of interwoven complex texture 
rather than a scientific del1neatlon. 
Another minor difficulty Is that Flannery O' Connor is primarily a 
religious writer. There is danger that any study of such a writer can become 
lost 1n theological speculation. Flannery O'Connor herself recognized the 
difference between theology and philosophy; her reasonings are usually 
supported by arguments from both fields. As a person aware of the need for 
communication with a seoular culture, moreover, Miss O'Connor more usually 
dwelt with phUosophical argu:nents for her theories about ute and l1terature. 
Every attempt Is made in this study to differentiate between Flannery 
,..... 
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O'Connor's theological arguments47 and her philosophical arguments, and 
every attempt 1s made to follow Mis. O' Connor's own example 1n putting far 
greater stress on the phUolophical arguments. Since Miss O' Connor was not 
10 much worrted about philosophy as about how ideas were related to l1ter-
ature, the task Is somewhat easier: one can focus on her theories of writing 
as a primary procedure. Since Flannery O' Connor's vocabulary often used 
words with special theolOgical or BibUcal connotations - because she could 
thereby make both the phUosoph1cal and theolOgical points symboUcally at one 
time and with one .statement • the task at Umes becomes confusing. An 
example can probably best make clear what mUlt be done in this study: Just 
";' "'·1 
as studies of Hawthorne and Dostoevsky - the two writers whom Flannery 
O'Connor most admired and imitated - must take into account the strong theo-
logical implications of the writings of these two authors,. so must any study 
of Flannery O'Connor. The theolO9Y and the philosophy are often closely 
interwined. But just a8 critics have no fear that the theology of Hawthorne 
and Dostovesky will cause criticism to tum lnto theology, so must critics of 
Flannery O'Connor treat her ideas Without worrying lest "too much" theology 
appear. Actually, the fact that the theology and the philosophy are so inter-
t wined gives one more strong reason why such a careful study of Flannery 
47These theologioal arguments have validity only for those who share 
Flannery 0' Connor's theologlcal commitments - a kind of liberal CathoUcism 
which not even all Cathollcs would accept. 
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O'Connor -or Hawthorne or Dostovesky - is necessary: one must distinguish 
between what is useful as an insi,ht into the author's own private personal 
views, and what is valid as inslqht for everyone. The present study, there-
fore, without ignoring Flannery O' Connor's theology, will emphasize, as did 
Miss O'Connor herself, her phUosophy of life and of literature. Hyman quite 
rightly notes that "any discussion of her theology can only be preliminary to, 
48 
not a substitute for, aesthetic analysis and evaluation. It 
Finally, a lenqthy examination of abstract statements of theory is in 
danger, as Flannery O'Connor herself would say, "floating off"; it must be 
49 kept" anohored to the earth. II Thus, after the main portion of this study has 
examined Miss 0' Connor's statements of theory, a smaller final portion will 
examine how this theory ts applied in her narrative praotice. Such application 
of theory has been l1m1ted to one work, The Violent lew " AwaY for several 
reasons. Any attempt to apply theory to all of Mias O' Connor' a stodes, it 
was felt, would result 1n either a few hasty generallzations that merely echo 
50 
other general introduct1ons to the stories, or would distort the purpose of 
this study by making it an extremely lengthy detailed explication rather than 
48Hyman, FlaMm Qt ColUlQf. 44. 
49Flannery O·Connor, in Sr. Nary Alice, "My Mentor, Flannery 
O'Connor," 24, Saturday Review, XLVIn (May 29, 1965). 
SOThere are at present two studies which attempt to survey Flannery 
o I Connor's ach1evements. They are the following: Robert ~ake, Flannery 
Q'Conn9t (Grand Rapids, Michigan; William B. Eerdmans f 1966); Stanley 
Ed9¥' Hyman, Flannery O'Connor, Pamphlets on American Writers, No. 54 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press. 1965). 
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a study of Miss O' Connor's theories about life and l1terature. A close appli-
cation of theory to one of Miss O' Connor's books, on the other hand, provides 
an opportunity for one to use the present study to shed valuable light on the 
meaning of that book and does not merely add to the already large number of 
generalities about Flannery O' Connor or about that book. The ViOlent Bear It 
~ presents itself as the best book for such an application of theory be-
cause it 1s M1ss O'Connor's longest unified work. 
The Violent Bear It Any 1s a good book for this appl1cation of theory, 
moreover, because 1t is also Flannery O'Connor's most controverSial book. If 
one of the main purposes of this study 18 to resolve controversias about the 
meaning of her stortes, Its most valuable application could be a somewhat 
better explanation of The Y£91gpt Btar It AWay. Thus this dissertation has a 
double purpose. Its primary purpose 1s the already explained study of Miss 
0' Connort s theories. Its secondary purpose 1s to provide an explication of the 
major confusino i.s8ues in tb~ Vi21ent Bear It Away as Flannery O'Connor's 
theories of life and art are revealed in that novel. 
Controversies about Tb~ Viglent Bear It Away can be summarized as 
follows. Coffey complains that the Vlo1ftnt Bear It Away errs 1n a way in 
which Flannery O'Connor's short stories never err: "The vehicle plainly does 
not fit the tenor." The novel 1s based on the metaphor that Tarwater has in-
hertted the ur9' to baptize and baptism Is a metaphor for religious conversion. 
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The trouble is that the novel is all metaphor and no reality. One cannot 
"11terally" say that people go around "dousing" others or that one can Inherit 
this tendency. For the novel to be valid, Coffey requires a ltteral level of 
plot to be true and the metaphorio or deeper-levels to be simultaneously true. 
Coffey feels that the novel was too long a form for Flannery O' Connor to 
manage I that it was so l()ng that Mlss O' Connor lost the thread of Uteral 
51 
meaning. Suoh criticism probably reflects what many critics find wrong 
with the novel: when critics complain that the novel haa an· exaggerated 
brutal1ty, that it is nothing but grotesque exaggerations # they are echoing 
Coffey's charge that the religious metaphoric level lacks grounding 1n 
reality. The book excessively exaggerates brutality in order to stress 
metaphorically religious vehemence. IiJni. sums up this general view and 
critioize. Flannery O·Connor'. stones when it complains that all too often 
does II Ferocious Flannery weaken her wallop by groping about for a symbolic 
second-story meaning," often "something about salvation. I, This "fumbling" 
is what mars the work whenever Flannery O'Connor attempts "the longer form" 
of the novel. tlmL also feels that Miss O'Connor so exaggerated reality to 
allow metaphoriC and symbolic implications in her stories that It though her 
handling of God-cirunk backwoodsmen is based in religiOUS seriousness, it 
5lwarren Coffey, "Plannery O'Connor, If Commentary, XL (November 
1965), 94. 
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seldom seems to rise above an ironic jape. " DIe Viollnt Star It AwU i. a 
meaningless novel because it lack. the "flashes of plty that alone could make 
such a story baa.rable." Thus the book ends up being a mere horror story of 
faith In which II characters are for or against God with a kind of vlndlctlveMls 
that • • • must mak ~ even Him uneasy. t1 The last few pagel of the book showing 
Tarwater's supposed converslon, therefore, are meaningle.s al.o - an adjunct 
52 
artificially attached to a pessimistio book. 
An importa.nt critio of Southern Uterature j01n. Coffey 1n a d.eper examln-
atlon of why nannery O'Connor's storie. are unsatisfactory. Loui. D. Rubin 
argues: "1J.ke many others, I f .. l that .it was a short story wrtter that 
Flannery o'Connor was at her best. Much thouvh I adm1re element. of Wi.' 
mood and The Violent Bear It AWIY, neither of the.e longer works quite come. 
off. PerhapI it ta because .be I. so very lnten.e a writer that only her short 
stories can bear the weight of tbat concentration of form and meaning she 
brought to the oraft of fiotion • .,53 T. Gosset agrees that Flannery O'Connor's 
inSight 1s too It explosiVe for more than a short story. Such surging vigor of 
religious belief must be dlsclpllned by the confines of the short story or it 
52God-IntoJdcated HUlbl111es, If l'imI., LXXV (February 29, 1960),118,121. 
53Loma D. Rubin Jr •• "Flannery O'Connor - A l'r1bute," E,pm, YIU 
(Winter, 1964), 44. 
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•• comes through as mere bigotry. " 54 It s uqgests otherwise "the secure believer 
poking bitter fun at the confused and bedeviled." 55 
Even some who praise Flannery O'Connor find major weaknesses especially 
in The ViQlent Bear It Away. Harman echoes Coffey's oomplaint that Flannery 
O' Connor's metaphor is so exaggerated that the reader cannot establish enough 
sympathy with some character to pierce the metaphor and come to reality. 
Hartman complains that her novels lack a tI comforting communion l1 between 
boOk and author I that a book by Flannery O' Connor" often gives the impression 
56 
that it is about to bite somebody." Granville Hicks, who had earlier spoken 
of the compassion in Miss O'Connor's short stories, makes his final judgement 
that, while she is not a peSSimist, there is no one blacker. 51 Pickrel finds 
The Violent Beat It Away not too explosive or too confUSing but a little "too 
58 . 
schemativ, " while Murray delights that Flannery O'Connor does not make 
things all black or all white. 59 The critics here give evidence that either the 
54 Thomas F. Gosset, "The ReligiOUS Quest, If SQuthmlt Review (Winter, 
1961), 81. 
55 
"God-Intoxic:ated HUlbUltes, II Iim!t LXXV (February 29 i 1960) I 121 
56 Carl Hartman, "Jesus Without Christ," We'~rnReview, XVII (1952),80. 
57 
Granville Hicb, .. Southern Gothic with a Vengeance I·t S§tyrday Reyiew, 
LXl1I (January 2, 1960), 18; "Cold, Hard Look at Humankind," SatyrdaY Reyiew, 
XLVUI (May 29, 1965) I 23-24. 
58 Paul Pickrel, lithe New Books, II Harper', CCXX (April 1960), 114. 
59 James G. Murray, "Southland a la russe" Critic, XXI (1963), 26-28. 
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novel is confusing or the critics at least are confused - because experts 
directly contradict each other's opinions. Rosenberger agrees that the novel 
1s .. a fairly explicit parable of thEa twentieth century. t1 60while his companion 
reviewer in New York, Prescott, summarizes his position as follows: 
"A novelist with Christian concern," Miss O'Connor calls herself, 
I'who writes about what she sees in relation to the Redemption of 
Christ." Ii."l Miss O'Connor's new novel, tiThe Violent Sear It Away," 
/sic/ that relationship is presumably pleasant; but if it is, it 1s not 
apparent to me, nor do I think that ii·Twill be to many others. • • but 
they /her virtues a. a writer/ are insufficient to atone for a grotesque 
and blzu. central sUuation that never seems real. One can pity 
Mi •• O'Connorts doomed characters as caricatured types o~lhuman 
misery; but one cant t believe in them, or care about them. 
Probably the best summary of the case against Flannery O'Connor comes from 
Hubert Creekmore. He finds that The Violent Bear It Away lacks form. The 
novel preaches its thesis exclusslvely and 1s so .. schematic" that the charact-
ers are not interesting at all. Probability is lacking - because Flannery 
O'Connor's rigid thesis demands too great reliance on chance in such incidents 
as Old Tarwater's shallow ravings and Tarwater· s httch-hlcklng and excessive 
"pyromania." Moreover I though Flannery O'Connor 1s trying to preach, she 
has created a negattve book that has no positive norm; no one charaoter acoepts 
Christianity or present whatever Flannery O'Connor does hold to be orthodox or 
60 Coleman Rosenberg, "In a Bizarre Back Country, II New . ..¥ork He[Jld 
Tribune Book Review, XXXVI (February 28, 1960), 13. 
61 Orville Prescott, "Books of the Times," .N§w York Times. May 24, 1960 
P. 35. 
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proper values. Too much is warped and qrotesque. More importantly, the book 
Is a dis unified jumble of "gratuitous scenes"; it is a short story stuffed with 
extra diqres sions, flashbacks, mutterings I and useles s deta!l. The plot 
does not advance; the characters do not change or develop. Nothing is present 
to broaden the substance of the novel and make it the organic masterpiece that 
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a few Catholic critics claim. 
Thus the case against '!'he Violent B§§t It Away eventually comes down 
to the fact that the novel is very confusing with its sharp tone and grimly un-
avoidable climax, and with its weaving of detail that seems to be not only un-
necessarily grotesque I but also Simply unnecessary .. stuffing" that dilates 
what should have been a controlled short story, especially with the violent 
emotional vehemence tt portrays. 
Many critics, however I find The ViQlent Dear It Awsri to be a good nove • 
Despite his own confusion, Hicks feels that it is a "first-rate" novel that 
proves Flannery O'Connor's importance. 63 Hood contradicts the pessimist by 
claiming that the novel has a fine texture that illustrates one of the greatest 
virtues of good prose, the ever-expandinq symbols that deepen the surface of a 
novel and make it a rich masterpiece - exactly opposite to Creekmore's conten-
62Hubert Creekmore, "A Southern Baptism," The New Leader, May 30, 
1960, p. 20-21. 5~r critics hostile to this novel are cited in chapter two; 
see pp. 49-52" .. 
63 Hicks, "Southern Gothic with a Vengeance, It 18 
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tion that the novel was too shallow. Others find the novel "close to a classic,' 
the hinge of Flannery O'Connor's reputation, and the book that turned critical 
doubters into passionate believers that Flannery O' Connor is a "master" pro-
ducing "some of the finest stories in the language. ,,64 J. Greene feels that 
The Violent Bear It AwaY is much better than Flannery O'Connor's short stories 
because she has more room in the novel. He feels that the intensity of Flan-
nery O'Connor's usual theme does not require the discipline of the short story; 
he finds that her intensity requires the novel form, so that the emotion is not 
caught in an II intense hothouse I" and so that the complexity of her lines of 
thought can be revealed. 65 Hyman, in his recent survey, indicates the range 
of critical dispute when he notes that "despite the prevailing opinion, she was 
primarily a novelist, not a short story writer, and consequently her novels are 
better and more important than even the best of her stories. II He feels that 
The Violent Bear It Away is Flannery O'Connor's "masterpiece," that it is 
II perfectly shaped" with "no loose ends" or details that do not advance the 
66 
awelling crescendo of meaning. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------
6-1Edward M. Hood, "A Prose Altogether Alive," Kenyon Review. XXIII 
(Winter, 1961), 170-2; Br. Luke Graude, "Gabriel Fielding New Master of the 
Catholic Classic?" Catholic World, CXV1I (1963), 172-179; Sr. Mary Alice, 
liMy Mentor, Flannery O'Connor, tI Saturday Review, XLVIII (May 29, 1965), 
24-25; "Grace Through Nature," Newsweek. LXY (May 31, 1965), 86. 
65rames Greene, liThe Comic and the Sad," Commonweal. LXII (July 22, 
1966), 404; liThe Redemptive Tradition of Southern Rural LHe," Commonweal, 
LXXII (April 15, 1960), 67-68. 
66Hyman, Flannery O'Connor, 43-44, 19, 23. 
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Probably the basic problem in all this critical confusion as has already 
been indicated is the ending of The Violent Bear It Away. There is considerable 
confusion about just what is happening at the ending. B. Davis feels that 
67 
Tarwater despairs. Bowen feels that Tarwater rej ects prophetism, but 
because of a gloomy deterministic Providence, Tarwater must still follow the 
will of the God he has rejected. 68 Farnham finds Flannery O'Connor so 
69 gloomy that she cannot even conceive of the salvation of her characters. 
Mayhew and Rubin, on the other hand, feel that Tarwater is still free at the 
70 
end and is not determined in his choices. Ferris pOints out that those con-
fused about seeing determinism in the climax have difficulty because they do 
not see how the climax must be interpreted in the light of specific shades of 
71 
meaning which words and symbols have received throuqhout the novel. 
67 Barnabas Davis, "Flannery O'Connor: Christian Belief in Recent Fiction; 
Listening (Autumn, 1965), 5-2l. 
68 
Robert 0/ Bowen, "Hope vs. /sic/ Despair in The New Gothic Novel, II 
Renascence, XIII (1961), 147-152. 
69 James F. Farnham, "The Grotesque in Flannery O' Connor, II America, CV 
(1961), 277-281. 
70 Leonard F. X. Mayhew, "Flannery O'Connor: 1925-1964," Commonweal, 
LXX (Auqust 12, 1966), 562-3; Louis D. Rubin, Jr., The Faraway Country: 
Writerl of the Modern South (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1963), 
1956,238-40. 
71 Samuel J. Ferris, "The Outside and the Inside. 01 Flannery O'Connor's 
.The Violent Bear It Away," Critique, III (1960), 11-19. Although he gives 
only one or two hints or examples of what he means, Ferris does offer some 
evidence. His evidence is so brief, however, that he does not cover territory 
covered by this paper. 
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Gardiner thinks he liked Flannery 0' Connor's book, but admits that he cannot 
understand the ending; when Tarwater goes to where "the children of God lay 
sleeping," Gardiner asks, "What is he moving towards?" To resume his pro-
phetic mission? To give himself up because of the crime? To continue a 
72 
tortured life 7 Gardiner confesses he cannot tell. Davidson reaches a 
similar position of arrested judgement. He ehcoes earlier critics in claiming 
that "the novel is superior in conception and execution to anything Miss 
0' Connor had previously published. If the meaning is muddled or indecipherable 
the fault is probably in the fact that the three characters are so isolated fromthe 
general human context. In the end we can found no firm general1zation upon 
them, but tend to view them as irresponsible creatures belonging to some 
arbitrary world of fantasy." Davidson is repeating the charge that Flannery 
0' Connor did not translate her metaphor. Davidson pOints out that the ending 
is the specific interpretative problem when he notes that at the end Tarwater 
sees a supernatural burning bush and a vision of loaves and fishes, so that 
Tarwater knows he must accept his prophetic mission. Such a judgement, of 
course, directly contradtcts the above cited interpretations that the ending 
73 finds Tarwater despairing and rejecting prophetism. 
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Harold C. Gardiner, "A Tragic New Image of Man," America, CII (March 
5, 1960), 682-3. 
73Donald Davidson, "A ~rophet Went Forth," New York Times, February 38 
1960, p.4. 
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The insight gained from the examination of Flannery O'Connor's statements 
of theory, plus a close explication of the text of The Violent BeAr It AWAY, 
should enable this dissertation to shed 11ght on some of those controversies 
abOut the novel. This study will not attempt to explicate closely the whole 
novel; such a lengthy study would not b. in keeping with this paper's main 
p.J.lI'pose of explaining Flannery O' Connor's expository theories. But a ve ryt 
clo£ e expl1cation of the climax of Ihe Violent Bear It Away will be made beca us 
confuslon about the climax seems to be what underlies mucb of the controversy 
and misunderstanding about the book. Since the last three pages of the novel 
contain some of the most compact and poetlc of Flannery O'Connor's writing 
and since so many critics have specifically mentioned the ending as a paint of 
confusion, thls close attention to he ending should explain what Flannery 
O'Connor is trying to say there. This analysts can be made with more confid-
ence once the study of Flannery O'Connor's theories paints out what the critics 
should see. It will at the same time provlde the most demanding exemplific-
ation of how these theories are to be applied to Flannery O'Connor's writings. 
Eventually thls analysis may reveal that the climax is poor and that the whole 
novel, therefore becomes a disunified confused mas. of violent details. This 
analysis, on the other hand, could reveal that once the critic removes con-
fuslon about the meaning of the climax he is able to see how every detail of 
the novel is bullding organically up to that climax - that the novel is not 
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therefore an overgrown short story or a dis unified mass of gothic horror. 
No previous critic has attempted a lengthy explication of the novel. A 
few have made rather thorough studies of one or another aspects of its complex 
texture. Hyman and Drake 14 devote about ten pages to the patterns that recur 
in Flannery O'Connor's stories, and they examine Ibe Viollnt »ear It Away in 
15 greater detail. Malin and O. T. Snow slant their analyses so that they are 
concerned merely with details that seem to be modern adaptations of classlcal 
16 gothlc devices. Gossett examines the motif of violence; Sr. Gable examlnes 
the motif of ecumenismi Balli! examines the motif of homosexual incest. 
Several studles examine more deeply the organization and structure of the 
nctvel: Sr. Jenney: 11 expl1cates numerous passages illustrating Flannery 
O'Connor's use of sound as a symbolic pattern in the novel. Sr. Nolde 18 
provides one ot the first close analyses of Flannery O'Connor's patterns of 
symboUsm with an introduction to the imagery of silence, hunger and prophecy. 
The present study differs from these earlier works in that it will examine not 
74 Drake, Flannery O'Connor, Ope clt.; Hyman, Flannery O'Connor, op.cit. 
75 
Irving MaUn, New AmmaD gothiC, (Carbondale: Southern Illinois 
University Press, 1962), 93-123; Ollye T. Snow, "The Functional Gothic of 
Flanne~ 0' Connor," SOUthw:Jlt Bevtew, L. (Summer, 1965). 
16 
Loui. Y. Gossett, ReClOt Southern Fiction. (Durham, N. C.: Duke 
University Press, 1965). 
77. Sr. Jeremy, IIThI Violent Bear It Away: A Linguistic Education, If 
Renasgence, xvnl (1964), 11-16 
18 Sr. M. Simon Nolde, lithe Vi91ent har It Away: A Study in Imagery, It 
XaVier University Studies, 1 (1962), 180-194. 
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just one or two motifs or symbols, but a great many. Further, the present work 
can be more explicit about the meaning of Flannery 0' Connor· s detalls because 
it will have studied completely her theories about life and literature, and 
can therefore state much more boldly what Significance details in the novel 
have for Flannery O' Connor. None of the previous works, of course, have 
studied this relationship between Flannery 0 I Connor's expository thDughts and 
the detail of the novel. 
Thus, while the present study will not be a complete explication of IWt 
Violent Bear I~ AWAY, it wUl explicate the climax closely and it will examine 
a number of other intense passages in the novel - not only to show the meaning 
of the climax, but also to attempt to prove that the novel is a unified whole for 
which the cUmax, if properly understood, acts as a submit - A smooth, satis-
fylng, and natural gathering of all the strands of connotation, symbolism, and 
mea rung in the novel. This examination, however, serves primarily to give a 
brief illu.tration of Flannery O'Connor's theories as they are expres.ed in her 
longe.t story. These two important goals of the pre.ent study are useful and 
neces.ary in the Ught of earlier remarks about the current state of critical 
opiruon of Flannery O'Connor - necessary because of Miss O'Connor's reputa-
tion, necessary because of the confusion that exists concerning her writing, 
and necessary because of the so far inadequate explication given to her ex-
Pository writings and especially to Abe Violent Bear It Away. As Flannery 
0' Connor lierself said to a beginning writer such close examination - even if it 
37 
were of questionable value - "will improve your thinking and sharpen your 
19 
observation, which all things being equal Is good for the soul." 
19 Sr. Mary Alice, "My Mentor, Flannery O'Connor," 24-25. 
-CHAPTER I 
AVOIDING THE DISJUNCTION BETWEEN BELIEF AND SENSIBILITY: 
EXCESSIVE BELIEF 
The most logical first consideration in Flannery O'Connor's critical 
theory is what Miss O'Connor herself considered "the first thing you need to 
realize about fiction": "what the writer does when he writes a story is to 
try to see an action, or a series of actions, clearly. The key word is ~ 
. . . He wan,'s to see it himself clearly and make the reader see it 
clearly. ttl The sight metaphor, one of Flannery O'Connor's most frequently 
used figures, implies several tasks. 
One of these tasks involves the question of how the reader comes to view 
the writer's grasp of the world. "The fiction writer is concerned with the 
way the world looks first of all. He establishes it by its looks. You 
should know what a character looks like before you go into his head and say 
what he is thinking about. You have to convince your reader that he is 
2 
there." To other beginning writers, Flannery O'Connor urges the same con-
cern with externals: ''my advice is to start reading and writing and looking 
sud listening. Pay less attention to yourself than to what is outside you 
1Flannery O'Connor, Letter to Sr. Mary-Alice, in Sr. Mary-Alice, '~y 
Mentor, Flannery O'Connor," Saturday Review, XLVIII (May 29, 1965), 24. For 
the obvious connection with Conrad, see pp. 37-38. 
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and if you must write about yourself, get a good distance away and judge 
yourself with a stranger's eyes and a stranger's severity.,,3 One way to write 
a poorly written story is to neglect the advice to portray the outside world 
clearly - to become lost in one's own mind, or, as Miss O'Connor claimed on 
another occasion, entirely to forget the outside world. "I read some stories 
at one of the colleges not long ago - all by Southerners - but with the ex-
ception of one story, they might all have originated in some synthetic place 
that could have been anywhere or nowhere. These stories hadn't been in-
fluenced by the outside world at all, only by television." For Miss O'Connor, 
this neglect of the physical world was a sign of the "grim view of the future" 
of the short story.4 In "The Partridge Festival," the following discussion 
between the girl, an abstract thinker who writes non-fiction, and the male 
novelist occurs: 
83. 
"Since our forms are different," he said, again with his ironical 
smile, "we might compare findings." 
"I don't mean your abstract findings," the boy said. "I mean your 
concrete findings. Have you ever seen him? What did he look like? 
The novelist is not interested in narrow abstractions - particularly 
when they are obvious. He's. • • • II 
"No," she said, "that isn't necessary for me. What he looks like 
makes no difference - whether he has brown eyes or blue - that's 
nothing to a thinker." 
"you are probably," he said, "afraid to look at him. 11e novelist 
is never afraid to look at the real object." 5 
3Flannery O'Connor, "Flannery O'Connor," Esprit, III (Winter, 1959), 10. 
4l Flannery O'Connor, "The Regional Writer," Exprit, VII (Winter, 1963),34. 
5Flannery O'Connor, "The Partridge Festival," Critic, XIX, No.4 (1961), 
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Thus the first thing the author must see is the outside appearance of the 
physical world, "the real object." 
The novelist must, however, see more than merely the outside things. In 
"The Partridge Festival," the continuation of the conversation indicates that 
a story "is not a reported incident"6 merely: 
"I would not be afraid to look at him," the girl said angrily, "if it 
were at all necessary. Whether he has brown eyes or blue is nothf.ng 
to me." 
"There is more to it," Calhoun said, "than whether he has brown eyes 
or blue. You might find your theories enriched by the sight of him. 
And I don't mean by finding out the color of his eyes."7 
Theorizing directly rather than through a fictional character, Miss 
O'Connor explains that 'vhen we talk about the writer's country, we are liable 
to forget that no matter what particular country it is, it is inside as well 
as outside him. Art requires a delicate adjustment of the outer and inner 
world in such a way that, without changing their nature, they can be seen 
through each other.,,8 The artist who is trying to "see through" to the inside 
of objects must look for the unique reality that makes a thing what it is: 
Conrad said that his aim as an artist was to render the highest 
possible justice to the created universe. This is the way the 
fiction writer works • • • by making us see • • • creation; and 
not just the beautiful or pretty things. You must learn to look 
60 'Connor , "Flannery O'Connor," 10. 
70 'Connor, "The Partridge Festival," 83. 
8F1annery O'Connor, "The 'Fiction Writer And His Country," in The Living 
Novel: A Symposium, ed. Granville Hicks (New York, 1957), 163. 
for whatever 1s in each person and each thing that makes it itself. 
Hopkins called this "inscape." Look for this with your eyes open, 
not with them shut. 9 
Thus the second thing the author must see is the inside reality that causes 
that "real object" to be uniquely real, uniquely itself. 
What any person sees in the physical world depends of course on his point 
of view. A wall may be seen as red if the viewer sees the brick on the out-
,ide, or as green if he sees the painted plaster in the room. A glass may be 
leen as half-full if the viewer sees the object in relation to his abilities t< 
succeed - or as half empty. As her comments on "inscape," etc., have already 
indicated, Flannery O'Connor is concerned with the second, psychological point 
of view, not with the physical point of view. And Miss O'Connor has a par-
ticular relationship within her psychological point of view: "I see from the 
standpoint of Christian Orthodoxy. This means that for me the meaning of life 
is centered in our Redemption by Christ and that what I see in the world I 
see in its relation to that." To define what is meant by this statement about 
the "meaning of life," Miss O'Connor adds: "Redemption is meaningless unless 
there is cause for it in the actual life we live. nlO 
Many of Flannery O'Connor's remarks about her fiction are an attempt to 
deal with critics who base their case against her writing on a comparison 
between Miss 0!Connor1s primary command to see things clearly as they really 
90 'Connor, I~y Mentor, Flannery O'Connor, 24. 
100 'Connor, "The Fiction Writer And His Country," 262. 
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are in themselves and her later statements about Redemption. ll The main source 
of difficulty for these critics comes when Miss O'Connor adds her second state-
ment about Redemption. The following schema shows what many of these critics 
have felt is the logical weakness in her thinking: (1) I start with the 
"standpoint" of orthodoxy, the standpoint that Redemption has a meaning. (2) 
Redemption 1s meaningless unless the actual world needs Redemption. (3) There-
fore, the world must be the kind of thing that needs Redemption. Claim is madE 
that Flannery O'Connor's .a-priori acceptance of Redemption causes her to de-
mand that the world be the sort of thing that needs Redemption - and involves 
her in a contradiction of the cardinal principle of artists especially in the 
modern age of "rendered ll scenes: her own primary command that the artist must 
first see things as they really are in themselves. The issue is whether 
reality comes first (and needs Redemption)or whether Redemption and orthodoxy 
are primary (and force the writer to picture a false view of Redemption-
needing, evil reality). 
Flannery O'Connor takes conscious note of these charges that she may be 
IICritics who make such charges do not explicitly pOint out that they are 
justified in their criticism by what they see as a contradiction in Flannery 
O'Connor's just quoted statements about the nature of fiction. Such a feeling 
that there is an apparent contradiction in Miss O'Connor's statements, however 
seems to lie implicitly at the root of remarks by such critics. As Miss 
O'Connor herself points out, theae critics who charge that she must be a poor 
writer because she is a Catholic usually do not spend too much time searching 
for eyidence to support their charges; they seem to come with the ~-priori 
view that their charges are correct. Some of the most important or explicit 
of these critics are Hy Wylie (in general criticism of Catholic authors) and 
Mr. Hicks, Mr. Baumbach and Mr. Coffey, whose views are summarized below. 
Other critics have their views cited in the "Introduction" and in Chapter II. 
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5uffer1ng from "the lIUch ti1scul'Jsed disjunction between .ensibili ty and belief." 
She has a firm reply: "in the greateat fiction, the writer's moral sense 
coincides with his dramatic sense. n12 Hawever, "the question as to what effect 
Catholic dogma has on the fiction writer who is a Catholic," she recognizes, 
is a complex one. It is two-eided: "what Mr. Wylie contends is that the 
Catholic writer, because he believes in certain defined mwsteries, cannot, by 
the nature of things, see straight; and this contention, in effect, is not 
very different from that made by Catholics who declare that whatever the 
Catholic writer £!!! see, there are certain things that he should not see, 
straight or otherwise. n13 Despite her declaration that belief and sensibility 
should be harmonious, one group of critics claims that Miss O'Connor uses 
reUgion, beUef, too II1ch; the other group complains that she uses it too 
Uttle. The fact that the critics cannot agree on which extreme she is guilty 
of - whether she overuses "sendbili ty" and the things of this world or 
"beUef" and religiOUS faith - is in itself' perhaps a partial anawer to the 
charges. 
Those who claim that Miss O'Connor uses religion too strongly agree with 
Jonathan Baumbach that the "besetting limitation" of Flannery O'Connor is that 
her theological the.e governs her view of reality and sends her off into her 
120'Connor, "The Fiction Writer And His Country," 162, 161. 
13Flannery O'Connor, wrbe Church And The Fiction Writer," !merica, CICVI 
(March 30, 1957), 733. 
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own ''private world" which theologically sees things as all good or all bad.1L! 
Warren Coffey presses the point even further by offhandedly presuming that 
because Miss O'Connor is a Catholic in AlD8rica she is "of course" a Jansenist 
insistent (probably subconsciously in the case of Flannery O'Connor) on show in 
the goodness of a "desperate assertion of faith" and the evil of "Intellectual 
Pride," "Irreligion," and aex. Coffey apparently teels that he need not 
examine her stories too closely} he need only observe that the heritage ot an 
American Catholic cannot "of course" escape Jan.enism and that Flannery 
O'Connor mst be a Jansenist dogmatist because she is Irish and went to 
parochial schools where she was overwhelmed for lite - in an ironic under-
statement by Cotfey - by "teachers less bland" than the Chardin she came to 
admire at the end of her life.15 If this type of critic will soften his views 
at all, he will still hold with Granville Hicks that because of their 
"abao lu te" quaU ty "there are points at which Miss 0' Connor I s dogmas seem. to 
falsity her stories" for a person like himself who does not believe in any 
absolutes.16 Flannery O'Connor herself summarizes the position of these 
critics qy noting that their objections to her and a-priori to any Catholic 
novelist range trom. "the statement of Philip Wylie that la Catholic, if he is 
American 
O'Connor," Commentary, XL (November, 196,} , 
l6aranvil1e Hicks, "A Holy Kind of Terror, It Saturday Review, XLIX (July 
2, 1966), 22. 
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devout, i.e., sold on the authority of his Church, is also brain-washed, 
whether he realizes it or not (and consequently does not have the freedom 
necessary to be a first-rate creative writer) to the often repeated explana-
tion that the Catholic in this country suffers from a parochial aesthetic and 
a cultural insularity." Also, "if he takes the Church for what she takes her-
self to be, the writer must decide what she demands of him and whether she 
restricts his freedom. The material and method of fiction being what they are 
the problem may seem greater for the fiction writer than for any other.,,17 
Flannery O'Connor does not deny that theology influences her writing. If I 
don't think you should write something as long as a novel around anything that 
is not of the greatest concern to you and everybody else and for me this is 
always the conflict between an attraction for the holy and ••• disbelief."18 
She has, however, several often repeated and rephrased replies to the charge 
that she or any good Catholic author "is out to use fiction to prove the truth 
of his faith, or at least to prove the existence of the supernatura1.!! With 
characteristic humility, she admits that the Catholic author "may be" out for 
propaganda. Such a writer "becomes the victim, not of the Church's dogmas, 
but of a false conception of their .[ the dogmas-2 demands." Yet no author, 
---~------------------- ----------_._----_._-_._._-----------
17 
O'Connor, "The Church and the Fiction Writer," 733. 
18Flannery O'Connor, Letter to John Hawkes, cited in John Hawkes, 
"Flannery O'Connor's Devil," The Sewanee Review, LXX (1962), 397. 
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including Flannery O'Connor, "can be sure cf his motives except as they 
SI1ggellt thell18elves in his finished work. "19 Her first reply that one can neve 
be surEl of his mot! ves puts slightl, ironical emphasis on how she is not as 
dogmatic even in her rebuttal as her critics who charge her with excessive 
dogmatism. They are the onee who judge a-priori. 
Secondly, Fl.annery O'Connor observe. that critice and writers with the 
a-priori View that a Catholic writer cannot write goed fiction have n~-well 
grounded complaint •••• about 1"811810118 literature on the score that it 
tends to m:1.n1ldse the importance and dignity ot life here and now in favor of 
life in the next world or in taTor of miraculous uniteatationa ot grace." 
With such a "hostile audience," whatever the justification for the hostiUty, 
the CathoUc writer must "be more than ever concerned to haTe hi. work stand 
on its own teet and be complete and .elf-eufficient and impregnable in its own 
right. When people bave told me that becaul. I am a Catholic, I cannot be an 
artist, I have had to reply, rue full,. , that because I am a Catholic I cannot 
afford to be less than an arti.t. n20 Even it her fiction were going to be the 
most effective propaganda, therefore, it would bave tc give the greatest 
attention to the things ot this world in order to reaoh the people tor whom it 
would be intend.d. "I think that the more a writer wiahes to make the super ... 
natural apparent, the 1I0re real h. has to be able to make the natural world, 
190tCcnnor, -The Church and the Fiction Writer, If 733.- 4. 
20Ibid ., 734. 
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for if the readers don't accept the natural world, they'll certainly not accepi 
anything else. lf2l For those 'Who reject the supernatural and accept only the 
natural, fiction must be valid as a thing of nature. 
Flamery O'Connor's most important reply to the charge of dogmatism is 
that the charge is based on false premises. It is based on the notion that 
dogma restricts the 'Writer from interpreting honestly. Belief does not 
distort the writer's vin of realitYI "I think there is danger in talking 
about the Catholic 'Writer as it his religion blotted out or stood in oppositior 
to his personality. The notion that Catholic writers are not free co_s about 
by thinking that being a Catholic is something imposed from the outside agains1 
one's feelings. You are a Catholic writer because you accept what the Church 
teaches, not because the Church is a Vise in 'Which you are caught." Flannery 
O'Connor with characteristic humor admits, ho'Wever, that 'While she does not 
"teel any responsibility to do this ~to 'Warp reality-1 as a Catholic writer," 
she personally gets "considerable glee • • • 'When it just happens" that she 
can justify her beliefs in 'WritUig, In fact she is especially amused by seein€ 
that the title of her ueual talk at collegee, "The Catholic Novelist in the 
Protestant South, It "makes a lot of people in the schools nervou8" because they 
think she i8 going to preach "a lot tf sixteenth-century dust.,,22 Belief does 
not distort the writer's view of reality, nor does it cause something to be 
21Flannery O'Connor, "The Novelist and Froe Will," Fresco, I (Winter, 
1961), 101. 
22Flannery O'Connor, in C. RoslI Mullins, Jr., "Flannery O'Connor, An 
Interview," Jubilee, II (1963), 34-5. 
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missing from the reality viewed: "Belief in Christian dogma" is not "a 
hindrance to the writer • • • It is not a set of rules which fixes what he 
sees in the world. ,,23 "A belief in fixed dogma cannot fix what goes on in 
life or blind the believer to it. It will, of course, add to the writer's 
obeervation a dimension which many cannot, in conscience, acknowledge; but as 
long as what they £!n acknowledge is present in the work, they cannot claim 
that any freedom has been denied the artiat. A dimension taken away is one 
thing; a dimension added is another.,,24 
An analogy can be drawn from physics at this point. A given volume of 
space may contain a certain number of protons and electrons. The same volume 
of space might, however, receive an additional number of protons and electrons 
It will be a different, heavier element as the observer witnesses it. But no 
injustice or distortion has been done to that volume or to the matter 
origthally contained in it. If the observer wishes to observe only the 
original protons and electrons, they are still there and operating in the same 
way -- although the physicist may consider such a person foolish for ignoring 
the other material added. The old phenomenon is still present; things now 
simply have a greater density. Likewise, Flannery O'Connor argues, the writer 
can add the supernatural to the matters of a world-view or volume. No 
injustice has been done to the natural world, although a greater density is 
present to the volume-of-space or story which reflects it. The observer canno 
---- ------_._----------------.,--_._----_. __ .. _ .. -._---_._-----
230 'Connor. "The Fiction Writer and His Country," 161. 
240 'Connor , "The Church and the Fiction Writer,1I 734. 
I""""" 
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complain that the writer has falsified the protons and electrons originally 
present or changed the volume. And the reader cannot complain that the natural 
roust have been lost or falsified simply because the supernatural was added; the 
story simply has greater density now. The supernatural did not hit the 
natural like a bullet and explode it. This is true even though the resulting 
work will quite properly seem different to the observer, as did the atom with 
other materials added. The observer can still look upon an unfalsified 
original if he desires, although the writer like the physicist may consider 
such an observer to be foolish. If the writer is one, like Flannery O'Connor, 
who sees the meaning of life in the supernatural, in the Redemption, then his 
view of life will reflect that belief and perhaps be controlled by it. He will 
not necessarily distort that basic life he sees, however, if on the other 
hand, the reader is one who looks upon the idea of Redemption as nonsense, he 
may have difficulty in accepting as real the characters of the novelist whose 
world is Redemption-centered. But he need not have that difficulty; he need 
accept only part of that novelist's world (he will have the same volume, no 
distortion, merely a less dense view). Orthodoxy does not change fiction by 
making it false nor by making it lack something. It gives fiction extra 
reality packed in more densely. A writer or critic should have no complaint 
that a second level of so-called supernatural meaning is present - as long as 
the primary level of natural meaning is present and proper. Can the fiction 
be "proper" when it has the supernatural? That is, can the atom-fiction be 
"proper" when it has extra protons and electrons (the supernatural) stuffed in 
with it? That is an artistic question that depends on the rules of art: "If 
we intend to encourage Catholic fiction writers, we must convince those coming 
,...... 
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along that the Church does not restrict their freedom to be artists but in-
sures it (the restrictions of art are another matter.,,25 The rules of art do 
not prohibit these deeper levels of supernatural meaning - whatever they do 
entail. 
In any event, Flannery O'Connor argues from personal experience that dogma 
does not impede a writer: "I have heard it said that belief in Christian dogma 
is a hindrance to the writer, but I myself have found nothing further from the 
truth.,,26 Whatever may be the practice of other writers she herself does not 
"deliberately set out to present" a story as a vehicle for making the audience 
"aware of and sympathetic with" her outlook on life. "I think that view [ of 
life] comes of itself, but 1 deliberately set out to make it work as a 
legitimate piece of fiction." 27 
Flannery O'Connor, therefore, replies to charges that Catholic authors 
must be dogmatists whose belief conflicts with their view of reality. She re-
plies that such an a-priori charge is itself mere dogmatism though possibly 
true for individual artists, that the charge makes little sense because such 
supernatural propaganda would fail to make its desired contact with those who 
believe in nature only, that because the supernatural adds on extra dimension 
to nature it does not thereby have to destroy hature, and that in any event 
such propagandism is foreign to her own conscious experience as a writer. 
-- ._-- -- --"----------- ---_._--,-------_._----_.-_ .. _-_._---_._---........ 
251bid • 
260 'Connor. liThe Fiction Writer and His Country," 161. 
27Flannery O'Connor, cited in Gerard E. Sherry, !IAn Interview with 
Flannery O'Connor," Critic, XXI, No.6 (1963), 29. 
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There is a final paradox. Flannery O'Connor notes that "it is interestin~ 
to find" those who criticize her for lack of emphasis on beliefs - the next 
group of her critics whom we shall examine - "sharing, even for a split second, 
the intellectual bed" of those who criticize her for excessive emphasis on 
belief. In other words, since both charges imply disjunction of belief from 
sensibility and deny Flannery O'Connor's view of the nature of the creative 
artist and his fiction, additional arguments against the charge of didacticism 
can be obtained from her replies to those who criticize her for lack of 
didacticism. 
CHAPTER II 
AVOIDING THE DISJUNCTION BETWEEN BELIEF AND SENSIBILITY 
EXCESSIVE SENSIBILITY 
A second group criticizes Flannery O'Connor for separation between be-
lief and reaHty. The second group claims that she uses belief and affirma-
t1ve values too Httle. There are two general types of critics who make this 
claim: (1) those who complain about Miss O'Connor's '·unnecessary ois-
tortion" or II gratuitous grotesques, II and (2) those - about one-half of whom 
are Catholics of the "old school ll -who expect Miss O'Connor to be more of 
a propoagandist for good. 
Perhaps the sharpest complaint about O'Connor's lack of noble principle 
comes in Robert O. Bowen's attack on The Violent Bear It Away: "The partic-
ular kind of natural law that governs the world of this novel is stark, dark, 
and distinctly deterministic." It is a "distinctly anti-Catholic book" in 
which consciousness provides only an awareness of suffering and cannot lead 
1 
to any higher state or alleviation. Oliver LaFarge condemns Wise Blood as 
an attempt to obtain mere humor by the natural and calm narration of how 
1 
Robert O. Bowen, "Hope vs. DespaIr in the New Gothic Nove," 
Renascence, XIII (1961), 149 
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values are turned inside out. 2 Time said thatA.Good Man I§ Hard to find is 
a book in which "nobody Is noble," a book in which one cannot expect 
"Ferocious Flannery" to weaken her i.';thallop by groping around [or a . . • 
3 
meaning. It Later Time condemned the macabre in ~ViOl!mt But It AW'IY: 
though Flannery O'Connor's "handling of God-drunk backwoodsmen :.s based 
in religious seriousness in the author's stated critical opinions, it seldom 
seems to rise above elD irontc Jape •. ,4 Hubert Creekmore complains that 
Flannery O'Connor presents no character as a norm ac::c,l3ptlng Christianity or 
any orthodox viewpotnt, has numerous "gratuitous !Jcanes, It does not have 
characters change for better or worse so that they can be Judged, anr:! in 
general is so confusing that a critic cannot determine any '*rell giou! philos-
ophy" she may be "driving at." 5 Most critics hostile to Miss O'Connor's 
lack of obvious" inspiration" eventually ctte William Esty's summary: "Over-
ingeniOUs horrifics are pres umably meant to speak to us of the Essential 
Nature of Our Time, but when the very real and cruel grotesquerie of Out 
w,rld is converted into clever gimmicks for Ib.e Partisan Renew, we may be 
2011ver LaFarge, "Mantac Gloom, ,I Saturday Review, XXXV (May 24, 
1952), 22. 
3 
"Such Nice People," I.1.msl, LXV (June 6,1955),114. 
4 
"God-IntOXicated Hillbillies," I1m.tL LXX (February 29,1950), 121. 
5 Herbert Creekmore, "A Southern Baptism, II The New Leader (May 30, 
19'50), 20-1. 
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forgiven for reacting with the self-same disgust as the little old lady from 
6 Dubuque." Of the world and tone of WJs~ Blood, William Goyen says that 
the book presents not so Im:.ch 11 accursed or victimized" humans as a "company 
of tH .. tempered /people/ and /a/ driven collection of one-dimenslon~1 creat-
ures of sheer meanness and orneryness." In such a world as this "all Hving 
things have vanished and what remains exists in a redemptlo111ess clashing of 
unending vengeance, alienated from any source of understanding I the absence 
of which does not even define a world of darknes s, not even that - for there 
7 has been no light to take away. It Brother Luka Grande indioates that even 
his theological agreement with Flannery O'Connor does not help him better 
interpret the excessive grotesqueness of her stories: the theme of her stories 
is "not of gracfJ, but of the absence of grace in an almost diabolical world." 
The excessive grotesqueness comes because "almost too aonsistently the pro-
found metaphoric grasp that controls her themes 1s obscured by the shock of 
eccentric characters and situations. Her limited appeal, like a taste for 
caviar or escargots, is a measure of weakness. ,, 8 Miss O'Connor is criticlz8C 
-----6 
. William Esty, "In America, Intellectual Bomb Shelters, It QQmmonweal, 
LXVII (March 7, 1958), 588 
7 
WilU.am Goyen, "Unending Vengeanoe," New Yor, Times Reyiew (May 
18, 1952), 4. 
8 Br. Luke Grande, F. S • C., "Gabriel Fielding I New Master of the Cath-
oltc ClassiC?" Catholic World, CXVII (1963), 175. 
,.... 
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for so greatly stressing the grotesque and evil of trus world that she neglects 
to shOw these distortions as evil and neglects to define the nature oi good. 
Flannery O'Connor q1ves the classic reply of the "misunderstood" author: 
"my characters ara described as despairing only by superficial critics. Very 
few of my characters despair and those who do, don't reflect my Views." 9 
Miss O'Connor's detailed replies to those charges of pessimism and gratutt-
ous grotesquerie, were the occasion for her setting forth her her phUosophy of 
life and literature. A study of these replies, therefore, shOWS Miss O'Con-
nor's refutations of the charge that her fiction is lacking in bel1r-:f, and, more 
positively I shows how those who are not "superfic1al critics" can by closer 
study iearn to see wbat her stortes mean. 
Miss O'Connor's initial response to the problem of grotesqueness is in-
tuitive. The problem of subject matter for writing is I·first of all a matter 
of vocation, and a vocation Is a limiting factor which extends even to the 
kind of material the writer 18 able to apprehend imaginatively. The writer 
can cboose what he writes about but he cannot choos. what he is able to 
make live, and so far as he is concerned a living deformed character is 
acceptable and a dead whole one is not ... 10 ttIt is characters Uke The Misfit 
-----.----------------.---------------9 O'Connor, "An Interview with Flannery O'Connor," 29. 
10 




and the Bible salesmen that I can make live. 't Althouq:l, "it 1s always 
difficult to gat across to people who are not proftisslonal writers that a talent 
to vrtite does not mean a talent to write anything at all, .. 12 Miss O'Connor 
knoVJS that" the longer you write the more conscious you are of what you can 
and (~annot make live. " 13 Elizabeth Biahop tells of sending Flannery 0' COllaOl 
"a cross in a bottle, like a ship in a bottle, crudely oarviid, with all the 
i113trumanta of tile Paaslon, tba ladder, pl!er$, dice, eta., in wood, paper, 
and tinfoH, with a little rooster at the top of the cross. I thought it was the 
14 kind of innocent religious grotesquery /slc/ sbe might like." Fla.nnery 
O' Connor replied that she was fascinated by the II alt&t cloth a little dirty from 
the fingers of whoever cut it outlt and the grotesque incongruity of the detaUed 
rooster with the religious symbols. She wast/altogether taken with it" be-
cause "U's what I'm born to apPreciate •• IS 
Perhaps O·Connor'. appael to intwUon as a .,q,lanaUon for her grote.-
ques can be explained by the story of Willie. Flannery O'Connor felt that 
11 Flannery O'Connor, Letter to James F. Farnham cited in James F. 
Farnham, "The Grotesque In Flannery O'Connor, II Amtdga. CV (1961), 211. 
12 Flannery O'Connor, "Mary Ann, The Story of a LIWe Girl," Jubilee, 
IX (May, 1961),30. 
130 , Connot. "PlaDnery O' Connor, An Interview, II 35. 
14 Eltzabeth.Blshop, "Flannery O'Connor, 1925 - 1964, If New lark BeVi'w, 
In (October 8, 1964), 21-
IS Flannery o'COnnor, in Elizabeth Bishop, ·'Flannery O'Connor - a Trib-
ute," 21. 
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she "was only capable of dealing with another Willie," a mischievous child 
described by Mother ~lphonsa, Hawthorne's daughter and foundress of a group 
of nuns called Servants of The Relief For Incurable Cancer. Although Willie's 
" 'mystic' " look replaced hts " 'sturdy gaze of satantc vigor' .. when he was 
taught catechiam, and although the nuns saved extra good food for him, bought 
him gifts, and petted him, Willie " 'uttered exclamations that hideou.ly rang 
in the ears of the profane themselves I' " stole and sold even holy cards, 
threw bricks at passers-by, and " 'built a particularly large bondUre' " on the 
woodshed when given the chance. Miss 0' Connor can write about Willie 
but not about the almost overly saintly Mary Ann whose inspirational bIo-
graphy the nuns wanted Misl O'Connor to write. Miss O'Connor concluded 
that for her talents. for her vocation, "bad ch1ldren are harder to endure than 
good ones but they are easier to write about." Mi.s O'Connor was pleased 
when these nuns agreed that sbe "had" to write about the grotesque for the 
same reason that these nun. "had" to take care of the ugly sores of cancer -
an intuitive perception of vocation. 16 
Mi •• O' Connor'. next re.pon.e to the charge of grotesquene.s 1. simUar 
to her first response to the charge of didacticism. She rejects any consciOUS 
attempt to corrupt people or to take any consciOUS delight in the grotesque: 
16 O'Connor, "Mary Ann," 31-35. 
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until I read it in the paper •• 1117 But stories may subcon.oiously shaw ten-
denoies not intended by author.: .. in some ca.es, the.e writers may be 
unoonsclously infected with the Maruchean delight is the judgement of 
John Hawkes brought against Flannery 0' Connor. He felt that .. the creative 
process threatens the holy throughout Flannery O'Connor's fiction, "because 
the creative process transforms the writer's objective Catholic knowledge of 
the devil into an authorial attitude 1n itself in some measure diabolical." 
The evil or disbelief of th$ times is as attractive to Flannery O'Connor as the 
holy. Hawkes felt that the main problem In studying Flannery 0' Connor lt~S 
the problem of It aesthetic authority," the problem of which faotor in the eon-
f11et the author's Judgement was supporting or rejecting. He thought that 
perhaps Flannery O'Connor's mind or beliefs supported orthodox holine.s, 
while her .. creative process, tI her emottons and force of personality I her 
19 
"sensibility, tI took even greater delight in the evil.. Miss O'Connor can 
see the possibility that she had been "unconsciously infected" and that 
17 Flannery O'Connor, Letter to Ihab Ha.san, In Ihab Ha •• an, Radial 
InnggMJe; Stydi.§ in the Conttmpgr.ory Amedgan Novel (Prlnoeton, N.J., 
1961) 19. 
lBO'Connor, "The Fiction Writer and His Country," 162. 
19John Hawkes, "Flannery O'Connor's DevU," Sewaun,e Reyiew, LXX 
(1962) I 400-1. 
-Hawkes' charge is true: "I have written several stories which did not seem 
to me to have any grotesque characters 1n them at all, but which have immed-
iately been labeled grotesque by non-Southern readers ... 20 Perhaps her 
artistic sensitivity is, therefore, somewhat in error. But there is a question 
of definition involved: "the problem may well become one of finding some-
thing that is nQl. grotesque and of deciding what standards we would use in 
looking ... 21 She claims that those who think that because she writes about 
evil she 11kes evil base their thinking on a mistaken proposition: 
In an introduction to a collection of his stories called 
Rotting Hill. Wyndham Lewis has written, "if I write about 
a hill that i8 rotting, it is because I despise rot." The 
general accusation passed against writers now is that they 
write about rot because they love it. Some do, and their 
works may betray them, but it is impossible not to believe 
some write about rot because they see it and recognize it 
for what it Is. 22 
In a letter to John Hawkes she maintained that this emphasis on the diabolic 
is a reflection of the .. literal devil U and of "the disbelief. • • that we 
23 
breathe in with the air of our Urnes. II Possibly a subconscious empathy, 
therefore, explains Flannery o· Connor's vivid emphasis on the grotesque. 
200 , Connor, "The Fiction Writer and His Country," 162. 
21Flannery O'Connor, Letter to John Hawkes, cited in John Hawkes, 
"Flannery O'Connor's Devil, t1 Sewanee Reyiew. LXX (1962), 400. 
220 'Connor, liThe Fiction Writer and His Country," 161. 
230 'Connor, tlFlannery O'Connorls DevU," 397, 400, 406. 
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But even as she admits this possibility, Miss O'Connor sugqests that the evil 
may just as subconsciously be 1n the eye of the beholder, her accusers. 
Flannery O'Connor also rejects the notion that her "preoccupation with 
the grotesque" can be blamed "on the fact that here we have a Southern writer 
and that this is just the type of imagination that Southern Ufe fosters. It 
Critics suggest that Southern anguish "ls a result of our isolation from the 
rest of the country. I feel that this would be news to most Southern writer •• " 
Being a Southern author does not make her writing grotesque because there 1s 
really no suah thing as the "Southern school. It "Most readers these days must 
be sufficiently sick of hearinO' about Southern writers and Southern writino 
and what so many reviewers inaiat upon oalling the Southern school. No one 
has ever made plain just what the Southern school is or what writer. belong 
24 
to it. " The claim that grotesqueness Is caused by Southernne •• , therefore I 
"creates confusion, as most readers rely on various critical cUches to ex-
plain Southern literature that don't Ls1vexplain anythlnqlt25 - a cl1cIW 
cateqorlzing all Southern writers as those who are "known to be anguished, H 
"unhappy combination. of Poe and Erskine Caldwell." Even as a cUche the 
notion of a .• Southem school has tts weakness. Critics seem to posit two 
240 I Connor, II The fiction VI/riter and His Country," 162, 159. 
25 O'Connor I "Flannery O·Connor I An Interview I" 33. 
.... 
ppposite types of Southern writing. II Sometimes, when it 1s most respectable, 
it soems to mean the little group of Agrarians that flourished at Vanderbilt 
in the 20's; but more often the term conjures up an image of Gothic monsttos-
lties and the idea of a preoccupation with everything deformed and grotes-
26 que. II Being a Southern author does not make her writing grotesque, there-
fore I because the notion of a Southern school 1s an unproved cUche and be-
cause there are contradictory notions about the meaning of the term II Southern 
writing. II 
Moreover, being- a Southern author does not mak.e her writing grotesque 
because Southern life is not lUors grotesqua than that in other parts of the 
country. Southern writers often write about freaks "because we can still 
recognize one,,27 - because the Southerner's "social situation demands more 
of him than that elsewhere in tlUI country. It requires considerable grace for 
two races to Uve together, particularly when the population is dividod about 
so-so between them and when they have our particular history." Southerners 
recognize freaks, ov11. The problem of human evil 1s more obvious in the 
South because the South has a firDl traditional moral code and because this 
clash (between the two races) reminds a Southerner and especially Southern 
--------_ .. _.-----------------------------------------------------------
260 , Connor , "The Fiction Writer and His Country I" 159. 
27Plannery O'Connor, cited In Margaret Inman Meaders, "Flannery 
O'Connor: 'Ltterary Witch, IN Colgrago Quarterly, X (1962), 381. 
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writers that "we're all grotesque. ,,28 Grotesqueness is a human condition. 
The trouble Is not unique to the South; lithe anguish that most of us have 
observed for some time now has been caused not by the fact that the South 
is alienated from the rest of the country I but by the fact that it is not alien-
ated enough, that every day we are getting more and more like the rest of 
the country, that we are forced out I not only of our many sins but of our few 
virtues. ,,29 As proof she cites not only her own consciousness but also 
"the many complaints made about the modern American novelist" - com-
plaints, as in a Life magazine survey that literature is not showing" 'the 
joy of life itself' ": 
The writer whose position is Christian, and probably 
also the writer whose position 1s not, will begin to 
wonder at this pOint if there could not be some ugly 
correlation between our unparalleled prosperity and 
the stridency of these demands for a literature that 
shows us the joy of Ufe. He may at least be permitted 
to ask if these screams for joy could be quite so pierc-
ing if joy were really more abundant in our prosperous 
society. 
I find it hard to believe that what i8 observable be-
havior in one _ection can be entirely without parallel 
in another. At least, of late, Southern writers have 
had the opportunity of pointing out that none of us 
invented Elvis Presley and that youth is himself prob-
ably less an occasion for concern than his popularity, 
280'Connor, "Flannery O'Connor I An Interview, It 33. 
29 O'Connor I liThe Fiction Writer and His Country I" 159. 
which is not restricted to the Southern part of 
the country. 30 
GO 
Flannery O'Connor concludes that the problem of the grotesque may be a 
problam proper to the audience and modern culture rather than a defect of the 
writer's persona1ity or goegraphic origin. Thus it is not the texture of 
Southern life that is grotesque: II But it does seem evident that the Southern 
writer 1s particularly adept at recognizing the grotesque; and to recognize 
the grotesque you have to have some notion of what is not grotesque and 
.. 31 
why .... 
I think that more often the reason for this attention 
to the perverse is the difference between their 
/Southern writers' / beliefs and the beliefs of their 
audiences •... The novelist ... will find in modem 
Ufe distortions that are repugnant to him and his problem 
will be to make these appear as distortions to an audience 
which 1s used to seeing them as natural. 32 
Thus Flannery O'Connor's critics call her writings grotesque not because 
she subconsciously delights in evil but because modern culture itself 1s 
a distortion that 1s shocked at the truly ilormal because 1t 1s different from 
prevailing beliefs. 
300 , Connor, ftThe Fiction Writer and His Country," 159 I 160, 162. 
These concepts implying the finiteness of man are used again 1n developing 
M1ss O'Connor's judgements about the weakness, typical of modern society 
as a whole I See pp. 90-98;, 
310 , Connor , Fitzgerald's "Introduction, It xxiii. 
32 O'Connor, "The Fiction Writer and His Country," 162. 
~ ~ -----------------------------------------, I""""'" 
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MIss O'Connor's fourth response to the charge th<2t she does not suffi-
oiently balance the attrac~ions of good and evil illuminates several important 
areas - her own quality of mind and philosophy of the human being, some of 
her ideas about the theory of fiction, and her explanation of the just mentioned 
weaknesses of contemporary society. Rather than merely deny the positive 
charge of excessive grotesqueness Miss O'Connor's foutth respnse examines 
the negative challenge that her writing is grotesque by being insufficiently 
affirmative. 
Flannery O'Connor herself recognized and restated the position of those 
who thought that she and most other Catholio authors were insuffioiently 
affirmative. 33 Supposedly the Catholic novelist fails because he does "not 
write within a 'Catholic framework' ": that is, because he 
1s failing to refleot the virtue of hope I failing to show 
the Church's interest in soctal j ustlce, failing to present 
our beliefs in a life that will make them deslrable to 
others. He occasionally writes well # but he always writes 
wrong. 
Frequently In reading articles about the failures of the 
Catholic novelist, you will get the idea that he is to 
raise himself from the stuff of his own imagination by 
beginning with Christian principles and finding the life 
that will illustrate them. That is the procedure, I 
33· --
The reader should note ironically the fact that Miss 0' Connor must here 
defend herself against the charge of being insufficiently affirmative whUe 
Previously we saw her forced to defend herself against the charge of being ex-
j¥, .. ' cessively affirmative (see the preceeding chapter). The very fact that critics 
r 
~" cannot agree on which of these two extremes is true of Miss O' Connor is one 
Piece of evidence arguing that she is guilty of neither extreme. 
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gather t that is g01 ng to guarantee that all of his work 
will be oosit1ye. POSlt1v~ is a word which none of these 
articles can do without. 3 
In thus challenging the artist to be positive, readers should remember that 
a .. purely affirmative vision cannot be demanded of him without limiting his 
fteedom to observe what man has done with the things of God ... 35 By asking 
the writer "to make Christianity desirable they are asking you to describe its 
•• sence, not what you see." Such readers are demanding that the writer pro-
duee a vision of perfect Christianity - as It may exist in the abstract or in 
heaven, but not as it Is on earth. They and the writer must realize, however, 
that "Ideal Christianity doesn't exist, because anything the human being 
touches I even Christian truth he deforms slightly in his own image. Even the 
"ints do this. II Readers must remember what man II has done with the things 
of God. If Especially Christian readers who demand this "purely affirmative" 
view should also remember "the effects of original sin" when they consider 
Whether or not this purely affirmative view is possible. Much trouble comes 
because readers interpret "a l1ttle corruption as total corruption ... 36 Much 
trouble comes because readers forget the distinction between an affirmative 
View and a purely affirmative view. The purely affirmative view is unrealist-
34Piannery O'Connor, "The Role of the CatholL:: Novelist." Greyfriar: 
Siena Stug1ts in literature I VII (1964) f 5 t 1, 8. 
35 O'Connor, "The Church and the Fiction Writer I" 134. 
3 6Flannery 0' Connor, Letter to Sr. Mariella Gable, cUed in Sr. Martella 
Gable, "Flannery 0' Connor - A Tribute," Esw1t, VII (Winter, 1964), 26. 
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&cally nah-a and produces "traditlonal :lagio'Jr.~ph;;." "edifying literature I U 
-apologetic fiction. H 37 Advocates of this apologetic fiGtlon paradoldcall:l 
apol01i :r:e 'mth. the' 'HOrse apoloqotl,-;s: "the bClst of them think: make it look 
d •• lrab1,f.) bOCiS!JSe it 1s desirable. And the rest of them think: make it look 
des1rabla 80 I won't look 11ke a fool for holding it ... 38 
Again and again Flannery O'Connor disassociated herself from this naive 
propaoandlstlc view that a good man must concern himself only with the purely 
affirmative. She ~elt that this view was caused by a sentimental exaggeration. 
·For my part t ha\re never cared to read about little r-oys who build up altars 
and play 'they are priests. Of about Httle girls who dress Ill' as nuns I or about 
those pious Protestant children who lack this equipment but brighten tne COl'-
.... where they are" - b$Osu:s& such "stories of pious chUdren tend to be 
fela .... 39 Years at II parochial school attendance at daily Mass and commun1~ 
and a pilgrimage to Lourdes 1n an attempt to cute her lupus ~119ht give Flannery 
O'Connor the app.'tarance of "traditional piety:t: she was "no disbeliever in 
.plritual purpose and no vag-Ill! believer, Very serlouely she wrote from Lourdes 
. ----~--, ... -.-------. ------- ----37 O'Connor, "Mary Ann, "32;"My Mentol, F14nnen O'Connor,.' 2S; Letter 
to Sr. Martella Gabl., l6. For another comment 1n thl8 veln (Por Flannery 
O'Connor "mel.ao. is is bad word"). see Flannery O'Connor, in Toel Wells, 
"Off the Cufft'l COUP, XXI (SePtember, 1962), 11. 
aBO'Connor, tetter to Sister Mariella Gable, 0.8.8.,26. 
390 ,Connor, Lett .. to Slater Martella Gable, O.S.B., 26. 
4°Robert Fttzgerald, "Introduction," EYJ[Yth1ng TOM T· _ Must Conuw 




to Katherine Anne Porter: "the sight of Faith and affliction joined in prayer -
42 
i i .. very mpress ve. Such manifestations of orthodox acts should calm critics 
who judge an author by his biography. But Flannery O'Connor was unrelenting 
in exposing mere "traditional piety" as an unrealistic exaggeration that forgets 
"what man has done with the things of God. 11 She stresses how this view 
exaggerates by describing it as "Cathlick" - an undue emphasis on pecularity 
of pronunciation to parallel the undue and unthinking emphasis of the propa-
43 gandistic viewpoint. She mocks the unreal way this viewpOint detaches one 
from reality when she tells Richard Stern: "it seems you are being reviewed 
420 , Connor , "The Regional Writer I" 56. 
43Flannery O'Connor, Letter to Richard Stern, cited by Richard Stern, 
.. Flannery O' Connor: A Remembrance and Some Letters, tI Shenandoah, XVI 
(1965), 8. That Flannery O'Connor was not simply condeming all things 
Catholic in a perverse attempt to show how Catholicism is real and part of the 
real world is shown by her serious comments about her reviews: "there were 
enough Catholic reviews which share my own interpretation of it for me to feel 
that I succeeded well enough in doing what I intended to do" (Flannery O'Con-
nor, "Off the Cuff," 71). While she can humorously assault the usual 
Catholic pamphlets as "pure bad" and can feel that the four Catholic news-
papers she subscribed to were "enough Catholic papers to kill anybody, II she 
does stUl receive the four papers from widely scattered areas in the country 
although the usual Catholic household would often not even receive its own 
local diocesan newspaper. She has, she says, "reason for being interested 
in each" of these papers - because of their good style I because they It let you 
know what good writing can be found elsewhere, If and because they reprint a 
"lot of good addresses and such." Thus Flannery O'Connor's position is that 
these Catholic publications are acceptable if they have learned that "the point 
is they ought to be good ... mighty good"; 1f they stoop to narrow partisan 
exaggerations she makes fun of them under the principle that "each one that is 





exclusively in Catholic magazines. This is what you get for being a Catholic 
H ,,44 writer. a. 
Miss O'Connor's opposition to "traditional piety" appears again in 
her remarks about the modernness of a Catholic college, in her humorous con-
descension in explaining what a rosary is, in the appearance of unthinking 
mechanicalness as she describes a rosary to be a thing merely to "finger # .. and 
in the paternalistic authoritarian" son ll as if the fettering spirit of the pro-
tective inquisition were hovering over the individual: "I am gOing to talk at 
Rosary College - the thing you finger, son - in River Forest wherever that is 
and then I am gOing on to Notre Dame. If I can find a telephone at Rosary 
College, you can expect to hear my unformed tones over it inquiring as to your 
health. However, this may be a medieval institution and they may not have 
45 
telephones. II 
In the same vein, Flannery O'Connor teased the Dominicans who were 
writing the biography of Mary Ann. Parroting what she felt would be the party 
line of IItraditional piety, If Flannery O'Connor told the nuns that "Mary Ann 
could not have been much ..ru.u.. good, considering her environment." She was 
pleased when, instead of the usual agreeing cliche, one of the nuns more 




realistically flashed an "unpredictable"look I said II 'we've had some de-
46 
mons! '" - and with a "gesture of her hand dismissed my ignorance ... 
Such narrow propagandism is for Flannery O'Connor as wrong in writ-
ing as it is in life. Evidently the champions of an affirmative vision think 
that "we can close our own eyes and that the eyes of the Church will do the 
seeing. They will not. . • When the Catholic novelist closes his own eyes 
and tries to see with the eyes of the Church I the result is another addition to 
47 that large body of pious trash for which we have so long been famous." 
Miss O'Connor finds this traditionalism as much a dogmatic a-wiorl divorce 
of belief and sensibility as was Wylie's charge that Catholic authors .!21.2.. 
facto must stress belief ahead of reality: "Catholics who declare that what-
ever the Catholic writer ..QA.n see, there are certain things that he should not 
see I straight or otherwise • • • are the Catholics who are victims of the 
parochial esthetic and the cultural insularity and it 1s interesting to find them 
sharing, even for a split second, the intellectual bed of Mr. Wylie. If The 
result is as much a lack of truth as the exaggerations of Catholic publications: 
"When the finished work suggests that pertinent actions have been fraudu-
lently manipulated or overlooked or smothered, whatever purposes the writer 
started out with have been defeated. What the fiction writer will discover, if 
460 'Connor I "Mary Ann, tI 35. 
470 'Connor I "The Role of the Catholic Novelist," 9. 
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he discovers anything at all, is that he himself cannot move or mould reality 
in the interests of abstract truth. ,,48 Although she may have doubted their 
ability to produce good reading, Flannery O'Connor agreed that tha Dominican 
biographers had good reason to think. that people "don't want a pious recital. 
We want a good story with a real impact on other lives as Mary Ann herself had 
that impact on each life she touched ... 49 To Sister Alice, Miss O'Connor 
again affirmed the paradox that the traditionalists are the unreal exaggerators 
while the grotesque writer is more real: "If you have a detail that is just the 
traditional kind of prettiness, reject it, and look for one that is closer to the 
heart of the matter, that is a little more grotesque I but that gives us a better 
idea of the reality of the thing. It Later she repeated to Sister Alice that a 
character in Sister's story was "100 per cent cardboard • . • too one sided to be 
believable. ,,50 Miss O'Connor praised liberal theologian Chardin, and took 
from him the title of her last book. 51 She who praised Ecumenism, 52 
faulted traditional Catholic mentality as "great unparaphrased loglc, formula, 
instant and correct answers." Together With the forward-looking Pope John she 
480 'Connor , "The Church and the Fiction Writer," 733. 
490 'Connor, "Mary Ann," 30. 
500'Connor, liMy Mentor, Flannery O'Connor," 24. 
5lFitzoerald, "Introduction," xxx. 
52Sister Mariella Gable, O. S. B., "Ecumenic Core in Flannery O'Con-
nor's Fiction,lI American Benedictine Review, XY (1964). 
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hoped that although "the changes will take a long time to soak through," the 
Council would expose traditional prettiness and "edifying literature" as un-
53 
trUthful exaggerations. 
To understand why Miss O'Connor felt that the purely affirmatlve view 
was an untruthful exaggeration impossible both as a philosophy of Ufe and as 
a basis for wr1ting, one must piece together a bit more of Flannery O· Connor's 
theory of fiction. IIWhat the fiction wr1ter will discover I if he discovers any-
thing at aU, is that he himself cannot move or mould rea11ty in the interests of 
abstract truth." Starting with reality and not with purely affirmative theory, 
the fiction writer must be "humble in the face of what 1s. II 54 Material that 
starts by seeking to edify w1l1 tnerefore "tend to be false" and usually amusing 
Miss O'Connor admonished Sister Alice that "no mater what you write I see 
that it 1s going to be in the category of 'edifying' literature I so you should re-
member that the word 'edify' used to mean 'to build a house I raise an edifice. • 
When you write a story that 1s edUying then, it should be solid, with no use-
less bricks and with enough support not to fall down when the Big Bad Wolf 
(m(~) huffs and puffs outside of it ... 55 
The brick 1s reason. It is something hard and solid - reason. Its 
opposite is mere emotion. Miss O'Connor indicates that emotion is the op-
posite of reason when she characterizes it with an image exactly the opposite 
530 , Connor I Letter to Sister Mariella Gable, 26. 
540 'Connor I "The Chureh and the Fiction Writer," 733. 
5 50' Connor, "My Mentor, Flannery O· Connor I" 2 5 • 
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of the brick image. As opposed to hard, solid reason that builds and supports 
an edifice of worth literature, mere emotion produces the II soggy, formless, 
and sentimental literature't of gushing feeling. "When I write I I am a maker. 
I think about what I am making. Saint Thomas called art reason in making. ,,56 
Feeling alone produces stories about "little boys who build altars and 
play they are priests, or about little girls who dress up as nuns It because it 
takes these actions as virtues. These actions are not virtues; virtue demands 
reason and choice. These actions are stories "told by adults, who see 
51 
virtue" where the children .. see only a practical course of action, .. adults 
who have abandoned reason, who rest content to ascribe virtue to mere"act-
ions" obviously unmotivated by more than what is a practical gain. Virtue 
would exist if reason were present. Virtue would exist if these children were 
acting with religious reason; virtue would exist if these story tellers would not 
rest content with mere feeling of virtue (a physical thing, an emotion, in-
spired by the physical appearances of what the children are doing). For 
Flannery O'Connor reason is a prime ingredient of art. 
Miss 0' Connor stressed how her task as at writer went against the 
emotions: "Publishing a book 1s not my favorite sport; it's a necessary evil 
58 but I put it off as long as possible." To Herbert Gold's question about 
550 'Connor, Letter to Sr. Mariella Gable, 26; O'Connor, "The Church 
and the Fiction Writer, It 133. 
51 O'Connor, "Mary Ann, II 28. 
58 0' Connor, .. My Mentor I Flannery 0 I Connor," 2 5 • 
~------------------------------~ 
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whether or not American writing was different in the 1950's, Flannery O'Con-
nor replied with a brevity t.lotat reinforced her idea: "I pres wne that writing 
1n any age 1s equally a chore. I would not have found it less difficult in 250, 
1350, or 5()50. II 59 Also, she used to joke about how it took her seven pain-
ful years to produce each book. 60 Flannery O'Connor often indicated one 
function reason played in her vocation as a writer. Her remarks above on the 
difficulty of writing and her frequent references to her daily writing schedule 
indicate her belief that a writer is one whose work is shaped by discipline -
reason directing actions to a desired goal: "1 write from 9 to 12, and spend the 
61 
rest of the day recuperating from it." To Sister Alice, Miss O'Connor said 
of this period irom nine to twelve that "1t comes very hard to me. • . It is 
real hard work. Often nothing comes of my efforts. I rewrite, edt t, throw 
62 
away. It's slow and searching." When a group of L:ollege students asked 
about her daily writing habits, Flannery 0' Connor showed just how extreme her 
diSCipline sometimes became: 
,------------------------------1 
59 Flannery 0' Connor, Letter to Herbert Gold, cited 1n Herbert Gold, 
Fiction of the Fiities (New York: Doubleday, 1959), 26. 
600 , Connor, Letter to Richard Stern, 8, 10. 
61Flannery O' Connor, Letter to Granville Hicks, cited by Granville 
Hicks, "A Writer at Home With Her Heritage," Saturday Reyiew, XLV (May 12 I 
1962) I 22. 
62 O' Connor I It My Mentor # Flannery 0' Connor I" 2 5 • 
~-~~--------------------~ 
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Miss O' Connor never let the students believe that writing 
was - at least for her - anything but hard work. She 
worked in the mornings. She forced herself to keep a 
regular schedule of morning work. At the beginning, she 
said, she put a bucket of water under the table as she 
wrote, and put her feet in the bucket. When she wanted 
to get away from the typewriter I it was such a bother to 
get her feet out and dried that she finally stayed at the 
typewriter. 63 
Miss O'Connor reenforced her point about the need for reason in writing when 
she criticized those who claim that writing is a matter of inspiration: '''If I 
waited for inspiration, I'd still be waiting. ,II Those who have "writers' 
temperaments are not doing any writing. if 64 A writer is a craftsman who ad-
justs means to a conscious goal, not an emoter with an "untouchable sensi-
65 bility that ought to be left to its pleasure." 
It is a "particularly pernicious and untruthful" myth to feel that the 
writer is a lonely sufferer because he "exists in a state of sensitivity which 
cuts him off, or raises him above I or casts him below the community around 
bim." Writers would do well to abandon this cliche I which is a "hangovertt 
from the romantic period with its image of the writer as a rebel. Although 
6 3Sistar Maura, S. S. N. D., "Res urrection in August," Delta Epsilon 
Siama Bulletin, X (March, 1961), 18. For still other statements indicating how 
Flannery 0' Connor felt the need for discipline in her own writing habits, see 
Flannery O'Connor, "Recent Southern Fiction: A Panel Discussion," Bulletin 
.of Wesleyan College, XLI (January, 19.6l), 3; also, Flannery O'Connor, Con-
versation cited by Robert Donner, II She Writes Powerful Fiction" S.!mL XL 
(March, 1961), 41. 
64Margaret Inman Meaders, "Flannery O'Connor: 'Literary Witch, , .. 
.colOrado Quarterly. X (1962), 385, 381. 
650'Connor, "Flannery O'Connor, An Interview, II 34. 
~ 
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there have probably been "enough genuinely lonely suffering novelists to make 
this seem a reasonable myth," their suffering and loneliness resulted from 
personal character defects of the writers and not from II the vocation of writing 
itself" --- because by his choice of the medium of idea-bearing words, a 
writer's "aim is communication," conveying ideas, reason and not mere 
66 inspirations of feeling. 
Miss O'Connor was certainly not opposed to genuine feeling and 
emotion in literature or in life. Very emphatically she spoke out against 
situations where reason alone was stressed I where no emotion was present: 
"It is doubtful how much religious instruction or inspiration can be got out of 
abstractions coupled with secondhand emotions and all the cliches in the book. 
I am in no position to say what the general level of preaching is today in the 
Church. You can't expect every priest to sound like Newman, but you can 
expect to feel that the sermon is fresh and that it has at least passed through 
the head and heart of the preacher recently." She felt that such use of reason 
without emotion was more than simply boring in itself; it also influenced those 
who would hear such a sermon to be less "likely to recognize genuine senti-
ment" if they "met it in a novel or story or poem. 11 51 The mechanics and the 
content of the statement indicate Flannery O'Connor's dislike of excessive 
560 'Connor, "The Regional Writer," 32. 
61 O'Connor, "An Interview with Flannery O'Connor," 30. 
~------------------------------~ 
rationalism when she wrote Richard Stern: "I think of you often in that cold 
place among them interleckchuls. ,,58 She honors the emotions, even the most 
traditional of emotions I when she tells an audience that "for purely human 
reasons, and for some important literary ones too, awards are valuable in 
59 direct ratio to how near they come from home. n The same dislike for ex-
cessiVe rationalism shows itself again in the mechanics and in the stress on 
the informal pronunciation, discussion setting, the incongruous table-for-
mal1ty, and the vastness of topic - as she mocked the intellectual self-
importance of how at a college', It Southern Litry festivar' she, Eudora Welty, 
Andrew Lytle, and Cleanth Brooks "all discussed Whut Makes Suthen Lit-
ratoor Great around a panel table." Flannery O'Connor can take on a pose of 
anti-intellectualism even: "As for me I don't read anything but the newspaper 
and the Bible. Everybody else did that it would be a better world £mJ." 70 
That this was merely a pose can be seen by observing how widely her reading 
71 
ranged - in quality and in quantity. Miss 0' Connor is making the pOint that 
5S0'Connor, Letter to Richard Stern, 6. 
590'Connor, "The Regional Writer, II 31. 
700' Connor, Letter to Richard Stem, 5, 9. 
71 Miss O'Connor read Nathanial West and urged Fitzgerald to read 
As I Lay DYing. She could carry on arguments about Newman, the Divine 
Comedy I and French Literature. She was Inspired to make blindness a moUf 
in Wise Blood by having read the Oedipus plays (Fitzgerald, "Introduction," 
xv). She was familiar with Chardln, with Death in Ventce, Death of a Sales-
.mAD, Death in the Afternoon, Death of a Man. with Hawthorne and Dostoev-




excessive reason without emotion is not proper. She did not try to judge her 
own works analytically after she wrote them; again the place of emotion is 
stressed. "I suppose the standards are largely instinctive. 1 have a sort of 
12 
feeling for what I'm doing. n She felt that Hawthorne had overcome the 
excessive rationalism of his "insulated" "habit of observation" when he could 
overcome his "customary reserve" and shyness "of actual contact with human 
beings" - when he could show true heart, emotion, and sympathy instead of 
13 
mere lone reason and It ice in the blood. " 
Her frequent jibes at those who would over-intellectualize literature 
is another way of showing how Flannery O'Connor realized that mere reason 
was not the only thing necessary: til really did know what a symbol was until 
I started reading about them. • • So many students approach a story as if it 
were a problem in algebra: find X and when they find X they can dismiss the 
rest of it." 14 Definitions of the short story are a "helli.h question inspired 
by the devil who tempts textbook publishers. 1 have been writing stories for 
fifteen years without a definition of one •• 115 Flannery O'Connor best stated 
120 , Connor I "Flannery 0' Connor I An Interview," 3 5. 
130 'Connor, "Mary Ann. It 31. 
140 'Connor , "Recent Southern Fiction: A Panel Discussion," 12, 13. 
150'Connor, "Flannery O'Connor, ,. 10. For a simUar taunt at those wh( 
over-analyze literature, this Ume literary history, see O'Connor, "Flannery 
0' Connor I An Interview," 9 9 • 
~~------------------------~ , I"""""'" 
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her objections to such over-rationalistic intricacies when Lawrence Perrine 
asked her about symbolical suggestions for the name May in the story IIGreen-
leaf": liAs for Mrs. May, I must have named her that because I knew some 
English teacher would write and ask my why. I think. you folks sometimes 
76 
stratn the soup too thin. It 
Miss O'Connor objected to lack of emotion In a novel's content as 
well as tn a writer'. or critic's judgement.. She quoted with approval Henry 
James's dictum that the value "of a piece of fiction depended on the amoult of 
'felt 11fe' that was in It. It 77 The novelist in "Partridge Festival" is Hnot 
interested in narrow abstractions - particularly when they're obvious. It 78 
Miss O'Connor examines one of the statements calling for Catholic novelists 
to n explore the possibilities inherent in certain positive factors which make 
Catholic Ufe and the Catholic position in this country increasingly challeng-
ing. It Her mocking reply indicates that both the phraSing of this proposal and 
the omaral ideas of. those who demand this "purely affirmative" approach are 
faulty because of excessive intellection: "This whole attitude of what it 
would be good to do or have I to supply a general need, is totally opposite to 
76 Flannery O· Connor, Letter to Laurence Perrine, cited in Laurence 
Perrine's "Flannery O'Connor - A Tribute," Esprit, VIII (Winter, 1964), 40. 
77 O'Connor, "The Church and the Fiction Wdter, It 733. 
7 BO' Connor, tt The Partridge Festival, /I 83. 
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the novelist's own approach. No serious novelist 'explores possibilities in-
herent in factors.' ,,79 When critics would insist that she write propaganda 
to illustrate abstract dogma, as we have seen, Flannery O'Connor replied 
that she could not accept that theory of writing. For Miss O'Connor use of 
reason alone was not a satisfactory approach to life or to literature. 
Miss O'Connor sees reason and feeling as equally necessary. "I get 
disturbed when I read articles that imply that the novel 1s about how man feels 
and that this 1s something belief doesn't enter into. The novelist does more 
than just ••• Keal wttb7 feeling. Good fiction involves the whole range of 
80 human judgement. It Fictton is feeUng - but more than that it is judgement 
also. Fiction is thinking and feeling. \I I think the novelist does more than 
just show us how a man feels. I think he also makes a judgement on the value 
81 
of that feeling. It 
In her most direct statement demanding the use of reason Flannery 
O'Connor repeats the notion that reason and the unreasonable are both engaged 
in making fiction: "When I write, I feel I am engaged in the reasonable use of 
190 t C:>nnor, "The Role of the Catholic Novelist. II 7 • 
80 O'Connor, "An Interview with Flannery O'Connor, tt 31. 
81 0' Connor, "Flannery O' Connor, An Interview," 34. Later th1s paper 
will show that Flannery O'Connor Is not urging didactic literature, etc. - see 
pages 184-5. She follows this present statement about the need for judgement 
in novels with the observation that this novelistic judgement II may not be 
overt judgement," that "probably it will be sunk in the work." 
'-
77 
the unreasonable. In art the reason goes Whl?reVer the imagination goes. II 82 
Flannery O'Co::mOf'1aS not begun to explain JKhy she feels that the two must 
go together. Actually this theory is one that concerned har a great deal, al-
though she never spoke about it directly as she did about how her writings 
made use of religion, the grotesque, or the South. Because it concerned her' 
deeply, she evolved four different strands of proof to support her thinking. 
We will now examine these various proofs that both reason and emotion are 
necessary. All four are implied in the above quotation. 
Mi.s O' Connor'. fir.t proof 1s her usual initial response to a questior 
of theory - that her own experience a{tJutad for or against the position. 
Flannery O'Connor notes that when she writes she thinks, and that when she 
wrt. tes she can" feel" or know intuitively that she is working with the un-
reasonable, with the imagination (her usual artistic substitute for the word 
II emotion" or II feel1ng" ) • Miss O' Connor repeated this argument at a college 
lecture: when an eager student questioned wheth0f the artist can use only 
the imagination - only the feelings and not reason - Flannery O'Connor smU-
Ingly replied: .. One way to learn whether yOU can swim on the kitchen table i 
toty it. II She was not, however, denying the imagination; she had just 




answered anoth~r quest jon: "0f course I use your imagination on -Nhat you 
83 know. II O' Connor's insistence ;:>n fiction as a product of both reason and 
feeling is seen in both these statements. Since fiction uses the medium of 
words and sinee words inevitably work on the mind I to write fiction with 
merely imagination is to forget about the medium - .. s is the case with some-
one who felt he could swim on the kitchen table. Such a swimmer valued the 
physical actions over the medium of water - much to his own distress. In 
the other statement Flannery O'Connor wants use of imagination or feeling -
but only on what the writer kngws. The know i reason, must playa part. 
Secondly I Flannery O'Connor argues that it 1s reason which character-
1stically seeks causes and effects, and can therefore find what is useless in 
what it constructs. Reason must diract hearts so that each pieoe of the im-
agined content I eaoh particle of the "unreasonable, It is used with proper 
order to produce the desired affect. This argument is the same as the one 
Flannery OIConnor employed when disoussing reason as a brick in construct-
ion. The solid and not the useless is wanted to build a truly "edifying" work. 
The function of reason 1s to pur form, order I into the hazy contents supplied 
by the imagination. 
Thirdly I both reason and feeling are needed in fiction because there 
83 Flannery O'Connor t conversation cited in Sister Maura I S. S. N. D. , 
"Resurrection in A1I!ust," Delta. Epsilon Sigma Bulletin X (March, 1965) , 18. 
t ; ,,~ .• ----------------------------------"" 
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are many authorities who indicate that both are needed. Because of Flannery 
O'Connor's usual independence from tradition for its own sake, 34 we can 
probably be sure that she did not put too much stress on this argument. 
Yet neither in theorizing nor in writing does Miss O'Connor actually ignore 
the past: .. Malraux has pointed out that the artist is initially inspired as 
much by the work of hi. predecessors as he 1s by Ufe. Though he builds on 
them, he is not interested 1n repeating again and again the successes of the 
past. nBS 
Saint Thomas recommend. reason: he speaks of the authority of the past. 
And Miss O'Connor i8 happy to cite Saint Thomas in indicating that the 
artist has to use reason and the unreasonable. 86 Other evidence of Mis. 
O'Connor's use of authority in thi. context comes when she quotes Conrad's 
statement that the artist It 'descends within himself; and in that region of 
.tress and strife, if he be deserving and fortunate, he find. the term of his 
appeal ... 87 Flannery O'Connor explains this activity of descending into the 
"region of stress and .trUe'• elsewnere: 
I don't 11ke the idea some people have that the 
novelist has this untouchable sensibility that 
ought to be left to its pleasure. What makes the 
r----------------------. - . 
84For example, see above, p.6 ff, where she rejects the automatic 
label of "Southern Novelist" as a cliche. Also see PP. 64-8 where Miss 
O'Connor rejects the "traditional kind of prettiness" 1n religion. 
85 O'Connor, "The Role of the Catholic Novelist, " 1 L 
8GO'Connor, "Flannery O'Connor: 'Literary Witch, In 385. 
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senslbllity good Is wrestling with what is higher 
than itself and outside it. It ought to be a good 
bone-crunching battle. The sensibility Will come 
out of it marked forever but a winner. What ails 
a lot of people Is that the writer's so-called sen-
sibility has had nothing to struggle with, no 
opposition. Conversely, in the case of some 
novels by Catholics, the writers belief has had 88 
nothino to struggle with. Just as bad a situation. 
Conrad's authority I she feels, calls on the arUst to use both reason 
80 
(belief) and feeling. Mere feel1ng needs government by something higher. 
Mere belief Is i'Just as bad." The wrIter needs both struggling together: 
IIThere is a conflict and it is a conflict which we escape at our perU, one 
wbich cannot be settled beforehand by theory or fiat or faith. Too often we 
.imply account 1t as settled before we start. We think that faith entitles 
u. to avoid it, when in fact fa1th prompts u. to begin it and to continue it 
untU" like Jacob I we are marked irrevocably. ,,89 Neither belief alone nor 
.enUment alone can saUsfy. Flannery O'Connor cites Msgl'. Romano 
Guard1n1 as another authority who indicates that both reason and feeling are 
necessary: "For the writer of fiction, everything has its te.Ung point in the 
eye, an organ which eventually involves the whole personality and as much 
of the world as can be got into it. Msgl'. Romano Guardlni has written that 
880 'Connor, "Flannery O'Connor, An Interview," 34. 




the roots of the eye are in the heart. " 
Both this reference to Guardlni and the explanation of Conrad's ideas 
lead to Fl annery 0' Connor's fourth reason for demanding that both reason 
and feeling be used in art. In both statements Miss O'Connor is implying 
a certain philosophic stand on the nature of humans and on the nature of art. 
91 
"In art the reason goes wherever the imagination goes, " The two 
should be inseparable. Likewise, sensibility is seen as good if it is 
wrestling with something higher than itself. The eye (reason) tests every-
thing in fiction - and eventually this eye of reason involves the whole per-
sonality in its testing. Miss 0' Connor sees feeling and reason together, 
with reason in charge. Feeling alone cannot produce anything true or value-
able. It cannot produce real literature because it is a violation of the unity 
of the human personality. In what is perhaps the most fundamental statemell 
in her philosophy of Ute and of art, Flannery O'Connor bases her argument 
ultimately on tbe unity of the human personality, on human nature: "You 
92 don't believe on one side of your head and feel on the other ... 
~Q.O'Connor, "The Church and the Fiction Writer, It 733. 
9l0 ' Connor "Flannery O'Connor: tUterary Witch,·tt 385. ~2 ' 
0' Connor, a Flannery 0' Connor, An Interview," 3 5 • Pecause a 
reader or a writer does not feel and think on different sides of his head or 
different parts of a personality, because the writer and the reader are un-
ified human belngs experlencing as a consoious unity, thought and emotion 
should not be separated. This theory about the human personality, by the 
way, also explains why Mlss O' Connor insists that the writer see the 
physical outside of an object he is trying to describe and then describe the 
,... .4 Lt. .... .1...... .... • .. , J .J T. .411 .. lL Ii. 
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This discussion has shown how the experience of the unity of the 
human personality demands logically both reason and emotion, and has helped 
make clear the baslc premises of Flannery 0' Connor'. philosophy of life and of 
art. Several important ways in which these premises flow to loglcal conclus-
10ns in Miss O'Connor'. thoughts and aesthetics must be postponed tempor-
artly93 in order to draw a conclusion several problems ralsed earlier but not so 
far satisfactorily resolved. As a result of the dlscusslon on how human person-
94 
ality unites reason and feeling, these problems can now be resolved. For 
perspective they will first be restated. The basic problem being investigated 
was whether Flannery O'Connor had a disjunction between belief and senslbil-
Ity, and particularly whether she should have given more attention to decreas-
Ing the attractiveness of the evil and grotesque in her stories and to increasing 
the attractiveness of the good. This study was listing Miss O' Connor's 
rebuttal of the charge that to increase the attractiveness of good she should 
the writer to ignore the external physical characteristics and it will not do for 
the writer to ignore the internal uniqueBess of an object or action. See above, 
Chapter 1. 
93For example, see pp. }J42-1" I for a discussion of how realism be-
came popular as a result of this philosophy. Also see pp. ; '"; I. for the way 
this thinking makes Mis s 0' Connor favor the South as a topic. Actually, this 
notion is fundamental to so much of Miss 0' Connor's further thinking that pre-
Cise citations to its additional use are fruitless. 
94Indeed this is the reason why that discussion was begun - as will be 
seen if the reader refers back to where it began, p.7,6. 
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have shown a II purely affirmative" view of life (or an almost purely affirmative 
view, a view in which good is made almost irresistably attractive). Miss 
O'Connor not only rejected the "purely affirmative" view of life but also felt 
it was an erroneous exaggeration. A discussion of personality, reason, and 
feeling - in the thinking of Flannery O' Connor - can show how this view would 
be an exaggeration. 
The purely affirmative view denies full value to reason, is a deviation 
from truth, and therefore distorts the value of emotion. It denies reason be-
cause it neglects man's limitations, his evil. Flannery 0' Connor's full theory 
9S 
of man's limitations and evil will be developed later; for now it is sufficient 
to note that she can usually get rapid assent to man's being a limited creature 
by referring believers to the doctrine of Original Sin, by reminding readers of 
the way" even the saints" deflect from perfection, 96 and by telling non-bel1ev-
ers "I don't think anyone would object ••• at all" to the notion that the life of 
modern man is full of tendencies to evil. "I think all you would have to do is 
to read the newspapers to agree with me. ,,97 A purely affirmative vision 
95 -
This full theory of man's limitations and therefore of his evil - Miss 
0' Connor uses the philosophical notion that evil is an absence of being -
Will be developed later when discussion of her philosophy resumes - see 
Chapter III. Also see below, pp. 90" .. 91 • 
96 O'Connor, "The Church and the Flctlon Writer," 734; O'Connor, 
Letter to Sr. Manella Gable, 26. 
97 




neglects II what man has done with the things of God. II 
84 
The use of the grotesque is not the distortion. The purely affirmative 
vision is an exaggeration, Of an excess I a distortion of sentiment, usually in 
the direction of an over-emphasis of innocense •••• We lost our innocence in 
the fall of our first parents, and our return to it is through the redemption which 
was brought about by Christ's death and by our slow participation in it. Senti-
mentality is a skipping of this process in its concrete reality and i\n early 
arrlval at a mock state of innocense. ,,99 Moreover, when such a purely 
affirmative insistence on "mock innooense" is prevalent, when reason'. 
government is abandoned and emotion rules, when thi. sentimentality "1. over 
emphasized in the ordinary condition /i. e., given the limitations of an evil 
of men/, It it "tend. by some natural law to become its opposite" - the ob.oene 
Thus another argument against the purely affirmative view 1s that it tend. to 
create the ob.cene, something everyone (whatever hi. stand on the notion of 
man's evil or goodness) seems to agree 18 wrong. Basically, the purely 
atiirmative vision Is faulty because it violates the un1ty of the personality, 
the unity of reason and feelingi it proceeds It from the diseased. • • mind. " 
When emotion rules, man may tend to promote extreme innocence of the 
980 'Connor, "The Church and the Fiction Writer, It 734. 
99.nwt., 
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purely affirmative. But if reason i8 not governing, man may Just a8 easily 
ignore the question of guilt and innocence. This is the flnatural law" that 
oonverts the sentimentality of the purely affirmative vlsion to its opposite, 
obscenity. When emotion rules, man may seen an emotional satisfaction by 
looklng for the pretty - this is the reason why Flannery O' Connor insists that 
the "traditional kind of prettiness It must be blended with something II a little 
more grotesque" in order to convey tI a better idea of reality • .,100 When 
embtion rules, man may seek a different kind of emotional satisfaction, how-
ever; reason 1s not present to govern where and how emotional saUsfactlon 
.hould be obtained. "We live ln an age ••• which 1. swept this way and that 
by momentary conviction, ,,101 by the surge of emotion not grounded on the 
rock of reason. When emotion rules, man may seek emotlonal sati.faction 1n 
the obscene. It Pornography. • .1s essentially sentimental, for it leases out 
the connection of sex with its hard purposes, disconnect. if from tts meaning 
and life and makes it simply an experience for its own sake. It 102 80th the 
.entimental purely affltmative vision and its OPPOSite, therefore, are strangely, 
100. I 
o· Connor, It My Mentor, Flannery O' Connor," 2 4 • 
101 O'Connor, "The Role of the Catholic Novelist," 11. 
102 O'Connor, "The Church and the Fiction Writer," 134. 
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results of tho same condltf,on: neglect of due emphasis on man's limitations 
and therefore noglect of reason'l governing! 03 - p1tt. reliance on what 1 s 
omotiOnally satisfyIng • '#hen emotIon rules # tJ'1e sentimental or the obscene 
may junt as easily result, although "the similarity between the two u~ually 
It 1 104 escapes peop e. 
The purely afflnnative v1ston 1s faulty because it ignores reason In 
neglecting man's l1mitations; whether one accepts theological evil or looks at 
the actions of man in the newspaper (in dally experience), one must view man 
as u.mtted. The purely aff1nnattve villon 8180 ignores reason 1n neqleotlng to 
lee that realon', dlactpl1ne 1. neoeaaary for fea11ngs both because of the 
unity of the human personality and becau •• feeling. 11 left ungoverned will 
W'96 Indlscr1m1nately toward. tM pretty, towards the obleene. or toward. 
whate'(Ter pIe •••• , and not nece •• m1y towards perfect1on. Unity of the per-
lonaUty and proper governm.nt of human tendeneles demand thllt a person use 
both reason and feel1ng_ The purely afflrmaUve view spUts the human, pro-
duces dis.a.e. "Tho.e who bel1eve that art proceeds from a healthy, and not 
103This il why Flannery O' Connor de.CI'1bes rea.on a. more Important 
than feeling, even al .he tn.,sts that both mUit go totethen "what mak •• the 
senlib1lity 900d 1s wre.tling with what 11 higher than it •• lfn ('Connor, 
.. Flannery 0' Connor ,an Interview, .f 34) and the ..... onabl. us. of the urarea.-
onabl. (0' Connor, It Plannery O' Connor: 'Literary Wltoh, '" 38Sl 
104 O'Connor, "The Church and the FlcUon Writer" 734. 
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from a diseased, faculty of the mind will take what he LIhe artist7 shows 
them as a revelation, not of what ought to be'! ¥. not of the purely affLrmative-
"but of what we are at a given time and under given circumstances" - limited 
as man is in th~ worlJ. The artist must not "be looked to for assuranc&." 105 
Because it leads to the untruthful exaggeration of sentimentalism, 
therefore, the U purely affirmative vision" is something Flannery 0' Connor 
must reject. 
MilS O'Connor supplements and restates these ideas, and she applies 
to modern life, modern society, modem readers, and modern critics In general. 
The basIc trouble is that the modern world has negated man's 11mitations, 
abandoned reason, and overly embraced feeUngs. U For the modern reader, 
moral distinctions are usually blurred in hazes of compasslon"; today man's 
true goals "either don't exist at all for the general reader or are taken by him 
to be knowable by sensation." 106 
As one sympto~ of this tendeney at work Flannery O' Connor gives the 
Wlual homely example. II I once received a letter from an old lady in California 
who informed me that when the tired reader comea home at night he wishel to 
read something that will Uft up his heart; and it seema her heart had not been 
lifted up by anything of mine she had read. It This reader' a II need, of course, 
i. to be lifted uP." It il interelting to note how her example ules an "old 
1U50'Connor, "The Fict10n Writer and His Country I It 163 
I 060 , Connor;I The Role of the OathoUt"! N'·'·U'laHat .. 10 
38 
lady" - alr8ady with connotations of excessivle sentimentality. Flannery 
O'Connor does not deny that this need to be lifted !..l.P is a valid need. Her 
whol;;: argument has be3n based on man's limitedness. This need is based on 
man's limitedne.ss. This need is based on nature: "There is something in us, 
as story-tellers and as listeners to stories I that demands the redemptive act I 
that demands that what fails at least be offered the change to be restored. 
The reader of todai' looks for this motion, and rightly so.11 What Miss 
O'Connor finds as faulty with such a demand is what the modem readers "has 
forgotten the cost" of this redemptl1f8 motion of restoration. MIss O'Connor 
11 returnin9 to the same view and to the same terminology she bad used earlier. 
The modern reader does not know the "cost" of the tfbon~"'crunchln9 battle" 
I 
whereby lithe sensibUIty" 1s made good by tlwrestUn; with what 1s higher than 
itself," by being subordinated to the government of reason. The need to be 
lifted up is based on human nature. on "something in us ••• that demands. It a 
redemption, on human limitations, on a .. sense of evil. • • diluted or lacking. " 
But one ca.nnot satisfy these demands by violating the very human nature that 
commands the restoraUve act. One cannot abandon reason 11'1 the process of 
belng lifted up to innocence. because what reaults then will be "mock 1000-
107 
cence" or Its opposite, the "mock damnation" of the obscene. 
107 Ibid., 10-11; O'Connor, "Flannery O'Connor, An Interview," 34. 




One mi~ht i.irguc thctt onl~i one "old lady in California" does not make 
a whole soclet1, do':,:s not 'Jive us "the rn8dern raad3r. It In 3everal ways, how 
eve:, FlannElry O'Connor woul1 disagree and present counter-arguments. 
"One old lady who wants her heart lifted 'Up wouldn't be so bad, but 
yoU multiply her to two hundred and fifty thousand times and what you get 1s a 
book club. M108 The writer cannot say that he willig-nore such readers beaause 
he must, as a matter of practicality, sell his work: moreover, the wrttter O3n-
not hope to reach a select audienoe: 
"I used to think it should be possible to write for 
some supposed ellte, for the peepl. who attend the 
ut\1vera1Ues and sometimes know how to read; but I 
have sinoe found that though you may pubUsh your 
atories in UQ.Ueabe OleUM, if they are any good at 
all, you ate eventually going to get a letter from lome 
old lady in California. or some inmate of the Federal 
PenitenUary or the state inlane asylum or the local 
poor house telling you where you have falled to meet 
his need •• " 109 
Far Flannery O'Connor this is an age of readers who "don't have the 
fundamental equipment to read in the first place ... 11 0 The problem Is wlth 
modem soc1ety: "You may say that the aerious writer doeln't have to bother 
108 
o'Connor, '·The Role of the Catholic Novelist," 10. 
109 . . . ]IWi, For a further view of what Flannery O'Connor felt was to be 
the relationshlp between the writer and the reader see below, pp. 165-9. 
110 
O· Connor I "The Church and the Flet10n Writer, .. 135. 
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about the tired reader; but he does, because they Lmodern readers~7 are all 
ttred. Of 
Other evidenoe that the urge to sentimentali.m Is a fault of modem 
culture comes when one examines the tendency of our age "to use the suffer-
1ng of children to discredit the goodness of God." Those with the purely 
affirmative vision are scandalized by the suffering of children: "The Aylmers 
whom Hawthorne saw as a menace have multiplied. Busy cutting down human 
imperfection, • . • Ivan Karamazov cannot belleve as long as one chUd is in 
torment; Camus's hero cannot accept the divinity of Christ because of the 
massacre of the innocents. If 
In our age mere feeUng, an excessive .. gain in sensibility I" popular 
pity, tI urges men to expect the perfect. Lacking the "blind, prophet1cal~; un-
sentimental eye of acceptance," our age tries to •• govern by tenderness, It It 
would be better If our age could aocept the limits of man and of the mat~r1al 
world -- instead of insisting on the purely affirmative. This tenderness or 
111 
.entimentalism Is erroneous because It Is It cut off from the person of Christ." 
1 11 The reader can be assured that Miss O·Connor·s whole argument 
h~e doe. not rest on merely theological assumptions by ob.erving that the 
context of this quotation, in the previous and especially In the following par-
agraphs of the text, look. at such human limitations •• Mary Ann'. grote.que 
cancer, physlcalll1m1taUon, and all men's obedience to death, as ontological 
limitations, as well as theological limitation. of which Chri.t Is the antidote. 
Further phllosophlcal (as opposed to theological) argument proving the nature 
of evil and limltaUon in man comes as subsequent examination Is made of Miss 
0' Connor's philosophy - see all of Chapter III, which discuss.. II Limitations II 
as an evil. Also see above. p$. 
rr91 
r and 1s thus unreal detached emotion, feeling without basis 1n a person eXist-
ing In the everyday world, feeding therefore which is "wrapped in theory, " 
mere feeling which is in effect mere reason. Just as tenderness detached from 
reason and unity of the personality generates what we have seen Flannery 
O'Connor elsewhere call "mock damnation'! and the "obscene," so with the 
1,lue of the sufferlng of children: 
When tenderness Is detached from the source of tenderness, 
its logical outcome is mot respect for the suffering of men 
or children, b.Yt/ terror. It enda in forced labor camps and 
in the fumes of the gas chamber. 112 
Flannery O' Connor's strongest and most lengthy argument that sentlmen 
talilm is a fault of modem culture il the least specifiC and the most paradox-
leal. 
The phraslng of the argument can be better focused if one examines 
.everal direct statements of what Flannery O' Connor thought was wrong with 
modem society. For Flannery 0' Connor, modem society was not a matter of 
teft(Or one hundred years. Thus In analyzing the philolophy of this society, 
she lnr:h;.d •• not only .Ida magazine, the .. swamp. of letter.-to-the-editor, M 
Philip Wylie, lithe old lady in California, M II article. I collect on the failure 
of the Catholic novelist, It but also Mann, Miller, Hemingway, Hawthorne, 
Camis, and Dostoevsky.l13 Miss O'Connor claims that Itfor the last few 
1120'Connor, "Mary Ann, tI 35. 
1130'Connor, "The Fiction Writer and His Country, It 161; "The Church 
and the Fiction Writer," 734,733; tiThe Role of the Catholic Novelist," 10,11; 
tlMary Ann," 32,35. 
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centuries there has been operating in our culture the secular belief that there 
1~ no ••• cause" for Redemption "In the actual life we ltve ... 114 This secular-
iSm holds that man Is not limited and does not need Redemption or further 
perfecting. In consequence man's "sense of evil Is diluted or lacking alto-
,ether. II 115 Miss 0' Connor, for example, favored Old Tarwater in The Violent 
lear It Away because he did not show "the outright secularism or the diluted 
Protestantism of the North." The wording here must be checked carefully. 
Flannery O'Connor was not condemning Protestantism, for she had just said 
that she was "not Interested in sects as sects" but in the "religious individ-
ual. " 116 Moreoever, one must note the expression II outright secularism"; 
ev1dently "diluted Protestantism" Is a secularism that 1. not quite so obvious. 
This statement is further clarified by Flannery O'Connor's condemnation of the 
II modern world" as divided between two false ideologies: .. one part of it 
Ltli8 modern worlll trying to eliminate mystery, whUe another part tries to 
rediscover it in discipl1nes less personally demanding than religion ... 117 
1140lConnor , 
I 1 SO' Ccnnor, 
1160 , Connor, 
1170 •Co nnor, 
II The Fiction Writer and His Country, II 162. 
"The Role of the Catholic Novelist," 11. 
"A Writer at Home With Her Heritage," 733. 
"The Church and the Fiction Writer, .. 733. 
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The second half of this quotation shows that Flannery 0' Connor ls not re-
Jecting relig10n, much less "diluted reU_lon." She ls critlcizlng the process 
of dilution. She finds that some moderns are looking for something more 
emotionally comfortable than sharp discipline - the If sense of evil is dUuted:I 
Flannery 0' Connor ls criticizing how the reliance on mere feeling may be II 
"1ess personally demanding" but it is not adequate because when man does 
not pay the "cost" of the "bone-crunching" government by reason, 118 the 
resulting loss of the "sense of evU" showl as the sentimentalism already 
found to be a deficiency. So far there is nothing new 1n Miss O'Connor's 
statements except that she has applied them to society as a whole. 
Other modems, however, who support the first ideology of the two 
mentioned above, indulge in "outright secularism. It With the "sense of 
evil. . • lacking alt()(Ji/lther," they are "trying to eliminate mystery" or 
anything beyond the human limitations they do not recognize. These are the 
rationalists who are similar to the sentimentalists in that they also deny 
man's limitations. Here is where Flannery O'Connor's aroument becomes 
paradoxical and difficult to follow. The raUonalist with his over-reliance 
on mere reason would appear to be a very different kind of creature from the 
lentimentalist with his over-reliance on mere emoUon, although both would 
be ln error for violaUng the unity of the human personality, for separating 
1180'Connor, "The Role of the Catholic Novelist," 11; "Flannery 
0' Connor, An Interview," 34; and earlier discusslon here of the f~ion of 
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reason and emotion in a denial of man's limitations. But the rationalist and 
sentimentalist are not oppos1te. This is the reason why Flannery O' Connor 
can summarize them both under the heading of seoularism and distinguish them 
as outright seoularism or diluted seoularism. They are not opposites; they 
are simllar beoause when they both separate reason and emotion they both 
accept the oompleteness of this world and reject human limitation. 
A more important simUarity resolves the paradox that causes the dif-
floulty in this argument. The rationalist and the sentimentalist are similar 
beCause it Is the over-rel1ance on mere emotion that leads the rationalist to 
bts over-relianoe on mere reason. In Ih! Violent Bur It Away, Rayber, the 
raUonalist who expects solenoe to render man perfect and God useless i Is 
. thus led to deny man's limitation. by observing his idiot son Bishop - a 
violent paradox indeed, that limitation. of uUlld should lead to the dental of 
buman limitation •• Rayber·. emOUODa1 attachemant to Bi.hop Is so excessive 
·~ that it will not allow him to accept Bl.hop·. retarded mind. '1"lIIII over-rel1anoe 
on emotion oauses him to reject God and His 9QOdness; it causes Rayber to 
rely on science and reason - this world alone. Again, Flannery O'Connor 
explicitly stated that "one of the tendencies of our age is to use the sufiering 
of ch1ldr-en to discrecUt the goodness of God. II 119 This paper has already 
119 O'Connor, "Mary Ann, It 35. See the previous disoussion of how 
the suffering of ohildren stimulate. modern atheists, pp. $8.9 ... 
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examined how such a view of children's suffering 1s an over-reliance on mere 
emotion. Yet it is this over-reliance on mere emotion that causes many I like 
Rayber, to deny human limitations, to feel that they are" done with" anything 
greater than themselves, and to embrace ficientific rationalism. 
Thus the rationalist and the sentimentalist are similar. Both aocept 
nothing greater than the material world and are therefore collectively described 
a. men with only a It seoular belief"; both generate a sentimentalist literature. 
Both descr1be the situation of modem culture. 
These conclusions are further verified by the implications of the whole 
.8.ay "The Fiction Writer and His Country. II In that essay, Flannery 0' Connor 
begins by examining the statements of critics demanding overly affirmative 
literature. Neither editors of 1df§ nor novelists and critics writing in reply to 
the editor., she feels I examine fully the basis of this demand. In two ways 
the demand i8 unacceptable because it is based on the faulty secularism des-
cribed above. 
First, the demand 18 unacoeptable because it presumes that this world 
has no limttations. Those who make the demand claim that the overly affirm-
attve literature is justif1ed because it would reflect current society. In 
arguing for the overly affirmative literature th •• e critics claim that "in the 
last ten year. this country had enjoyed an unparalleled prospertty I that it had 
come nearer to produoing a 01a.s1e •• society than any other nation and that it 
96 
was the most powerful countrY in the world I but that our novelists were writing 
as if they lived in packing houses on the edge of the dump while they awaited 
admission to the poor house." Instead of this writing, such critics would 
demand"something that really representad this country," something that would 
.show the redeemIng quality of spiritual purpose" and the "Joy of life itaell. It 
Miss O'Connor sees this demand as unjustified because if everything i8 really 
as fOod as claimed this "redeeming quality of spiritual purpose" is meaning-
less: "redemption Is meaningless unless there 1s cause for it In the actual 
life we live. II Thus Miss O'Connor's acceptance of redemption and of the 
way redemption implies a corrupt world needing redemption i. Inno way a 
oause of a disjunction between belief and sensib1lity. She feels she should 
i not be condemned for showing a corrupt world needing redemption when her 
.eritics urge the need for a "redeeming quality of spiritual purpose." If every-
thing is not as good as claimed I then the critic.' demand to reflect modern 
perfection Is mean1ngless beoause its very premise of modern perfection is 
destroyed. Flannery 0' Connor, of course, believes that this demand is 
meaningless. It is unjustUled because of the weaknessof current society, 
described 1n the immediately preceding pages of this study. In short, would 
"these screams for joy. . • be quite so piercing if joy were really more abun-
dant 1n our proaperoalJ:aoc1ety." ?120 Thus, ignoring the limitations of the 
12 00 'Connor , "lbe Fiction Writer and His Country, It 157=8, 162, 160. 
As regards this discussion of the world's limitations, see the earlier discuss-
ion of man's limitations, pp. $8..80. 
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r material world leads to an impossible demand on the writer. 
The second reason why this demand to show "the joy of life" is unac-
ceptable meshes much more obviously with Miss 0' Connor's previous criticism 
of modern society and its impossible demands on the writer. The modem 
.ecular culture ignore. rea.on. Since it believes only in this world of matter, 
it evaluates by quantities, by .. statistics": It we are asked to form our con-
, 
.ciences in the light of statistics" because we do not "live in an age of set-
tied belief. I. The secular culture ignores reason and the oneness of truth by 
demanding that one aocept many truths, that truth is relative. The man who 
ylelds to this demand abandons reason because he contradicts himself: he 
tries II to estabUsh the relative as absolute." He also caters to over-emo-
Uonalism. He adopts the relative in order to be II a little more palatable to the 
modem temperll : he has catered to It convenience," to physical or psycho-
lOO'ical ease. He is a classic example of how modem secular culture separates 
reason and feeling. The man who yields to these demands denying reason Is I 
according to Miss 0' Connor's paradoxical argument examined above I caught 
up immediately in the opposite fault of over-rat1onalism: he patterns himself 
after the prevalent culture's scient1sm of Dr. Kinsey and .Dr. Gallup .He be-
lieves reality is a set of facts that .. can be determined by survey I" by scien-
Wic quantifying which is the only remain1nQ way of thinking about a world 
that has (for physical and psychological ease) been defined as entirely 
P';------------. 
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matedal. 121 Since he belleves quantifying facts alone to be of value, such a 
person would not recognize that the "plainly grotesque" story of Mary Ann 
"belonged to fact and not to fancy. 11122 
Thus the artist who yields to these modern secularistic demands and 
believes that l1teratw-e should merely reflect the way the world is flnds him-
.elf in even worse straits. He has put himself out of a job: liThe storyteller 
l' concerned with what is; but if what 1s, 1s what can be determined by survey, 
than the disciples of Dr. Kinsey and Dr. Gallup are sufficient for the day 
thereof. ,,123 Statistical surveys replace the artistic writer. The artist who 
f.els that his function is merely to reflect the current world and that "anybody 
who has the energy to do some reeearch can give us a novel on ••• any 
needed subject - and can make it positive, II - i8 following "the traditional 
procedure of tbe hack; and by some accident of God, such a novel might tw-n 
out to be a work of art - but the possibility is unlikely. II Unfortunately" a lot 
of novels do get written 1n this way. ,,124 The theory that the artist 1s merely 
to reflect the world be sees 18, therefore, another argument ultimately for the 
--... --------------------.----------1 
121Ib.UL, 160-1. 
1220' Connor • "Mary Ann," 30. 
l230 •Connor , liThe Fiction Writer and Hls Country I" 161. Flannery 
O'Connor 1s not bere denying that literature should do some reflecting of the 
way the world Is, as the folloWing quotations will show. 
124 O' Connor I "The Role of the Catholic Novelist," 6. 
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fact that reason 1s a prime ingredient of art. Reason's task 1s to use the un-
reasonable, to filter out and focus what 1s useless - as we have already seen. 
Although modem culture is founde~ on the faulty notion that man can reach 
reality by merely reflecting what is around him, modern writing would be 
faulty to accept that same notion that it can merely reflect. It must select. It 
must reject the useless. It must use reason to build a solid edifice. Other-
wise, the artist 1s a hack grubbing along for the edifying facts at hand: the 
artist 1s a pollster or an advertising man; the artist is useless. This of course 
1s a Une of reasoning that not all men can accept. Writers and crit1cs of 
writers should accept 1t, however, or content themselves with being without a 
function. The artist who feels that his function is merely to reflect the current 
world forgets that reason is a prime ingredient of art, that the tI noveUst does 
more than just show us how a man feels ••• he also makes a judgement on the 
value of that feeUng. 12 5 The artist who accepts the demands of secularism 
would logically be replaced by .. the advertising agencies. They are entirely 
capable of shOWing us our unparalleled prosperity and our almost classless 
society, and no one has ever accused them of not being affirmative. II UI-
timately the reader demands aftlnnaUveness is demanding a quick-sell Job, 
not true human and humane art. "Where the artist is sUlI trusted, he will not 
be looked to for assurance. Those who believe that art proceeds from a 
1250'Connor, "Flannery O'Connor, An Interview,!! 34. For further im-
plications of the artist-as-pollster, see pp. 127-1.50.-
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healthy I and not from a dlseased, faculty of mind wlll take what he shows 
them as a revelation, not of what we ought to be but of what we are." Para-
doxically then by not merely reflecting the material age that we are, the artist 
18 more faithfully reflecting what we really are - he ls then fulfilllng the need 
to do more than merely reflect, and he 1s satisfying those who desire him to 
reflect. 
That art must be a mere reflection of what exists is thus typical of the 
modern culture's demand that only facts, only the world of matter 1s important. 
But the modern culture contradicts itself by expecting the novelist also to 
.how "the redeeming quality of spiritual purpose. II Flannery O· Connor feels 
that for man 1n general and the artist in particular these demands of the modem 
.ecular culture are contradictory and unjustified. Moreover" any long-con-
tinued service" to these demands "will produce a soggy, formless, and 
.entimental literature, one that will provide a sense of spiritual purpose for 
those who connect the spirit with romanticism and the sense of joy for those 
who confuse that virtue with satisfact1onu126 - but a literature unacceptable 
to those who see the fallacy of modern culture's relativist sentimentalism. In 
its over-sentimentalism the modem culture confuses emotional II sattsfaction" 
with virtue. It separates reason and feeling, denies man's limitations, and 
rests content with the world of matter. Sentimentalism 1s a fault generated by 
mOdern culture, a fault inescapable for the artist who submits to modern 
126 O' Connor, "The Fiction Writer and His Country I tI 162, 163, 161. 
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ewture. 
Four examples Ulustrating the way modem society unjustifiably 
separates reasoned disoipl1ne from emotional convenience ocour aSl'arenthetlc 
Inserts In some of Flannery O' Connor's analyses. She examines modem 
education, the plight of the Negro, the cult of the "phone South, U and the 
91ludiness of modem ute. These examples are useful for inte!"J')rettng specific 
passages 1n Miss O'Connorls stories. Since they do not expand her theories 
of literature or of life, how'ever, they will not be discus sed here. 121 Also, 
parenthetically I it was observed earUer how some mHos found fault with 
Mi88 O'Connor for presenting oharacters whom they felt were overly qro-
tesquel28 and unlike the way society and life really are. Flannery O'Connor 
arqued in return that she thought soolety grotesque and the readers in modem 
fJoclety unable to distinguish genuine from grotesque. The above disoussion 
of Miss O'Connor's views on modem sooiety shows how she was consistent: 
orotesque things that happen to many of her characters happen partly because 
these charaoters and their SOCiety are unacoeptable to Miss O'Connor's 
philosophy. 
There are two final pteces of evidenoe to 8 upport the notion that 
Flannery O' Connor attributed sentimentalism to modem culture. 
The first of these coneerns itself with the CathOlic critic and writer. 
------------------------------------------------------------------i 
127 These four examples are discussed in detail in Appendix A. 
1288ee the discussion of this material above, PP. 49ff. 
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Flannery 0' Connor feels that the Catholic "is more Uable than others to be 
,mothered at the outset by theory, because of popular Catholic attitudes and 
because, since we LCathoUc.I7know what we believe I we feel we should alao 
know what we will write. 11129 "Popular Catholic attitudes It - again the fault 
11 traced to modern society. Again, in examining the realons why a Catholic 
critic or Catholic writer often clamors for the "purely affirmattve vision" Miss 
O'Connor notes that this insistence "is fOiated on him bv the general atmol-
pbere of Catholic piety in this oountry •••. and even if this atmosphere can-
not be held responsible for every talent killed along the way, it is at least 
'Ieneral enough to give an air of credibility to Mr. Wylie's conception of what 
130 
a belief In dogma does to the creative mind. II Having seen Flannery 
0' Connor' a indictment against modem society, one can evaluate the connectlon 
between the popular Catholic attitude and Mr. Wylie. The popular attitude 
expects a novel to mirror dally life and thus to reflect the purely affirmative 
vision: Mr. Wylie, as earUar discussions showed,131 held the seeming'ly 
opposIte v1ew that the Catholic novelist 1s to be disregarded because he 
automatically 1s going to insist on dogma and negleot reality. Miss O' Connor 
1290 'Connor, tithe Role of the Catholic Novelist," 6. Flannery O'Con-
nor uses the term "Catholic" 1n this quotation because at this point in her 
elsay, her argument 1s with Catholic or1tics who demand the "purely affirma-
tive vision. II The context of the tot.l essay, however, as well aa the other 
OCcasions where Miss O'Connor's views on these matters appear I lndioate that 
she applies this Judgement to all cases of the II purely affirm.ttve." 
1300 'Connor, The Church and the Fiction Writer," 734. 
131ga8 the discussion of this matter above, pp. 41-2 and P.66. 
rr finds thllt these purely affirmative Catholics claim Wylie to be prel~:ed. 
They say they are not dogmatic, that they wish the writer to mirror the world. 
Yet these Catholics seem to insist that tbe writer mirror their a-prton view of 
a joyous, good world. Mr. Wylie's Judgement Is thus true - of the popular 
Catholic attitude. CathoUc critics who encourage the "purely affirmative 
vision" are thus caught in an uncomfortable self-contradiction of uncon-
,dously supporting the very dogmatism they claim to reject. They have so 
"matured" that they are "in danger of going off the other end ... 132 Flannery 
O'Connor rejects this servile dogmatism for CathoUc writers: 
Mauriac and Greene are criticized because in their novels they do not 
give a true picture of Christian marriage. This 1s typical of the kind 
of criticism the Catholic novel1st is subjected to by Catholies. The 
Catbolic reader is a good deal more sophisticated than he used to be; 
but in whatever fancy dress be disguises it, he sUll believes f t think I 
that the novelist is the handmaid of the Church and that is his excuse 
for existence. I33 
Flannery O'Connor adds, in her typical narrative fashion, an anecdote 
that 1llustrates and reinforces her judgement: 
I have come to think of this handmaid as being very l1ke the porter who 
set Henry James's dressing case down in a puddle wnen James was 
leaving the hotelln Charleston. James was then obliged to sit in a 
crowded carriage with the satchel on his knees. All through the South 
the poor man was ignobly served, and he afterwards wrote that our 
domestic servants were the last people in the world who should be em-
ployed in the ways they were, for they were by nature unfitted for it. 
132 O' Connor, "An Interview with Flannery O' Connor, U 31-
i330·Connor. nThe Role of the Catholic Novelist, II 8. 
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The case of the Catholic novelist 1s the same: when he 1s given the 
function of domesUc, the Church's luggage 1s going to be set down 
in puddle after puddle .134 
IIBy nature" as a man (who would not support what contradicts itself) and as an 
artist (who exists for his own legitimate ends) I the novelist cannot afford to 
.epatate reason and feeling, to v10late nature in over-rationalistically, and 
by the usual O'Connor paradox, over-sentimentally urging the purely affirma-
uve vision. 
Another way in which purely affirmative Catholic critics are vulnerable 
Is that they contradict themselves theologically. Rhetorically including her-
.elf with such Catholic writers and critics, Miss O'Connor observes that "we 
Judge before we experience and never trust our faith to be subjected to reality, 
because it is not strong enough. ttl35 The purely affirmative Cathol1c critic 
does not trust that faith whloh he insists the writer should propagandize • 
.. Catholic readers are constantly being offended and scandalized by novels they 
don't have the fundamental equipment to read in the first place, and often these 
are works that are permeated with a Christian spirit ... 136 One element in that 
"fundamental equipment" is paradoxically a strong sense of their own faith. 
These readers who demand the purely affirmative seem to be strong in faith; 
134Ib1d" 9. 
1350 •Connor, Letter to Sr. Martella Gable, 26. 
1360'Connor, tithe Church and the Fiction Wrtter, tI 735. The other 
charactensUc which Miss O'Connor finds necessary is training in how to read -
a matter which is further explained by Miss O' Connor's remarks on the 
technique of wriUng, discussed later in this paper. 
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they demand that the writer show the same strong faith more patently. But 
actually "it is when the individual's faith is weak, not when it is strong, 
that he will be afraid of an honest f1ctional representation of life." If the 
writer is really secure in his faith, he wUl observe the interaction between his 
faith and the matenal world, .. and his sense of mystery and his acceptance of 
it will be increased." The main mystery faced by the writer and reader with a 
.ecure faith is not hard to locate: "the Catholic writer, insofar as be bas the 
mlnd of the Church, will feel life from the standpoint of the central Christian 
mystery; that it has for all its borror, been found by God to be worth dying 
for. ,,131 A strong faith does not preach or sbow merely the affirmattve;it 
worships God's concern with a world of limitation. The writer witb strong 
faith knows that .. grace" • • • cuts with the sword Christ said he came to 
. bring. ,,138 The Catholic writer wbo insists on the "purely affirmative" con-
tradlcts himself theologtcally because he ignores revelation's message about 
how goodness Is grotesque and up.etUng, a cutting sword. Freaks are 
139 
necessary to an author who really believes In Orlgtnal Sin. Freaks are 
necessary to a writer wbo belteves that there was anything to redeem, that the 
world was "worth dying for I" tbat "redemption is meaningless unless there 
1310 'Connor, "The Church and the Fiction Writer," 133-135. 
1380 'Connor, "Tbe Role of tbe Catholic Novelist," 12. 
1390 , Connor, .. Flannery 0' Connor: 'Literary Witch, ,II 381. 
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i. a cause for It"140 - ln man's orlg1nal nature as 11m1ted and ln man's dally 
.ctions as evil. 
The meaning of II strong faith" in this context suggests a thing con-
Meted with reason. The purely affirmative Catholic splits reason and feeUngs 
•• he champions his "weak faith. II The writer with a strong f81th will look at 
grotesques because. he understands well what his own theology demands. 
Catholic critics are often prevented from accepting what theology suggests 
because of an emotional craving for the easy. "The best of them think: make 
1t look desirable because It 1s desirable. And the rest of them think: make lt 
look desirable so I won't look Uke a fool for holding it. In a really Christian 
culture of real bellevers this wouldn't come up. ,,141 In the real ChrisUan there 
1s victory of reason over emoUon, no "distortion of senUment" whereby 
reason's steady view is swayed by either emotional craving for conformity with 
society (which is not a "really Christian culture") or by an n over emphasis on 
Innocence" that sk1ps the hard facts of perfection-through-labor and desires 
the emotionally satisfYing perfection of the merely pretty, a view that 
"probably owes as much to romanUa1sm as to piety. ,,142 For the real Christian 
there will be this swaYing from emOtion; there will be strong faith in several 
14°0' Connor, "The Fiction Writer and His Country," 162. 
1410 , Connor, Letter to Sr. Martella Gable, 26. 
1420'Connor, "The Church and The Fiction Writer," 734. 
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senses of the word. He will have a strong faith in the intellectual sense of 
lomething theologically well understood and not contradicted. He will have a 
.trong faith in the acUon-producing sense of harmony between reason and 
feeling, a harmony that anohors emotional swaying with reasoneddisclpUne. 
liTo look at the worst will be for him no more than an act of trust in God ... 143 
He will not ape modern society in seeking the pretty because it 1s 
emotionally graUfying and exciting; he will reaUze that "we have reduced the 
uses of reason terribly. You say a thing 1s reasonable I and people think you 
mean U's safe. What·s reasonable is seldom safe, and always exciting. tl144 
He does not need false detached emotionalism for excitement. The purely 
affirmative sway of modem society violates his theology and his un1fied 
personality .. 
By her position on theology here Miss O'Connor 1s not calling for the 
writer to disregard theology or to disregard a II universal responsibility for 
145 
.ouls .. /I No man can safely disregard concern with what he sees as the 
ultimate meaning of life. 
A writer may agree that "to look at the worst will be ••• no more than 
4ft act of trust in God; but what is one thing for the writer may be another for 
the reader. What leads the writer to his salvation may lead the reader into 
143.nua.. 
l440'Connor, "Flannery O'Connor; 'Literary Witch, III 385. 
14 SOl Connor I "The Church and the Fiction Writer," 134. 
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,In. It The writer is therefore faced with a dllemma: he must decide whether he 
,hould write portraying the evil he sees or whether he should attempt something 
more affirmative, whether he should write of the grotesque or try to purify the 
erotesques. Flannery O'Connor's advice is clear. As a person who cannot 
deny human nature's unity of reason and feeling without producing something 
actually more grotesque and less affirmative, as a writer who must obey 
fiction I s first law of using reason on the unreasonable, as a Christian or 
Catholic (If the writer 1s, additionally, either of these), the writer must not 
tty the impossibly seaUmeatal purifying of the grot.sque and thereby create 
,ometh1ng more grotesque - mOfe grotesque because it was produced beyond 
the writer's control. lnatead he should try to follow "Mauriac's advice: 
'purify the source,'" view the real evil as God's mystery interacts with it. He 
must purify himself and attain a blend of reason and feeling that will not 
violate his nature, his vocation, and his theology. Even trying to tlpurify the 
lource, n he will find the dUemma difficult to resolve. But he cannot let 
himself be victimized by II a false conception of • • • the demands II of dogma. 
He must not avoid one grotesque by creating another worse one. He must find 
the delicate balance which will allow him to succeed. Otherwise, if he 
decIdes that the source seems pure but from it comes works that scandalize, -
if he feels II that it is as sinful to scandal1ze the learned as the ignorant," he 
Will either have to stop writing" or It prostitute the azaleas. It He will not, 
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however, stoop to this second alternative of avoiding the evil-grotesque by 
portraying another aenUmental-obscene grotesque, "unless it has been foisted 
on him by a sorry education or unless writing Is not his vocation in the first 
,,146 plaoe. 
Still t even for the skUled writer of integrity there remains his concern 
,. others: 
The author must, of course, realize that it is hi. function, no less 
than it is the funcUon of the Church, to protect the souls from 
dangerous literature. But in striving to live up to the legitimate 
requirements of his art, he will know that not all flcUon will tum 
out to be Suitable for everyone's consumption. U in some instances 
the Church sees fit to forbid the faithful to read a work without 
penniasion, the Catholic author wUI be thankful that he has been 
recalled to a sense of responsibility. 147 
Probably the simplest way to explain this statement - which seems at 
first to oontradict Flannery O' Connor's position about how the faith does not 
.-wiori narrow or distort the field of vision - is to say that it is ultimately to 
be read as a statement of human fallibility. As with almost each of her argu-
ments Flannery O' Connor admits that she may be in error, so too here: she is 
Hying that any writer can err in the particular situation. Also, a key phrase is 
the one that calls on the artist to live up to art's demands for harmony between 
reason and feeling - lito live up to the legitimate requirements of his art, he 
",:: Will know that not all ficUon will turn out to be suitable for everyone's 
l46.nilil,.: also, O' Connor, II The Partridge Festival," 82. 
147IlW1.. 
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First of all one must be sure that it is the "legitimate" demands 
Of art that are causing the artist his problem. Trifling demands can be set 
,.ide. In any event, the artist may err, or the rel1gious authorities may simply 
\'18m against a book because it is too difficult for the normal reader or even the 
-learned" reader to grasp properly. The artist's job 1f he intends to keep 
writing 1s clear: to write what is true to himself, true to hls function a8 an 
artist, and true to his theology - as best he can as a fallible human. 
As a religious person the writer will do what he can when he can. As a 
writer, however, he must follow the nature and laws of writing. As a writer 
and as a rel1qlous person, the novelist must "look for the will of God first in 
the laws and limitations of his art and will hope that if he obeys those, other 
blelslnqs will be added to his work." The purely affirmative critic or writer 
may feel that in his phUosophyor in his religion he already does "possess 
the truth," that he can J1 use this truth directly as an instrument of judgement 
on any diSCipline at any time without regard for the nature of that discipline 
148 it.elf. .. Those who demand the purely affirmative must realize, however, 
that they are demanding what ia not art t that they are demanding something 
that violate. the "nature of the discipline" which they think they are puri-
fYing. II The Christian writer" or critic II particularly will feel that whatever 
his initial gift Is, it comea from God; and no matter how minor a gift it is, he 
148 
O'Connor, "The Churoh and the Fiction Writer, It 735. 
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will not be willing to destroy it by trying to use it outside its proper 
lilllits. ,,149 The purely affirmative people are especially foolish, for they are 
denying their beliefs as well as the purified art they claim to be aiding. They 
want writing that will cause men to take their obligations to God more 
,8I'iOusly, yet they are cau8ing the arti8t to violate .h1I..obl1gations to God 
when they demand writing that violates the nature of art. Purely affirmative 
literature, therefore, 18 to be rejected because it violates the nature of art 
and thereby sinl against the will of God, the Author of ess.nces. To show 
exactly how and why It violates the nature of art must be the talk of later and 
more lpeciflc chapters of this present investigation, when attention is given 
to Miss 0' Connor's demands for good writing. 
Finally, it Is curious - and helpful for interpreting the previous ideas -
to see how this problem of harmonizing theology with writing was handled in 
one speCific case, the case of Flannery O'Connor herself. 
Some young writers ask themselves so many questions before they 
begin to write that they never begin. They concern themselves 
with problems that wUI never confront their particular imaginations. 
When I first began to write, I ~k over all the probleml of FranCOis 
Mauriac and impeded my progress for several months worrying about 
the souls my senlual workl were going to send to hell. My sensual 
works, of course, did not exist, and were not destined to. My 
problems were entirely different, and I could have di8covered them 
earlier had I spent some time grappling with my own and not 
Mauriac' 8 imagination. 150 
l490 •Connor , tithe Fiotion Writer and His Country, II 158-159. 
1500 , Connor , liThe Role of the Catholic Novelist," 6. 
r----------------------------~ 
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Basically, therefore, in this dilemma the writer must think things 
thrOugh as best he can. He must try to be honest. If his vocation i8 to write, 
he must continue to write. He must not avoid one kind of grotesque to fall into 
another kind of groteaque. Yet he must realize this fallibil1ty and ultimately, 
aa with all human acts, Judge in the 11ght of his own consoience. 
The only consoience I have to examine in this matter is my own, and 
when I look at stortes I have written I find that they are, for the 
most part, about people who are poor, who are afflicted In both mind 
and body, who have little - or at best a distorted - sense of 
splrttual purpose, and whose actiOns do not apparently give the 
reader a great assurance of the Joy of Ufe .151 
He must not, in his scrupulosity, forget his human l'responsibUity 
fot souls, II his responsibility to others. But he must not forget that his 
responsibiUty ultimately calls for integrity, not for sentimentally It pious 
trash. It As with anything human, lithe young person beg1nn1ng to write today, 
and partloularly the young cathoUc, has to ask his own questions and find 
152 his own answers. II 
Typical of Flannery O'Connor's paradOXlcal approaoh to the problem, 
moreover, is the word .. piety. II She has Just suggested that this purely af-
finnative Vision, when it ocours In a Catholio writer or critic ifprobably owes 
as much to romantioism as to piety. u 153 As has been shown earlier, 154 
1S10'Connor, lithe Fiction Writer and His Country, tt 161. 
1520' Connor , ifTbe Role of the Cathollo Novellst, II 6. 
1530 'Connor, uThe Church and the FiCtion Writer, f. 134. 
lS4See above where this matter 18 disoussed, pp. 98-102. 
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romanticism is Miss 0' Connor's word for the position of those who insist on 
alere emotion without reason and who therefore think of the writer as one who 
works by emotional inspiration rather than by reasont s discipline. By the word 
"piety" therefore, Miss O'Connor suggests that these purely affirmative 
Catholics have gone the way of all who stress reason excessively and have 
developed their expected excesslve emotionalism. 
Final evidence that Flannery O'Connor attributed the sentimental 
.eparation of reason and feeling to modern culture comes from the analysis of 
Miss O· Connor's stortes as this analYSis is presented by Sr. Gable. This 
analysiS has almost the weight of an explanation by Flannery 0' Connor her-
.elf, since Miss O·Connor endorsed it so heavlly by saying, "I shall learn 
from it myself and save myself and my breath by referring other people to 
it. "155 In her analysis Sr. Gable stated four areas in which Miss O· Connor 
.bows modern society as attempting false approaches to Ufe: rationalism, 
hwnanism, psychology t and the quantifying urge. Three of these four are 
basically the same. The rationalist claims that reason, reason organiaed in 
'clence, can alone put him on the path to success. Rationalists who claim 
they have no illusions really have the most lllusions because they trust reason 
and SCience to the exclusion of anything else, especially to the exclusion 
lSSO'Connor, Letter to Sr. Martella Gable, 26. 
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of revelation. Psychologists and sociologists especially are an example of 
the most misguided type of rationalist scientist. The psychologist and socio-
loqist think that reason alone is needed I but in addition they have the trouble 
that they do not even use reason. They think that pinning labels on to exper-
Ience explains experience. For Flannery O'Connor this 1s merely the already 
faulty scientific method gone berserk. Labels merely facilitate organization 
of reason; they do not explain anything, much less do they suffice as an ex-
planation. The quantifier is another type of misguided rationalist scientist. 
He thinks he can discover truth by counting the most answers on question-
naires, 1. Q. tests, etc. Rayber in The Violent Bear It Away and Sheppard in 
"The Lame Shall Enter First tl Illustrate this weakness. Those who quantify and 
fall into this weakness attempt to use reason alone and its scientific method, 
but again end up with a travesty of the scientific method. They attempt to use 
the scientific procedure of analyzing variations in the world of matter to 
l56Sr • Madella Gable, "Ecumenic Core in Flannery O'Connor's 
Fiction~' American BenecUgtan Reyiew, }W (1964), 132. One need not, however, 
accept Flannery O'Connor's and Sister Gable's theology in order to agree with 
this position. The important thing is that the rationalist belleves in nothing 
other than his reason and the organization of his reason into science. The 
Christian should find fault with the rationalist because the rationalist does 
not accept any other knowledge - as that obtained by revelation. The non-
Christian can still see fault in the rationalist by observing the psychologist 
and the quantifier, whom Sister Gable offers as Miss O'Connor's speCific type 
of rationalist. Even the critics who do not accept the theological position that 
the rationalist should have gone beyond reason to accept revelation can at 
least agree that the raUonalist should have recognized man's finiteness and 
should have gone beyond reason - proof that even a person who disagrees with 
Miss O'Connor's theology should come to this conclusion is shown in the 
i15 
determine persisting truth by observing what remains constant in all these 
variations. The quantified survey, they feel, reaches truth by finding what 
remains constant. But while truth remains constant, it is not proper to say 
that everything that seems to remain constant Is truth. These quantifiers have 
upgraded their scientific method for getting clues to some truth and given 1t 
the exalted position of being the only method for obtaining all truths. Again, 
therefore, under the guise of accepting reason alone they rej ect even reason 
for the method of determining the organization of reason. Moreover, Flannery 
O'Connor would not accept quantifiers' reliance on reason alone anyway. 
These quantifiers are those whom Miss 0' Connor had rejected explicitly 
because in their attempt to use reason alone they abandoned reason: truth 
is whatever the survey shows - they therefore "establish the relative as 
absolute" and form" consciences in the light of statistics. II As we have seen, 
such a position is for Flannery O' Connor hostile to the very reason it claims 
to champion; moreover I by its thirst for what gives ease it stems from and 
leads to the excessive-emotionalism of which it seems to be the opposite, and 
it denies that the material world or man has any limits. All these characters ~­
the rationalist as made more specific in the psychologist and the quantifiers -
are examples of persons who place excessive reliance on mere reason. Op-
posed to them is the qroup which Sr. Gable calls the "humanists," defined 
with the wording of Wile Bloqd, as .. professional do-gooders /Who 7 are 
- --
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bollow-tin-Jesuses. II Sheppard in "The Lame Shall Enter First" is another 
example. The trouble with these "humanists" is that they use emotion ex-
157 
cessively. In the words of Thomas, the sentimental rationalist, descrtb-
ing himself more than his mother in ItThe Comforts of Home," they pursue 
"goodness with such mindless .a: e., they ignore reasolL7intensity,,158 
that they ignore reason far the illusion of goodness. In they psychologizing 
rationalistic quanUfier and in the mindless ,over-emotional humanist we thus 
••• again Flannery O'Connor's indictment of modern culture as improperly 
•• parating reason from feeling. 
For Flannery O'Connor modern soclety and culture, therefore, provlde 
additional proof. and examples of the fact that the purely affirmative vision 1s 
not saUifactory. Modem society and culture are both a cause and a result of 
the desire for the purely affirmative. Miss O' Connor reaches these conclusion 
by examining her own experience wlth readers who illustrate the separation of 
reason and feeling. She notes that 1f one accumulates enough such readers 
one has a culture, society. Miss O' Connor also reaches these conclusions 
157 O'Connor, "The Fiction Writer and Hls Country, It 160; also 
O' Connor, Letter to Sr. Martella Gable, 26. 
158 Flannery O'Connor, liThe Comforts of Home," Everythina That Rises 
Must Conyerge (New York, 1965), 117; also Flannery O'Connor, Letter to Sr. 
Manella Gable, 26. 
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bY examining the way modern culture expresses itself about the suffering of 
children and by examining the modern tendency to rest content with the 
materialistic view of reality - a v1ew that shows society as composed of out-
right secularism of those who judge actions by feelings alone. These ration-
alists and emotionalists ultimately are the same person. Their separation of 
reason and feeling 1s an offense against the reason they champion because this 
,eparation eventually exalts the relative as absolute and promotes trUt'l by 
.urvey I the pleasing emotional truth of what gives ease by allowing one to 
float <:'llong with the consensus. Their separation of reason and feeling 1s an 
offense aga1nst feeling because one with a sense of taste discovers that they 
produce sent1mentall1terature. Their separation of reason and feeling is an 
offense especially against the creative artist because it reduces him to use-
lessness. Flannery O'Connor reaches these conclusions again, by noting 
how Catholic proponents of the purely affirmative vision are the victims of this 
.eparation of reason from feeling, .rid are therefore unwillingly contradicting 
themselves. Finally Mhs O'(',onnor reaches her conclusion by observing how 
Sr. Gable has been able to see this indictment of modem culture at work in 
Flannery O' Connor I., own stories. 
At some length we have been tracing Miss O'Connor's most important 
response to the view that the artist must have a purely affirmative vision. 
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One reason why Miss O'Connor rejects this excessive insistence on the 
purely affinnative is that this view leads to an erroneous exaggeration. It 
violates the unity of the human personality by separating reason and feeling. 
This separation appears in literature as the distasteful exaggeration of the 
sentimental and obscene. This separation appears in and stems from a separ-
ation of modem culture:. the secularism of modern society's rationalism and 
sentimentalism-paradoxically equivalent absues-is the same separation of 
reason from feeling because it is led by a desire for the conveient (emotions) 
to deny what reason should show as man's limitations. The purely affirmative 
vision is, therefore, unacceptable. It Is not Flannery 0' Connor who has 
,utfered the "much discussed disjunction between sensibility and belief"; 
but rather it is the critics and modern culture itself whose separation between 
reason and feeling does not allow them to accept the "normal It person such as 
Mis s 0 f Connor. 
If Mils O'Connor's own stories are, as she claims, realistically 
affinnat1ve and appear grotesque or insuffiently optimistic because socIety is 
at fault, and if the demand for greater affirmativeness can be traced to a 
"diseased faculty of mind" in the individual and ultimately in society - then 
Flannery O'Connor's use of the apparently grotesque Is not a fault but a virtue 
present by her conscious chOice. 
In 
When you can assume that your audience holds the same beliefs 
you do, you can relax a llttle and use more normal ways of talking 
to it; ,men you have to assume that it does not, then you have to 
make your vision apparent by shock -to the hard of hearing you 
shout, and the almost blind draw large and startling figures .159 
I write about grotesque people because r vTrite about them best. 
It is my vocation to write about them best. It is my vocation to 
",n'ite about Redemption, and when one sees life from that view-
pOint, one sees so many distortions in today's world that are 
accepted as normal and natural. To people who so accept dls-
tortt0rrsdas natural and normal) you have to exaggerate your 
pOint. 
Thus I Flannery O'Connor feels that her stories of apparent grotesques are 
"literal and not naturalistic." They are "literal in the same sense that a 
chUd's drawing is literal. When a child draws he doesn't try to be grotesque 
but to set down exactly what he sees, and as his gaze is direct, he sees the 
llnes that create motion. I am interested in the line that creates spirItual 
motion. ,,161 To an audience that is used to its own diseased mind as normal, 
the author's"problem will be to make these Lorotesquey appear as distortions 
162 
to an audience. .. One is reminded of the" large and startlingll figure 
Flannery 0' Connor drew of henelf in the famous self portraIt. The deliberate 
grotesque in writing can be a way of waking the inert or hostile reader to the 
lS90'Connor, "The Fiction Writer and His Country, II 162-163. 
160Flannery O'Connor, Letter to Sr. Bertrande, D.C., cited in If 
O'Connor - A Tribute, ESprit, VIII (Winter, 1964), 14. 
1610 , Connor , Letter to Ihab Hassan, 79. 
162 O'Connor, "The Fiction Wri ter and His Country," 163. 
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fI'Otesque in himself and in his society. Miss O' Connor did not view thele 
fI'Otesques as really grotesque because "this isn't a distortion or an exag-
,eration that destroys. It Flannery O'Connor's "distortion is an instru-
• ti k .. 163 M rnent • . • I exaggera on ual a purpose. en are grotesque In her 
,todes, but''their fanaticism is a reproach not simply an eccentricity. Those 
wbo, 11ke Amos or Jeremiah, embrace a neglected truth wUI be seen to be the 
most grotesque of all. ,,164 In a letter to James Farnham, Misl O'Connor con-
firmed that one realon why the grotelque must be used Is that today's society 
can be reached only In the negative way of writing of Redemption: she can 
truly redeem, upl1ft, and affirm man not by the purely affirmative method but 
only by sbowing the ugliness of evil from which man is redeemed,16S 
Today is an unbalanced age, a culture in which reason and feeling are 
not properly poiled In the phyche. A SOCiety asks why novelists cannot re-
fleet what society blindly thinks to be its own well being and perfection. 
IIThoae writers who speak for and with their times are able to do so with a 
treat deal mote eale and grace than thole wbo speak counter to prevailing 
l630n one occasion mentioned earlier, Miss 0' Connor did jokingly deny 
her grotesqueness - see above, p. 6. However, this is just a rhetorical denial 
made tongue-in-cheek to emphasize another more serious point - that she is 
not portraying deviation, but distortion with a purpose. See the discussion of 
Mis. O'Connor-. typical trick of theorizing In paradoxes, pp. 6-10. 
164Flannery O'Connor, Lecture at East Texas State University, cited in 
Bob Dowell, liThe Moment of Grace 1n the Fiction of Flannery O'Connor ," 
.Qollege English, XXVII (196S), 239. 
1650 , Connor , Letter to James F. Farnham, 277. 
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attitudes. u166 The writer may give just that balanced picture, but a society 
that is unconsciously unbalanced will feel such writing to be grotesque and not 
,mat it has requested. Some kinds of balance will be shown in a later chapter 
to be unvirtuous. But balance between reason and feeling must be retained by 
the writer; balance Is to be retained simply by the sane human being. It is that 
balance for all men that, Plannery O'Connor suggests, the balanced writer can 
flve the reader by the apparent grotesque, by the shock of It awe and terror" of 
an object or act that Is startling. Miss O'Connor indicates this balance con-
comitant with awe when she writes of the grotesque peacock who does not yet 
bave his tail: "I have been looking at them LPeacock..a7 •.• and always with 
the same awe as on that first occasion; though I have always, I feel, been 
able to keep a balanced view and an impartial attitude. II Although this dedi-
catlon with peacocks 1s for Miss O'Connor tla pass1on, a quest, .. 167 she has 
kept a balance I a reason controlling passion impartially. Although further 
research will show that balance 1s not sufficient I such balance is a good thing 
and an essential: thus Miss O'Connor felt that an ideal relationship was the 
partnership between the vigorous enthusiasm of Mother Alphonsa, Rose 
Hawthorne Lathrop, II a woman of great force and energy, 1/ and AUee Huber I 
"whose sturdy and patient qualities complemented" Mother Alphonse's "own 
1660 , Connor, '''rhe Role of the Cathol1t,:;: Novelist," 10. 
167Plannery O'Connor, "Living With a Peacock," Holiday, XXX (Sept. , 
1961), 110, 52. 
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forceful exhuberant ones. With their concerted effort, the grueling work 
prospered." They founded a productive order of nuns to take care of incurable 
168 
cancer. Emotion· s zest and reason's discipline afe needed. 
Another reason why Miss O' Connor used the grotesque is that even if it 
were not needed to waken modern society, even if it were not actually the af-
firmative as improperly seen by the crooked vision of modem society, even if 
it were the good directly portrayed, the good 1s itself grotesque. Whe" Mis. 
O'Connor first reaUzed this notion, she felt it I'opened up for me also a new 
perspective on the grotesque. Most of us have learned to be dispassionate 
about evil, to look it in the face and find, as often as not, our own grinning 
reflections with which we do not argue, but good is another matter. If The 
grotesque may eXist, that is I as a reflection of the grotesqueness of the person 
and oi his society. The grotesque is more than just a reflection, however. 
"Few have stared at that Lihe goosi1:long enough to accept the fact that its fac 
too is grotesque, that in us the good il something under construction. The 
modes of evil usually receive worthy expression. The modes of good have to be 
satisfied with a cliche or a smoothlnq down that will soften their real 
169 look." It 1s not that good 1n itself il grotesque. Good is grotesque because 
of human limitations; in men it 1s always found" under construction" made 
1680 'Connor, "Mary Ann, If 31. 
169 O'Connor, tlMary Ann, It 35. 
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IInperfect by some tt smoothing down" process. Purely affirmative literature Is 
impossible because a purely affirmative world does not exist - and in fact, 
.• hort of God Himself I the purely affirmative d09s not exist and is not true. 
The discussion of any possible "disjunction between sensibility and 
belief" 1s now complete. It is this possible disjunction which began the 
lengthy examination just concluded. In brief, the argument runs as follows. 
Plannery O'Connor says that the first task of the artist 1s to se) what 
18 .. - externally and internally. She says that she as an orthodox Christian 
'ees from the standpolnt of the Redemption and that Redemptlon is meaningl.ss 
·un!ess there is a cause for this in the condlt1on of man. Crltlcs argue that 
Miss O'Connor thereby suffers the dIsjunction between sensibility and belief. 
'some critics argue that Miss O'Connor has allowed her theology to corrupt her 
view of the condItion of man, that what Flannery O'Connor Is goIng to say 
about man's condition will be predetermined by her belief that man Is redeemed 
and that his condition therefore must have been such to demand Redemption. 
Miss O'Connor replies that Christian dogma does not limit a writer or distract 
his view of man's real condition. She replies that she may subconsciously be 
,a victim of allowing dogma to dictate her view I but she consciously feels that 
Ihe i8 not guilty. Readers who insist a -WiQri that it must dictate her views 
lre guilty of the very a-priort dogmatism of which they accuse her. Such 
Propaoanda, moreover, would be not worth her efforts if it would 80 discolor 
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reality that it would offend non-believers and drive them away rather than 
attract them. Mainly, however, Flannery O'Connor argues that belief In dogma 
does not stop or detract or distort a writer's vi.ion of the condition of man: 
it adds to what he sees. Even if he is gOing to rejeot that "extra" vision of 
the writer, the critic cannot complain as long as the natural vision Is ac-
ceptable and true. 
A seoond 9fOuP of oritios argues that Flannery O'Connor suffers the 
disjunction between belief and sensibillty because her sensibility is so bent 
. towards the qrotesque that proper belief I an affirmative philosophy I 1s lacking 
in her work. Some of thes. critics argue that Miss O'Connor had a sub-
conscious attraction for evil; she was a natural pessimist. Flannery O'Connor 
replies that the writer must follow his "vocation": he must write about what .. 
ever he finds he can write about effectively. She oan write the sort of thing 
.. that she does produce - whether 1t is to be labelled grotesque or not. She 
admits that perhaps she is subconsciously peSSimistic, but she states that she 
deliberately useS the apparently grotesque. It i., at least~ not present sub-
consciously I but consciously - and not because of her personality or Southern 
environment. She continues her rebuttal by pointing out that those whO 
.• cr1Uclze her grotesques often seem to be seeklnq a "purely affirmative" 
literature. Suoh a purely affirmative vislon 1s faulty because it ignores man's 
... hwnan naturalUmitattons I because it merely repeats the cUches of 
r~~~----------------------~ 
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_traditional piety· for tradition's sake, and because it leads to what 
1Dtui tive good taste recognizes as "Pious trash." The purely affirmative viaio) 
i' faulty because it is produced b,y a disjunction between reason and feeling 
(the very charge of which she is accused) that violates the nature of man and 
of' art - a disjunction that characterises and is produced by modern secular 
IOciety, a disjunction that producee the exaggerations that are the definition 
of' sentimental poor writing. Finally, the purely affirmative viSion is faulty 
because it will not arouse modern society from its own grotesqueness, beCAUse 
it demands a reflection of society's vigor and forgets that a true reflection 
.o.t show modern society as lacking that Vigor and as p08sessed of a "diseased" 
personal! ty, because it forgets that in hUlUlns, even the good is grotesque 
linee it is "under construction,· and because it demands that the artist 
'Violate the nature of art. BaSically, theretore, Flannery O'Connor accuses her 
'riticI of the very -disjunct1m between beliet and- sensibility" of which they 
aocuse her. 
In order to follow Mis. O'Connor's line of reasoning as she refUtes the 
above charges, it was necessary to investigate deeply a few matters of im-
portance as prelli.es ot Mis. O'Connor'. positive philo.ophy of Ufe and 
Uterature. '!'hat is, in order to follow Miss O'Connor's negative thinking 
about what she wa. !!2! doing, it wa. nacessary to observe at tilles the ba.ic 
eleunts of her positive th1nk1ng. Now that these refUtations have been 
examined and now that the enning prem.e. of Miss O'Connor's thought have been 
examined, the present diSCUSSion can move on to matters more rewarding to the 
l1terary critic. Earlier discussion observed that bellef in the nature of man 
aa a Unified personality was basic to Flannery 0' Connor I. thinking and that 
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re,pect for human nature and the integrity of the human personality demands 
that the thinker not separate reason from feeling in man - either in the life of 
JI18n or In the art he produces. Both reason and feeling I with reason governing, 
are basic to life and art. This principle will be developed in several ways in 
the following analyses. Moreover I this discussion has observed Flannery 
O'Connor's notion that the weakness of modern society is that it is both an 
a;9fegated result of and an environmental cause of this faulty separation 
within the personality of the individual. This notion is important because of 
bow it explained many of the characters and much of the society portrayed in 
Flannery O'Connor's fiction. 
Now that the negative arguments about what Flannery O'Connor was not 
dOing have been examined I and now that the basic premises of her thought have 
been examined, the present investigation w1l1 move on to examine her positive 
arguments about what she was doing. 
CHAPTER III 
BEYOND REASON AND EMOTION: THE PROPHET'S VIEW OF LIMITATION 
AND LOVE 
Previous analysis has shown the basic premises of Flannery 
p'connor's philosophy of life and art. Her thinking about what 
~e proper acts for man and in particular for the writer is based 
~n human nature. What human nature allows and what human nature 
ndicates will produce most effective use of man's abilities are 
~e best acts for man and for the writer. Flannery O'Connor's 
~st basic perception about human nature is that consciousness -
~s well as taste, tradition, logic, theology, etc. - posits the 
~uman personality as a unity. This unity demands that man's prime 
Eaculties, reason and feeling, operate together in a man of integ-
rity. The artist too is subject to these considerations - at 
.east as a human being. Whether and how the nature of art subjects 
~e artist as an artist to these same theories has not yet been 
oade clear; moreover, what consequences these theories have for 
he artist or in general for the human being have not yet been 
nade clear. This chapter will move beyond Miss O'Connor's replies 
~O criticism and will examine her positive thinking and make clear 
urther ramifications of her thought about tJle nature of life and 
~rt. 
In an age of sentiment, of over-emphasized emotion, we have 
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seen, Miss O'Connor recommends reason. The first problem is to 
see where that use of reason is to lead: "Remember that reason 
should always go where the imagination goes. The artist uses his 
~. imagination to discover an answering reason in everything he sees. 
For him, to be reasonable is to find in the object, in the situa-
tion, in the sequence, the spirit which makes it itself.- l That 
is, in fact, why the artist's second rule, enunciated at the start 
of this study, is to see not only the external of what he is look-
ing at but also the internal uniqueness of a thing. The artist 
first sees the externals; secondly he must see past the externals 
to the internal qualities that make an object, situation,or se-
quence uniquely itself. He must see past the externals to the 
internals because he must use reason, and reason funtions by look-
ing for essence. "You must learn to look for whatever is in each 
person and each thing that make it itself. Hopkins called this 
'inscape.,,,2 Knowing this essence of external objects and situa-
tions, however, includes knowing the essence of one's self: ·when 
we talk about the writer'S country we are liable to forget that no 
matter what particular country it is, it is inside as well as out-
side. • •• The writer's value is lost, both to himself and to his 
country, as soon as he ceases to see that country as part of 
10 'Connor, "Flannery O'Connor," 10. 
20 'Connor, Letter to Sr. Mary-Alice, "My Mentor, Flannery 
O'Connor," 24. 
If .. 3 !limse . 
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Oneself is, of course, part of the world to be observ-
8'1. The artist's value is lost if he does not know himself becaUSE 
!lis own essence is the most notable part of that world whose 
essence he is to use reason to know. 'l'o avoid knowing oneself is 
to avoid knowing the world, to neglect reason. 
A cardinal principle of Flanner O'Connor's thought now rises 
for consideration. "To know oneself is, above all, to know what 
one lacks. H4 To get to liThe heart of the matter,f1 the "reality of 
the thing," one must take the pretty and the grotesque, the good 
~nd the evil. S The cardinal principle of the limitations of man 
and the limitations of the world is what emerges when one looks at 
the essential uniqueness of things. For Flannery O'Connor the 
~uestion of limitations can be examined in many different ways. 
It is defined and proved in many different ways. Limitation is 
finitesness. Limitation is, in the Scholastic sense, lack of beine 
- evil, ontologically and/or morally. Limitedness and therefore 
evil is the most important characteristic revealed as the unique 
essence of oneself and of this world of matter. "To declare a 
limitation" is "like all limitations" the "gateway to reality. 116 
Miss O'Connor frequently returns to the problems of limita-
30 'Connor, "The Fiction Writer and His Country," 163. 
4Ibid • 
So 'Connor, Letter to Sr. Mary-Alice, "My Mentor, Flannery 
O'Connor," 24. 
60 'Connor, "The Regional writer," 32. 
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tions and evils of this world and of the South; she attempts to 
prove her point and to explain her thinking in the following ways. 
Uniqueness itself is a limitation. As soon as a person admit 
to an intuition or consciousness of the fact that he constitutes 
a separate, distint, unique being, he is saying that there are 
limits beyond which his personality does not extend, limits to the 
qualities he possesses. His uniqueness can be identified because 
these qualities which he possesses and which someone or something 
else does not possess can be identified. Uniqueness of the indi-
vidual or of a region7 implies limitation. An intuition or con-
sciousness of human limitation, physical and moral, is something 
Flannery O'Connor credits to men in general. Although she never 
explicitly states her logic quite so Scholastically, she must be 
arguing that since a consciousness of human limitation is so wide-
spread as to be almost universal it must be based on a fundamental 
of human nature. Such a consciousness of limitation would not be 
80 widespread if its consistency were not derived from nature 
itself. 
Her wording illustrating this line of thought is as follows. 
"Most of us have learned to be dispassionate about evil, to look 
it in the face and find, as often as not, our own grinning reflec-
7 Ibid., 32. 
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tions with which we do not argue. uS Most humans seem to accept 
the fact that "we're all grotesque. Jl9 As we have seen, many peopl 
.ay admit to a sense of evil for the wrong reasons; they may seen 
to justify their sense of evil by drawing on sentimental excessive 
emotionalism. But most people would agree that human life producep 
"strange shadows"; "I don't think anyone" - at least not "most of 
u.s n -"would object" to acknowledging these "strange shadows." 
"I think all you would have to do is read the newspapers to agree 
with me. fllO 
Psychological and moral evils are not the only limitations 
, 
consciousness makes present to us. Flannery O'Connor can reach 
for a very intimate example from her own experience as a writer. 
The novelist may aim at an ideal: "This is the condition we aim 
fori but it is one which is seldom achieved in this life, partic-
ularly by novelists. The Lord doesn't speak to the novelist as 
Be did to His servant Moses, mouth to mouth. He speaks to him as 
Be did to those two oomplainers, Aaron and Aaron's sister Mary: 
through dreams and visions, and fits and starts, and by all the 
lesser and limited ways of the imagination. ll Daily experience 
80 , Connor, "l~ary Ann, 35. 
90 'Connor , "Flannery O'Connor, An Interview," 33. 
100 'Connor, "Recent Southern Fiction: A Panel Discussion,"l!. 
See the last chapter, where this discussion was introduced but 
left unconcluded until the present, - pp. 83-5. 
11 O'Connor, "The Role of the Catholic Novelist," 10. 
" 
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._ a writer showed Hiss O'Connor that the ideal for which she aims 
.1- attained only "in fits and starts," in "limited ways." The 
tlay man's performance falls short of his desires is proof of man's 
u.mi ta tiona • 
Especially the Southerner "seldom undert'!stimates his own 
oapacity for evil,,12 because Southerners "have had our Fall. We 
!lave gone into the modern world with an inburnt knowledge of human 
limitations and with a sense of mystery which could not have de-
veloped in our first state of innocence - as it has not suffi-
ciently developed in the rest of our country." The South derives 
its "iwurnt knowledge of human limitation," its intuitive con-
Iciousness of human finiteness, partly fr.'om the fact that "we lost 
13 the War.u From its involvement in the experience of failure, 
the South passes on a sense of human limitation as part of its 
cultural consciousness. From her own observation of and involve-
mont in the experience of tlpeople who are poor, who are afflicted 
in both mind and body, who have little - or at best a distorted -
aense of spiritual purpose, and whose actions do not apparently 
9ive the reader a great assurance of the joy of life, ,,14 l'liss 
O'Connor and many like her conclude that human wretchedness is 
12o'connor, ·'Fla.nnery O'Connor, An Interview, ttl3. 
13 O'Connor, "The Regional Writer," 3S 
14 O'Connor, "The Fiction Writer and His Country," 161. 
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such observation of and involvement in the experi-
ce of falling short of Ideal Truth. IS Many men admit to the fac 
f human limitations. They do not require further logical proof, 
))ut accept human limitation as a fact of experience. Because so 
ny accept the notion of human limitations, a person has greater 
•• surance of his own consciousness of ev.il. This method of argu-
1nq to the existence of human limitation will, of course, not be 
convincing to everyone: some will claim that faulty observation 
bas been made, that failure is not a fact of experience. Others 
ill claim that the consciousness of failure is not wide-spread 
that nothing about human nature is proved by the fact 
a sense of limitation is wide-spread. For suoh people 
other arguments about the existenoe of limitation must be used. 
There is another argument that will not be acceptable to all 
n, but will still have foroe for those whose Christianity is not 
a dead facade. This is the theological argument, the argument fro 
~.velation to the fact of Original and human sin, the argument tha 
1f Redemption is the central fact of Christianity, man must have 
been evil enough to need redeeming. This apparently inborn limita 
inability to persevere in the ideal, Flannery 
'Connor takes to be the "effects of Original 5in.,,16 One way of 
15Flannery O'Connor's opinion that many of the advocates of 
odern society thereby contradict themselves has been shown pre-
10usly in this study and will be observed again later. It is a 
110, tion that Miss O'Connor frequently implies and it must therefore 
requwltly be observed in this study. 
160 'connor, Letter to Sr. Mariella Gable, 26. 
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looking at the problem of human limitation is to admit, because of 
one's theological presupposition, that limitation is the result of 
the loss of "innocence in the fall of our first parents. 1117 "The 
writer with Christian convictions ,I will consider his "true country 
and his true topic to be ·what is eternal and absolute" beyond the 
.eager limitations of this material world. lS Orthodox theology 
leadS to an implicit acceptance of a crea ted universe I. wi th all 
that implies of human limitations and human obligations to an all-
, 19 powerful creator." Orthodox theology leads to a recognition of 
human imperfection. It is interesting to note that Flannery 
O'Connor--- very obviously in this last quotation and implicitly 
in tile context of the other "theological" quotations --- never 
narrowly argues that man's only limitation is moral evil. liar 
theology requires her logically to acknowledge moral evil, a 
cieviation from "human obligations to an all-powerful Creator." Bu 
even her theology causes her to acknowledge moral limitation as 
only one aspect of general "buman limitations." It is very impor-
tant to note tilat moral evil is seen as merely an aspect of genera 
human limitations because one then bas explicit evidence for argu-
ing that Flannery O'Connor uses the terms "limitation" and "evil" 
17 o t Connor, 'i The Church and tbe Fiction Wr iter, It 734. 
13 O'Connor, "The Fiction Writer and His Country," 158. 
19 O'Connor, Lecture at East Texas State University, lIThe 
Koment of Grace in the Fiction of Flannery O'Connor," 236. 
", 
interchangeably, that Miss O'Connor is using the Scholastic notior. 
of evil as deprivation of being - ontological or moral. 
That humans and indeed the whole universe are limited, there-
fore, is a truth Flannery O'Connor can prove by arguing from orthc-
dOX theology. Again, however, Miss O'Connor recognizes that for 
those who do not accept Christianity or whose Christianity is a 
dead sllall, this is a "warped vision for the hostile audience"; 
,he realizes that for these people other arguments are necessary. 
She realizes that an argument based on theological data will not 
convince and that she needs an argument (and a type of fiction) 
that can "stand on its own feet and be complete and self sufficient 
and be impregnable in its own right, .. 20 an argument that is based 
on reason and nature. 
Flannery O'Connor's most obvious and sturdy philosophical 
proofs of the limits of man and of this world are supplied by a 
olassic argument: the observation of change. Man is limited 
because he must ul,timately face death, at least a temporal end to 
his present being. Thus, for Miss O'Connor "death has always been 
• brother to my imagination. I can't imagine a story that doesn't 
properly end in it or in its foreshadowings." 2l Critics have com-
plained that Flannery O'Connor uses death too frequently_ Hyman 
20 J I Connor I tiThe Church and the Fiction Writer," 733-4 
210 'connor, "Flannery O'Connor, An Interview," 35. 
lained that the major weakness in Miss O'Connor's stories is 
t they "came to rely too often and too mechanically on death 
end them.,,22 Miss O'Connor uses death, however, not as a quick 
lution to a plot but as a symbol of any human limitation. She 
clear that this is her view of death when she explains what 
means by the statement that she cannot "imagine a story that 
not properly end in it l_death-1 or in its foreshadowings"23-
statemept which Hyman uses as evidence against Miss 
She makes her symbolism clear when she equates death 
its "foreshadowings" with any physical defect and then equates 
ical defects with all human limitation. Death and its fore-
ahadowings include any example of human imperfection, human limita 
\ion; death and its foreshadowings include physical limitations 
evils such as Mary Ann's cancer and the evils "which the sis 
Hawthorn's order spend their lives caring for. o24 Death 
its foreshadowings include human suffering, especially the 
fering of innocent children which is recognized as evil by 
22 O'Connor, cited in Stanley Edgar Hyman, Flannery O'Connor, 45 
230'connor, "Flannery O'Connor, An IntervieY," 35. 
240 'Connor , "Mary Ann," 35. 
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thOse who deny any power greater than this world. 25' Miss O'Connor 
equates these physical defects, symbols ot death, "toreshadowings" 
ot death, with any human l1m1tatioh when she cites the tollowinc 
passage from Hawthorne to approve the way Hawthorne made use at 
the same equation. 
"Georgiana," said he, "bas it never oocurred to you 
that the mark upon your cheek .y be removed?" 
"No, indee~," said she, Smiling, but perceiving the 
seriousness or h1s manner, she blushed deeply. "fo tell 
you the truth it has been so otten called a charm that 
I was simple enough to i.,ine it might be so.; 
"Ah, upon another face it might," replied her husband, 
"but never on yours. No, dearest Georgiana, you came so 
nearly pertect from the hand or Nature that this sUghtest 
detect, which we hesitate to term whether a detect or 
beauty, shooks2r' as being the visible mark or earthly imperteotion." 
Death is more than a physical limit. A physical "detect" or lack 
ot beauty ( a grotesquer1e) 1s someth1ng that did not come "perted!' 
trom the "hand ot Nature", 1t is a visible mark ot earthly 
2'~. The reader should also consult the earlier t1me 
where this study observed the paradox that it is this very limita-
tion which causes Hawthorne's Aylmer, Inn bra_aov, and camus t 
hero, etc., to deny that there is any power Ireater than that ot 
this world, pp. 89-90. Recognition ot l1m1tation leads to a para-
doXical denial ot l1mitation - because or the paradox or distorted 
reason and sentiment examined earl1er in this study. Ot oourse 
the reader should note that Aylmer, ~_~_zov, etc., do not really 
recognize their limitations, they merely talk about the., but do 
not really believe that they are Umited. Flannery O'Connor 
WoUld have a character actually recocn1ze limitation with the 
intellect and believe in human limitation with bis whole person. 
26 ' ~., 30, 3" 32. 
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Death and its foreshadowings are any human limita-
tion. Miss O'Connor makes this death symbolism explicitly clear 
a. she uses the Hawthorne story to represent the meaning of Mary 
Ann f s death - when she reviews what the story of 14ary Ann meant 
for her; J:.1ary Ann "stands not only for herself but for all other 
examples of human imperfection and grotesquerie." Death and its 
foreshadowings, human suffering, human limitations, exist. Mary 
Ann'S suffering and death is not a tragedy but a symbol for all 
human imperfection, "which the sisters of Rose Hawthorn's order 
spend their lives caring for." The central fact to be learned 
from Mary Ann and what she sybolizes for Flannery O'Connor is that 
Mary Ann derived from t.he nuns founded by Hawthorn's daughter a 
"wisdom that taught her what to make of her death," her human 
limitations. Even the Aylmers and those who use the suffering of 
the irmocent "to discredit" the existence of anything beyond 
human power, those who are busy cutting down human imperfection" -
even they usually contradict themselves and are stunned by an 
intuition of limitation when their feelings rebel against physical 
defects and suffering_ The Aylmers, Ivan Karamazov, Rayber in 
Miss O'Connor's own book The Violent Bear It Away: are all examples 
of people committed to this rebellion. In fact Miss O'Connor 
notes that death is the theme of much modern literature. There 
1s Death in Venice, Death of a Salesman, Death in the Afternoon, 
peath of a Man, ul'-1ary Ann's was the death of a child. It was 
Simpler than any of these, yet infinitely more knowing • • • Hers 
.s all education for death." This symbolic living-death explains 
bY, for Flannery O'Connor, Mary Ann "stands not only for herself 
ut for all other examples of human imperfection and grotesque-
Death is, moreover, more than an argument or symbol against 
terialism. Flannery O'Connor recognizes that many who deny 
UDlan limitation have discovered this flaw in their logic: they 
discovered that they are contradicting themselves when they 
human limitations yet allow themselves to see suffering as 
limitation which shocks. These believers in the sufficiency of 
e present world may deny that suffering is a limit; thus the 
outcome h of their belief in the sufficiency of this 
is *' forced labor camps and the fumes of the gas chamber. 1.27 
who want to be logical in their denial of human limitations 
their feelings contradict them: they there-
reject the fact of suffering and condone any assault of phys-
suffering - the ills of children and the death of the gas 
Unlike self-contradicting materialists who admit the 
imperfection of suffering, these "logical people" cannot be reache 
y Miss O'Connor's argument that man is limited by physical 
Yet Flannery O'Connor's argument still holds 
This is the reason why it is said above that for 
27 O'Connor, "The Regional Writer,1f 35. 
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rlannery O'Connor death is more than a symbol of physical defects 
wbich remind the thinker of any h~~an limitation. Death is itself 
an irrefutable limit. Those who deny this limitation are simply 
not heard from again. Their argument ends in silence. Death it-
.elf is a limit because man must eventually negotiate this change 
in bis being. Whatever changes is limited. Flannery O'Connor is 
'"'" 
,till appealing to experience. She is no longer appealing to 
theology or mere consciousness but to the experience of death as 
. ,imply ona more facet of suffering, which is a defect. For those 
who deny feelings and deny the fact of suffering, Flannery O'Conno 
appeals to the ultimate chaIlge that places an end or limit to the 
present life. The human being is limited because not even the 
.trongest materialist can deny death or at least deny it effectiv-
ely without being laughed at for violating an obvious datum of 
experience.. The human being and the whole physical world is limit 
ed hecause the physical undergoes changes, and death is a very 
personal change which even the most subjective thinker cannot 
deny even if he would wish to .deny all other changes. Death 
proves human limitations.. Oeath and other less compelling changes 
prove the finiteness of the world of matter. 
Flannery O'Connor continues to use the experience of change 
AS the basis of her argument that the essence of man and of this 
WOrld is limitedness. Ueath is merely the example of a change 
! Whose importance and thoroughness no human can dispute because r~ 
.'. 
the change is his very consciousness.. But the world is a place 
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continual change occurs, change most men acknowledge, change 
proves that the material world is not an ultimate and perfeot 
Reason, as this discussion has already shown, urges man and 
.al,uc:~~.~llythe artist to look for the uniqueness of a thing. But 
is not to be found on the surface; it is not acces-
to the poll-taker •••• It is not made from the mean aVer-
or the typical, but from the hidden and often the most ex-
" It cannot be found on the surfaoe; it cannot be found 
of matter. The material world changes, and what 
s is limited: something itat. was no longer exists. Iden-
J " 
cannot be found in the facts of matter because change proves 
world limited. Identity "is not made from what pass-
t but from those qualities that endure, regardless of what pass-
, because they are -1-elaW to truth. It lies very deep. ,,28 
These observations made by Flannery O'Connor are important 
several reasons. Miss O'Connor states quite explicitly that 
general experience of change - perhaps not as irrefutable, 
us, and final for a human subjectively as the undeniable 
....... KUI~lo,fe of death - is what oharacterizes things as limited. What 
O'Connor points out here explicitly is that it is not just 
limited. The whole material world is limited: 
28 Ibid • 
-
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"an identity is not to be found on the surface" in such material 
objects as "mocking birds and beaten biscuits and white columns" 
or in such changing actions as those which produce "hook worm and 
bare feet and muddy clay roads •••• l-andJ the antics of poli .... 
ticians.,,29 The whole material world has limitedness as its basic 
" identity. This passage indicates Flannery O'Connor's explicit 
use of the argument that material change implies limitedness, and 
her explicit statement that such a realization of finiteness flows 
from the search for the unique identity of things. 
This passage is valuable, however, for another reason. Miss 
o'connor's comment that an identity "is not accessible to the 
poll-taker," as well as the general tone of the passage in reject-
ing identity that is a mere reflection of observable objects or 
actions, refers this argument back to her analysis of the ills of 
modern man and modern society. Flannery O'Connor found fault with 
modern SOCiety because it violates one of the main tenets of her 
philosophy: it separates reason and feeling. Modern society is 
faulty because it neglects reason in overemph~sizing the emotions 
alone. Modern society also is faulty because it neglects reason 
in neglecting reason's evidence that man is limited or evil. The 
present quotation reinforces Miss O'Connor's earlier position that 
modern culture neglects the evidence of reason, and it (along with 
evidence of the world's limitedness) allows the in-
•• stigator to perceive with fuller force what Miss O'Connor meant 
in her earlier condemnation of society. This present passage is 
.11 the more clearly linked to the earlier condemnation of society 
))y the allusion to the 'Ipoll-taker. II Earlier FlaIUlery O'Connor 
bad found fault with the way modern culture insists that truth ca 
))e "determined by survey,1J "in the light of statistics." 30 Miss 
O'connor is basically criticizing the materialism - a criticism 
wbich would seem to underlie her earlier use of the expression 
"the secular belief" of "the last few centuries.,,31 When this 
world is seen as not limited, when this world is the supreme 
being, man has ignored reason - sither because he is drawn to thi 
world by the emotions (the earlier argument against modern societ 
or because he has failed to acknowledge the obvious evidence of 
limitedness which is seen when reason begins its function of look 
Lng for essential identity. If identity is mocking birds, white 
columns, bare feet, and odd politicians, then materialism is su-
preme and this world is all that is important because it is the 
only thing that is. But because material objects pass away or 
change and actions change, these material objects and actions are 
limited; this world is identified as something limited, and 
300' Connor, "The Fiction Writer and His Country," 160-161, 
For the earlier discussion of truth-by-statistics, see p. 127.1$0. 
31Ibid ., 162 
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~aterialsL~ is not allowable as a philosophy. Especially in 
rlannery O'Connor's South there are people who "believe in orig-
inal sin,lt or whose "sense of evil /Iimitations7 is still strong 
enOugh·' whatever the reason. These people who still accept the 
finiteness of man ,~8noh1s; world are therefore "skeptical about 
most modern solutions,,32 and reject the way modern culture and 
modern science proclaim the perfection of man and the completeness 
of this world. When this world is seen as not limited, man deter-
aines truth by emotional affiliation with objects and things that 
matter; man detenuines truth by survey; man places first prece-
deneB on the prosperity of material accumulation, which strangely 
enough the "purely affirmative" critics wanted Miss O'Connor to 
emphasize ill reflecting the good observable in the present world. 
This passage - as well as the earlier arguments about finiteness -
therefore allows us to see with better perspective that t·tiss 
O'Connor is criticizing modern culture for its material.i..Sm, for 
making this world god, for its denial of the finitesness of this 
world. To Flannery O'Connor, materialism is the immediate moral 
evil, and it is a denial of the ontological evil or lack of being, 
the finiteness of this world. 
32 O'Connor, "Flannery O'Connor: 'Literary Witch,'" 381. 
In investigating the nature of whatever Flannery O'Connor 
felt exceed.eQ the limits of the world of matter, one confronts 
the notion of "mystery" in Miss O'Connor's thinking. ni.~ysteryll is 
a complex problem in the thought of Flannery O'Connor because the 
notion has several seemingly different definitions. Study shows 
that basically "mystery" refers to the nature of whatever exceeds 
the limit of man and this material world; its several definitions 
are the result of several ways of looking at a problem which by 
very aefinition exceeds man's limits, even the limits of his mind, 
and therefore is difficult for man to define exactly. 
Mystery gets its r~e from its first aspect as that which 
axceaus human reason. If reason's function is to discover facts 
about the identity of what exists, one would at first think that 
J"eason has no limit. Practically speaking, however, Miss O'Connor 
recognizes that while reason may not be ultimately limited at 
least in its potentiality, it has limits as regards man's ability 
to use it in this life. Because reason, as was seen earlier, 
exists in a unified personality together with emotions, reason 
as it is used in this world is limited. Horeovar, if what exists 
in the material world is limited, -t.hen there are linli ts to what 
reason can know. Reason is limited first of all by the fact that 
it is not able to grasp even all the faots that exist, limited 
though these facts about the material world may be. The eye of 
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reason learns "as much of the world as can be got into it ... 33 
important, however, is the fact that reason reaches its limi 
it investigates "human action • • • illuminated and outlined 
bY mystery, If by mystery of which reason has only a hint, "a hint 
of the unknown, of death.,,34 What lies beyond the limits of mat-
ter and what lies beyond the power of humans - death, Flannery 
supreme symbol of finiteness - lies beyond the limits 
Reason investigates identity and finds essential 
facts, essential characteristics, but eventually it confronts the 
final unique characteristio of humans and of the material world, 
the fact that all is limited. What lies beyond reason, the 
"unknown, II ia mystery. 
Thus as an author Flannery O'Connor feels she has reason for 
grotesque. The grotesque is necessary because men 1.Qg lect 
reason - in denying human nature by the separation of reason and 
feeling and denying human nature by blindness to the fin:i.teness 
of things. As a person who judges thus, Flannery O'Connor feels 
that there is only the grotesque, only on"2 way to use reason "to 
find in the ohj~ct, in the situation, in the sequence, the spirit 
which makes it itself, .. 35 - only one way to bring out the essen-
330'Connor, "The Church and the Fiction Writer," 733. 
340 , Connor I "Flannery O· Connor, t. 10. 
35!bid. 
UI8 
limitedness: "I have to imbue this action Lor object, or 
awe and terror which \<Iil1 suggest its awful 
tery,1I the mystery which lies beyond the limitedness of its 
in the world of matter. ~I have to distort the look of the 
tbing in order to represent as I see them both the mystery and the 
fact. ,,36 Flannery O'Connor feels that she must use the grotesque 
.4eath and its foreshadowings" - defect, limitation, evil - to 
represent the realm of mystery, the realm of what lies beyond 
reason's discovery of essential finiteness. Miss O'Connor sees 
aD object, situation, action or sequence of action - any configu-
ration of material thing - as composed of "both the mystery and 
the fact. II Facts, items which are available to the poll-takers, 
tbe statistical survey, any knowledge of the material world, are 
eventually insufficient because these very facts and reason its 
eventually confront the limitedness of this world, mystery.37 A 
thing is known in its facts and in its mystery. 
Ordinary men and especially artists38 must know a thing in 
its facts and in its mystery; "it is what is left over after 
everything explainable has been explained that makes a story 
worth writing and worth reading. The writer's gaze has to extend 
beyond the surface, beyond mere problems, until it touches that 
360 'Connor, "The Role of the Catholic Novelist," 11. 
37For an earlier discussion of the artist-as-pollster see p. 99, 
3SAn artist has this special obligation because he is commited 
whose most basicifunction of f nding identity eventual 
essence of lim tedness - .. • 
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~ealm of mystery. • • If a writer believes that the life of men is 
and will remain essentially mysterious [i.e., in the terms of our 
analysis "essentially limited",J what he sees on the surface or 
what he understands, will be of interest to him only as it leads 
hlm into the experience of mystery itself.,,39 Reason has its lim-
its. The world of matter has its limits; it has its facts. "After 
everything has been explained • beyond the surface" of objects 
and of actions ("mere problems") in this material world of fact 
abOut the identity, there remains mystery beyond the surface, be-
rond the mere facts. Material objects and even humans interest 
the writer, but he eventually plunges beyond the facts to mystery 
if he is an artist as distinguished from a survey-taking sociolo-
gist or advertising man. 40 Thus again the story of Mary Ann 
-belonged to fact and not to fancy. II Flannery O'Connor recognizes 
that a thing exists in its fact and in its mystery. The facts of 
~ thing are the concern of a SOCiologist, the advertising man, or 
the historian. The literary person is the person who is concerned 
!With a thing's mystery, with fancy. Flannery O'Connor "wanted to 
~ake it plain that I was not the one to write the factual story"; 
39 O'Connor, ttFlannery O'Connor: 'Literary Witch,'" 384. 
40 O'Connor, "The Fiction Writer and His country," 163. 
See also earlier ref_ence in this study, pp. 36-8 • 
~--------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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o'Connor is the literary poet who writes fancy.41 ;, .,iss This is 
.-
" 
the explanation of hO\o1 "what's reasonable is seldom safe, cIl.nd 
. . "42 f' ~. . t t alwayS exc~tl.l1g - 0 now reason lJrl.ngs man 0 mys erl'. 
As a corollary to this theory, one now has philosophical 
justification for Flannery O'Connor's first two laws for the 
" fiction writer. 1<li5s 0' Connor' s own experience and the recommen-
j ~ation of others such as Conrad have led h~r to posit clear vision 
'of the material object, character, actions or series of actions as 
the fi-rat operation of the fiction writer. 43 The writer then 
jaoves to "in5capa," the characteristic that makes anything unique. 
The above discussion shows that the process is the same with all 
.en: from a clear look at the outside of things, from an honest 
and logical thinking about matter and experiencing of matter, man 
f moves to analyze the essential limitedness of things. All men 
move from the out.aide facts to the interior mystery. Thus, 
Flannery O'Connor agrees with t.he common observation that nthe 
writer does call up the general and maybe the essential through 
the particular, but this general and essential is deeply imbedded 
in mystery." Reason investigates the essential, the unique 
----------~-··'<--------------------------I 
41 
O' Connor, "Mary Ann, n 30. 
420 'Connor, "Flannery O'Connor: 'Lit~rary Witch,'" 385. 
430'connor, Letter to Sr. Mary-Alice, "My Mentor, Flannery 
O' Connor, I. 24. 
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,denti ty, but the general or essential generally ~roes beyond fact 
to mystery; -it is not answerable to any of our formulas. It 
cioesn't rest finally in a statable kind of solution.1t It goes 
beyond "paraphrase, logic, formula, instant and correct 
answers. ,,44 It reaches knowledge of limitedness. The pursuit 
of the unique identity ends with man tlimbedded in mystery.n 
Study has shown that Flannery O'Connor defines "mystery" 
a. the label for the realm of limitation. Mystery is negatively 
defined as what lies beyond reason beoause it lies beyond the 
limitation of physical being, a limitation which is the ultimate 
business of reason to come to know. Thus far the definition of 
mystery has been negative, in terms of limitation or lack of be 
The investigation must now discover more of tile positive charac 
istics of ·'mystery" in Flannery 0 t Connor's thinking, because 
although the phy~ical world is limited, reason is not confined 
to knowing the merely physical world. 
Flannery O'C~nnor does believe that there is something 
beyond the limitations of the material world. There is no great 
void, unknown and unknowable. After telling Sr. Gable that the 
essential does not lie in surfaces, matter or facts, Miss 
O'Connor explain. that this sense of limitedness "ought to throw 
you back on the living GOd." 45 In explaining that essential 
44Q , Connor, Letter to Sr. Mariella Gable, 26. 
45 Ibid • 
identity brings kno\,lledge of limitations, Flannery O'Connor goes 
on to explain that there are further "qualities that endure," 
qualities that are ·'hidden," qualities that lie buried deep, h 
qualities that are known in their "entirety • • • • only to 
God. ,,46 This mystery is ultimately :known only to God because 
only He (Unlimited Being) is infinite enough to comprehend what 
is infinite. Man's reason is finite, and besides it is insepara-
bly linked in the human personillity with the emotions. The 
"hidden" quality which a thing possesses beyond its material 
limits is spirit -. non-material existence, deep and hidden becaUSE 
it cannot be seen and weighed as can matter. 
Those who do not share Flannery O'Connor's theology may feel 
that at this point they can no longer accept logically what she 
is saying because she has left philosophy for theology as she 
.. ( invokes "mystery. It One must, however, allow neither a knowledge 
,-, ~ 
that Miss O'Connor accepted orthodox theology nor tile ~~oological 
connotations of her terms in the statement above to cause one to 
mistake her real meaning- When she says that knowledge of limita 
tions should throw a person back on the living God, she is de-
fining mystery as God - she is using theological categories for 
a nun who is more at h9me reading a letter which contained these 
catagories of thOUgi1t. Flannery O'Connor is not preaching some 
460 'C()nnor, "The Regional Writer," 35. 
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-doqmatic creed; she is defining mystery as God and as ilthat which 
eJ(is ts becauae it has to be,1t being without limit. Such a defini-
tion is still distinctly philosophical because it is nothing more 
than a logical consequence of the realization that tile being which 
humans experience in this world is limited. No use is made of 
revelation or theology. Flannery O'Connor very frequently in-
listed that the ultimate reality should not be given a name that 
Suggested some particular creed. She would prefer that ultimate 
reality be named by the original Biblical definition of God as 
simply "what is." 'A. vision of "what is" can be detached from 
,~ faith, although the Christian believer will keep the two together~~ 
~ That which is "absolute," that whioh is beyond limited matter 
48 known by surveys, is called "wha.t is." The ultimate reality 
which the Christian Flannery O'Connor calls God is not something 
discovered by the "thinness" of abstractions, "logic" or "formulas" 
of faith; it is not something judged. None of these things can 
take precedence over encounter or can come "before \rle experience. 49 
Again and again Miss O'Connor tries to rework the t'lordirlgs and 
definitions so that the reader will not be led to ignore her trail 
of thought because he finds that thought sometimes using words 
with specific theological connotations. No merely dry definitiOn!: 
470 , Connor, "The Church and the Fiction Writer," 734. 
4(!O'connor, liThe Fiction Writer and His Country," 160-161. 
490 I Connor, Letter to Sr. Mariella Gable, 26. 
can take ?rece<lencl;;~ over encounter or expnrience bEtcauac the 
ultimate reality is the thing whose most descriptive attribute 
is not that it is Christian or knowable in a certain 'tiay but that 
it is "living": existing is its attribute. Han must come ilin'to 
the experience of mystery.» Flannery O'Connor's notion of God 
SO i8 the existentialist notion of p~rfect existence. Flannery 
O'connor's terms may be drawn from theology and she may ultimatel~ 
use these notions as the foundation for extra theological levels 
of meaning, but her notions are valid philosophically. 
Flannery O'Connor next considers how roan is to make contact 
with his ultimate reality of God .. One way is through the prophet!l 
"Prophecy, which is dependent on the imagination and not the mora] 
faculty, need not be a matter of prediot.ing the future.,,52 The 
"concern of prophets" is "mystery." Thus, the prophet-freaks of 
Southern literature are not. images of man in the street. They 
are images of man forced out to meet the extremes of his own 
• ........ ___ ••• fir .~ __ • ___________________ _ 
50o'connor, 'iFlannery O'Connor: 'Literarv Witch, , ... 384. As 
reg-aras 11i89 0 t Connor's existentialiB"'r. . see Thomas l'1e~t(mt- "The 
Other Side of Oespair: Notes On Christ:1an .!.i'bstenU.alismy ~. 
Critic XXIV (October-November 1965) 13-23. 
51'I'he artist is a type of prophet. Later, paqes 
this study will observ~ why Flannery O'Connor felt this WAS 
true and what. bearing thi.s notion has on !·1iss O'Connor's theory 
of what a writer should do. 
520 'Connor, "The Role of tne Catholio Novalist,1l 9. 
~ 
f ~ 
nature. ,.53 The prophet is one 't~ho realizes that identity n is not 
madG from the mean average or the typical, but from the hidden 
and oft:el1 tile most extreme. ,,54 The prophet studies unique identitlY 
until he finds what the average "man in the street" of modern 
('culture does not learn; the I~extreme," the limitation that is 
characteristic cf essences in this 'World 011ce a person discovers 
their extreme or ending limit, "mystery." One meaning of proph-
eoy 1 therefore f is "the :)rophetic sense of 'seeing through I 
reality"SS not to an emptiness but to what lies beyond limited 
secular realities. ProphE';cy is "a powerful extension of sight" 
whereby the prophet is capable "of seeing near things with their 
" extensions of meaning and thus of seeing far things close up. 1156 
The prophet can see that there is the limited matter and the 
spirit which gives this finite thing being but which is "fartl 
from the capClbility of limited humans. The prophet can see that 
what is limited cannot he enjoying full being, that full being 
must throb within it to make limited matter real. Its limitation 
is that it cannot exist (or exist fully) of itself. 
Horcover f the prophet does not hold matter and spirit 
separate: he can "penetrate matter until spirit is revealed in 
it.1l Like Teilhard De Chardin's, the prophet's vision sweeps 
53 O'Connor, "Flannery OIConnor~ 'Literary Wit.ch,'" 384, 3S1. 
54 O'Connor, "The Heg-ional writer," 35. 
550 I COllnor I "Off the Cuff, II 72. 
560 'Connor, "The Role of the Catholic Novelist," 9. 
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~ forward without detaching itself at any point from the eartil.~57 
• • • 
You have to keep • . . anchored to the earth •• ,58 In seeing 
tbat the finite thing of this world must be united to some facet 
\ 
of "what is, tI the prophet tJsweepa forward" to experience "close 
up" spirit penetrating matter of the "earth. II 'rhe notion of 
prophecy reveals one of Flannery OIConnor's most important notions: 
~. the fact that if a person is aware of what he is dOing he experi-
enoes spirit-in-matter. Flannery O'Connor's admiration for 
Chardin is more understandable when one sees her thus echoing 
Chardin's call for the world of matter to evolve to a world of 
Ipirit. In her article praised as fully acceptable by Flannery 
O'Connor, Sr. Gable stresses the importance of this notion when 
abe points out that the key to Miss O'Connor'. acumenism is that 
each story is a "little incarnation. o59 Miss OIConnor's incarna-
~ tionaliem will not allow a world-view that posits matter alone or 
.pirit alone; she prefers "the concrete and living symbolu60 not 
just concreteness alone or symbol alone. Jus t as the I ncar na tion 
theologically is tho joining of the purest spirit and unlimited 
being of God with the matter of man, so Flannery O'Connor keeps 
, ~ 
57 Flannery O'Connor, Review of Chardtn's The Phenomenan Of 
~~.I. The American Scb~!!!:, xxx (1961), 618. 
5(j . O'Connor, Letter to Sr. Mary-Alice, "My Mentor, Flannery 
O'Connor," 24. 
59 Sister Mariella Gable, ., Ecumenic Core in Flannery O· Connor I s 
Piction,H 143. 
Gc 60Robert Fitzgerald, "Introduction," Everything That Rises Must 
... PY@SRI '-Y'lI1 tr 
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.~qing her "prophetic" vision, a consciousness of the world of 
." .pirit supporting the limitedness of matter and therefore pene-
- I:rating matter with its essential existence. Contact is made with 
~timate reality if one is a prophet or has access to one. 
That Flannery O'Connor thinks that all men should have this 
~ prophetic vision is proved in three ways. This paper has already 
.. teen her insistence that all should recognize the limits of this 
~rld and the nature of mystery. The prophet's vision that spirit~ 
Jxistence penetrates void-matter is simply another of Miss 
O'connor's expanding definitions of mystery, for she has said that 
the "concern of. prophets" is mystery.61 14iss O'Connor's reason-
~ng about how the Church must pass on the pro!:letic vision "good 
for all time" suggests that one value of the Church is to keep 
.en in contact with God when their own prophetic ability is 
weak; 62 "Christian dogma ••• Lguarantees7 respect for mys-
tery.1I63 Finally, the prophetic vision is for all men because 
the prophet has the "second function of recalling people to known 
610 'Connor, "Flannery O'Connor; 'Literary Witch,'" 384. 
620 'Connor, "The Role of the Catholic Novelist," 9. 
630 'Connor, "The Fiction Writer and His Country," 161. One 
might point out here then that religious faith provides of course 
another method of contacting ultimate reality_ True to her 
incarnational philosophy of seeing the ultimate penetrated with 
the limited, however, Flannery O'Connor does not make a blind 
leap of faith. She argues philosophically to the existence of 
God, etc., upon which a more rational faith is securely built. 
rr j;)ut ignored truths," truths which he possesses and which all men 
through him must also possess. 64 
There is another way of obtaining this contact with ultimate 
reality. 
If a man or writer "uses his eyes. • • honestly ••• his 
.ense of mystery and his acceptance of it will be increased.,,6S 
-
In addition to the way prophetic vision is important for giving 
the mind a consciousness or "sense of prophecy," the appetitive 
lenses of man are also to be engaged in an "acceptance" of 
mystery. This notion becomes binding in light of Flannery 
O'connor's "defiflition" of God as "what is." Man contacts ultimat 
reality by experiencing how Itwhat is" gives eJt'istence to this 
limited world that essentially does not exist of itself. 
, 
Along with a clarification v~ this notion of acceptance 
/'/ 
comes, incidentally, anothe~ proof that Flannery O'Connor views 
reason as inadequate for making contact with ultimate reality. 
Since reason is, as has been shown earlier, only a part of the 
full human personality, a man would be wrong to try to engage 
reason alone. Reason must be used: "everything has its testing 
point in the eye," but the eye of reason is not used properly 
-----------_. __ .. -. -------------------
640 , Connor, "The Church and the Fiction Writer," 734. 
6S0'Connor, ftOff the Cuff," 72. 
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_less it is "an organ which eventually involves the whole person-
ality.,,66 Man would need reason and the appetitive functions of 
bis personality. But in contacting the ultimate reality, feelings 
are not sufficient appetitive operation: the ultimate reality 
is contacted by an experience, but when a person disconnects an 
experience "from its meaning in life and makes it simply an ex-
perience for its own sake,,67 he is not making contact with ulti-
mate reality. He is contaoting material emotions, bodily funct-
ions that contact merely more matter. The appetitive function 
requireo for oontaot with ultimate reality is free will -
acoeptance of the world's limits and of mystery's fulln.es, 
~ not merely emotional reaction. Approvingly, Flannery O'Connor 
supports her notion by the testimony of others: "1'4sgr. Romano 
Guaa::dini has written that the roots of the eye are in the heart." 
She adds that for the Catholic whose faith commits him to the 
world beyond matter or for the writer and human who has committed 
himself to a world beyond matter, "those roots stretch far into 
those depths of mystery'IGB - not heart for its own sake, but 
experience engaging with the mystery of "what is .. " Flan.nery 
O'Connor's use of metaphor in these phrases is telling. The eye 




!lust be used. Flannery O'Connor's earlier usage has defined the 
.ye as the faculty which apprehends, both in the matter of reason 
!which sees the hidden essence and t.lte matter of "prophetic 
i " ~is on. But that eye involves the "whole personality"; IIheart h 
SUggests the remaining ability of feeling and the newly introduced 
free will, man's other appetitive faculty. The prophet was seen 
to have two functions. His imagination is conscious of how "what 
is" saturates limited beings; but since man has both this sense of 
"imagination and ••• moral faculty,,,69 the prophet is eventually 
involved in affecting what is moral in man. The prophet concerns 
himself both \'lith what is known and what is "ignored, II with both 
reason and will. 70 Likewise man contacts ultimate reality with 
consciousness of an "incarna tionalist" vie,.., and wi th acceptance 
affirmed by free will. 
One might at first think that Fl&PLery O'Connor is giving a 
new definition of mystery when she had the creatiVe writer say 
that :the mystery of personality is what interests the artist.,,7l 
This is not a special kind of mystery for artists alone however. 
She is merely using different words to affirm her notion that 
mystery or ultimate reality is nincarnationalist. I. Man's most 
690 'Connor, "The Role of the Catholic Novelist," 9. 
700 ' Connor, ti Of f the Cuf f ,; 72 • One should note tha t the word 
"ignored" implies a defect of the will - unlike "forgotten." 
71 O'Connor, "The Partridge Festival," 83. 
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~ telling experience of something that forces on him the notion of 
a freely-willed acceptance of the divine-in-matter, of matter 
.penetrated ••• until the spirit is revealed in it," is the 
human personality which combines body and spirit into one insep-
arable being. Thus Miss O'Connor would disagree with the ration-
alist who would worry about personality "if it were at all neces-
a.ry." To Flannery O'Connor it is necessary. '1'0 her, what is 
necessary is "your existential encounter with his L-man'sJ 
personality. ,,72 The human personality is man's most familar 
experience of incarnation which is the ultimate reality. Man 
must sense this and all "incarnations" of tlwhat is" incorporated 
in the limited; he must "accept" them in a respectful "encounter." 
These two moral imperatives apply to man's daily life in two 
ways. In both man fails, in Flannery O'Connor's thinking and in 
her stories, when he is "lost in that abyss which opens up for 
man when he sets himself up as God ... 73 Man fails when he tries 
hto eliminate mystery" or when he "tries to rediscover it in 
disciplines less personally demanding than religion.,,74 
------------------",-,--------------
72Ibid • 
73carolyn Gordon and Allen Tate, "Commentary on Capote and 
O'Connor," The House of Fiction, second edition (New York, 1960), 
386. 
740 'Connor, liThe Church and the Fiction Writer," 733. 
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with his rationalist-sentimentalism that defies the unified 
iDcarnationalist personality, man tries to eliminate mystery 
through a failing of the mind. f~an fails when he refuses to 
recogni~e the limitedness of this world and thereby denies mystery 
or the validity of God being-in-matter. Adopting the modern 
"secular belief" that only the world of matter is real, man sets 
bimself in the place of God. This man affirms as absolute the 
material prosperity - a deification tilat Flannery O'Connor decries 
in "The Fiction Writer and His Country" as an affirmation and 
knowledge that merely gathers facts about this world. Such a man 
is convinced that his time is spent well when he is "busy cutting 
down human imperfection," when he presumes that man's perfection 
i8 the use of his own powers aud that he is therefore "done with" 
"_~'. 7 5 wuw For him knowledge of any higher end either does not "exist 
at all il or is taken to be a thing of this world 'tknowable by 
sensation. 1116 Every man, even the saint, with "anything he 
touches ••• deforms LIg slightly in his own image.,,77 Instead 
of man's be~9 the image and likeness of God, all things are made 
to be the image and likeness of man. l1an idolizes himself and 
the material world by thinking it absolute, by making himself 
75 o I Connor, If Mary Ann,·· 35. 
760 'Connor, "The Role of the Catholic Novelist," 10. 
77o 'conno;, Letter to Sr. 1'1ariella Gable, 26. 
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God when he tries "to measure L.nimselg against Truth, and not 
the oth.er way around. ,. The resulting deification through lack 
of "self-knowledge I. with its rejection of material finiteness and 
of the spil:'it-ill-matter shows as lack of humility_ 78 Man makes 
himself God. Man fails by the practioe of sham and by his exces·· 
.ively rationalistic elimination of mystery. 
Man's sham idolizing of himself when reason is divorced from 
from a full view of personhood leads to the second failing: when 
man makes himself God he knows no rigors of law and looks for 
"disc.iplines less personally demanding than religion." Complacent 
lack of need for rigor tilts man, as we have seen, into pursuing 
excessive emotional satisfactions. Ease is obtained because such 
a man has "reduced his conception of the supernatural to pious 
01icht.,,79 "The modes of evil usually receive worthy expression. 
The modes of good have to be satisfied with a elich' or ill smooth-
ing down that will soften their real look. ,,80 '1'he will of such 
a man does not accept mystery. 
Flannery O'Connor would expect to see these two modes of 
failure counteracted by two modes of goodness. Her basic principle 
here is that out of evil comes good. This principle can be 
78o'connor, "The Fiction Writer and His Country," 163-4. 
79 O'Connor, "The Church and the Fiction Writer, " 734. 
80 O'Connor, "Mary Ann, 35. 
~ .. 
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supported in Flannery O'Connor's philosophy because it is the 
lOqical outgrowth of her incarnationalist view: blended into 
evil or limitation of being is tho fullness of being or good -
,us t as spirit is blended into matter and produces the perfection 
of person. In fact one should not cven say "just 'lsI! spirit is 
blended into matter, for the process whereby the fullness of 
being in spirit is blended into matter is itself an example of 
qood incarnated in what is at least ont.ological evil. This 
principle can also be supported by 1'1i55 0' Connor's theology and 
by her experience of life. 
Flannery 0 • Connor • s theological support of this principle 
is seen in her emphasis on Christ and Redemption. Redemption 
has a primacy in Flannery O'Connor's ~loughts because it is the 
prime theological example of good evolving ~rom evil. Those 
who accuse Flannery O'Connor of separating belief and sensibility 
because she places primary stress on red.a1laption have not seen 
that Miss O'Connor's emphasis on redemption stems from her notion 
that it is just such a primary theological ex~~ple of good 
evolving from evil - not some kind of personal fixation with 
evil. Because of man's evil, God appeared to bring goodness. 
Plannery O'Connor emphasizes the person of Christ because it is 
the prime theol09ical example of how "what is u joins with limited 
matter: the person of Christ presents the supreme Incarnation. 
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Man is acting properly when "Christ is the center of his life,h8l 
therefore, when his central concern is with the union of spirit 
and matter in fiersonalit:.y, of wbich wlion Christ is the fullest of 
spirits, full being, the most perfect. possible exaIllple to one who 
shares Hiss O'Connor's theology. The person, uniting matter and 
being - especially Christ's Pet"son, which also unites full infi-
niteness (God) with the finite (man-matter) - is tilUS a prime 
example and ex:.pression of the incarnationalist philosophy of 
Flannery O'Connor. Finally Flannery O'Connor's concern with 
nature and grace stems from her notion that good evolves from evil 
The sense of mystery and an acceptance of it comes when ~le super-
natural is grounded in COllcrete matter. The trManichean" separa-
tion of nature and grace is faulty_ Grace or the supernatural, 
"what is,:1 can only be real if it is founded on nature. Miss 
O'Connor realizes that his theological view is "a. dimension whiCh 
many cannot, in conscience, acknowledge." But her principles do 
not depend on tile theology for acceptance. These theological 
aspects are a dimension added to what philosophy and personal 
experience should show as the inescapable view of an incarnation-
~list personalism wherein good evolves from evil. Those who can-
~ot accept Flannery o'connor's theological theories should not 
HIO'connor, uA writer at llome with Her Heritage,1I 22. 
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.0000plain "as long as what they can acknowledge is present" in her' 
philosophy or writing. 82 itA dimension taken away is one thing; 
• dimension added is another." 83 
Flannery O'Connor's personal experience in writing stories also 
.hoWS good evolving from evil. When she writes a story, Flannery 
~'connor feels a writer must "start with something you know - an 
ncident, perhaps - and you work with that. You don't know, really 
~ich way it is going. You leave yourself open to the way it will 
10. Sometimes you know it isn't going the right way. You may 
ave to put the story away for three years before you know how to 
a it. But you have to be willing to do the wrong things so that 
ou can come to the right things.,,84 Miss O'Connor tells of a 
~man related to her, a woman who had married a man who did not 
think the Catholic Church had much to offer. Ii He went with the 
... ,' 
roman to MaSS on Sundays, however, and "after he had been doing 
~at about twelve years or so, he came into the Church. We were 
ronsiderably surprised. I said to him, 'whatever got you interest-
~?' and he said, 'Well, the sermons were so terrible, I knew 
d '\ £o'l'hus Flannery O'Connor can claim that while one should not 
ead her devil theologically as "the devil who goes about seeking 
hom he may devour," yet for her the added theological dimension 
s also present and she is careful" to be certain that the devil 
eta identified as the devil, LirLucifer, fallen angel"? and not 
imply taken for this or that psychological tendency.v The word 
Simply" is the operative word here. (Flannery O'Connor, Letter to 
ohn Hawkes, cited in John Hawkes, "Flannery O'Connor's Devil," 
00,406. 
830 'Connor, "The Church and the Fiction Writer,"734 - for these 
~quments on theological acceptance as well as nature and grace. 
84 O'Connor, "Resurrection in August," 18. 
rr ~. '67 
, 
there must be something else to it to qet all those people there 
sunday after sunaay.' The Lora can use anything, but you just 
think .he shouldn't have to. ,,85 '1'be notion that good evolves from 
evil is a perhaps unpopular nution, whioh even many who accept 
rJ.annery O'Connor's theology would like to think unnecessary .. 
Kiss O'Connor's experience, however, confirms this theological 
!lOtion, a notion that enjoys the highest stamp of orthodoxy even 
from biblical times: t'in the Gospels it was the ctevils who first 
recognised Christ, and the evangelists didn't censor this infor-
•• tion. They apparently thought it was pretty qood witness. It 
I.candalizes us when we see the same thing in modern dress only 
because we have this defensive attitude towards the faith. h86 In 
.tory after story Flannery O'Connor illustrates this principle of 
qood evolving from evil. In The Violent Bear It AwaX, Miss 
O'Connor comments on the operation whereby good evolves from evil: 
-by the permissive will of Providence the devil overplays his 
hand, ,,;;;,7 and leads Tarwater to his final destiny. 
Violence of aotion, intensity of will, is what causes good to 
85 O'Connor, "An Interview with Flannery O'Connor," 30. 
860 'Connor, Letter to Sr. Mariella Gable, 141. 
87Robert 1'4. McGown, S.J. "The Eduoation of a Prophet; a Study 
of Flannery O'Connor's The Viole~t Bear It AwaX'" Kansas Magazine, 
(1962)! 77. One should note that MCCown I s remarks have a special 
authenticity because of the strong approval Miss O'Connor gave to 
this particular article. 
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evolve trom evil. "the vlolent bear It away." Flannery O'Connor'. 
lncarnationaliat personalism is not something that "can be taken 
bllt way or ••• is particularly easy In these times. nB8 Those 
I 
whO soften tbe good with cliche or with emotional ease lack this 
proper violent intensity. They are in bondage to the many whlms ot 
eaotions that crave In many contradiotory directions. It i. in 
this sense that tree will "does not mean one wll1, but many wills 
conflicting In one man."89 Real freedom, therefore, is not gained 
but destroyed by sins ignoring mystery in pur sui t of bondage to 
the physical and emotional. Flannery O'Connor·s charaoters are 
not viotim. of her philosophical determinism because Tarwater, for 
•• mple, nis oer_inly tree and meant to be; it he appears to have 
a compulsion to be a prophet, I can only insist that in this com-
pulsion there is a mystery at ~·s will over him and that it is 
Dot a compulsion in the clinical sense. "90 Sinoe ,l;. ~-Llery 
O'Connor's prophet-freaks are not 80 much merely psychologically 
wanting - as they are psychologically wantIng and Incomplete be-
cause they are theologIcally or morally wantIng - critioism ot 
Mlss O'Connor ~. misdirected when "it. clinical bias invariably 
I . 
approaches the, ~lannery O'Connor's eharacterJi fram the stand-
i f . 
880t~i or, "The Fiction writer and HIs Country," 162. 
89~ ... ery 0' Connor, .. IntroductIon," lli'I4BlQt. t in %btl. 
by Flanner, O/Connor (Rev Yorks Sicnet Books, 19 ), • 
90o.Jnnor, ~e Ioveliat and Pree Will," 100-101. 
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point of abnormal psychology. 1191 What appears to be theological 
or philosophical determinism and the abnormal psychological can·· 
of Flannery O'Connor's characters is really the integri 
92 their intensity or "vigor. 1I Ii'l'hey are real" characters, tt 
they are people who deal with life on more fundamental, even 
more violent terms than most of us, this dOesn't make them mythi-
cal monsters. u93 Real freedom lies in the fact that timan /-isJ 
80 free that with his last breath he can say No. ,,94 Man is bound 
by God'S will in Providence as he is bound by God's will by the 
fact of his nature. This is what Flannery O'Connor meant when 
said that reason is to be used to find van answering reason in 
95 
everything" the artist sees. Man is not thereby oompelled. 
c: Maybe the actions which God or the ultima te'.kein of being "( to 
be less theological) wills are accomplished; that is not to say 
that man will acoept them in his own consciousness. Man can ati 
say No - regardless of what he does or must do externally_ No 
one would olaim man laoks freedom because he oannot tly. Man 
has certain freedoms and laoks certain "freedoms." The reader 
must understand where freedom is in life -- and where or what it 
is in l-1iss O'Connor's writings. The intensity in Flannery 
910 , Connor, Lecture at East Texas State University, :tThe lvIomen 
of Graoe in the Fiation of Flannery O'Connor," 235-236. 
(,~ ~ O'Connor, "Introduction, "Wise Blood, 8. 
930 , Connor, "Off the Cuff," 4-5. 
940 I Connor , "The Role of the Catholic Novelist," 8. 
9 O'Connor " 10. 
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O'connor's characters is not compulsion but the throb of being 
that is present, full-being not ignored or stifled but pushing 
out against man's limitations to a fuller freedom, a fuller being. 
Those who lack this intensity lack freedom because they are in 
bonds to the sway of emotional finiteness and are not firmly 
moving towards a goal of ultimate being. 
Those who lack this intensity, moreover, those who idolize 
man and matter by sham do not have enough intensity to face man's 
limitations and therefore never pierce through these limitations 
to the full freedom of being. The extremeness of the "prophet-
freaks" of Flannery O'Connor's stories is their intensity, strong 
enough to cause them to be "held by a sense of mystery" however 
much they may tflong to embrace" preten.,e and ease. 96 
People make a judgement of fanaticism by what they are them-
selves. To a lot of Protestants I know, monks and nuns are 
fanatics, none greater. And to a lot of monks and nuns I 
know, my Protestant prophets are fanatics. For my part, I 
think the only difference between them is that if you are 
a Catholic and have this intensity of belief you join the 
convent and are heard no more; whereas if you are a Protes-
tant and have it, there is no convent for you to join and 
you go about the world getting into all sorts of trouble 
and drawing the wrath of people who don't believe anything 
much at all down on your head. 97 
The test of whether man ultimately succeeds or fails in life is 
to see whether he has retained sufficient intensity to counteract 
sham and emotional ease, whether he shows the fullness of being 
960 'Connor, "Flannery O'Connor: 'Literary Witch,·" 381. 
97 O'Connor, Letter to Sr. Mariella Gable, 26. 
" ---------------------_--1 
tlU'obb1nQ within him. For the writer 
.it is tn. sudden free action, the open possibility, Wllicb 
he knows is the only thing capable of illumina.ting the 
victur~ a.nd giving it life.. So that while predictable 
prodetermined aotions have a Q)fnio interest for me, it 
is' tbe free aot, the aocept.anee of graoe particularly, 
that I have always had my aye un as the thing that will 
make the story work. In the stu " itA Good ,-ian is Ual.·u to 
Find, t, it is the grandmother's 1.1i:' cognition that the l4isfit 
is one of htlr ohildren; in "The lh.ve.r I tI it is the chil.d· S 
pecu11ar desire to find the kingdonl of Christ; in "The 
Artif~\.cial Ni9ger I ft it is what the artificial nigger does 
to rewlite Mr. Head dnd Nelson. None of these things can 
be predictea. They represent the working ot grace for 
tho oharactera. 98 
~ '!'he intensity of free will is a sudden thing. The basic issue 1s 
whetlu::r ,man will accept graoe - Flar,ner)" O'Connor's theologioal 
term, as 'We have se~n, for the energy of "What isft inoarnated. 
in matter. l>liss 0 t Connor's posi ti.on can be viewed wi til the added 
theolo9icd1 dilnension that man f s moment of graoe is h-is chance to 
.ffi1.'11\ the supreme Incarnat.ion - or it can be viewed with merely 
the philosophical duuiuu,ion that tnan must be intense enough to 
affirm lunited matter penetrated by spirit - incarnationalism. 
Mias O'Connor hersalf calls this crucial point in her stories the 
-moment of 9race," in this particular sense of the word. 99 In 
any event, the orucial issue is whether man has SUfficient in-
tensity. If he haa sufficient i,ntensity, force of will, he will 
96 O'Connor, 'l'I'Ue Novelist and. Free Will, tI 100. 
, 99o 'connor, Lecture at East ~eXAS State University, MThe l< IIoIaent of Grace in the 1O'iotion of Flannery O'COnllOr,' 235. 
t 
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the ease of elien' and the illusion, be will persevere 
\. observing the value of idolized matt~r until he discovers its 
limitedness, he will find experience itself complex enough to 
bave h~~ respect the complex duality of the person. For F.~A4U~'4 
o'connor the integrity, for example, ""f Hazel t40tes in W_i_s_e __ -t-
11.8 in his not being able to get rid vi the ·vigor" with which 
the "ragged figure ft keeps moving "from tree to tree in the back 
of his mind. nlOO Tarwater faces the same problem because this 
eame intensity is "in the darkest, most private part of his sou , 
hanging upside down like a sleeping bat. MIOI 
Thus, if a man bas sufficient intensity to carry his materia -
1am and self-deification to its own extreme, he will find at 
this extreme intensity of evil that he is dOing the work of 
that he has become a prophet of mystery. Flannery O'Connor, 
therefore, asserts that the moments of grace in her stories 
prepared for - by me anyway - by tho intensity of the evil 
ciroumstanoes .. II Translating tbis notion into her theological 
terms, Miss O'Connor asserts that her devil is one who goes 
102 
"piercing pretensions:: The very height of evil is what resu 
in good - because goodness is that height, that intensity which 
lOOO'connor, hIntroductioD, "'Wise Blood, 8. 
101 Flannery O'Connor, The Violent Bea~ It Away, (New York: 
Signet Books, 1964) I 315:--
102 Flannery O· Connor, Letter to John Ha",kes, in John Hawkes 
"Flannery O'Connor's Devil,JI Sewanee Review, LLX (196.2), 406. 
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i- present blended with evil - because intensity is a facet of 
.wbat is" and therefore of goodness. The moment of grace comes 
wben the violence of Miss O'Connor's characters aauses them, even 
in violence of evil, to reject sham. Intensity itself is, of 
course, by its very definition the antidote to the other failing. 
sr. Gable's conversation with Flannery O'Connor brings added 
for this notion: Sr. Gable "has it on Flannery 
o' connor's word·1 that the devil made concrete in the pervert of 
~~~~~~B_e_a~r It Away overreaohes himself and does God's work 
evil intent. lOl Miss O'Connor oonfirms this statemen 
with her own words: flIn my stories a reader will find that the 
devil accomplishes a good deal of ground work that seems to be 
before grace is effective. Tarwater's final vision 
GOuld not have been brought off if he hadn't met the man in the 
lavender and cream-colored car. ,,104 Good comes when a man has a 
·vision of Moses' face as he pulverized our idols. BlOS The pro-
phet's violence of pulverizing destroys the pretense of the 
deified materialistic idol. EVen despite his emotional desire 
l 
for ease, the man who is intense will move through and pieroe 
103Sister Mariella Gable, "ECUMenic Core in Flannery O'Connor's 
riction," 135. 
104 
O'Connor, "The Novelist and Free Will," 101. 
105 O'Connor, "The Regional Writer," 35. 
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~r~.uuh pretense. The pain involved in this piercing, the pain 
ved in denying emotional desire will not be a hurt; it will 
the evil that perfects. "Those who, like Tarwater, see, will 
what they have no desire to see and the vision will be the 
fire. nl06 Good comes when intense evil shatters evil, 
is found at its own extreme of intensity (which is a 
.~~ •. _ss), when itense evil piesees sham. 
Just as, theologically, man's good Redemption is bound with 
evil of Original Sin, philosophically man's good fullness of 
it-being is bound with his evil limitations, aDd psycholoqi-
ly his conscious acceptance of mystery grows from an intensity 
evil repudiating mystery - so also in one other sense, morally, 
is something under construction", "human imper-
LIs7 .. • .. the raw material of good." Just as intense 
of being manifests itself for humans in intense action 
pierces pretentions, it also forges ahead to create new 
in place of the nothingness of limitation or evil. Fullness 
being, intensity of action, manifested itself for God in the 
of creation - which even the Biblical account views aa un-
.... u .... au~u. Manis own ahare of this fullness of being performs the 
creative action: making being where none previously existed. 
106 Flannery O'Connor, Letter to Sr. M. Bernetta O~inn, O.S.F., 
Flannery O'Connor - A Tribute," ES2rit; VIII (W!nter, 1964), 43. 
'l'bis process can be stated in theological terms; "The creative 
Christian's life is to prepare his death in Christ. 
'l'be non-being of death is filled with being - theologically, with 
the fullness of being of united matter - spirit, Christ. The 
process can, however, also be stated Witilout reference to revela-
tion and theology; man's creative action is a "continuous action 
in which this world's goods are utilized to the fullest, both 
positive gifts and what Per€'l~1.,lbaM deChardin calls 'passive 
diminishments. ,"107 Like Marl' Ann, men "build upon" their dim-
inishments" or lack of being in a creative action that blends 
all separateness into unity through love's respect for the per 
Thus the limitation of separate uniqueness loses its lack of 
being and full existence from intense love's union of all men, 
of all being (including therefore even the widest philosophical 
definition of God). 
This action is what Flan~y O'Connor describes in theo-
logical terms as follows: "This action by which charity grows 
inviSibly among us, entwining the living and the dea~, is called 
by the Church the Communion of Saints. It is a communion 
eraated upon human imperfection, created from what we mak~ of 
our grotesque state; l1nes that join the most diverse lives and 
- 108 hold us fast in Christ." The ultimate reality for Flannery 
1070 , Connor , "Marl' Ann;" 35, 32. 
l08Ibid., 35. 
o.connor will exist when the limitedness of man and his world is 
.ufficiently created upon by intense will - action or love. This 
limitedness is replaced by fullness of "what is.~ Miss O'Connor 
agrees, then, with Chardin's view that the ultimate action of 
this world is a "searoh for the human significance of the evolu-
109 
tionary process," whereby matter's evil evolves into being's 
goodness. 
Acting as a symbol of Miss O'Connor's system of thought is 
the life of her most cherished author, Hawthorne. The life of 
Hawthorne and of his daughter Rose, the nun Mother Alphonsa, is 
praised because reason's true view was in them converted into 
intense act and eventually into charity's unity; "the ice in the 
blood which he feared, and which this very fear preserved him 
from, was turned by her into a warmth that initiated action. If 
he observed, fearfully but truthfully, if he acted, reluctantly 
but firmly, she charged ahead, secure in the path her truthful-
ness had outlined for her. hllO Consciousness of defect with 
firmness not emotionally pleasing causes good to emerge from evil 
and evolves into the wider unity theologically called "Christ-
likeness" that surmounts even the capital symbol of limitation, 
death; the work of modern nuns doing good in the order which Rose 
109 O'Connor, Review of Chardin's The Phenomenon of Man, 618. 
110o'connor, "Mary Ann," 31. 
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"is the tree sprung fromHilwtbOnie·'.s. snaall act 
of Christlikeness and Mary Ann is its flower. By reason of the 
fear, the search, the charity that marked his life and influenced 
~s daughters, Mary Ann inherited, a century later the wealth of 
•••• wisdom that taught her what to make of her death. lll 
Flannery O'Connor's positive thinking about the meaning of 
life, therefore, asserts that man is essentially fallen, limited, 
evil. Miss O'Connor presents her view psychologically, philosoph-
ically, theologically, morally - - she repeats her basic positions 
from all these different viewpoints. The critic must be careful 
not to shun her theological terms simply because he may disagree 
with Miss O'Connor's basic theology. Regardless of whether she 
i8 using philosophical, psychological or moral terms - her basic 
message is that man has limitations. Pride of idolatry denies 
these limitations and/or seeks to ignore them. Incarnated with . 
these limitations and best seen 1n the human person (or in Christ 
for those who accept Miss O'Connor!s theology) is a surge of "wha 
is," a throb of the fullness of being. Out of man's very evil 
comes evil's incarnated good. Out of man's fall comes his rise. 
Speaking of winter as real winter, as her own suffering, and as 






'. })efore she died : After the suffering of this winter, Easter 
, "ill be a true resurrection for me. 11112 Love insures an even 
greater fullness of being whereby man rises from his limitations 
and finds goodness in his limitations and eventually unites with 
all other men and with the God who is Existence, for in addition 
to the rising I "everything that rises must converge." 
112o 'connor, conversation with Sister Maura, "Resurrection 
in August," 19. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
FLANNERY O'CONNOR'S VIEWS ON THE TECHNIQUE OF FICTION 
Flannery O'Connor's views on the meaning of life are very 
related to her technique of writing stories. Her theory 
a material object or person is valuable because it is matter 
ated with spirit leads her logically to her technical re-
t that the writer is to see the outside of an object or 
then to look beyond the material to the essential identity 
tile object and thence into mystery. 
The outside world which Flannery O'Connor chose to portray in 
stories was most often the South. An examination of why she 
e the South as her external object will reveal not only its 
importance in her fictional technique, but also several other 
t notions which Miss O'Connor had developed about the 
of writing fiction. Once this outside world, the South, 
been examined through Flannery O'Connor's eyes, this study 
1 proceed with Miss O'Connor to look throuqh that outside to 
e essential elements to her fictional world. 
One explanation for Flannery O'Connor's writing about the 
tll may be that she is drawing characters and incidents from 
For example, the remote Georgia farm run by a strang-
led widow with several Negro helpers and a Polish family of 
179 
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ees, a family with a history of local aristocracy, the flood 
these details from Flannery O'Connor's own daily 
• appear very vividly in "The Displaced Person. to 101iss O'Connor 
8elf increased the likelihood of such an interpretation be-
she frequently made remarks like the following: "my own 
place is quite unadjustable. I have a friend from 
who went to Germany and Japan and whowrete stories about 
GItlO1lClmS who sounded like Germans and about; Japanese who sounded 
Japanese. I know if I tried to write stories about credible 
they would all sound like Herman Tallmadge. Hl A character 
O'Connor's stories "talks Southern because I do. 1I Again 
seemed to value being Southern for its own sake or for the 
of realism as she claimed that ·when The Georgia Bulletin 
ts sounding as if it were issued in Philadelphia, I'm going 
my subscription. u2 But "when someone wants to know 
ber characters are drawn from real life, Flannery replied 
sbe had known many of the people she wrote about she 
around to write about them." Perhaps humorously think-
many grotesques, Flannery O'Connor disappoints a 
asserting that few readers even "claim to see tbem-
her characters. 3 She explains further that her 
10 , Connor, "Recent Southern Fiction," 5. 
2Q'connor, "An Interview With Flannery O'Connor," 29,31. 
, 
3Margaret Inman Meaders, nFlannery O'Connor: 'Literary 
tch, , •• The Colorado Quarterll:' X (Spring, 1952), 382. 
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onaracte.::::s are real - Hot in the li taral sense of being oopies 
from life, but as types that still exist in the South, not eviaent 
to tourists perhaps, but they are there all the same. H4 The 
policy of not having the details of a story merely reflect local 
"'- contii tions is of course harmonious wi th 11i58 0' Connor I 8 previous 
condemnations of the mirror theory of art and harmonious with 
her rejection of mere superficial "survey takers." The South is 
already producing more such so-called tlri tars, "more amateur 
B.utnors than tnere are rivers and streams. In almost every hamlet 
youlll find at least one lady writing epics in Negro dialect and 
probably two or three old gentlemen \-Iho have impossible historical 
novels on the way. The woods are full of regional writers, and 
it is tile great horror of every serious Southern writer that he 
will become one of them." S In all such "abundance there are 
temp-ta.tions which none but the sturdiest writer can withstand. 
The most obvious is to use all this regional matter for no better 
purpOSE: than to illustrate the region. n6 Flannery O'Connor re-
jects the "loftiest calls. . . • for a brand of social realism 
that HO serious novelist has been interested in for twenty 
years. 117 Realistic stories that are mere replicas of reality, 
'Joel Wells, "Off the Cuff," Critic, XXI (August-Sept.1962),4. 
50' Connor, "The Fictional Writer and His Country," 159-160. 
60 'connor, ilFlannery O'Connor~ 'Literary WitC4'1,'" 381-2. 
70'Connor, "The Role of the Catholic Novelist," 12. 
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are in too great an abundance and substitue Flannery 
sense of mystery for "peculiar quaintness." Being a 
-Georgia writer" has some other luore "positive significance. t,8 
The proposal that the "South is being exploited now for its 
,tmmediate fictional gains, let's say commaroial gain, etc. , 
lthat iY is • . . too popular, \' was quickly denied when Miss 
O'connor replied: "I don't know any Southern writers who are 
•• king a killing except Faulkner, you know. We are all just 1 
ing along."g Miss O'Connor uses the South for a topic but she 
uses the South not because of doctrine or realism nor because the 
South as a topic is saleable and popular with the audience. 
Another possible reason why Miss O'Connor writes about the 
South may be that she feels an ,. isolation from the rest of the 
country. ,.10 Some of Miss O'Connor's statements seem to support 
this theory al~ to imply that the writer is not interested in 
communication. She told Granville Hicks that if she cared what 
people thought about what she wrote she "WOUld have dried up long 
aqo.nll A similar respect for aloneness appears in tilis stat&~enu 
"one reason I like to publish short stories is that nobody pays 







SO' Connor, "The Regional Writer," 35. 
9Q'Connor, "Reoent Southern Fiction," 14 
10 O'Connor, -The Fiction Writer and His Country," 159 
llQ'connor, "A Writer at Home With Her Heritage," 23. 
the process has not been obnoxious. When you publish a 
the racket is like a fox in a hen bouse.,,12 Whether or not 
were reading her books was not import.ant; "I'm delighted 
someone remembers my books two years after it 
published and can get the name of it. straight. ,,13 
The "purely affirmative' Catholic crit.ic can be safely dis-
because Itif in the future we get any real novel by 
country we may be sure that. tiley will not be 
of novel that the reading public thinks it. wants, or 
oritics demand, but will be the kind of novel that 
novelist. Hl4 Even more obviously expressive of her 
of conaern for readers is her opinion that "the 
~1ter is free only when he can tell the reader to go jump in 
the lake. You want, of course, to get across to him what you 
have to show; but whether he likes it or not is no concern of 
yours. nlS 
This last statement, however, shows signs that Miss O'Connor 
disdain for the public is only apparent; "of course" the writer 
wants to oommunicate to the reader. The absoluteness of the 
rejection of readers is hedged by her remark that she was not 
12 O'Connor, "Flannery O'Connor: 'Literary Witoh,'" 383. 
13 O'Connor, liThe Regional Writer," 31. 
14 O'Connor; "The Role of the Catholic Novelist," 11 
150 'Connor, "Flannery O'Connor. 'Literary Witch,'" 383. 
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concerned with writing best-sollers and with book-club ratings 
readers to a long way if they're the right kind."l 
She expands this notion of having a few good readers with an 
There's a story about Faulkner that I like. It 
may be apocryphal but it's nice anyway_ A local 
lady is supposed to have rushed up to him in a 
drug store in oxford and said, "Oh, Mr. Faulkner, 
11r. Faulkner, I've just bought your bocl{! But 
before I read it, I want you to tell me something1 
do you ~link I'll like it?" And Faulkner is 
supposed to have said, "Yes, I think you'll like 
that book. It's trash." It wasn't trash and she 
probably didn't like it, but there are others who 
did, and you may be sure that if there were two 
or three in Oxford who liked it, two or three of 
an honest and unpretentious vent who relished it 
as they would relish a good meal, that ~sic 
they were an audience more desirable to Fa'll kncr 
than all the critics in New York City.17 
But even these claims of concern about only the chosen few 
readers must be reinterpreted when one finds that Flannery 
O'Connor 'was not quite so nonchalant even about the best-sellers 
and book-~lub ratings; even one miserable old lady - such as the 
one condemned in the Faulkner story - could worry Flannery 
O·Connor. "One old lady who wants her heart lifted up wouldn't 
be so bad, but you multiply her two hundred and fifty thousand 
tim .18 es and what you get is a book club." 
16Ibid• 
17 O'Connor, ItThe Regional Writer," 33. 
180 , Connor, "The Role of the Catholic Novelist," 10. 
18, 
'l'he fact. is that FlaIUlery 0 I CormOl: I is position on the relaL..LIJ .... l ..... 
oetween the author ana the reader changed over the years. 
us~u to think it should be possible to write for some supposed 
• • • ~ther, her position matured as she became aware 
of how to ha.culonize her i\.ieas about the relationsnip oet'INeen ' 
author and reader witn her other ideas. Her earlier expressions 
of disaain for tne reader were actually the result of her rejec 
of the mirror-theory of realist writing and philosophy. 'I'be 
context of ner earlier remarks clarifies her statements. Especial 
1y in the lig!lt of her later position, one can easily see tll.at 
Miss OIConnor's earlier remarks are all in the context of dis-
GU.sion about auch writers who produce mere replicas of physical 
world. Her lat.er remarks are all attempt to harmonize this re-
jection of mere realism with what she must have perceived as her 
own desir,. to be read.. Eventually she came to be explicit: 
"unless the novelist haa gone utterly out of his mind, his aim 
J.8 still communication.,,20 At first Miss O'Connor was more 
r concerned with the integrity of her vision; at fixst she was ~ 
concerned with rejecting the realistic philosophy which put value it.-
on quantity of things of this world. At first she was concerned 
with using grotesques, grotesques which would defy ll,at.erialisln by 
19Ibid • 
-
2°0 'Connor, "The Regional Writer," 32. 
fossessing value in their own grotesqueness. Later Miss O'Connor 
discovered that she must iron out the contradiction - that 
may be a useful protest against materialism but that 
can hinder communication. That is, a writer can be so 
about the integrity of his mission, so concerned to use 
9rotesques to awaken modern society, that he forgets to awaken 
.odern society and to communicate with that society because his 
grotesques are too grotesque. Eventually Miss O'Connor insisted 
very strongly that the writer must communicatei she found that 
the writer as prophet was a n~cessary complement 
Further investigation of why Miss O'Connor 
u8~d the South should make this evolution of thinking clear. 
The first reason why Miss O'Connor writes about the South 
as usual with her arguments, derived from psychological exper4~£_Q 
of her own consciousness. It is an argument very similar to her 
argument about grotesques: "I've also read that my writing 
would be of more worth if I abandoned the Southern rural scene 
and turned my attention to something less regional. This kind 
of comment exhibits a real blindness to the particularities of a 
vocation to write. The novelist cannot choose what he is able to 
make live.- Miss O'Connor explained that this consciousness is 
more than merely her experience as a writer. "The thinqs we see, 
hear, amell, and touch affect us long before we believe anything 
at all. The South impresses its image on the Southerner ••• 
from the moment he is able to distinguish one sound from another. 
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taAtl1:i it in through his ears and hears it again in his own 
time be is capable of using his imagination for 
fiIlQS t..\lat his sens.as respond to a certain reality 
or may not be able to tolerate. 1f Thus, "the writ.er 
if not at. once, that be oannot proceed at all if 
off from the sights and sounds that have developed 
• life of their own in his senses. II 21 Exper ience f ina. man's 
QlilIftandillg tnat particulars be important be-
aause tiley necessarily produce thos. inescapable sensations: man' s 
learning even as a ~aby indicates moreover that pSY~101og-
ne oomes to sensations b4lfore be comes to thougilts. 
When the beginning writer or 'the nasty critic "begins to 
learn tbat the imagination is not free, but bound," he may feel 
bondage to a certain location or kind of specific 
d.etail is a limitation that prevents the writer from reaching 
any more important universal. He may feel that Flannery O'Connor 
is contradicting her own injunctions against local color and that 
·~e first thing they L-writers_7 must do in order to get at ule 
spiritual is to shake off the clutch of mere circumstance. They 
woula like to set their works in a region that seems nearer the 
spirit of their abstract judgement. ,j22 




Flannery O'Connor argues, however, that such fidelity to 
cLoes not stunt the imagination: "I'm pleased to De a 
of my particular family and to live in Baldwin County in 
the sovereign State of Georgia, and to see what I can see from 
Where I am seems to me a great base for the imagination.,,2 
writer in Georgia uis particularly hi.ssed in having about 
a collection of goods and evils which are intensely stimulat-
to the imagination.,,24 Further, this paper has already seen 
Flannery O'Connor's arguments about how the unity of 
personality indicates that imagination operates well 
used with a balancea reason. As a novelist Mias 
O'Connor makes use of this principle not only in the cnaracters 
and themes about which she writes, but also in her technique of 
regionalism. l:."'Ven the writer who favors ifa region nearer the 
spirit," therefore, should entertain the notion that "dis 
of belief create distinction of habit, ~and-l distinctions of 
habit make for distinctions of feeling. You don't believe on 
one side of your head and feel on the other. fl25 
Furthermore, Flannery O'Connor argues that fidelity to one's 
region is more than a necessity shown by possibly erroneous 
experienoe; it is a philosophic necessity. Certainly, exclusive 
23 O'Connor, "An Interview With Flannery O'Connor," 29. 
24 O'Connor, "Flannery O'Connor: 'Literary Witch,'" 27. 
250 , Connor, "Flannery O'Connor, An Interview," 35. 
concern ·,,·dth region breeds faulty local-color stories about the 
.ham southn26 and writing that is not really fiction but is 
1y advertising or a sociologist' s survl:3Y. 27 But 'writing 
that neglects the physical region for "a region nearer the spirit 
.j.olates the nature of fiction also, because it i:rnperils the 
;~alance between reason and feeling, "the balance between 
and fact, between judgement and observation, which is so necse 
. 0 maintain if fiction is to be true. The isolated imagination 
,is easily corrupted by theory, but the writer inside his communi 
a problem. n28 The writer who ~ealizes the need 
to oommunicate, the writer who realizes that communication de-
:r.ands the creating of materials common to his dudience, s~ldom 
problem of wandering off into the realms of mere abstraot 
Flannery O'Connor agrees with Evelyn Waugh that such a 
.tress on the general ;ietached f.rom the particular is not fiction 
but philosophy.29 
Finally, Flannery O'Connor argues that while fidelity to 
one's region may become odious if done poorly, it actually ought 
to operate like all limitations and produce a good; "this dis-
covery of being bound through the senses to a particular society 
260 'connor, "The Regional Writer," 34. 
270 'Connor, "The Fiction Writer and His Country, It 161. 
280 'connor, "The Reqional·Writer,tI 32. 
290 I Connor, Ii Off The Cuff," 72. 
a particular history, to particular sounds and particular 
is for the writ~r! wherever he may be, the beginning of a 
tion that first puts his work in real, human perspective 
Again, as evidence that Miss O'Connor's earlier 4is-
for an audience has been replaced by the more mature realiza-
that audience and realistic detail are proper ~~OU9h not 
co~cerns for the writer, Miss O'Connor's statement at 
layan College sets to rest any notion that she sought in her 
writing mere regionalism, mere sensationalism, or any avoi~=u~~ 
uni versal issues: "Well I don't -know how either Eutlora Welty 
Faulkner looks at it. I only know how I look at it and I don't 
that I am writing about the community at all. I feel that I 
things in the communit.y that I can sho,",! to the whole 
world, the whole edition of the present generation of 
of what I oan use of the Southern situation."3l Flannery 
does not feel that her stress on region makes her a 
xeqional writer. A writer who is faithful to his region gets a 
"humal1 perspective" because he has a full human personality ill 
View, reason and emotions, general and particular, universal man 
and regional mau, writer and reader. 
In praising Marion Montgomery's The Wandering of Desire, 
Flannery O'Connor said tbat the Southern writer haS. two advantaqes 
A, 
.' 
300 'COlUlOJi, "'l'q$ Role of the C<.;.tJ.'lolio Novelist," 7. 
310 'Connor, IIR.cent Southern Fiction," 10. 
32 
a sense of history and the Bible. 
191 
southern sense of history - continuity of experience, old 
roots, the traditional code of manners - helps the Southern 
novelist directly with the ability to communicate universals • 
• unless the novelist has gone utterly out of his mind, his aim 
!. still communication and communication suggests talking inside 
a community. One of the reasons Southern fiction thrives is that 
our best writers are able to do this. They are not alienated, 
they are not lonely suffering artists gasping for purer air. The 
Southern writer apparently feels the need of expatriation less 
than other writers of this country. "The best American fiction 
has always been regional. The ascendancy passed roughly from 
New England to the Midwest to the South; it has passed to and 
.tayed longest wherever there has been a shared past, a sense of 
alikeness and a possibility of reading a small history in a 
33 
universal light." The word "universal" or "general" means that 
some charaoteristic is recognized as being true of a group. 
Southern novelists have an advantage because they have a group -
themselves and their South - of whioh qualities can be predicated. 
The notion of "groups· of writers, however, needs careful descrip-
tion. 
320'connor, "A Writer At Home With Her Heritage," 22. 
330 'Connor, "The Regional Writer,·! 32,35. 
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In the world in general, 'these are times when writers in 
thiS country can't very well speak for one another. In the 
twenties, there were poets at Vanderbilt University who felt 
enough kinship with each other's ideas to issue a pamphlet called 
I'll Take My St~; and in the thirties, there were writers whose 
-
80cial consciousness set them all going in more or less the same 
4irection. Yet today there are no good writers bound even loosely 
together who would be so bold as to say they speak for a generat-
ion or for each other. Today each writer speaks for himself, 
even though he may not be sure that his work is important wlough 
to justify his doing 80.,,34 Today in the United States "there 
are no genuine schools in American letters"; what appears to be 
genuine schools usually results from the fact that "there is 
~ always some critic who has just invented one Ii literary schoo17, 
:.' , 
" 
:t and who is ready to put you into it." "In our fractured culture, 
" 'i 




matters should become literary ones when there is a conflict 
between them. H35 New Englanders flourished in American litera 
340 'Connor , tiThe Role of tlMa" Catholic Novelist," 6. Also, 
aee Flannery O'Connor, "Some Aspects of the Grotesque in Southern 
Literature," in The Added Dimension: The Art and Mind of Flannery 
O'Connor, ed. MelvIn j. FrIedman aDd LewIs A. Lawson (New York: 
'ordham University Press, 1966), 271. Miss O'Connor's article 
previously appeared in Cluster Review, 7th Issue (Mercer Universi 
Macon, Georgia, March, 1965), 5-6,22. 
35o'connor, "Some Aspects of the Grotesque in Southern 
Literature," 271, 267. 
because at one time they possessed such a genuine shared outlook 
on life. Catholic authors, if they are true to themselves and 
their beliefs, have the same advantage of shared cultural heritage 
The way Flannery O'Connor's stories dwell on the clannishness of 
the culture of the Negroes and of the polish displaced persons is 
t probably another illustration of her belief in the values of a 
shared culture. Miss O'Connor believes that writers who write 
from a shared culture have an advantage, and she believes that 
few author~ today possess such an advantage. Miss O'Connor's 
8tatements are not to be taken quite so absolutely as she seems 
to imply, however. IIIn these things the South still has a degree 
of advantage. It is a slight degree and getting slighter, but it 
is a degree of kind as well as an intensity, and it is enough to 
feed great literature if our people - whether they be newcomers or 
have roots here - are enough aware of it to foster its growth in 
themselves." Southern writers have a dwindling advantage because 
the South is changing, but the old South is still present, as 
.lannery O'Connor can se. in a story told by "a friend from 
Wisconsin who moved to Atlanta recently and was sold a house in 
the suburbs. The man who sold it to her was himself from 
Ma.sachusetts and he recommended the property by saying 'You'll 
like this neighborhood. There's not a Southerner for two miles.' 
~t least we can still be identified when we do occur.· 36 "I 
bate to ~link that in twenty years Southern writers too may be 
writing about men in grey flannel suits and may have lost their 
ability to see that these gentlemen are even greater freaks than 
what we are writing about now. I hate to think ot the day when 
southern writer will satisfy the tired reader. o37 Though the 
advantage is dwindling as the South changes, the Southern writer 
ha. an advantage in a shared cultural heritage which presents 
writer and audience with a set of shared ideals that are univer-
sals. Without such tradition-universals built in to particulars 
in the pattern of his way of looking at lite38 the Southern 
author would have a harder time making from these particulars 
the true art that unites particular and general. 
Southern Sense of history does more than insure that the 
universal is united with the particular in the consciousness of 
360 'Connor, "The Regional Writer," 35, 34. 
370 , Connor, "Some Aspects of the Grotesque in Southern 
[Literature," 279. 
38It is for this reason that Flannery O'Connor would really 
urge the writer to be concerned with a few good readers. The 
writer cannot check on many readers, but when he does what he can 
in observing the reactions of a few, the Southern writer can 
~erify that his work blends general and particular well, as 
,lannery O'Connor has already shown any art must. Since the 
.Outhern reader is attuned by culture to the general-particular 
ponsciousness, his int~i tioD about whether the work is good or 
Pad is usually (if he is a good reader, etc.) reliable. Thus, "I 
~ouldn't want to suggest that the Georgia writer had the unanimous 
~~!O;llective ear of his communi~YJ but only that his true aUfience, 
e,audienc9 he ihecks himself-oy, is at home" (O'Connor, The 
egl.onal Wr,1.ter, 33). 
southern reader and writer; it also generates this same pattern 
as tile subject matter of any writer who is failthful to his 
Southern region. The Southerner, therefore, has another advantage 
because writing that is about Southern particulars, if it is true 
to itself, will tend to be writing about the particular-general 
which is the unique possession of Southern culture. When a 
writer treats a topic that has its own universals, he does not 
have to labor to inject universals that remove the story from the 
category of opinion-surveyor local color. The culture that 
sees reality in dimensions more than merely material provides for 
• writer a natural base for the kind of writing that is not con-
cerned with the purely material, the kind of writing that is not 
mere opinion-survey but is really literature. Flannery O'Connor 
agrees with Louis Rubin that the firm ideals, the traditions, and 
even the firm speech mannerisms or literary "idioms"39 of the 
South "somehow does make possible a meaningful, broader reading 
39uThere i. another reason in the Southern situation that 
makes for a tendency toward the grotesque. And this is the 
prevalence of good Southern writers. I think the writer is 
initially set going by literature more than by life. When there 
are many writers all employing the same idiom, all looking out 
on more or less the same social soene, the individual writer will 
have to be more than ever careful that he isn't just doinq badly 
what has already been done to completion" (O'Connor, "Some 
Aspects of the Grotesque in Southern Literature," 276). 
-that people give it. tt40 Southern sense of history gives a frame-
~ork against which actions in a story can be judged, a framework 
from which one can make generalizations, even in an age that does 
not share common generalizations about life. 
A study of Flannery O'Connor's use of the word "manners" pro-
vides added support to this reasoning. Some confusion arises here 
because r,Uss O'Connor uses the word "manners" in two different 
ways - as typical action of a group (Mannerizations) and as 
etiquette (e.g., in the same sense as the expression "table-
manners, If etc.). To say with Flannery O'Connor that Southern 
manners show the South as having manners, therefore, is not to utt~r 
the redundancy that it seems. 
"N.anners" means the typical action of a group. Thus, what 
"the writer is concerned with in the most objective way is, of 
course, the region that most immediately surrounds him, or simply 
the country with its body of manners." In this sense, every 
region should have its manners, though the South gives the writer 
the aavantage by being more homogeneous. But Plannery O'Connor 
Uses "manners" in the discussion at Wesleyan College in the sense 
that the group has not only shared ways of acting but shared 
standards for evaluating actions. The following observation shows 
Miss O'Connor's shifting from one use of "manners" to the other, 
4°Lou1s D. Rubin, Jr., "Reoent Southern Fiction: A Panel 
Discussion," Bulletin of wes~exan Colleqe, XLI (January, 1961), 10 
Pmanners are of such great consequence to the novelist that any 
Jcind will do. Bad manners are better than no manners at all.,,4l 
The novelist must have manners, the particulars of a region. 
Manners as good or as bad - manners as standards for judgement -
are tile main value of manners (in the sense of typical actions) t 
writers. Thus, the South, with its firm and distinct manners, is 
very good beoause it gives writers this standard against whioh 
they can make their authorial judgements. Etiquette manners (the 
ideal, universal) serving as mannerization manners (the character 
iatic detail, the particular) make the South an attractive topic 
because then the partioular is framed against the universal. 
Miss O'Connor goes into detail about the etiquette-manners 
of the South. The South's sense of history - its etiquette-
manners - stems from the Civil War. 
After the Civil war, formality became a condition 
of survival. This doesn't seem to be any less 
true today. Formality preserves that individual 
privaoy which everybody needs and, in these times, 
is always in danger of losing. It's partioularly 
necessary to have in order to protect the rights 
of both races. When you have a code of manners 
based on charity, then when charity fails - as 
it is going to do constantly - you've got those 
manners there to preserve each race from small 
intrusions upon the other. 
The South has survived in the past because its 
manners, however lopsided or inadequate they 
might have been, provided enough soaial discipline 
410 , Connor, "The Fiction Writ-e;r and "ais Country," 159. 
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to hold us together and give us an identity. Now 
those old manners are obsolete, but the new manners 
will have to be based on what was best in the old 
ones - in their real basis of charity and necessity -
because ~.the South has to allow a way of life in which the two 
races can live together with mutual forbearance. tI This mutual 
living together "can't be done without a oode of manners based on 
mutual charity,,42 because "Manners are the next best thing to 
Christian charity. I don't know how muoh pure unadulterated 
Christian charity can be mustered in the.South, but I have con-
fidence that the manners of both races will show through in the 
long run.,,43 Good etiquette as a parallel for Christian unity 
i& an especially important attribute for Flannery O'Connor's 
-region" to have, in light of the fact that this loving unity of 
all is the ultimate goal of her philosophY1 the South, there-
fore, provides Miss O'Connor with the region she needs. And in 
general Flannery O'Conbor feels that the South's possession of 
firm universal traits provides any artist with healthful assist-
ance in showing art's characteristic general-in-the-particular. 
The fact that "the South has a sacramental view of life"44 
pervades the consciousness of the writer with a desire to find 
matter so effectively wedded to spirit that the two form a 
unified "sacramental" or "incarnationalist" whole; this same 
42o'connor, "Flannery O'Connor, An Interview," 33. 
430 'Connor , "An Interview With Flannery O'Connor," 31. 
440 , Connor, cited in Stanley Edgar Hyman,Flannery O'Connor,40 
sacramental view also provides the artist with a topic against 
wbich he can compare characters and make a valuation in stories. 
The Southern sense of form and ideal, however, is only one 
of the two advantages the South offers an artist. The writer is 
helped because the Southern sense of etiquette-manners necessitate 
DY the losing of the Civil War produced mannerizations. "Not 
lost war would have this effect on every society but we were 
doubly blessed, not only in our Fall, but in having a means to 
interpret it. Behind our own history, deepening it at every 
point, has been another history. Mencken called the South the 
Bible Belt, in scorn and thus in incredible innocence. n45 "The 
450 , Connor, "The Regional Writer," 35. One should also note 
the previously discussed use of the Civil War and the resulting 
manners that replace lack of charity, p.t" It was seen that 
these matters are for Flannery O'Connor a reason why espeCially 
Southern writers have developed that sense of human limitedness 
and evil that leads to mystery and an acceptable philosophy of 
life and art. Miss O'Connor uses a typical Biblical symbol to 
express her feeling of what Southernness does for a writer: "when 
Walker Percy won the National Book Award, newsmen asked him why 
there were so many good Southern writers and he said, 'because we 
lost the War.' He didn' t mean by that simply that a lost war 
makes good subject matter. What he was saying was that we have 
had our Fall. We have gone into the modern world with an inburnt 
knowledge of human limitations and with a sense of mystery which 
could not have developed in our first state of innocence - as it 
has not sufficiently developed in the rest of the country." Miss 
O'Connor then goes on to pOint out that the Bible supplies a mean 
for interpreting this "Fall. 1I Thus Flannery O'Connor ably illus-
trates how the Bible and the South both aid the novelist (O'Conno , 
"The neg-ional Writer," 35). 
fact that the South is the Bible Belt is in great measure re-
sponsible for its literary preeminence now. n46 
The fact that the Bible is a pervading influence in the 
south nas given Southern writers an advantage in several ways. 
Flannery O'Connor's most succinct statement about Biblical influ-
ence lists three somewhat interlocking areas wherein the Bible 
influences Southern writers in general and herself in particular. 
The Bible is an influence in technique, especially in condition-
ing the 'iri ter to think in concrete terms. It influences subject 
matter, especially as it gives dignity to the grotesque. It 
gives the writer a frame of reference. 47 The following discussion 
of Flannery O'Connor's practice will continue examining the effect 
on her of the South by studying the Biblical influence and 
Flannery O'Connor's own further accomplishments in each of these 
three indicated areas: concrete particulars (including wording), 
subject matter, and frame of reference. 
The first and third of these areas, the use of concrete 
detail and of the judgement frame, inter-relate so closely that 
they must be treated together. Miss O'Connor outlined the scope 
of the argument in reply to Louis Rubin's observation that 
IISoutherners do and did read the Bible a great deal. II She agrees 
that although the Bible influences the Southern writer's use of 
----------------_._---------------------------------------------------
4bO'connor, "Off The Cuff,lt 5; also see O'Connor, "Recent 
Southern Fiction," 10. 
47o 'connor, "A Writer At Home With Her Heritage,"22. 
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"ords, "more than the language it seems to me it is simply the 
concrete, the business of being a story teller. I have Boston 
cousins that when they come South they discuss problems, they 
donlt tell stories. We tell stories. u48 The use of the concrete 
detail, which Hicks had found Flannery O'Connor cite as one of 
the Biblical influences, is here viewed as allied with a "feeling 
for language" and is defined as "the business of being a story 
teller. 11 Students wondering why good writers come from the 
south were told that one reason was that tile South had a tradition 
of telling short stories. 49 Southern writ.ers are flso good" 
_cause "the south is a story-t.elling sect.ion. The Southerner 
knows he can do more justice to reality by telling a story than 
be can by discussing problems or proposing abstractions. We 
live in a complex region and you have to tell stories if you want 
to be any way truthful about. it. uSO Such a statement raises the 
tasue of what is seen t.o be the unique function of the fiction 
writer - whether his function is "simply the recounting of a good 
.tory" or not. 51 Flannery O'Connor's statement "I'm not out to 
battle the world or reform it l • shva1d probably be taken in context 
480'Connor, "Recent Southern Fiction," 11. 
490 'Connor, "Resurrection In August," 18. 
SOO 'Connor, "l,'lannery 0' Connor, An Interview," 33. 
S1Gerard B. Sherry, "An Interview With Flannery O'Connor," 
ritie, XXI (June-July, 1963), 29. 
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jaS a. disclaimer against "purely affirmative" writing and as an 
attempt to emphasize the value of concrete details, and not as a 
stat€.iTtent somehml denyin':J that good literature makes value judge-
~ents about life. Just previous to this statement, for example, 
she had admitted that the novelist aims for more than mere amuae-
~' ment when she observed that "you have to get the writer's view by 
1'" 
looking at the novel as a whole. ,,52 Again, she observes that 
"there was a time w'hen the average reader read a novel simply for 
~orals he could get out of it and however naive that may have been 
it was a good deal less naive than some of the more limited object-
ives he now has. ,,53 ~1iss O'Connor attacked the notion that eighth 
graders should read "Faulkner, Henuuingway, Steinheck, Warren and 
people like that. I. She felt that although nit is probably better 
to read Faulkner in eighth grade than nothing. • •• it seems sort 
of insulting to Faulkner" because such writing as Ids is IInot 
fare for the eight.h grade. It takes C3xperience to read modern 
fiction, literary experience and moral experience both, and they 
don't have it at that age and stage." 54 This argument, especially 
the notion of need1.ng moral eXI)erience I is absurd unless Flannery 
O'Connor believes that the novelist is supposed to do more than 
52 O'Connor, "An Interview With Flannery o'Connor," 29. 
53 O'Connor, "Some Aspects of the Grotesque in Southern 
Literature, II 272. 
540'Connor, "An Interview With Flannery O'Connor," 30. 
" 
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the novelist is to make a moral judge-
_nt, a "judgement on the value of ••• feeling. uSS Miss 
O'connor makes her reasoning even more explicit when she ways 
that having an eighth grader read such advanced modern fiction 
will cause lithe moral problem" to "arise. It is one thing for a 
child to read about adultery in the Bible or in Anna Karenina 
and quite another for him to read about it in most modern ii.ction. 
The difficulty for the eighth grader is his lack of moral experi-
ence, his lack of a judgement-framework for what he reads. The 
difficulty for this eighth grader is that in the former two books, 
-adultery is considered a sin," and in most modern writing it is 
considered "at most. an inconvenience. ltS6 ModeJ:n writing, there-
fore, demands a moral maturity on the part of the reader; other-
wise the reader is likely to become confused by the moral judge-
ments implicit in modern novels. Miss O'Connor obviously believes 
that modern nove1i~ts are doing more than telling stories; they 
are making moral judgements, making their "position •••• 
transparent in fiction.,,57 Flannery O'Connor does not accept 
Waugh's "rejection of a prophetic function for the writer. It 
550'connor, "Flannery O'Connor, An Interview," 34. 
56 Flannery O'Connor. "Fiction Is A Subject With A History -
It Should Be Taught That Way I" cited in The Added Dimension; The 
Art and Mind of Flannery O'Connor, ed. MelvIn J. Friedman and 
Lewis A. Lawson (New York. Fordham University Press, 1966), 267. 
This artio1e by Miss OICannor first appeared in the Georgia 
Bulletin, March 21, 1963. 
570 'Connor, tiThe Fiction Writer and His Country," 162. 
" 
me that prophetic insight is a quality of the imagination 
Waugh is as prophetic in this sense as the next one. 
is the prophetic sense of 'seeing through' reality and 
is also the prophetic function of recalling people to 
but ignored truthsi"S8 for Miss O'Connor the writer has a 
direct moral function, although "certainly none of this preclud.es" 
other additional functions and modes of operation unique to 
fiction, characteristic of it, and primary to it - fiction's pri-
Ulary concern with the concrete (from which the moral judgements 
eventually and secondarily evolve).S9 
While Flannery O'Connor comes out strongly in favor of hav 
the abstract judgement emerge from a story, she obviously does 
not want the abstract to dominate. She insists that this judq,e-
ment "probably \,1111 be sunk in the work but it is there because, 
in the good novel, judgement is not separated from vision. ,,60 
If a person wishes "to write more than a stmple article • .. .. 
to write a novel .. . . he would have to show, not say.fl6l One 
of the major faults of the account the Dominicans wrote about 
Mary Ann is that "most of it was reported, very little was 
------------------------------------------------------
SSo'connor, bOff The Cuff,· 72. 
59Ibid. 
6°0' Connor, "Flannery O'Connor, An Interview," 34. 
610 'connori "The partridge Festival,1I 82. 
z"liss O'Collnor cites Henry James' authority that 
fiction mus·c be "felt ~ife, ;,63 and she clearly f0110\1s his 
eXaLlllJ1e in insisting that fic~ion characteristically make use of 
not only Hmoral sense" but also "dramatic sense. n64 "We must 
stop speaking to our prospective fiction writers as if tbey were 
laggard socia1. engineers and stop looking in their work. for some-
thing obvious to heal the age. It 'l'he obvious lesson is not the 
function of artists but of sociologists, just as didactic writing 
is not art but philosophy or advertising. "We should. realize that 
if a novelist is a healer at. all it will only be t.hrou,:h his 
being a poet. • • • This is the oaginni1l9 of vis1on lt65 - of 
poetic vision which preaches what the prophet sees but is not 
preachy. The artist is b.i.inC1 to obvious statements and presents 
his vie'1s indirectly through manipulation of the details of his 
medium. The artist is blind to the merely material or to the 
obvious generalization. 'l'he poet-artist-novelist must d.escend 
into himself i "this descent into himself will at the same time 
be a descent into his region; it will be a descent into the dark-
ness of the familiar ,n through thQ darkness of the merely material 
or the obvious genoralization, flinto a world where like the blind 
62 0' Connor, "1t..ary Ann," 32. 
63Q·Connor, "The Church and the Fiction Writer," 733. 
64 O'Connor, "The Fiction Writer and ais Country," 161. 
65o 'connor, The Role of the Catholic Novelist," 12. 
tl18 Gospels he sees men as if they were trees, but 
The artist renders. 
'1'he first Clb to how judgemen'l evolves from the texture of 
stories comes when Flannery O'Connor defines more clearly 
what she means by the typical Jistory" quality which the Biblical 
south en.nances and. whiOil this <liscussion of the "dramatic, fI 
"shown" characteristic of fiction implies.. Fiction is not mere 
Hit is not an anecdote ..... It is 110t a case history. It 
is not a reported incident. It is none of these things because 
it 11a8 an extra dimension and I think this extra dionension comes 
about vJhan tile writer puts us in the middle of some human aotion 
and shows it &$ illwninated and outlined by mystery. 1167 She views 
a good story as one that has both a fast-moving narrative line 
a "profound level of meaning_ ,,68 By stating that a story has a 
level of meaning as .urfaoe action and st.ultaneously a deeper 
meaning where mystery - Flannery O'Connor's philosophic key iaua -
outlines and evaluates details, Miss O'Connor suggests that 
symbolism acts as one factor in the judgement-frame of her stories 
Flannery O'Connor has indicated a lack of interest in 
Symbols: 
I really didn't know what & symbol was until I 
started reading about them. It seemed I was 
66 O'Connor, "Some Aspects of the Grotesque in Southern 
Literature," 279. ' 
67o'connor, "Flannery O'Connor," 10. 
68o'connor, "An Interview With F O'Connor" 29. 
going to have to know about them if I was going 
to be a respectable literary person. Now I 
have the notion that a symbol is like an engine 
in a story and I •• ually discover when I write 
something in the story that is taking on more 
and more meaning so that as I go along, before 
long, that aomettjng is turning or working the 
story.69 
Margaret tJ.teaders reports the following similar scene when the 
~ poet a.p.T. Coffin and some oollege students were guests in 
Flannery O'Connor's home. One of the college coeds spending 
the evening there in conversation wi th l-iiss 0 I Connor and \d t.h 
the poet began tne following dialog: 
I<rle have been studying the symbolism of your poetry" 
she •• id a bit breathlessly but, oh, so charmingly 
in a manner of one poetic soul to another. "We 
think we know what most thing- represent." She 
named anmes and coupled them \d th meaning. Then, 
frowning prettily, she added, "but in the poem about 
the fox we couldn't ferret out what the fox himself 
was supposed to represent." 
There was expectan_ silenoe, while most of the assembled 
company l1aited for Ultilllate Truth from the horse·s 
moutb. For one ung'uarded aaoment .• Mr. Coffin's blue 
sea-captain eyes blazed almost wrathfully as he spat 
ou t ten short words. "My god!" The poet axe laimed, 
"just a fox, just an ordinary, everyday fox!" I 
happened to look at our hoates. Lflannery O'Conno!7 
and then found her bU'i disciplining the mirth that 
twinkled in ber eyes. 
This attitude of disdain for symbolism, however, is deoeptive. 
It stems from Flannery O'Connor's claim that she was "innocent" 
of criUcal theorizing, and it stema from the artist' 1:'1 disappoint-
690 , Connor, 'Recent Southern Piction," 12. 
70Meadera, "Flannery O·COnnor. 'Literary Witch,'" 381. 
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.ant in having to explain what was supposed to be clear originally. 
It does not stem from any general dislike for symbols or from 
the lack of them in her stories. The attitude, of course, re-
flects the fact that Flannery O'Connor did not invent symbols 
oonsciously as she performed her first act of writing. When 
Rubin asked her if she had to stop herself from thinking of her 
work in terms of symbols while she was writing, Flanner O'Connor 
replied til wouldn't say so • .,71 Miss O'Connor said she "would 
second everything Miss Porter said" - she would second the 
following insight that Katherine Anne Porter gave about the v_y 
a writer uses symbolism: 
Symbolism happens of its own self and it comes O'lt of 
something so deep in your own consciousness and your 
own experience that I don't think that most writers 
are at all consoious of their use of symbols. I 
never am until I see them. They come of themselves 
because they beong to me and have meaning to me, but 
they come of themselves. I have no way of explaining 
them but I have a great deal of symbolism in my 
mystery stories because I have a very deep sense of 
religion, and also I have a religious training. And 
I suppose you don't invent symbolism. You don't say 
"I am going to have the flowering Judas tree stand 
for betrayal," but it does. 72 
Miss O'Connor seconds and agrees with this statement just before 
she launches into her rather deceptive statement that she had 
not known what a symbol was. In short, Flannery O'~onnor knows 
and respects symbolism despite her strange disclaimers. These 
710 'Connor , "Recent southern Fiction," 12. 
72Katherine Anne Porter, "Recent Southern Fiction: A Panel 
Discussion," Bulletin of ~esleyan Colleie, XLI (January 1961), 12 
I 
sclaimers also reflect a desire to keep readers from thinking 
that objects and details in her stories have one and only one 
stmb0lic meaning. Thus, she finds a real symbol to be "an 
engine • . . taking on more and more meaning" as the story pro-
gresses, and she rails against those who ".pproach a story as if 
it were a problem in algebra: find X and when they find X they 
can dismiss the rest of it._73 It is not symbol ... , therefore, 
that Flannery 0 I Connor is against. Rather, she herself uses 
symbolism considerably; she is against people who interpret 
.ymbOls too narrowly. Such people do not let a symbol expand. 
Such people insist on a scientific, algebraic, one-far-one ap-
proach to symbolism. That Miss O'Connor does not really reject 
symboli*m is evident in a number of ways - including the evidence 
of the ~bove analysis. Miss O'Connor shows that she deliberately 
uses and deliberately tries to make herself conscious of symbols 
(though not in her initial draft) when she remarks: "symbols you 
are conscious of are those that work. All during the story "Good 
Country People" the wooden leg is growing in importance. And 
thus when the Bible salesman steals it, he is stealing a great 
deal more than a wooden leg. Symbols are big things that knock 
you in the face."74 Certainly her very statement about no~ know~ 
------------_._--- ------------------------------------------------------+ 
730 , Connor, "Recent Southern Fiction," 12-13 
74plannery O'Connor, cited in Katherine Fugin, Faye Rivard, 
and Margaret Sieh, "An Interview With Flannery O'Connor," Censer 




in<J "what a symbol was until I started reading about them" gives 
• fine definition of a symbol; whether Miss O'Connor actually us 
the term or not is irrelevant. Also, her support of Katherine 
Anne porter's notions about symbolism, especially about the 
flowering Judas, indicates a committment to symbols. Her state-
sent about how fla good story" would have to flrattle on" at its 
literal story level, .and reach "profound level of meaning il7S 
'indicates the use of symbolism. To Richard Stern she wrote: 
"I am cheered to hear that the moths have not got into your 
peafowl feathers yet. I take this symbolically (sp?) to mean 
that my memory too is unmotbeaten in your head. Your memory is 
unmotheaten in my head also."76 This light punning on symbolic 
\ beads and peafowl feathers is an obvious use of symbolism. Mi 
O'Connor's use of symbols gives her one more reason to insist 
that an object or action be given faithful literal description. 
"To make anyone see a thing Lin every sense of the word - li 
and symbolis:7', you have to say straight out what it is, you 
to describe it with the greatest accuracy. "" "The reality of 
the added dimensioh will be judged in a work of fiction by the 
truthfulness and Wholeness of the literal level of the natural 
75 O'Connor, "An Interview with Flannery O'Connor," 29. 
760 , Connor, "Flannery O'Connor: A Rememberance and Some 
Letters," 7. 
710 'Connor , "My Mentor, Flannery O'Connor," 24. 
t d "78 events presen e • 
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Flannery O'Connor is observing tile traditio 
al definition of a symbol: an object or detail in a story which 
bas its own literal meaning and which has deeper and expanding 
levels of meaning alr-o. A deeper level of meaning must on its 
surface "have value on the dramatic level, the level of truth 
recognizable by anybody"; a book of hers does not prevent people 
from "seeing it as a novel which does not falsify reality.,,79 
Yet this emphasis on the surface veracity does not remove symbol-
ism; it creates symbolism rather than mere allegory. Flan~y 
O'Connor uses the reality if not the label of symbolism. 
In view of her "incarnationalist" philosophr, moreover, 
Flannery O'Connor would hardly be consistent unless she used 
symbolism frequently_ If reality must be viewed as having a 
dual aspect of spiri tual··in-material in one being expanding into 
unity with all that is, a detail in a story would likely have to 
consist of this same material or surface meaning woven outwards 
and expanding into deeper and subtler abstract meanings. 
Since Flannery O'Connor frequently invoked the example of 
Hawthorne as a writer similar to herself, she could not easily 
escape from being influenced by at least some of his symbolism. 
Thus she quotes with approval Hawthorne's interpretation of the 
"Birthmark" as a symbol of all imperfection, and the story of 
780 'connor, "The Church and the Fiotion Writer," 734. 
790 t Connor , "Off The CUff," 5. 
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HaWthorne I s daughter and 1-1ary Ann as "standing for all grotesque-
i ,,80 r e. She more explicitly confirms her use of Hawthorne's 
symbolism when she says: .; I think I would admi t to writing what 
Hawthorne called 'romances. j . . . I feel more of a kinship ,·lith 
Hawthorne than with any other lunerican writer. ,,81 Though she 
hopes to haver her details more literally acceptable than are som 
of Hawthorne's, she admits that she writes "'tales' in the sense 
Hawthorne wrote tales - though I hope with less reliance on 
allegory. ,,82 
Further evidence that Miss O'Connor used symbols as one of 
her main techniques for delivering meaning comes from a study of 
her use of the word "myth." Apparently symbolism and myth were 
a technique which Miss O'Connor borrowed from the Bible - one 
more aspect of the Biblical influence of her stories. "Southern 
culture has fostered a type of imagination that has been 
80o 'connor f "Mary Ann,· 30, 35. 
8lo 'Connor, Letter to John Hawkes, 395. Miss O'Connor makes 
explicit reference to her conscious use of symbolism, to her view 
that an incarnationalist philosophy demands a symbolistic writer, 
and to her debt to Hawthorne when she says: -the Southern writer 
is forced from all sides to make his gaze extend beyond the sur-
face, beyond mere problems, until it touches that realm which is 
the concern of prophets and poets. When Hawthorne said that he 
wrote romances, he was attempting in effect to keep for fiction 
some of its freedom from social determinism and to steer it in 
the direction of poetry. I think this tradition of the dark and 
divisive romance-novel is combined with the comic-grotesque 
tradition and with the lessons all writers have learned from the 
naturalists •••• " (O'Connor, "Some Aspects of the Grotesque in 
Southern Literature," 276). 
82o'connor, "An Interview With Flannery O'Connor," 29. 
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influenced by Christianity of a not too unorthodox kind and by 
... *rong devotion to the Bible whicn has kept all minds attached 
to the concrete and living symbol. fl8l In fact, the Bible is one 
of the tnings which 1ives Southern writers an advantage not only 
by posing as a model of technique, a model of symbolism, but 
also by giving Southerners that sharel culture which provides 
,.'judgement frame for the artist's values. "The Bible is what 
we share with all Christiana, and the Old Testament we share 
with all Jews. This is sacred history and our mythic background. 
If we are going to discard all this we had better quit writiug 
at a11.,,84 Since the Bible is generally familar to Southern 
environment, it gives "the novelist that broa4 mythical base to 
refer to that he needs to extend his meaning in depth."SS The 
writer::! in tiThe Partridge Festival" discuss this Biblical in-
fluence in mythic technique. They find Singleton "a Christ-
figure •••• I mean as my~l •••• I'm not a Christian. a86 
Flannery O'Connor, therefore I uses symbolism and its flow-
ing expansion into myth - a technique learned from the Bible 
through Southern culture - and Biblical allusions as a frame of 
reference for organizing symbolic interpretation. Such depth 
alo'connor, in Fitzgerald's "Introduction," xxiii-xxiv. 
840'connor, nOff'l'he Cuff," 5. 
85o'connor, cited in Hyman's Flannery O'Connor, 40. 
860'Connor, "The Partridge Festival, ft 82. 
provides her with part of the judgement-frame for her 
Symbolic groupings and Biblical allusions allow the reader 
to see how the forces of confliot are aligned in a story, but 
they do not reveal the author's final evaluation by indicating 
whlch of the many forces the author endorses and to what extent. 
Biblical allusions may provide a frame of reference; a frame for 
judgement is needed. Flannery O'Connor's symbolism and myths act 
a. ~ne of the agents delivering the author's judgement. The 
thesis of Robert McCown's study of 'he Violent Bear It Awal in 
Kansas Magazine, a criticism which received Plannery O'Connor's 
fullest endorsement,87 is that Flannery O'Connor is not under-
.toad because she uses character symbols. Readers are confused 
by the fact that the characters have passionate life and reality 
on their own level (as opposed to allegory, which has only the 
deeper level), and they have a deeper symbolic meaning. In a 
final moment of truth, Flannery O'Connor gathers and fuses the 
book's symbols and reveals her judgement by indicating which 
character emerges successfully (more or less)from the conflict. 
It is not unusual for an author to use outcome of the conflict 
to show his evaluation .- to indicate which attitude he favors and 
to what degree, openly or subtly. What readers must perceive in 
Plannery O'Connor is that when a character emerges with success, 
87 O'Connor, "Off The Cuff," 11. 
the values symbolioally grouped with him (or with the suooess-
aspect of him) arc endorsed. This study has been examining 
symbolism is present in Flannery O'Connor's fiction. McCown's 
and Flannery O'Connor's approval of MoCown's analysis 
not only that this symbolism is present, espeoially in 
Characters, but also ~lat the author's evaluation of the group-
ings of:symbOlic levels of meaning is revealed in the outcome of 
This point is important enough to be repeated more 
when Miss O'Connor endorsed MoCown's 
, 
artiole she, praotioally speaking I delivered '. a directive to her 
critics. In light of her e.ndorsement of McCown's art'ol.~as one 
that "seemed to understand everything I did about the book,ft88 
the reader is given a clear indioation of where to find the val 
judgements in Flwlnery O'Connor's stories. Symbols and allusions 
indicate for the reader whioh forces are united as buing on one 
or another eide of a story's oonfliot. McCown's article indica 
that Miss O'Connor wishes the reader to discover her judgements 
by observing whioh character 1s sucoessful in the oonflict and 
then by,.real!zing that tbis oharacter is symbolic of all the 




Flannery O'Connor promotes quite a few levels of symbolic 
grouping. The writer's extra dimension must include the "moral 
and allegorical and anagogical levels of meanings •••• in the 
literal level of his work u89 -- 'like the medieval conunentators 
on scripture, who found three kinds of meaning in the literal 
level of the sacred text" 90 (for a total of four levels of mean-
t ing). This is quite an important aspect of Flannery O'Connor's 
{technique, hitherto examined by none of the critics. Medieval 
Biblical exegesis and criticimn of secular literature made great 
\. use of these four levels of interpretation. The four levels can 
be illustrated as follows. "Jerusalem is literally:. a city in 
Palestine, alle~o~i£ally the Church¥ morall~ the believing 
"., . 91 loul, anagogically the heavenly Jerusalem. 1I Flannery O'Connor 
indicates her use of the four-levels, a 1 t:lougii :::.e i1o'-~sr.ot use 
the terms here, when she asserts that a fiction writer has not 
one "true country" but four. The word "Country" sU9'gests 
"everything from the actual countryside that the 
novelist describes, on, to, and through the 
peculiar characteristics of his region and his 
nation, and on, through and under all of these 
to his true country, which the writer with 
Christian convictions will consider to be what 
is eternal and absolute. This covers considerable 
territory, and if one were talking of any other 
kind of writing than the writing of fiction, one 
890 , Connor , The Role of the Catholic Novelist, I' 10. 
900 'Connor , "Flannery O'Connor, n 10. 
91Wil11am Rose Benet (ad.), ~-~ader's Encyclopedia (New 
York! Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1958), p. 400. 
would perhaps have to Slay Itcountries" but it 
is the peculiar burden of the fiction writer 
that he has to make one country do for all and 
that he has to evoke that one country through 
the concrete ~artlculars of a life that he 
can believe. 9 
o'connor here shows that she uses the notion 'country' 
'awmD,olically - it is one term which has to sum up a plural - and 
she uses it symbolically on four levels. Her interpretation 
her meaning of the term shows tile four different levels, shows 
_.'.' ........ -
the four-level symbolism occurs in her expository writing as 
as her fiction. 
F laltnery 0' Connor's use of these four levels mean that her 
.tories, besldes her literal level of meaning, should be inter-
preted simultaneously to refer to philosophical or theological 
iefs (allegory), to what action an individual should perform 
(the moral sense), and to what ideal or perfect goals Flannery 
O'Connor urges for human actions (Christ, the end of time in 
heaven, the perfect person even now). Her stories wait for some 
critic to make this four-fold application. A close study of the 
aedieval theory of the four senses of interpretation would pro-
bably shed much light on other aspects of Flannery O'Connor's 
literary theory. For example, Beryl Smalley Observed as follows: 
-
"Etymologies were more helpful even than numbers 
LIn exeqesi.~. The conception went back to 
primitive word-magic. Hence, Philo believes 
920 , Connor , "The Fiction writer and His Country," 158. 
that a Biblical name is a perfect description 
of the thing;" ••• with Moses the names 
assigned are manifested images of the things, 
so that name and thing are inevitably the 
same from the first and the name and ~lat to 
which the name is given differ not a whit • • 
n Then, closely conneoted with its etymology, 
is the description of the tiling. Its specia~3 
charaoteristics determine what it signifies. 
218 
Flannery O'Connor's care in selecting the names of characters 
and her many word-puns are brought to mind by the way the four-
levels of interpretation stresses names and etymologies. Dante, 
whom Flannery O'Connor oites as a model, wrote letters about 
bow he consciously wrought ~lese four levels in The Divine Com-
~l.94 William Troy oonnects the four-levels approach with 
modern emphasis on myth which Flanner O'Connor had mentioned 
as important in finding a frame of reference for a story.95 
93Beryl Smalley, The Study of the Bible in tile ~iddle Ages 
(Oxford: Oxford universIty Press, I952), pp s-G 
94Erich Auerbach, Mimesis: in Western Literature, ~tr~an~s~.~~~--~~~--~~~T---~~~N~.~J., 
1953) I pp. 195-196.· 
95 n What is possibly most in order at the moment is a 
-going refurbishment of the medieval four-fold method of in 
tation, whioh was first developed, it will be recalled, for just 
such a purpose - to make at least partially available to the 
reason that complex of human problems whioh are imbedded, deep 
and imponderable, in the Myth. 
Littera iesta dooet, quae credas Allegoria, 
Mar ali 8 g,uI.O _~2 as; Sluo tendas Anagoq ia • 
Of these four levels of meaning, surely the most important for us 
today is the last, the ana~ogical, which teaches us 'whither we 
may turn ourselves.' For ~t should be implicit in this footnote 
that if we are to be saved, which also assumes that we wish to be 
! saved, it can only be through some reintegration of the b.tyth in 
! terms of heartbreaking concerns of the times" (William Troy, "My L Method, and the Future," Chimera, IV LSpring, 1949, 83). 
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s O'Connor so profoundly uses the four-level approach that she 
,.fines the difficulty of modern writers and of modern society in 
.,.rms of the four-senses I "For the modern reader, moral distinc-
tions are usually blurred in hazes of compassion; there are not 
enOugh common beliefs to make this a fit age for allegory; and as 
for anagogical realj.ties, they either don't exist at all for the 
qeneral reader or are taken by him to be knowable by sensation 
1,.1.e., by knowledge of the merely material7. u96 So basic is the 
four-senses approaoh to Miss O'Connor's craftmanship that she 
aust use it to define her ideas about how mdern society separates 
reason and feeling, or tries to ignore the limits of matter. 
Systematic investigation of the four-levels of interpreta-
tion or application of its theories is beyond the scope of the 
present study. Clearly Flannery O'Connor considered the matter 
important enough to be mentioned on several occasions. Her 
emphasis on these four levels of meaning provides abundant proof 
that she deliberately intended not to reject symbolism in her 
stories or theory - and proof of how lightly her disclaimers of 
Symbolism should be taken. This four-leVels approach, if care-
fully applied to her stories, could be the weapon that would 
settle arguments about whether or not an object or action in her 
stories is to have a religious and even Christian theologioal 
meaning or not. Presumably Flannery O'Connor as a craftsman 
960 'Connor, · The Role of the Catholic Novelist," 10. 
using this four-level approach, would Bay that the religiou8 or 
theologioal meanings are present, but that there are enough other 
possible layers of meaning present 80 that the truth of her 
writing oan be clear even to one who does not ahare her Christian 
theology- Thus, when Mi •• 0 • Connor indicate. that fiction writer 
bave four true countries, .he .ums up what baa so far been seen 
to be her primary 11 terary technique symboli ... 
A second device by which Flannery O·Connor'. judgements 
evolve from details of her stories ia the .hiftinq point of view 
and the manipulation of language. Flannery O'Connor i. aware 
of the need for controled pOint of view. The you1\9 fiction 
writer is advised to "be9in with the outaide and when you bave 
the outside e.tabli.hed, then you can 90 into the person t • head. 
But don' t go into the heads of people you don' t know anythin9 
about and have them think with you word. and not with their 
own. u97 Thi. paper baa already •••• how Mi •• O'Coanor insista 
that fiction be rendered. Yet Caroline Gordon, one of Mi •• 
O'Connor' 8 fir.t admirer., complaina that Mi •• O'Connor has not 
solved an author'. fir.t problem - the problem of narratioDal 
authority_ Other critic. also cOIIlplain that. Mi.s O'COnnor haa 
no no.ra, that her point of view 1. so mysterious that the reader 
_. cannot det.rmine what Mi •• O'Connor favors, that Mi •• O'connor'. 
97o'connor, -My Mentor, Flannery O·COnnor,· 24. 
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ies lack efficient consistency in point of view for the 
autilor's evaluation. For example, even her executor 
aw., __ t Fitzgerald notes that Miss O'Connor had difficulty learn-
not to use a kind of indirect discourse in the country 
she loved" - because when she wove a character's thoughts 
with her own, the reader could not separate the author' 
of view from that of the characters. 98 Fitzgerald 
9SA number of important critics have adversely criticized 
O'Connor's use ,of point of view. For example, Caroline 
QOJ~Qo'n complains that Flannery O'Connor's lapses are from reluc-
tance or inability "to solve the first problem of any fiction 
ter - to determine on whose authority the story is to be 
" The problem aocording to Gordon is that the omniscient 
aarrator "often speaks like a Georgia ·cracker.,n Gordon 
'"cognizes that Flannery 0' Connor' s use of the shifting point of 
view Inay be deliberate. Gordon recognizes that perhaps Miss 
O'Connor is using style rather than the mind of some particular 
'character as the ancbored point of view in the story. Gordon con-
'Unues "but it is perhaps captious to apply such a standard Lthe 
'tandard of'damanding a fixed point of view in the mind of some 
'oharacte!7 for O· Connor' s prose, which is, in her hand, a subtle 
~d powerful instrument with which she has achiev$d effects pro-
duced by no other writer of her generation" (Caroline Gordon and 
Allen Tate, "Commentary on Capote and O'Connor," The House of 
r~ction, 2nd ed. /New Yo;ck: Scribner, 196y, p. 384). Miss 
IOrdon's remarks nave a special weight because she was a close 
'friend and li terary ad'V'iser of Flannery O' Connor. 
Along a similar line Robert Fitzgerald reports of Flannery 
O'Connor's reaction when she submitted Wise Blood, her first 
Dovel, to Caroline Gordon for her oriticIsm before the novel was 
published. One of Gordon's main points was that the narrator's 
Ityle should be "more consistently distinat from the style of the 
Characters, and I believe that Flannery saw the rightness of this 
and learnea quickly when and where not to a kind of indir.eat dis-
!Ourse in the country idiom she loved" (Robert Fi tzgerj,ld, 
Introduction," XVIII). That Flannery O'Connor did not consider 
the shifting point of view a mistake to be corrected in either 
'-1se Bloe· or in her lat.er stories is evidehced by the fact that 
iSe oontinued using this shifting pOint of view throughout all 
bar later stories. She was deliberately attempting to gain some 
.pecific effect in this way. 
r~~----------------------------~ 
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claims, however, that the problem of her point of view was brought 
to MisS O'Connor's attention and that sbe satisfactorily corrected 
thB problem. There is no doubt that the issue of point of view 
.a8 at the forefront of Miss O'Connor's thoughts. In the same 
context where she regrets the way the Dominicans failed to render 
MAtY Ann, Flannery O'Connor indicates briefly why she continued 
to bave a fluid point of view - why she continued to intermingle 
her words with those of her characters. The Domiaioans erred, 
Kil. o'Connor claimed because in their account most of the 
.. terial ·was reported, very little was rendered; at the dramatic 
.amant - when there was one - the observer seemed to fade away, 
Other oritics have a180 n9ted and condemned Flannery 
O'COl1UOX t S shifting point of V.lew. Creek.'llore complains that fol."lll 
11 lacking in her stories. Be complains that there is no norm; 
DO characters accept Cbristiani ty or present the orthodox point 
of view. Creekmore obviously has not considered the possibility 
advanced by Caroline Gordon - that Flannery O'Connor's stable 
point of view is maintained by her exact style and by the careful-
Dess in her li'ording (sy~'L)..)ls, pattGrns of connotation, etc.). 
Because of the shiftinq point of view, creekmore cannot. figure 
out a way thro'J.gh O'Connor's "complexities abo.lt prophecy and 
baptism.- He f.els that he does not know ·what she is driving 
at" (Hubert S. Creekmore, "So'lthern aaptism," The New Laadu, 
!Kay 30, 19GQ7, 21). Ballif finds that The Violent Bear It AwaI 
does not persuade the reader to suspend disheliel because Kafka-
like fantasies are asstmilated and treated a8 if they were or-
dinary and even bar~l. Flannery O·Connor'. fantasies are too 
abrupt and too naked, -too literally from the realm of the con-
.cious." Balli! finds, therefore, that Flannery O'Connor has 
not sufficiently distinguished between the narrator's point of 
View and the random thoughts of the character; Balli! cannot 
thus find his way through the random thoughts of the basic mean-
ing of Flannery O' Connor' s stories, because he cannot determine 
her exact point of view (Algene Ballif, -A Southern Allegory, -
lhe ViOlent Bear It Away, by Flannery 0' Connor, II Commentary, 





and where the exact. word or phrase was needed, a vague one was 
d .99 \I.e • Flannery 0 I Connor is not. intereated in having the reader 
always able to distinguish between the writer's voice and the 
cbaraoter'. voioe. She would have the narrator present. at the 
dramatically significant moment - present with an "exact vorl." 
Aut.horial evaluation can oome from the connot.ations of word long , 
from a significant adjective, eta., as a narrator-observer reports 
action. Flannery 0 'COnnor feel. that the author' s judgement.-frame 
i. pre.ent. in a story by virtue of who wina the conflict, the 
author' 8 judgement-frame 1a also pre.ent. makinq the author' 8 
evaluationa clear in the u.e of the exaot wed, 1n patt.erns built 
~ up by repetition in a story'. context. She do •• not. feel that 
it. is alway. nece.sary for the reader to have a separate ideal 
character or the .eparate voioe of the author as a standard 
a'lainat whieb aotions in the st.ory are to be judged. Jud.gement. 
can oome in the.e other waya. Robert I'i tzgerald points to the 
followinq example from tae Artifioial Nigger": .. the tree. 
were full of .ilver-white anm119ht, and even the meanest. of them 
sparkled." "Meane.t and sparkle," he fin4a , &;"3 telll119 words 
that indioate the direotion of the author's sympathies and there-
fore are her evaluationa of her particular detail aDd of items 
Symbolioally oonneoted with it. 100 
990 • COnnor, -Mary Ann," 32. 







Evidently, then, Flannery O'Connor felt that shadings of the 
exact wo .. , shadings of connotation, were sufficient for allowing 
the astute reader to determine what the author's judgements were. 
A careful study of the "exact word" will reveal what factors 
Flannery O'Connor's authorial judgement favors. Since direct 
intrusions by the author diminish the "rendering" of a story, 
and since the author can get her evaluation known by a patterned 
repetition of properly connotative words, Flannery O'Connor 
felt ~lat there was no defect in her use of the shifting point 
of view. She felt that there was no need for her to intrude in 
her own person a8 an objeotive standard against whom ~he action 
in the story could be judged. At anyone time a reader is not 
aure of whether a partioular word or comment with a "loaded" 
oonnotation is a view of the author or of a particular character. 
But as the reader moves on through a full story he observes a 
pattern of the t'loaded" connotations, a pattern that must come 
from the author-producer rather than from some one oharacter. 
Thus the reader must determjne the author's judgement in the 
light of the total pattern of such telling expressions in a 
story. 
The "exact word" has another use in Mise O'Connor's stories. 
Flannery O'Connor was quite concerned. with gett.il:t:;~,.hades of 
Wording that ex~ctly suited the texture of a story. Thus, she 
called for no fluseless bricks" in stories; reason ilad '::.0 govern 
every detail. She seemed to favor wording that was very simple 
22, 
&Ad directi "don't get poetio when you are writing pro ••• Don't 
eVen get poetic when you are writing poetry. Only bad poet.s 
~. poetic." A good story com.s "when you let us ~. rea4ec!7 
••• what you're talking about.- A good writer must -be dir~~~' 
r.ot "ooy." He must p%'odu.ce "plain straight writing with no 
fanoy business." His "pro.e is Lto b.!7 olear and. foraeful," 
with "nothing cont.rived about the story.1I10l A short story "is 
J'ot a lyric rhapsody in prose.-102 Good poets do not seem 
·poetic" in the sease that they are not f lowery and sentim.ntal1y 
pompous; for a good poet every word 1. telling. And for ., lannery 
O'COnnor the novelist is a poet. 103 She ia delighted that the 
.t"dents, at Rosary College inquired very exactly and. sharply 
about the reasons for details which "rooate4 on the very edge 
of her own memory." She was deli,hted that they had read her 
10 01oS.1y.104 Ber obvious delight in such minutely c10a. rea4-
taw again reveals her as one who would rather be read as a poet, 
one who would. pre~er that a reader weigh the multiple assooiat-
\ 
.,' lons of eaoh an4 e~ry WO", of each And every d.etail. Ser 
lOlo'Connor, "My .Mentor, Flannery O'Connor,· 24-25. 
1020 , Connor, -Flannery O· ColUlor," 10. 
1030 , Conaor, -The RQie of the CAtholic Novelist,· 12. See 
alao Revie. of Cbardin'. fte .Phenomena of MAn, 618. 
104.811., ·Off Ibe Cuff," 72. 
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claim that the novelist is a poet was more than a statement that 
he was 'a maker that used imagination. EVery word should have it. 
particular reason for being present; like her symbols, the riddle 
of connotation from the "exact word" conjures a haze and expand-
ing relationship within her story. The literary arts differ from 
other arts, therefore, in that for the literary artist "words 
• • • should be an intense ple.sure- in thems.lves. 
drive of meanin9' and the density of relationships are another 
device by which Flannery O'Connor signals her authorial pre-
ference for the violent. Ber stories bave the tightly woven 
verbal texture of poems. lOS -The direotion of many of us will 
be toward concentration and the distortion that is necessary to 
qet our vision across, it. will be toward poetry, rather than 
toward the traditional noval •. ,106 With verbal texture as ~ 
symbolism Flannery O'Connor is able to evoke many patterns of 
inter-relationship within her stories and to suggest multiple 
levela wherein deu1ls equal one another and equal the charaoter-
symbols by whoa the author'. judgements can also be detexmined. 
Just as a reader can determine the author'. judgaaents by ob-
serving the winner of a conflict - the traditional method for 
determining authorial judgements in narratives - 80 the reader 
105o 'Connor, "Off The Cuff,· 4. 
l060 'connor, ·Some Affects of the GJ;ot.sque in Southern 
Literature,· 219. 
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can also determine Authorial judgements by observing the pattern 
of verbal texture running through the literary work. Flannery 
O'connor was careful that ·where an exact word or phrase was 
needed, a vague one was usually Lnoy supplied. ll107 And from 
tb~ intensity of these relationships the reader can determine 
rlannery O'Connor'. authorial preferenoes, her authorial judge-
ments - ber preferenoe for intenseness as the vietor in her con-
II fliats. 
AIlOther us. of language to reveal patterns of meaning and 
judgement is aligned with this search for the -exact wordu: 
Flannery O'Connor's sentence structure. As a writer she believed 
that she ought to "say straight out what it. La detail being 
narrateg is. nl08 A good style was not a pompous "poetic" writing 
of bad poets but writing that adoes not call undue attention to 
itself_ Hl09 She described her.elf as having a "one-cylinder 
syntax. ,,110 Again there was a purpos., however, in what may 
bave seemed a fault. caroline Gordon felt that Flannery O'Connor 
was probably not a first-rank author because she did not have 
extended passages of purple prose. III Allen Tate was wiser. He 
l07o'connor, -Mary Ann,"J2 
lOlo'connor, -My Mentor, Flannery O'Connor," 24. 
l09o'Connor, "An Interview with Flannery O·Connor,· 31. 
Devil::O~~i~nnor, Letter to John Hawk.s, "Flannery O'Connor's 
Booki!!t:;Olt!3n:Oi!~n19;!t~5~ Glitter of EVil," New York 'l'.iJIlIas 
r~~--------------2~-.-­
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enoountered Flannery O'Connor's ·simple" style early in her career 
Tbat be did not succeed in correcting it as he wisbed when he 
read Flannery O'Connor's practioe work at the University of Iowa 
and when he read the early drafts of Wise Blood is further evidenc~ 
that this device of simplicity was deliberate. Again, when 
LOuiS Rubin suggested that the "Rolling f.eling for language" 
comes through into Southern writing from the King James Bible, 
rlannery O'Connor for onCe pas.ed up an opportunity to attribute 
something desirable to the Bible. She granted that the Bible 
influenced the language of southern writing somewhat - but she 
passed quickly over the namuk about the "rolling" language. lll 
~i She seemed to have felt that the direotness and bluntness, the 
understatement, of some sections of the Bible was more important. 
Later Tate discovered what Plannery O'Connor was doing: "I hadn't 
the vaguest idea of what she was up to; I offered to correct her 
grammar; I even told her that her style was dull, the sentences 
being flat and simple declaratives. No doubt what I said was 
true; but it was irrelevant. The flat style, the cranky grammar, 
the monotonous sentence-structure were necessary vehicles of h_r 
Vision of man. It was a narrow vision, but deep.nl13 Flannery 
O'Connor'. "one-cylinder syntax" must therefore be another device 
for rendering authorial judgements. The leaness of the sentences 
VIII 
.. 
1120 'Connor, -Recent Southern Piction," 11. 
lllAllen Tate, -.lannery O'Connor - A Tribute," Esprit, 
(Wi ncar , 1964), 48. 
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. .\lCJgests human and material limitations, one of Plannery O'Connor" 
.o.t 1mportantmot1ts. The ineptne.s of grammar, etc., suggests 
again weakne.. and ooerupt1on. The velocity of these short 
.entsnoes •• they relentlessly drive toward their narrow qoal 
paral~els the intensity of character that Flannery O'Connor's 
philosoph favors. 'lbe reader can infer that Mit. O'Connor favors 
~ intenSity-aspect of the confliot because her own authorial 
yoice of righteousness contains the same relentl ••• intensity. 
Oppcsite to the intensity of the "one-cylinder syntax" is 
I 
rlannery O'COnnor'. use of the cliche .s a device for revealing 
I 




against amcst readers ~h27 rely Cn 
YArious critical oliohes to explain • • • literature that don't 
I 
axplain anything." The •• clich •• are the easy way to arrive at 
IAIWerS without having to use reason--or any other virtue. 114 
I 
fhe cliohe ia used ironioally in Mis. O'Connor's stories. In 
lanquage or in life it is the opposite of Plannery O'Connor's 
incarnationalist philosophy because it retains the external appea 
lAoe cr working but lacks the inte&nal life or spirit which 
~ 
.hould be united with matter. J'lannery O'COnnor uses the cliahe 
to indicate that the good of Violently inten.e aotion is shifted 
1140 , Connor, -Flannery O'Connor, An Interviaw,· 33. 
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ito a "cliche or a smoothing down that will soften • • • LIti/ real 
ft, k ,,115 ~oo • UBy separating nature and grace as muoh as possible," 
~y disjoining matter and spirit, man "has reduced his conception" 
pf tbe good from Flannery O'Connor's vision of intensity to a 
"highest clicb~.·116 Tbe uniqueness of person or of anything 1s 
~ot something typical, and therefore man is not acting properly 
~f he thinks life'. eSsence is something that can be possessed 
bther than by intensity, if he think. life'S essence is "something 
I 
that ~ become a cliahe."ll7 When intensity is lacking and is 
~eplaced by "second-hand emotion,· the result is "all the cliches 
~n the book. tillS Allen Tate's summary of Flannery O'Connor's 
technique perbaps has the added value of Flannery O'Conner's 
endorsement because of his relationship with her as 'a literary 
i.1.":'u; .In any event it is the best concise summary of her practioe 
in this reqard i "Good Country People" is only one example ot the 
technique when "Bulg's mother receives the Bible salesman because 
De is a good oountry boy trying to get ahead by means of the pious 
~ork of selling Bibles." All Flannery O'Connor's stories "exhibit, 
!either in the title or in the situation out of wbich tIle action 
~gina, a moral £~atitude ••• The oharacters speak nothing but 
l15o 'Connor, "Mary Ann,· 35. 
1l6o'connor, -The Church and the Fiction Writer," 734. 
117 O'Connor, "The Regional ,Writer,· 35. 
118o'connor, "An Interview with Plannery O'Connor," 30. 
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titudes, and when evil has done its work with the platitudes 
the result is a powerful iron whioh, though orudely violent, is 
inherent in the situation, not laid on as oanwentary by the 
,,119 
author. 
Flannery O'Connor's ·one-cylinder syntax" and the similar but 
opposite oliohes - like the symbols and the fluid intimations of 
attitude through a judicious "exact word" - reveal Flannery 
O'connor's judgements about the contents of her stories. 
One more method which Flannery O'Connor uses to evolve 
.u~lorial judgement from the details of the story deserves specia 
.antion here even though it is neither a method mentioned very 
prominently in Miss O'Connor's own critical theory nor a method 
illustrating the influence of the Bible's story element. This 
technique, irony, deserves ment~on because it is 80 frequently 
I 
used in Flannery O'Connor's stories and mentioned in oriticism 
about her. Although Miss O.'CQIU\or:'uses irony on many occasion8,12 
on only three oocasions does the idea receive direct attention 
.. 
as a story technique, and then only briefly. In cU.sous.inq the 
television version of her story, "The Rive~" Flannery O'CQnnor 
regretted that "a pointed, ironical tale" had been turned into 
12 
A piece of sentimental escapism. 1 Robert McCown, whose 
---------_ .• _._."._----
119Tate , ".Flannery O'Connor - A Tribute, t'l .JE-49 
120For example, O'Connor, "The Regional Writer," 34~ "The 
Partridge Festival," 82. 
1210 'Connor, "She Writes Powerful Fiction," 48. 
article enjoys Miss O'Connor'. direct endorsement, summarized 
her technique as a use of -ironic contrast- between charaoter-
Symbols to r.vea1 ·spiritual value- hiding ·under a cloak of 
foolishness.wl22 In 8The Partridge Festival- the novelist "felt 
that if he probed sufficient.ly he would expose her @le qirl'!l 
•• sentialshallowneaa.- Because tbefiction writer expos.s his 
views ill ·concrete findings" rather than in mere wnarrow abstrac-
tion.,1l he Wle. a form different frOll that of the writ.er of 
Jlon-f.ict.ion; he us.. the form of tbe "ironical smile. It 123 care-
ful reading and int.erpretation of this passage in the short 
story, therefor., suggests that a characteristic mode the fiction 
writer us •• to express his view. indirectly ia the ironical 
exposure of shallownes.. Such an interpretation would explain 
why I'lanury O·Colmor aid DOt. vive aore direct. attention t.o her . 
own US8 of irony. Apparently she felt that she did not need the 
word .. irony" becau •• · the lelea of irony aa discrepanoy between 
appeara..:e and reality W'literlay her whole philosophy of life an4 
art. ~h. incarnat.ionalJ.at vi." calla for the merging of appear-
ance and reality. Iron}'4.s_ the opposit.e .of that I it. is dis-
crepancy betwe_ th.e matter and the apiri t, the discrepancy' 
between the app6arallCe and reality, shallowness of lllereappea:r:aDc 
where de.per ~"lit.r 1s :tnaufficient or is lacking. Mia. 
122MeCown , -The Eduoation of .. Prophet," 78. 
1230 'Connor, -"'he Part.ridge "eatival,· 83. 
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o'connor's lengthy statements about the way many writers and 
1llodern thinkers confuse appearance and reality implied that. 
she would UBe the substance of irony without the word. One of 
ber major reasons for using the grotesque waB that the writ.er 
can reach modern cult.ure only if be makes bis grotesques appear 
.s normal and if be can make what the world holds as normal 
"appear as distortions. - "Art requires a delicate adjustment 
of the outer and inner worlds in suoh • way t.bat., without 
changing their nat.ure, they can been seen through eaoh otherfi4 
The discriminating reader should be alert to seek deeply 
Flannery O'Connor'. real meaning in an ironic reversal of what 
appears. The reader hu his clue that irony is present in 
the obvious verbal thrusts and puns, as in the following 
reference from "The Enduring Chill." Julian is desperately 
searching for the JIltMtning of 11fe. ae is "beating the bush" 
for "s011lethil19 Lthay amuses· or satisfies. He rejects a 
similar search by his mother with an obvious ironio thrust as 
he refers 'to wbat be thinks is an inadequate Doctor Bush: 
"Bush! '.fhat heau all! .125 Flannery O'Connor's irony is 
u8ually more profound than such a mere pun. But. the puns do 
indicate that the reader should be searching for at least 
1240 , Oonnor, -The Fiction Writer and His Country," 163. 
125plannery O'Connor, -'!'he Enduring Chill," EVmthini 
That Rise. Must. COnverse (new York. Parrar Straus (luou, 
1965), p. 100. 
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.~are of possible deeper ironies. Carl Hartman, for example, 
pOints out that Miss O'Connor's "one-cylinder syntax,R her practic. 
of saying directly and in simple language what a thing is, her 
,hifting pOints of view, her excessive emphasis of strange land-
,capes and strange skies, her conversations that are mere cliches 
and uncommunicative - all these things promot.e a "functional 
artificiality" that allows the reader to be aware that Flannery 
o'connor is using ironic exaggeration. Miss O'Connor f .. 1s that 
her use of grotesques will be just an obvious clue that the 
reader must translate the irony to obtain her real meaning. l26 
Mias O'Connor indicates that her views are to be learned by the 
reader'a observing that the outer world of appearance contrasts 
with the inner world of reality - by irony. 
Thus the Biblical mode of story-telling provides Flannery 
O'COnnor with five major devices by which she can deliver her 
judgements: she uses allusion and symbolic groupings expanding 
through myth into open-end aU99.stions of four-level meaning 
and authorial judgement; she uses the Shifting point of view 
to create symbol patterns that. weave authorial judgement in 
with dramatic rendering1 she uses a style of intenseness in 
connotation and sentence structure to suggest her authorial 
preference for violent oharacters, she uses the exploded, over-
worked (and therefore unviolent) cliche; and she uses irony. 
126car1 Hartman, -Jesus Without Christ," Western Review, 
~ XVII (1952), 79. 
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Flannery O'Connor's statement that the Bible strongly 
influences Southern writing indicates that the Bible influences 
subject matter also by the way it gives dignity to the lives of 
the poor and grotesque~ Not much att~ntion need be devoted to 
this topic because this Biblical influQOce is a Biblical set of 
"manners" which functions for a story like the Southern "manners"; 
Southern and Biblical I manners," fixed ideals (etiquette-manners) 
at work in particular mannerizations, generate a topic and theme 
a. well as provide the author with a consciousness of the 
universal-in-particular that constitutes art. Thus, when Flannery 
O'Connor or any Southern author displays characters burning with 
evangelical Protestantism, the reader should not feel that a 
religious sect is being favored or condemned. The Southern 
writer displays evangelical Protestantism "not because in the 
false superiority of his orthodoxy, he wishes to subtract one 
theology from another, but because, descending within himself 
to find his region, he discovers it is with these aspects of 
Southern life that he has a feeling of kinship strong enough to 
Ipur creation. I • 127 Flannery O'Connor is "not interested in sects 
al sects ~ I'm concerned with the religious individual, the 
1270' Connor, "The Role of the Catholic Novelists," 8. 
r_~ __ --__________________ ~ 
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~c~woodS prophet." 12e Miss 0 • Connor chooses these characters 
.,.cauSo they provide a way in which she can avoid artificiality 
lor strain of probability in shifting the story's conflict to the 
religiouS imagery (Biblical myth, etc. - discusoed earlier) <:1 t 
religious and allegorical levels of meaning which she intends the 
,tory to llaVil. "1n the South belief can still be made believable 
and in relation to a large part of society. We're not the Bible 
Belt for nothing_ 11129 
'j,,'he critic may still wonder why I if she is not rebuking 
their lack of orthodoxy, Flannery O'Connor as a Catholic continues 
\18ing Soutilsrn Protestant religious characters and whether she 
fully endorses the views of these "backwoods prophets." It has 
already been seen that she accepts the literary dogma that the 
novelist must show and. not state his vision. Miss O'Connor ·.~rites 
about southerners because in the South there is more concern with 
.oaiety - for all the various reasons seen earlier. The South 
expresses its tensions in a social form and not just within the 
individual. l30 The novelist has an advantage when the South is 
his topic because if he is to ~ his vision it is better for 
lU,m;·to have a topic where concern with society is primary. 
1280 'connor, itA Writer at Home with iltl:r Heritage," 22. 
129 O'Connor, cited in Hyman1s Fl~lnerl O'Connor, 40 
J..30 
o'Connor, "Resurrection in August," 18. 
r~--------, 
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If a novelist must write of a social conflict entirely within an 
individual, he ia in danger of writing preaohment; when the 
tension is social, its expreasion between individuals is external 
in action and not merely a dialect of thought. 
It is for the same reason that Flannery O'Connor writes 
about the Protestants. Observation will indicate, Miss O'Connor 
claims, that when it Catholic is possessed of the intenseness 
desirable in Flanner O'Connorls philosoph he will wi~1draw from 
tbe world to a "convent. - Since Protestants with the same 
intenseness have no such retreat. their religious actions, 
being social, are more readily "shown" in a novel. They remain 
in society, acting with others, along with their intenseness. 
-They express their belief in diverse kinds of dramatic action 
which is obvious enough for me to catch. ,,131 Thus, theologically 
Plarulery O'Connor is not really "right behind" these evangelical 
prophets "100 percent." She agrees that theologically such a 
prophet "lacks the visible church,·132 but "judgement is just as 
much a matter of relishing as condemning_ Hl33 Such a prophet 
i. desirable to her because he does possess some of the 
attributes whioh her philosophy admires. She relishes these 
1310' Connor, Letter to Sr. Mariella Gable, in Gable's 
"Flannery O'Connor - A Tribute,- Esprit, VIII (Winter, 1964), 
26-27. 
1320 'Connor, -A writer at Home With Her Heritage,n 22. 
l330 'Connor, -Flannery O'Connor, An Interview," 35. 
r~~----------------~ 
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jattributes, she vortra.ya th ... s prophet for the good she sees in 
~im although theologically he may not possess full good. Thus 
she refers to him as "a sort of crypto-Catholic n 134 McCo\'in writes 
lWith Flannery 0 'Connor's approval that har prophets exhibit thi~ 
~eeper habits of faith even beneath apparent disbelief. They 
!bave the intensity which Flannery O'Conllor's philosophy requirest3! 
"Old Tarwater is not typical of the Southern Baptist, or of the 
southern Methodist. Essentially he's a crypto-Catholic. When 
you leave a man alone with his Bible and the Holy G.host inspires 
him, he's going to be a Catholic one way or anothe.r, even though 
b~ knows nothil.g about the visible Church. Uis kind of Christian-
ity may not be socially desirable, but it will be real in the 
sight of God. "136 Flannery O'Connor relishes the fact thE.t the:se 
propha'i;.s admit the limits of matter, see. the world with incarna-
tionalist eyes, a.nd move with intenseness. 14orsQv(S.r, an author 
can write about such a pel:son without confusing the issue of 
whetnEo=r he is holy or wb.ther his sect is holl". Since ProtE:!stant 
tradition has the religious individual dealing directly with God, 
an author car. sbow the oharaot.er f s religic,us actions - can show 
him "alcu.\.El with his Bible w - and not have the reader puzzled about 
134o 'connor, "Off The Cuff, If 72. 
13SMcCown, "The Education of a ProphE::it," 74-77 
1360 'Connor, Letter to Sr. Mariella Gable, c~ted in Gablo's 
"Flann.ry O'Connor - A 'l'ribute," 27. 
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whetiler or not religious or social actions are being stressed. 
"The aspect of Protestantism that is most prominent L:at least to 
the catheli£? in the South i.s that of man dealing with God direct-
ly, not through the mediation of tile church, and this is great 
for the Catholic novelist like myself who t,lants to get close to 
his character and watch him wrestle with the Lord." l37 Flannery 
O'Connor uses the Bible in subject matter, therefore, because she 
can thereby uttain another frame of rt'ference in "manners" and 
in myth, and because she can thereby realistically discuss the 
religious actions of men. Miss O'Connor emphasizes the 
evangelical Protestants because their 'manners u are more visible 
and because the reader cannot mistake the fact that they are 
dealing with God. 
Thus the Bible and the South are important influences on 
l!'lannery 0' Connor. Hiss 0' Connor attributes much of the con-
fusion of those who do not understand her writing to a lack of 
current familiarity with the Bible - among modern secularists 
and among Catholics whose tradition of the last several centuries 
Aas produced a non-Biblical culture. Not seeing life through the 
Bible is a deficiency, a deficiency in vision and a deficiency 
ill sophistication for understanding literary techniques. However, 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
1370 'C0l1l1or, cited in Hyman's Flannery O'Connor, 40-41 
Flarmery I'Connor doaa not "thin}; the novelist can discard 
tnd instrument~s he has to plUlTtb meaning just because" men today 
are not sufficiently expert to understand them. "You don't write 
only for now. The Biblical revival is goinq to mean a great deal 
to Catholic fiction in ths future. Maybe in fifty years, or a 
~' hundl:ed, Catholics will be reading the Bible the way they should 
r' have been readi;).9 it all aloIl9. I can waf t tha t long to have my 
f 
fiotion uaderstood.· l38 One of the 9reatest aids for her, 
Flannery O'Connor feels, would be an audience more enlightened 
, 
f' not ollly abot.:t the Bihle and its subject matter but a1.80 about a 
teci'1lLique learned from the Bibll2 - the technique of fiction: 
IIfictiol1 is about life, and so anyone living considers hlmself 
an authority on it.,,139 But just as the parables of the Bible 
are not to be confused with hi!3torioa'. events, likewise the 
happenings of fiction are not simply "life". Thus not everyone 
living is an authority on fiction, despite popular belief. "It 
is popu:ar to suppose that anyone who can read the telephone 
book can r~ad a short atory or a novel. l40 
l38o'connor, ·Off Tbe Cuff,- 5, also see O·Connor, 
"Flannery O'Connor: 'Literary Witch, tn 383. 
1l90'connor, The Role of the Catholic Novelist," 5. 
14°0 'COnnor, -The Church and the Fiotion writer,· 735 
r----"'"" --------. 
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It is, therefore, of prime importance for the careful reader 
to survey the techniques by which Flannery O'Connor causes her 
judgement to evolve from the details of her stories. Hiss 
o'connor's fictional techniques, influenced greatly by the South 
and by the Bible, include the following: (1) her emphasis on 
religion and "manners"; (2) symbols, shades of connotation, and 
biblical myth, which merge and infinitely expand layers of related 
meaning - especially character-symbols which emerge victorious or 
defeated - and the four-layered medieval exegetical method of 
interpretation of text; (3) shifting point of view with resulting 
authorial comment in patterns of connotation and in slant of 
"exact wording" of narrative; (4) intensity of "one-cylinder 
syntax" and the emptiness of cliches; and (5) ironical exaggera-
tiona and reversals of meaning. 
This discussion of Flannery O'Connor's literary techniques 
affords at last the opportunity of seeing Miss O'Connor's 
philosophy of life and of art as a unified whole: the novelist 
is a Il poet, 141 one "whose sight is essentially prophetic •• ,142 
The novelist is a prophet, especially in his kind of vision. 
"The fiction writer should be characterized by his kind of vision, 
not by his function. His kind of vision is prophetic vision. • • 
14lo 'connor, liThe Role of the Catholic Novelist," 12. 
1420 'Connor, Review of Chardin's The Phenomena of Man, 618. 
l 
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In the novelist's case, it is a matter of seeing near things with 
their extensions of meaning and thus of seeing far things close 
up. 11 143 Prophetic vision requires that the novelist have a"sense 
of 'seeing through' reality, rt 144 a sense "of seeing near things 
with their extensions of meaning and thus of seeing far things 
close up.fl145 Chardin's prophetic ability is "a scientific ex-
pression of what the poet attempts to do; penetrate ffi~tter until 
spirit is revealed in it. 146 Flannery O'Connor's thought requires 
that the novelist have an incarnationalist vision - a vision of 
matter penetrated with spirit - because only su~a vision would 
be true to the nature of reality_ The novelist must have this 
incarnationalist vision, moreover, because only it will satisfy 
the nature of fiction. -The short story writer practical.y has 
to learn to read life in a way that includes the most possibiliti 
••• If you see things in depth you will be more liable to write! 
them that way. ,,147 True fiction must be multi-layered or cease 
being art. True fiction must have its concrete details radiating 
Witil expanding meanings simultaneously true, just as a true visio 
of reality sees matter and especially men as pulsing with ever 
143o 'connor, "The Role of the Catholic Novelist, II 9. 
144o 'connor, "Off The Cuff," 72. 
145o'connor, "Flannery O'Connor: 'Literary Witch,'" 384. 
1460'connor, Review of Chardin's The Phenomena of Man, 618. 
1470 'Connor, "l!"'lanllery O'Connor," 10. 
14&o'connor, "The Regional writer,"35. 
r ____ ----------. f: 24, ~ 
more complex unities of spirit harmonizing into the simultaneous 
unity of all being. ·Of those who look for" the ultimate in life 
therefore, "none get so close as the artistQl48 because the very 
natli:e of art requires a multi-layered object simultaneously 
pulsing with many spirits or meanings - just as, for Flannery 
O'Connor, true philosophy requires a many-layered object (this 
world) simultaneously pulsing with many spirits, until the unity 
of full-being spirit subsumes all in the "evolutionary process. 14 
Thus by following the demands of his technique or of his art, 
the poet-novelist attains and expresses his unique vision: "the 
prophet is the realist of distances, and it is this kind of 
150 
realism that goes into great novels." "Fiction, made aocord-
ing to its own law • • • renews our knowledge that we live in the 
mystery from which we draw our abstraotions." It reinforces 
"our senae of the supernatural by grounding it in concrete observ 
able reaLL.y.n15l Art demands the incarnationalist technique jus 
as prophecy! ,..,f which art is a branch) and a true philosophy of 
life demand an incarnationalist vision that can be expressed only 
in the incarnationalist technique of the ·poet" - a poet whose 
l480 , Connor, "The Regional writer," 35. 
l49o'connor, Review of Chardin's The Phenomena of Man, 618. 
lSOO'Connor, "The Role of the Catholic Novelist," 9. 
1510 'Connor, -The Church and the Fiotion Writer," 734. 
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~edium is life or at least a poet whose medi~~ is words. The very 
"way to transcend" (not ignore) the limitedness of this world -
the eDsence of prophetic vision - is to find tia form to express 
"f th l' t 152 i it in ·OJ:. 4 -a nove ~s .... Fict on and life must have their out-
ward signs that are so wedded to inward rneaning that these outward 
details not only si.gnify but also indeed partake ill and cause 
inward mutations on a scale 'last enough to expand into the intense 
vitality of the ultimate what is. This is Flannery O'Connor's 
incarnationalism, her sacramentalism, Thus I probably tlle state-
ment that best sums up ~1iss 0 'Connor's thinking in capsule form 
comes froJ.lt one of her earlier lectures: 
the Catholic sacramental view of life is one that 
aaintsain.:: ilnd supports at every turn the vision 
that story tellers must have if they are going to 
write fiction of any depth. 
Th~ seric~~ fiction writer will think that any 
story that can be eh;"":'rely explained by adequate 
motivation of the characters or by a believ~ble 
lln~tation of a way of life or by a proper tileology 
will not be a large enough story to occupy himself 
wi til. '1'his is not to say that he doesl1 f t have to 
be concerned with adequate motivation or adequate 
reference or theology; he does but he has to be 
concerned "Ii th them only because the meaning of 
the story does not begjp at a depth where these 
things have been exhausted. The fiction writer 
presents myster'.y through manners I grace through 
naturl..:, but when he finishes there always has to 
be left over that sense of £1ystery which cannot 
be accounted for by a human formula. lS3 
---_._--- _._--------------------------
l52o'Cormor, DThe Partridge Festival," 82. 
1530'connor, cited in 'Il'itzgerald's "Introduction," 
It xiv, xxvii xxviii. 
CHAPTER FIVE 
A1~ EXPLICATION OF FLANNERY O'CONNOR'S TIm VIOLENT BEAR 
IT AWAY: An Examination of a Novel in Terms of its 
Author's Philosophy of Life, Theory of Art, and 
Techniques of Fiction 
Since Flannery O'Connors's main philosophic insight is 
that lif a and writing are a sacramental texture " 1i th several 
realities simultaneously occurring in appearances, this study of 
The Violent Bear It Away. the story which is her longest and, by 
har own claim,l her most complex, Will be mainly concerned with 
examinining simultaneously-true layers of textured meaning. The 
main concern of the present chapter must, therefore, be to dis-
cover how the major patterns of details in the story consistently 
harmonize to indicate Flannery o'Connor's view on life. This 
chapter Will be an application of Flannery ot':-onnor's theories, 
therefore, if it is a study of her s;-,::"'"'ametltal or multi-dimension-
al details, her "symbolic" patterns in ~he Violent Bear It Away. 
The aetails should lead to Flannery o'Connor's judgements in the 
way indicated previously as her stated practice in evolving judge-
ments, and the judgements should be consistent with Miss Q'Connor'j 
previously indicated philosophy. The present chapter thus allows 
the reader to see how Flannery O'Connor's theories are put into 
practice. The previous chapter indicated that one of Miss 
O·Connor's main artisti'c practices and techniques for delivering 
lo·connor, "Off The Cuff," 71-72. 
~ ~aning was the use of symbolic patterns Which the Cli~Sbows 
the author as favoring. Thus, the 'present chapter Will examine 
MiSs O'Connor's climax attitudes; practices, and patterns. Also, 
since critics reach contIadictory conclusions about what is 
Flannery O'Connor's judgement especially in the interpretation of 
2 
the ending of The Violent Bear It Away, the present study can 
best begin by ex~~ining the ending of the novel, it can then 
trace the significance of the symbolic patterns which climax in 
that ending. 
The outcome of the story is assured only on the second 
last page when Tarwater's "hands opened stiffly as if he were 
dropping something he had been clutching all his life." Previous 
to this time Tarwater is still reSisting his calling to follow 
old Tarwater. At least Tarwater~s eyes are still avoiding old 
Tarwater',s grave, Tarwater can still be enticed by hearing the 
"stranger's" temptation luring Tarwater to live alone at Powder-
head and not bother with old Tarwater-s orders that Tarwater must 
convert others, and Tarwater can hope to satisfy only himself 
(rather than realizing that he must live for others) by eating 
With Buford and rejecting Buford's reproachful gaze with the same 
belligerence with which he had rejected the words of' the woman 
-
2See above, pp. 2J.6 where the Views of these many critiCS 
are cataloged. and comparecl. 
~~ 2~~.----~ 
from whom he had tried to buy pop.3 The whole novel has been the 
.tory, often told through flashbacks, about how Tarwater spent 
111s life since the time of his being "born in a wreck." Previous-
ly he has been shown to be in conflict, vacillating betweeft'4'!bis 
desire to be free from old Tarwater's religious heritage and his 
duty to follow the way of the prophet. Here, however, as he 
. 
finally brings himself to look at Old Tarwat~r's grave and there-
fore moves his hands to gesture th~t he is "dropping something 
he had been clutching all his life," Tarwater is shown to be 
decisively undertaking to channel the direction of his life. The 
time of indecision is ended. The climax for the Whole sequence 
of events in the novel has been reached. 
Critics who complain that Flannery o'Connor ends !b! 
Violent Bear It Away ~th confusion are stunned by what seems to 
be Tarwater's sudden conversion two pages before the end of the 
.tory. It is, they say, a confusing novel that shows its pro-
tagonist heading consistently in one direction only to change to 
the exact opposite direction at the very end, in a final two page 
"addi tion," without forewarning. If the story were not judged to 
be confu8ing, it would at least merit the charge of Flannery 
O'Connor's other hostile critics - that its pessimistic determin-
ism loses the reader's empathy because it does not show the real 
World. In other words, if Tarwater is chanqed to the exact oppo-
Bite type of character in the last two pages of the story, he 
-
3Flannery o'Connor, The Violent Bear It Away, in Three b~ 
HanneR O'Connor (New York, Signet Book, New American Library, 
... 64) 6, 445. 
~ ~ges either because he cannot escape the way he has ~en con-
ditioned by old Tarwater or because he cannot escape the way 
things are mechanistically going to happen. or because grace is 
,0 compulsive that it sets aside human efforts and forces man to 
do the will of Providence. The claim is that the novel would be 
either a disunlfied novel because a free conversion is unprepared 
for earlier or a pessimistic deter.mistic novel because the novel 
shoWS compulsion towards conversion. The weakness in this charge 
of false determism, however, is that Tarwater is not suddenly 
changed to become the opposite type of character because of some 
irresistible force.. That the change is not sudden, that the 
force press,urinq Tarwater towards prophetism is resistible can be 
proved if· the reader examines the symbolic texture of the story 
as that texture emerges from. Flannery O'Connor's patterns in the 
choice of words4 and from her salectivity in including incidents 
and details unexplainable by the promoters of the deterministic 
theory. 
First of all, the reader must understand that even if the 
book is deterministic, it is not pessimistic. Flannery O'~Connor 
noted in a letter how readers, tt even Catholic readers who should 
have known better, identified with Rayber, the materialist rather 
than the fanatic, Old Tarwater. uS Her otm preference was not in 
- 4The previous c~pter revealed this verbal texture - along 
With sensitivity to symbolic patterns, mentioned in the latter 
part of this sentence - as primary to Flannery O'Connor's judge-
ment=frame. 
5Sr. Mariella Gable, "Flannery o'Connor - A Tribute," 27. 
r M. r r dOubt. ·Old TlU'Water is the hero of 'The Violent Bear It Away,' 
~~S :7 and I~m right behind him one hundred per cant ••• He 
lackS the visible Church, but Christ is the center of his life ... 6 
"I wanted to get across the fact that the great Uncle ~Old 
rtarwaterJ is the Christian - a sort of crypto-catholic and that 
the school teacher LRayberJ 1s the typical modern man. The boy 
f young TarwaterJ has to choose Which one t which way he wants to 
follow. It's a matter of vocation." 7 Those who find the book 
pessimistic identify with Rayber and find it sad that Tarwater 
cannot resist his desires to follow the way of the apparent-
hUmanist Rayber. Flannery O'Connor's explicit statements outside 
the novel, however, indicate that it is good for Tarwater to 
follow the way of Old Tarwater. Like Hazel Motes, Tarwater 
reaches integrity in his not being able to "get rid of the ragged 
figure who moves from tree to tree in the back of his mind" -
Christ.a Tarwater wins and does not pess~st1cally get crushed. 
Critics can claim that the book is still pessimistic. They can 
claim that a'.though Tarfator is not condemned to evil, he is 
determined by grace and thus presents a gloomy view of human 
ability. Flannery O'Connor's explicit statements, however, ex-
plain that Tarwater's baptizing Bishop is only apparently dic-
tated by pJX)vidence and that his return to the city is only 
apparently determined by supernatural forces. 
-
So'connor, "A Writer At Home With Her Heritage," 22. 
7o-connor, "Off The Ct . .!f," 72. 
So-connor, "Introduction," Wise Blood, a. 
r~------------~ 2.50 
Miss O'Connor's explicit statements deny that Tarwater is 
determined in either direction, towards good or eVil. She re-
jects detern~nism on the grounds of theology, literature, and 
experience:: 
My view of free will follows the traditional 
Catholic teaching. I don't think any genuine 
novelist is interested in writing about a world 
of people who are strictly determined. Even if 
he writes about characters who are mostly unfree, 
it is the sudden free action, the open possibility, 
Which he knows is the only thing capable of illu-
minating the picture and giving it light. So that 
While predictable predetermined actions have a 
comic interest for me it is the free act, the 
acceptance of grace particularly, that I always 
have on my eye as the thing Which will ltl.I!lke a 
story work. 
Tarwater is certainly free and meant to be, if he 
appears to have a compulSion to be a prophet, I 
can only insist that in this compulSion there is 
a mystery of God's ~~ll for him aed that :18 not a 
compulsion in the clinical sense. 
Miss O'Connor sees that it is a false definition of freedom and 
an unreal view of man's condition to think that man makes choices 
in a vacuum. Man's free Will is "a mystery." It "cannot be con-
ceived Simply." Tarwater had free Will because throughout the 
novel he had many wills conflicting within him. "free Will does 
not mean one will. but many Wills conflicting in one man."lO 
Tarwater is not irrevocably slanted towards Rayber or towards Old 
Tarwater. he battled within himself choosing between them. The 
fact that one of these wills wins in the end does not mean that 
9o·connor. "The Novelist and Free Will," 100-1. 
10o-connor, "Introduction," Wise Blood, 8. 
~r---------------------------------------------2-51------~ 
i Tarwater is determined, it means simply that he has finally made 
luS free choice among the conflicting wills within himself. 
Flannery o'Connor endorsed Sr. Gable's response to those who, likE 
Ferris, claim that it "is with the passion of fanatisim and des-
pair, not of religion, that hell fire behind him and darkness 
before him, he begins to walk baok to the oity," that Tarwater 
has oapitulated to oiroumstances. Sr. Gable responds that 
Tarwater must follow the laws of nature and "fulfill God's will" 
as must all creatures, but she indicated that the important issue 
is to see whether or not Tarwater is accepting "God's ways ... 11 
aod·s will shall emerge viotorious, the observer must see whether 
that will is to be fulfilled via God' s own ways. Since even the 
harshest critics do not deny that Tarwater struggles against 
these ways of God. Flannery o·Connor·s point is proved. Tarwater 
1s free, if freedom is defined not unrealistically as absence of 
pressures or as the absence of any or all internal or external 
inducements, but as the ability to come down for one or the 
other of the warring internal tendencies. Flannery O'Connor 
points to this internal war as evidence that Tarwater is free. 
She does not intend that Tarwateris actions are to be viewed as 
determined or as pessimistic. 
The heart of the problem for oritics who view T11e Violent 
!ear It Away as containing deterministio pessimism because of its 
BUdden ending, however, is not so mueh that they misunderstand 
free will or misinterpret the hero of the story but that they mis-
- I1Gable, "The Ecumenic Core" 136. 
~-----------------------------------------------25-2-.----~ 
read the climax. Certainly the scene where Tarwater unclenches 
hiS fist for the final visions is th~ point at which he is 
irrevocably set on the way of the prophet. But the turning 
pOint for Tarwater's choice between Old Tarwater and Rayber comes 
earlier. It is not the sudden forced conclusion determinists 
see, but an organic gradual shaping of determination ,.. of deli-
berate choice - growing out of the full story. Flannery 
o.connor has made explicit statements about this turning point 
also. Flannery O'Connor's usual critical and philosophic theory 
would call for a turning point to come at the time when the force 
of evil, the devil, crests to an "intensity of ••• evil," 
pierces pretentions and "teaches most of the lessons that lead 
to self-knOwladge ... l2 Sr. Gable "has it on Flannery O'Connor's 
word that the devil" made concrete in the pervert of The Violent 
Bear It Away" overreaches himself and does God's word despite his 
evil intent" when he outrages Tarwater so that Tarwater is speed-
ed and directed towards becoming a prophet. l3 Flannery O'Connor 
herself quite clearly indicates that both the scene with the 
devil-per~ert and the scene of final vision are to be taken as a 
building climax when she says that "Tarwater's final viSion could 
not have been brought off if he hadn't met the man in the 
lavender and cream-colored car. This is another mystery" - pre-
aumably the mystery of bow good emerges from evil in Flannery 
- 12o·connor, Letter to John Hawkins in "Plannery O'Connor's 
Devil," 406. 
130able, HThe Ecumenic Core in the Fiction of Flannery 
O'Connor," 135. 
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o.connor·s thinking and stories. Finally, Miss O'Connor 
approved explicitly of McCown's interpretation that Tarwater con-
tinUes fighting the faith after the drowning of the Bishop, 
rationalizing that he did not really utter the words of baptism, 
and admiring the materialism of Rayber's can-opener. In the per-
vert scene, however, "by the permissive will of Providence the 
devil overplays his hand" so that Tarwater, who had never been 
80 corrupt that he could allow sins of the flesh, takes to fire 
Which purifies and enlightens, as a "symbol of his first step 
toward repentence." Back at PoW<ierhead, Tarwater has his moments 
of grace in the visions which fuse all the book's meaning, so 
that the young prophet is formed and sets off readily on his 
mission. 1S The climax of The Violent Bear It Away, therefore, 
is seen by Flannery O'Connor as a summit that gradually appro ache 
and builds in intenSity throughout "Part Threet. of the novel and 
not just a sudden oompulsion forced on Tarwater in the final two 
pages. The last of these explicit statements about what has 
happened in The Violent Bear It Away raises the question of how 
80 many critics can have made mistakes in interpreting the book. 
The psychological reason for the mistakes has already been ex-
amined in the theory section of the present study. Flannery 
O'Connor would feel that such miSinterpretations are typical of 
!he blinded mOdern who accepts distortions as normal. As has 
i40 t connor, "The Novelist and Free Will," 101. 
l5McCown, ftThe Education of a Prophet, A study of 
Flannery 0' Connor t q The Violent Bear It Away, tt 77. 
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already been shown_ Miss O'Connor feels that her "characters are 
described as despairing," as pessimistically determined, "only by 
.uperficial critics. Very few of my characters despair and those 
who dOJ don't reflect my views. You have to get the writer's 
view by looking at the novel as a Whele. l6 These explicit state-
ntents from Flannery O'Connor about what she was trying to do in 
The Violent Bear It Away have only minor biographical values, he 
-
ever, unless they can be supported by a study of the book and 
unless Miss O'Connor can show the dete).lninists to be really 
"superficial critics" who have not looked "at the novel as a 
whole," By Miss O'Connor's own claim and by aesthetic demand, 
this climax is something that should be seen emerging from the 
total texture of the book. 
A study of the texture of symbol patterns in The Violent 
Bear It Away, therefore, will serve as an illustration of 141ss 
O'Connor's theory that fiction must be "sacramental", it also 
should show that, as Miss O'Connor together with McCowan has 
elaimed, the controversial end1ng of the bool~ fuses all the 
book's symbols and allows the careful reader to discover Miss 
O'Connor's Christian judgements emerging from the book as a whole 
The present chapter will concentrate on the texture (symbols, 
verbal pattern, shifting view-point, etc.) of the climax, while 
the next chapter will pursue texture throughout the novel. 
-
l6o-Connor, "An Interview with Flannery o'Connor," 29. 
r.
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. A close study of the wording of that final vision scene 
wherein Tarwater's fists indicate a final determination of his 
life's goals and conflict provide the best place to begin study-
ing the symbo~ pattern in The Violent Bear It Awa~ not only be-
cause, as Miss o'Connor has indicated through McCowan's remarks, 
it fuses all the symbols of the book but also because one can 
then see better how this climax is an outgrowth of the Whole story 
rather than a sudden excrescence dictated by the desire to 
17 preach, 
This final scene has five main parts, as Tarwater has 
several visions here and makes several actions. 
First, Tarwater finally moves his eyes to look directly at 
Old Tarwater's grave. 
His gaze rested finally on the ground where the 
wood entered the grave. 
Nothing seemed alive about the boy except 
his eyes and they stared downward at the cross 
as if they followed below the surface of the 
earth to where its roots encircled all the dead. 
The Negro sat watching his strange face, and 
grew uneasy_ The skin across it tightened as he 
watched and the eyes, lifted beyond the grave, 
appeared to see something in the distance. Buford 
turned his head. The darkening field behind him 
stretched downward towards the woods. When he 
looked again, the boy's vision seem to pierce the 
very air. The Negro trembled and felt suddenly a 
pressure on him too great to bear. He sensed it 
as burning in the atmosphere. His nostrils 
twi tched. He muttered something and t.urned the 
mule around and moved across t.he back field and 
down to t.he woods. lS 
~/As a result, however, t.he int.erpretations in this 
chapter may seem somewhat forced - until the next chapter 
shows how the patterns flow through the entire novel. 
18 o'Connor, The Violent, 446. 
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The elements whereby this passage connects organically with the 
whOle book are the following. (1) the notion of vision as the 
sight of what is "in the distance" foreign to the local environ-
~ent - and that therefore a vision goes "below the surface of the 
earth," can "pierce the air," and penetrates the density of 
matter; (2) the way wood triggers Tarwaterts vision, (3) the 
sensation of weight when one is faced with such a vision (Buford 
feels" a pressure on him too great to bear"), (4) the intuition 
that such a vision is connected with fire, (5) the notion that 
vision will lead to a perception that all men are eventually 
-encircled." 
Then as Tarwater remains in trance, "his still eyes re-
flecting the field the Negro had crossed", a second vision comes 
to him. 
It seemed to him no longer empty but peopled 
with a multitude. Everywhere, he saw dim figures 
seated on the slope and as he gazed he saw a 
single basket from which the throng was being fed. 
H1s eyes searched the crowd for some tu,',e as if he 
could not find the one he was looking for. Then 
he saw him. The old man was lowering himself to 
the ground. When he was down and his bulk had 
settled, he leaned forward, his face turned toward 
the basl~et, impatiently following its progress 
towards him. The boy too leaned forward, aware at 
last of the object of his hunger, aware that it 
was the same as the old man's and that nothing on 
earth would fill him. His hunger was so great 
that he could have eaten all the loaves and fishes 
after they were multiplied. 
He stood there, straining forward, but the 
scene faded in the gathering darkness. Night 
(escended until there was nothing but a thin 
streak of red between it and the black line of 
r------I"""'" ---------. 
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earth but still he stood there. 
hiS vision can be comprehended fully only if it is studied to-
cather with Tarwater's third religious experience which rose 
rom the second visiont 
He felt his hunger no longer as a pain but as 
a tide. He felt it rising in himself through time 
and darkness t. r1sing through the centuries, and he 
knew that it rose in a line of men whose lives 
were chosen to sustain it, who "WOuld wander in the 
world, strangers from that violent country where 
the silence is never broken except to sbout the 
truth. He felt :1: 1.', bUilding from the blood of Abel 
to his own, rising and engulfing him. It seemed 
in one instant to li~B and turn him. He whirled 
toward the treeline. 
hase scenes are an organic outgrowth of the Whole book mainly 
~cause they show the motif of emptiness or absence contrasted 
,~th the notion of fullness. This motif takes the following 
everal forms. 
Obviously hunger and food is an important aspect of the 
~tif. Tarwater is literally hungry, since he has not eaten well 
or several days and has vom1'C:.ed on the lake. His spiritual 
unger he feels "as a tide. • • rising in himself • • • through 
he centuries,~ urging him to the prophetic career that the 
blood of Abel" brings also to Daniel, Elijah and Moses. 21 A 
1m11ar spiritual hunger is seen in Old Tarwater and the multi-
ude, who are envisioned as strain1ng eagerly for the multiplied 
caves and fishes. This type of hunger is important because 
1annery O'Connor here uses it to connect and to cl~ several 
19 Ibid. 
20 Ibid., 446-1 
21 Ibid., 447 
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SymbOlic strands which run through the book and which will be 
analyzed later in this discussion. She uses this hunger to con-
nect the prophetic calling to old Testament prophetism with the 
calling of the New Testament Christ. When Tarwater admits that 
hiS hunger is "the same as the old man's," a hunger "so great 
that he could have eaten all of the loaves and fishes after they 
were multiplied," the reader is to see this calling to be filled 
as the Christian's vocation to be filled with Christ (whatever 
that means to Flannery O'connor) - a process the same as the 
calling to be filled with the spirit of prophecy which has been 
the most obvious calling baunting Tarwater throughout the book. 
Flannery O'Connor relates the old Testament and New Testament 
motifs also by making it be Old Tarwater, embodiment of the Old 
Testament's spirit of prophecy, who is viewed as possessed by a 
longing for the miraculous banquet of the New Testament. Finally 
the two motifs are united by the fact that the loaves of bread 
and fishes are emphasized by the gospel story. The reader is re-
minded of the continued emphasis on old Tarwater's eyes as "fish-
colored" and reminded of Tarwater's frequent attempts to scorn 
the "bread of life."22 Thus the reader can interpret passages 
relating to a struggle over prophetic vocation as equivalent 
symbolically to passages relating to the struggle of the Christ-
ian soul to reach its perfection - the struggle to accept faith 
in 
-
Christ, to accept the Christian methods and goals, and to 
22There will be a discussion below, pp. 236-9 and 244-7, 
and footnote 32, of these eyes and of this bread of life. 
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accept the implications of the Christian Eucharist. The hunger 
passage also suggests the presence or lack of water, as much as 
of solid food, since the prophetic charisma acts as a "tide" 
-rising and engulfing" Tarwater. The hunger passages here, 
therefore, indicate Tarwaterts physical hunger as symbolic of his 
spiritual lack of fidelity to Tarwater, his lack of Old Test-
ament-intense prophetism, his missing faith in Christ and in the 
Christian message or sacraments. 
A prophetic charisma is signified by a second kind of 
fullness and emptiness which connects the first vision with the 
second. Prophets are seen as those who must "wander in the 
world" as strangers from the Violent country" because they are 
filled with the emptiness of the tide of the spiritual hunger. 
In the first vision Tarwater is pictured as having a vision that 
penetrated to environs foreign to earth. The present intuition 
of vision presents that foreign country as opposed to the 
"world" in which the prophet roamed as a displaced person, a 
stranger. Thus, the Silent, true country of the prophet is what-
ever is not present material world where fullness comes from 
having much matter. rather it is of the ~terial world which 
is best described as something lacking in food and human 
acti vi ti es • 
Besides hunger and food, there are other forms of full-
ness and emptiness as shown in this passage. Absence of move-
ment is contrasted With vigorous steadfast focused movement and 
~~th whirling confused movement • 260. Tarwater stands still with 
.. still eyes" staring. Emptiness of human movement results in the 
rising tides of the 'prophetic inspiration surging with focused 
",igor, "rising and engulfing" Tarwater. Old Tarwater, "leaned 
forward" eager to share the loaves, and Tarwater is "straining 
forward" to see and share in the vision more completellr. It is 
interesting to note that just before the first vision at the 
qrave, Tarwater's eyes had been restless and shifting, they "take 
the far circuit" even to the fig tree beyond it to the far tree 
line and back restlessly trying to avoid contact with such 
absolutes as the grave, conscience, and Old Tarwater. Tarwater 
noticed that this ~ime "a deep-filled quiet pervading everything. 
The encroaching dusk seemed to come softly in deference to some 
mystery that resided there. He stood, leaning slightly for-
ward ... 23 The pattern that runs th%:oughout the book is evident 
here. Shiftless, restless, undirected, circular, back-and-for-
ward movement indicates a refusal - literally and figuratively -
to face the absolute - death, the grave, the past, God. This 
restless, circular, back-and-forward movement is ccntrasted with 
the rock-like stillness of an approaching vision of the absolute. 
At othertimea when this pattern occurs in the book, Tarwater 
Will fight against the approaching stillness that here he joins. 
The stillness of the place of viSion becomes equivalent to Tar-
water's own lacJ<: of movement. The reader is shown Tarwater as 
he ceases his own movement and joins stillness, the reader is 
- 23o'connor, The Violent, 445. 
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absence of human power, the lack of human movement. 
f even this stillness is negative. It is a humble acknowledgement 
that the fullness of this world's movements are useless, circula 
reaching of movement of this worldJ at least the stillness does 
not remove obstacles. It brings man still so that he can be 
focused in meaningful movement. Thus we have Tarwater and Old 
Tarwater leaning forward toward ultimate fulfillment, we have tb 
surging pressure of the "tide" of prophetism filling Tarwater wi h 
purpose. Eventually even these purposeful, focused action boils 
to another swirl of circular confusion as it is seen "rising and 
engulfing" Tarwater, "in an instant" seeming lift and turn 
him" as he seems "whirle.:. toward the tree line," where there is 
"rising and spreading in the night ... 24 This new swirling, how-
ever, is Simply the preparation for an even greater force of dir 
ection to come in the next vision Tarwater has. Swirling, cir-
cular action, stillness, and aimed forceful pushing-forward are, 
therefore, a second example of the fullness-emptiness motif indi 
eating the presence of some above-natural, super-natural force i 
the story. 
Fullness and emptiness occur also with light and darknes • 
Most absences of light and sound, like absence of movement seem 
representative of how material ability is finite, representative 
tf the need for the supranatural. The miraculous multitude is 
"dim" figures that fade in the "gathering darkness," which is 
24Ibid., 447. 
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separated by the "black line of earth" from only a thin red 
streak of sunset. A prophetic inspiration rises not only in a 
tide of hunger and an absence of food but also in an absence of 
light "rising in" Tarwater, "through time and darkness." Like-
wise the foreign country to which the prophet belongs is a 
country without sound, "where the silence 3.s never broken." As 
with the lack of action, however, lack of sound is not an ulti-
mate goal, it is an absence of this insufficient material 
world. A foreign country of the prophet can have its silence 
"broken to shout the truth." If the sound is very vigorous, 
direct, focused, etc •• it is present in the prophet's country 
just as focused "leaning forward" is an action present in the 
prophet's country. The next. vision shows, moreover, that mere 
absence of light is not the best good, any more .than mere 
absence of sound or actions, after the growing darkness of Tar-
water's lesser vision there is "rising and spreading in the 
night, a red-gold tree of fire. • • • as if it would consume 
the darkness in one tremendous burst of flarne."25 The third 
viSion shows that focused, bursting, energetic, purposeful life 
is better than darkness - should "consume the darkness" - just 
as directed, "Violent," sound and action consume silence and 
stillness, Such emptiness, it is true, is better than fullness 




eating that can "have eaten all the loaves and fishes after 
they were multiplied" is better than the ravaging hunger that 
Tarwater had been feeling. The emptiness of Tarwater's hunger 
is, however, bet.t.er t.han merely being satisfied wit.h the fullness 
of this world. Tarwater'u second vision and its subsequent. 
intuition, t.herefore, develop the motif of fullness and 
emptiness, they also further define and expand on t.he notion of 
the foreign country. In this second and third climactic exper-
ience, Flannery O·Connor's philosophic notion of the insuffieien 
of this world and her notion of the presence of a deeper reality 
of the things of this world is seen emerging in symbols coneern 
with hunger (including bread and fishes), water, light, sound, 
Violent action, and the foreign eountry. 
The fourth experience Tarwater has at the end of !b! 
Violent Bear It Away - the third vision - follows so closely on 
the previous experiences that some of the im!'Ortant aspects of 
it have already been mentioned. Tarwater had just felt the pro-
phetic tide of hunger Whirl him towards the tree line. 
There, rising and spreading in the night, a red-
gold tree of fire ascended as if it would consume 
the darkness in one tremendous burst of flame. 
The boy·s breath went out to meet it._ He knew 
that this was the fire than encircled Daniel, tha 
had raise(\ Elijah, from the earth, that had 
spoken to Moses and would in the instant speak to 
him. He threw himself to the ground and with his 
face against the dirt of the grave, he heard to 
~the?~ command. Go Warn the Children of God of 
the lferrib1e Speed of Mercy. The words were as 
Silent as seeds opening one at a time in his 
blood. When finally he raised himself the burning 
bush had disappeared. 26 
Already noted is the way circular, whirling action - compared to 
the circle of fire preceding Daniel's prophetic experience - and 
bere further "rising and spreading" after having engulfed and 
whirled Tarwater - precedes this vision and leads once again to 
dgorous, direct, focused action in "one tremendous burst'· and in 
Tarwater's throwing himself to the ground. Also noted already is 
the way dark emptiness must precede violent light. Here again is 
.llence, but a silence that is not absolute. As with other empti-
nesses, it is an absence of the sounds of earth, a silence broken 
bf words of the same supra-natural voice that had given the focus-
ed directions of command to ~~ses. The legend of the great Old 
Testament prophet is an example of how Flannery o'Connor uses 
Blblical "mythology" to shape her meanings, the reader is forced 
to recognize how the focused fullness which replaces the emptiness 
that overcomes material fullness is the same force that inspires 
prophetism to reject the way of this world and to be "raised. • • 
from the earth." Finally, vision comes to Tarwater through a 
"tree" as he faces the "tree line," just as it had come through 
the wood of the cross on old Tarwater·s grave in the first 
ViSion. 
The .ain new element in this vision is the symbol of fire. 
The words come to Tarwater from. a "tree of fire" from a "burst of 
~lamet" from the "fire" encircling Daniel, raising Elijah, and 
-
26!B!S., Apparently the text contains a misprint of "to" 
for "the." 
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,peaking to Moses. The flame and its voice are, in fact, the same 
a ~ what Moses experienced in the "burning bush." It was the burn-
1~9 in the atmosphere which had caused Buford's nostrils to twitch 
a~d which Buford had felt as a great pressure during Tarwater's 
f ret vision. Flannery O'Connor is using fire, as she had used 
l1!mger, on the basic plot level. Just as one explanation of Tar-
,.~ter's hunger is his trouble with food during the last few days, 
'. 8~ hiS experience with fire is partly, on the level of plot, the 
r sult of the two series of fires he had started - after awaken-
1 9 from his bout with the homosexual and after having another 
b ut with the devil-stranger who had been speaking to Tarwater 
, nee Old Tarwater had died. But Flannery O'Connor's context 
p aces secondary, symbolic meanings on the fire. Associating 
t re, in the first vision, with the sight that sees through and 
b yond the material world. Miss O'Connor equates it with the same 
I pra-natural foree as is operative in the sequenee on fullness 
a~ emptiness. By associating fire with the weight-imagery of the 
t rst vision, Flannery O'Connor reminds the reader to equate the 
~ ight symbolism of the novel with the same prophetie foree that 
f re and emptiness-wi th-focused. (as opposed. to whirling) fullness 
~ suggest. More importantly, however, by assoeiating fire with 
e:: periance of the prophets and especIally (expliei tly) with Moses' 
m~ning hush, Flannery O'Connor assures that the reader will 
alaoc1ate all these related symbolic motifs with the prophetic 
~per1enee, with religion, and especially (because of the bush) 
_ith the hearing and experiencing of God himself. The abundant 
fire imagery of The Violent Bear It Away becomes clear with such 
a meaningful climax. 
Of lesser interest but still important for the organic 
texture of the book are a few other items in this vision passage. 
The words of God are described as "seeds," and they so deeply 
affect Tarwater t~t they are something ··opening out" and meshing 
into the blood. that negotiates Tarwater's entire body. Also, 
Flannery o'Connor's notion that good must grow from evil and 
supreme fullness of being from limited being is reflected in the 
notion that from on high, where a tree of fire had "ascended," 
Tarwater receives his message by getting himself down as low as 
possible with "face against the dirt," that contact with God's 
full-being (perhaps with the Christ-tree "ascended on high") 
comes out of a death, through closeness to a grave, a tree, a 
eross. The fact that the fire is "red-gold" seems not too imp-
ortant because such would be a likely color for a fire. But red-
ness is heavily stressed in the final section of the book. 
Flannery o'Connor is one to weigh the use of every detail. Red 
is what separates the darkness of vision and the darkness of 
birth in the second vision - "a thin streak of red between" the 
light into which the vision faded and "the black line of earth." 
The fire from which Tarwater's vision speaks passes eventually to 
a "dull red cloud of smoke." Indeed redness along with pink and 
purple is a characteristic frequently stressed throughout the 
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It would seem that red - because of its brightness in con-
trast to pink and purple and because of its association with 
fire - is a color of intenseness and violenceJ purple and pink 
are emptier colors and thus can eventually be associated With 
27 
evil. The phrase "children of God," used both by the inspi-
rational voice and by Tarwater's mind in the last sentence of the 
bOOk carries overtones of the same united brotherhood of man as 
occurs also in the first vision where the roots of Old Tarwater's 
cross are seen to "encircle all the dead," in a foreign land away 
from this earth. This notion of the brotherhood of man occurs 
also in the second viSion where the Christian eschatological 
banquet is emphaSized as being served "from a single basket." 
The brotherhood notion is reinforced by another recollection. 
because earlier references indicate that hunger can be satisfied 
not only by the heavenly banquet but also by "the bread of life," 
this heavenly banquet also suggests Christ's food of the Eucha-
rist. sacrament of unity and love. 28 
27see below, pp.239-244. where fire is shown to be a purify-
ing force of intensity and purple is shown to be associated 
with the devil-pervert. Also, the fact that redness grows 
from a thin line to a wide glow by the end of the boOk Sig-
nifies the way violence eventually carries Tarwater away. 
28Thus too the earlier comment that the emptiness was filled w~tn the fullness of Christ was justified when one notes 
that the miraculous bread and fishes are also the Eucha-
ristic banquet. They can be equated with the Eucharistic 
banquet because of the traditional interpretation of this 
passage of the Bible, and also because of the way Flannery 
O·Connor·s frequent references to "bread of life" focus in-
to this final passage Where hunger is fully satisfied with 
Christ's bread. 
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This passage has the inspired voice commanding Tarwater to 
help others, he is to "warn" those who are not fully capable of 
helping themselves because they are God's "children." The man 
WhO is a sharer in Old Testament prophetism and New Testament 
-qrace must display that unity of men in the action of brotherly 
love and assistance. Moreover, the wording of the command as a 
Whole is significant. Charges that Flannery O'Connor is pessi-
mistic and shows no hope of salvation must dissipate under such 
a direct passage. Tarwater is to help others to whom he is uni-
fied in brotherly love; his help consists in the message of God's 
mercy. Both factors encourage one to interpret this passage as 
indicative that Miss O'Connor's view of life is affirmative and 
not simply negative, realistic and/or optimistic and not just 
pessimistic. Man can do things for his ultimate good - or Miss 
O'Connor would not show him as being able to use a warning. Man 
can do things to help others. And their goal is a God of mercy. 
A reader could complain that Miss O'Connor may have a strange sort 
of mercy in mind. Mercy is mentioned only two other times in the 
story. First Old Tarwater insists that "even the mercy of the 
Lord burns."29 Tarwater is to aid men in view of the terribleness 
approaching them. The fact that mercy burns and the fact that its 
speed is terrible may make this vision's command seem gloomy. For 
Flannery O'Connor it is not gloomy. Neither is it sentimentally 
optimistic. Flannery O·Connor's philosophic theory rejects 
29o-connor, The Violent, 314. 
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sentimentalism, rejects a salvation that tries "skipping the pro-
'!ess " of 'tour slow participation" in the struggle to redress loss 
)f innocence, that forgets "what man has done to the things of 
;od.,,30 While Flannery o'Connor's basic message is that moderns 
'}ave forgotten the "price of restoration" and expect "mock 
nnocence,,,31 Mis. v·Connor insists that man's salvation, philo-
~ophic as well as theological. must come from struggle, that real 
as opposed to mock) mercy will burn with terror, that mercy and 
.alvation, defined as humans helping humans to a better goal -
~hat is a part of life. The optimism, or rather realism, and 
~ffirmativeness of The Violent Bear It Away is signaled by the 
~rding of this command Tarwater receive&. 
Again, the fact that mercy burns causes the reader to per-
~eive one more aspect of the texture by which Flannery O'Connor 
~lds the novel together organically. It is appropriate that 
~arwater hear the prophetic voice using fire to speak words of 
~rcy because mercy itself is a fire. Mercy is thus equated with 
ullness and light and focused action, with prophetism and the 
ucharistic brotherhood of love, for it is equal with the fire 
30o'connor, "The Church and the Fiction Writer," 734. One 
hould note that this paper is not attempting to prove by mere 
eference to Flannery O'Connor's expository writing that O'Connor 
ejected sentimentalism and is not gloomy. These references to 
lannery O'Connor's'expository writing are intended to set forth 
~er thinking about the "price of restoration. tt The quotations 
rom the novel and interpretation of the significant passages 
hould prove to confirm and illustrate the thinking of Flannery 
'Connor displayed in her expository writing. Her attitudes on 
hese matters have already been analyzed - see above pp. 8~. 
31o'Connor, "The Role of the Catholic Novelist," 11. 
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that has been equated symbolically with such items. Moreover, 
thiS is not a pessimistic mercy because The Violent Bear It Away 
j.nsist:s on many occasions that the "evils that befall prophets" 
are of two kinds, those "that come from the world" which are 
trifling, and those that come from '.he Lord and burn the prophet 
clean; for he himself ~Old Tarwater-1 had been burned clean and 
burned clean again. He had learned by fire." Such a passaqe 
confirms the preceding view and reinforces the earlier argument 
that when Miss O'Connor equates fire with mercy she is not being 
pessimistic but realistic: one of the main attributes of fire is 
to "burn your eyes clean.,,32 
After Tarwater has been violated by the pervert, he had 
felt that the spot in which he awoke was unclean also. In fact 
one main reason why Flannery O'Connor has Tarwater shout an 
"obsceni ty" to the lady who sells pop ~.m,t'" that she can show how 
he reacts to such ill abuse. Even his vulgar language "echoed 
sullenly in his head. The boy's mind was too fierce to brook 
impurities of such a nature. He was intolerant of unspiritual 
evils and with those of the flesh he had never troubled. He felt 
his victory sullied by the remark that had come from his mouth." 
It is of little wonder then that Tarwater should feel even more 
"sullied" when he realizes that the pervert has done more than 
32o'connor, The Violent, 306, 348, 323, 384-5, and 392. Not 
how it is the "eyes" - symbol of the merely human ability of 
reason perhaps, reason unwilling (because of a divorce from hon-
est emotion as it sees the pain of fire to be "burned clean" - it 
is the eyes that are the object of fire. 
-utter mere words of sexual abuse. As soon as Tarwater awakes 
after the pervert had left, therefore, he hastens to put on his 
clothes, stares at the ground he considers sullied and evil be-
cause of the perverted abuse that had occurred on it, and moves 
to purify the spot by fire: ~he kicked the leaves together and 
set them on fire. Then he tore off a pine branch and set it on 
fire and began to fire all the bushes around the spot until the 
fire was eating greedily on the evil ground, burning every spot 
the stranger could have touched." As with the purifying fire of 
mercy burning eyes clean, so with the fire in the woods, evil 
impurities must be removed by suffering. Flannery O'Connor re-
inforces the fact and reminds the reader of the passages showing 
fire's function of purifying the "eyes" when she pictures Tar-
water after he set fire to the perverted woods, "his scorched 
eyes no longer looked hollow or as if they were meant to only 
guide him forward. They looked as if t touched with a coal like 
the lips of the prophet, they would never be used for ordinary 
Sights 'again ••• 33 Again the Biblical "myth" of the lips purified 
by coal convinces the reader that fire ~St as in the scene of the 
final vision, a force directly symbolizing not only the spirit of 
prophecy but also the agent that purifies for a good life, for 
which prophecy itself is a symbol and a causing force. 34 
33Ibid •• 483. 
34That prophecy 1s a symbol of good life was proved earlier 
1n the second vision when the fullness with the Eucharistic ·mir-
aculous food heavenly reward is equated with the prophetic "tide.~ 
r,-----------------, 
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The read~r should also note at this time the signifi-
cance of the second fire Tarwater sets at Powderhead. This 
significance is appreciated only if one realizes how cleverly 
Flannery O·Connor has used carefully patterned connotative phras-
ing to evoke devil symbolism from the descriptions of the pervert 
and of Tarwater's stranger-friend (inner voice). Miss O'Connor 
shOwS that the reader should treat the stranger-friend-pervert-
devil as symbolically one because of her meshing connotations and 
because of the way the book treats these "characters" in random 
order, gradually causing the "characters" to lose their distinct-
35 
ness. Eventually fire offers Miss O·Connor·s authorial judge-
ment on these characters and on their side of the real and sym-
bolic conflict. 
When Tarwater is tempted by his constant companion the 
stranger-friend-devil who wants Tarwater to abandon prophecy and 
abandon others in living for himself alone, he does not continue 
to accept this advice as he has done so often throughout the 
novel. He "shook himself free fiercely" from the urging of that 
VOice, setting the fire all around again, and was not satisfied 
80 that "his spirits rose again" until he felt that his evil 
"adversary would soon be consumed in a roaring blaze." Again, 
apparently Tarwater uses the fire as a good, to purify himself 
from the devil. This stranger-friend from whom Tarwater is 
35AcCOrdingly this discussion of the "characters" must move 
baCk and forth from one to the other, associating and equating 
them, and evolving their total significance as gradually and 
eVOcatively as does Miss o·Connor. 
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trYing to free himself is certainly the devil because he is fin-
ally identified symbolically with the pervert. Even the liquor 
which Tarwater had swallowed after old Tarwater died seemed to be 
a "burning arm" that "slid down Tarwater's throat as if the devil 
were alreatly reaching inside him to finger his soul." The per-
vert offers Tarwater this liquor which is the arm of the devil. 
Moreover, the metaphors describing the devil-liquor as something 
that tries to get inSide a human "to finger his soul" suggests 
sexual abuse similar to what the pervert finally worked on Tar-
water. The pervert can be equated with the devil, therefore, not 
only because of the evil he works, but because of the way he is, 
through liquor and the suggestion of sexual abuse, carrying on 
actions which the book indicates are characteristic of the devil. 
Thero is even a clearer passage linking the pervert with the 
devil. Old Tarwater warns Tarwater: "You are the kind of boy • • 
• that the devil is always going to be offering to aSSist, to give 
you a smoke, or a drink or a ride, and to ask you your bidnis. 
You had better mind how you take up with strangers. And keep 
your bidnis to yourself: It was to foil the devil's plans for 
him that the Lord had seen to his upbringing."36 The pervert is 
further identified with the devil because he is called the 
"stranger," he gives Tarwater a ride and a smoke, and he violates 
Tarwater-s physical integrity which is even more private than his 
"bidnis." The stranger-friend whose voice has been with Tarwater 
36 O'Connor, The Violent. 444, 329-30, 337-8. 
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throughout the book is connected with this devil-pervert because 
bOth are called the "stranger."37 because both urge Tarwater to 
the same abandonment of prophecy in favor of a life of physical 
ease and pleasure apart from duty, and especially because both 
have the sarne symbolic scent and color. The pervert has a sweet. 
stale odor that pervades the whole car and allows no room for 
tresh air. But at Powderhead the stranger-friend has the sarne 
"warm sweet" pervasive ••• odor." Just as the pervert's car. 
shirt, eyes\and handkerchief are lavender, so too is the scene 
when the stranger-friend tempts Tarwater. When Tarwater has 
succumbed to the temptations to drink instead of burying Old 
Tarwater, he must break through the "sweet familiar odor" a 
purple honeysuckle. When Tarwater vomits rejecting the evil food 
of this world, the vomit is purple. When Tarwater hears the 
stranger-friend's suggestion to drown Bishop. the sky is "intense 
purple." When Tarwater is open to the last temptations from the 
friend-stranger, he perceives the "honeysuckle odor" instead of 
Powderhead's "sharper scent of pine." When Tarwater finally 
decides that this stranger's voice is not that of the "friend but 
of an enemy, the friend-stranger is called not an opponent or an 
enemy - but an "adversary" with a grinning presence to "match the 
leer" of the pervert. 38 "Adversary" carries connotations for be-
- ~-----------------------------------------------------------For example, when Tarwater first hears the VOice, p.309-l 
etc, Tarwater starts calling the stranger his friend later, !b! 
Y1olent, p. 330. 
38o'connor, The Violent, 439, 444, 438-441, 432, 406, 420-1 
443_5, 444, 440. 
ing the Biblical word for describing mants chief enemy, the 
devil. Earlier discussions of the meaning of weight make the 
present reference to the weight of the "warm sweet" scent inter-
esting as further evidence for evil, rejection of the other-
worldly. 
Thus, when Tarwater burns the wood after the pervert 
leaves and when he burns the woods on hearing the voice of the 
friend-stranger, the symbolism is of fire that purifies, that re-
moves the evils of the symbolically equated stranger-friend-per-
vert-devil and all the evils symbolically associated with their 
aspect of the novel's conflict. When these burnings are so 
understood in climax in the closing scene, critics who feel that 
Tarwater·s conversion is sudden and unprepared for are ignoring 
the fact that this conversation has been prepared ;~r by Tar-
water's very first rejection of these evil-devils even through 
pOSitive fullness of new vision has not yet come across to him. 
In any event, fire in The Violent Bear It Away has as its attri-
butes the ability to "burn your eyes clean," to help establish 
man's greater vision as man struggles for the clearer and truer 
vision of himself, to provide through an evil for man's removal 
of self-deception - a process which the earlier chapters' study 
of Flannery O'Connor's ethic found desirable in the life of good 
men. 
Finally, evidence that this passage presents a truly 
affirmative and non-pessimistic picture of man's goal in life 
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comes from referring to the third and final time when mercy is 
mentioned in the book. In one of his ",,;:,rophetic" rages at 
powderhead. Old Tarwater had once sarcastically shouted that Ray-
ber and his wife were leading an evil life because of the way they 
and their society had ignored and abused Old Tarwater. old Tar-
water quoted the maxims of such people. "Ignore the Lord Jesus 
as long as you cant Spit out the bread of life and sicken on 
honey. Whom work beckons, to work t Whom. blood to bloodS Whom 
lust to lustS Make haste, make haste. Fly faster and faster. 
Spin yourselves in a fit of frenzy, the time is shortl,,39 Even 
this message introducing Old Tarwater·s "prophecy" is significant 
because it features many of the same symbolic items pr9sent in the 
final prophetic visions of Tarwater. Tarwater also began his 
final visions by trying to ignore what he should face; he had 
kept his eye roving and his thoughts occupied so that he would not 
have to look at old Tarwater's grave or at Buford's accusing 
gaze. Eventually, however, Tarwater came to look on the multi-
tude receiving miraculous loaves, Which are equated with this 
"bread of life" that the moderns ignore and reject. Becoming 
Sick on honey refers to the way apparent goods of this world lead 
to eVil, and perhaps refers to the way the pervert is described 
as smelling of a sweet perfume-evils that seem alluring like 
honey but should really sicken the worthy man and lead him to a 




haste, mal<:e haste. Fly faster and faster. Spin yourselves into 
a frenzy" - confirm earlier conclusions that circular, unfocused 
multiplying of human actions and physical movements are evils of 
this limited world and must be replaced by an emptiness and 
stillness that repudiates limited good, and eventually by focus-
ed forceful action, 
Just as Flannery O'Connor's book does not finish with 
mere admonitions on what to avoid, so Old Tarwater's prophecy is 
not finished at this point. He goes on to say. 
The Lord is preparing a prophet. The Lord is 
preparing a prophet With fire in his hand and eye 
and the Lord is moving toward the city with his~ 
warning_ The prophet is coming with the Lord's 
message, "Go warn the children of God" saith the 
Lord, "of the terrible speed of justice,·' Who will 
be left? Who will be left when the Lord's mercy 
strikes? 40 
Whether Old Tarwater or T?I.nvster or neither is to be this pro-
phet is unimportant, the prophet, as has been said, is the good 
man who counteracts this '\.vorld's evils. He comes in the same 
cleansing, focused41 fire that accompanies the divine message in 
Tarwater's vision. The divine message is very similar too, But 
there is a difference between Old Tarwater's and Tarwater's view 
of the divine message, Old Tarwater acknowledges that the 
divine message urges human efforts of heeding and warning; he 
acknowledges that mercy is what is coming, He holds to mercy 
40Ibid, 
4lThe prophet is foc'-"!,sed because he is controlled in hand 
and eye. Having control and focus in the eye especially reminds 
the reader of the fact that this is a good fire, because the 
reader cannot help remembering the passages where the fire is to 
rr 
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leSs stronqly and directly than does Tarwater, however. E'or old 
Tarwater it is the Lord's justice that is coming to the world of 
man with terribleness. For Tarwater it is the Lord's mercy~ 
Indirectly, in his next sentence, old Tarwater indicates that 
mercy and justice are equated, that the earlier discussion was 
correct in concluding that Flannery O'Connor is trying to distin-
guish be1tttleen the sentimental mercy of an unstruqgling leap to 
mock innocence and the mercy that demands struggle, burning, and 
justice, old Tarwater's views of the smne words as Tarwater's 
final vision offers the reader one more piece of evidence that 
Flannery O'Connor has real mercy in mind - not a strange mercy of 
pessimism, but the true mercy of struggle and justice. Old Tar-
water's use of these same words gives evidence that Flannery 
O'connor has carefully woven the pattern and texture of this 
novel. Old Tarwater's use of these words give a good contrast 
between his Old Testament orientation as opposed to Tarwater's. 
At the end of the book Tarwater's evolved outlook on life is not 
quite the same as was Old Tarwater's. While Old Tarwater believ-
ed in mercy, he conceived of it in terms of stern justice. While 
Tan~ater sees at the end that mercy is still terrible, his view 
that compassion is a direct end apart from but including justice 
allows 11iss O'Connor to show by' one more means that there is an 
affirmative, saving force at work in her novel even though it may 
41"burn your eyes." 
~.~----------------------------~ 
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not be as sentimental a compassion as some of her critics may 
desire. 
In concluding the comparison between Old Tarwater's and 
Tarwater's vision, one should note Tarwater's interesting re-
action to old Tarwater's prophecy. Wh1le Old Tarwater is 
in his frenzy, the boy 'WOuld take up the shot gun 
and hold it to his eye and sight along the 
barrel, but sOMetimes as his uncle grew more and 
more wild he would lift his face from the gun for 
a moment and a look of uneasy alertness, as if 
While he had been unattentive, the old man.s words 
had been dropping one by one into him and now, 
Silent, hidden in his blood stream, were4~ving 
secretly towards some goal of their own. 
Flannery O'Connor emphasizes the importance of the prophecy by 
repeating it, the second time at the climax of the book. Her 
repetition of Tarwater's reaction to the prophecy whenever it is 
uttered gives strengthened value to the earlier attention drawn 
to how Tarwater feels the words of his own vision to be "as 
silent as seeds opening one at a time in his blood, .. 43 and 
underlines the parallels which Flannery o'Connor Wishes the read-
er to draw between these two visions. 
The fifth and last part of the final scene of The Violent 
Bear It Away is not concerned With Tarwater's further enlighten-
ment in prophetic viSions or intuitions. It shows instead the 
ultimate disposition of Tarwater after he has been affected by 
his visions and total experience. 





The boy stopped and picked up a bunch of dirt off 
his great-uncle's grave and smeared it on his 
forehead. Then after a moment, he moved across 
the far field and off the way Buford had gone. 
By midnight he had left the road and the 
burning woods behind him and had come out on the 
highway once more. The moon, riding low above 
the field beside him, appeared and disappeared, 
diamond-bright between patches of darkness. 
Intermittenly the boy's jagged shadows slanted 
across the road ahead of him as if it cleared a 
rough path toward his 9'Oal. His singed eyes. 
black in their deep soekets, seamed already to 
envision the fate that awaited him. but he moved 
steadily on. his face set toward the dark city, 
where the Children of God lay sleeping. 44 
,Iignificant elements include continued fires fading into the 
darkness as Tarwater leaves Powderhead with its other-worldly 
atmosphere. Another significant element is the passages's indi-
cation that the children of God who lay sleeping are in need of 
a prophet. Tarwater's eyes have been "Singed" by the fire, and 
presumably the fire has burned them as clean as had been predict-
ed in the earlier symbolism of the novel. The reader is reminded 
of how Tarwater's eyes were said to have been "scorchedtt like the 
prophet's coal-purified lips after he had used fire to purify the 
place of perversion. such eyes can .tnever be used for o~nary 
sight again", they are the eyes of the prophet that look past and 
through the material Sights to the realm of the foreign country 
of Heaven. The references to how Tarwater smeared the dirt of 
the grave on his forehead can be explained by noting the signifi-




rather lengthy paragraphs following Tarwater's unclenching of 
fists to signify his new life and to trigger his final visions, 
only four short paragraphs have not been quoted. As soon as Tar-
water, unclenching his fists, begins his first vision and begins 
staring at old Tarwater's grave, Buford remarks, "It's owing to 
me he's resting there. I buried him while you were laid out 
drUnk. It's owing to me his corn has been plowed. it's owing to 
me the sign of his Savior is over his head.~45 By i teelf this 
remark about how Old Tarwater has the sign of his Savior over his 
head may not seem of great significance, but 1n the light of 
Flannery O'Connor's unusual emphasis on "head" in this novel, the 
statement can be translated as an indieation that ascendancy over 
the ·'head" is Christianity's task, The head is a symbol of 
death and therefore a limitation of both the physical and (since 
it is Christ who had to die for men) the moral - a symbol of how 
the Christian ethic, the cross, must be "over" the head or se.lf-
Sufficient reasonings of man. Instead of the independent head of 
the rationlist like Rayber who thinks he can solve the signifi-
cance of life with his own thoughts alone - without feeling, 
prophecy, spirit, grace, love, ete. - Tarwater now displays 
reason submitting to the mysteries of man's limitedness. Faced 
With the primary limitation of death, the dirt of the grave, i'ar-
water has been led to envision man's general limitations or 
_emptiness; he is accepting the greater power which the visions 
45Ibid., 442, 446. 
-
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have shown and which the consideration of death most forcefully 
brings horne. Dirt on the forehead shows how man's head (reason-
ings) are superseded by the emptiness of the death-dirt-qrave-
emptiness, how man's head-reasonings are no more than dust. 46 
Also repeated from earlier sections of the final scene 
is the contrast between light and dark. ~ow that the moment of 
vision has passed,. sheer radiations of brilliance are no longer 
described. It is midnight. The city is dark. There are patches 
of darkness, the shadows. and the black eyes. The imagery of 
emptiness is strongly present. This .emptiness suggests creatures 
emptied of illusion about human abilities to display perfection 
of being, Tarwater is not now caught in the ordinary~light of 
the everyday world, nor is he even completely in the darkness 
Which is better than ordinary light, The sheer brilliance of the 
light of vision is gone but what remains i8 not dark emptiness or 
worse. What remains is a hard steady focused light "diamond-
bright," Earlier judgement about fullness and emptiness suggests 
that a condition such as this indicates that Tarwater has been 
definitely remOved from the materialistic self-sufficiency of the 
ordinary world and that he has advanced beyond the negative good 
Of lacking the illusion of such self-sufficiency, ViSion is not 
a condition that can remain constant. while a nlan still lives and 
Works in this '.:-orld, but because of accepting h:.i I:' Visions and 
miSSions Tarwater no longer falls back to darkness or worse, He 
... 
46See references to the symbolic meaning of dust, 
pp. m·,,. 
-retains light and an"unbreakably focused "diamond" light. His 
resolve is now set towards fulfilling his prophetic destiny. He 
lives fully. The sam conclusion is reached when one examines 
the other prominent set of images in this closing paragraph. 
The emptiness-fullness pattern is present not only in the light 
imagery but also in the action imagery. Again the whirling, 
confused, circular motion is present. The moon "appeared and 
disappeared" bright and shadow exchanged places with each other 
"intermittently" as light mingles with patehes of darkness. But 
the circular motions of the world, closed in on its impossible 
self-sufficiency and not breaking out through the greater force 
of spirit which supplies being to the world's limitations, is 
now not part of Tarwater's conciousness. Previously he too 
would have partaken of this cirele of illusion. Now Tarwater is 
counteracting the force of this world. Now Tarwater is consist-
ently and very frequently pictured as illustrating focused, 
forceful action. He rises from his vision and heads away from 
the grave "without looking back.~; His shadow is jagged, with 
sharp outlines that indicate a set fixation of body intent on 
its poSition, so that the light cuts sharply etched eorners of 
shadow. Even the shadow seems to brook no obstacles, because 
it forges ahead of Tarwater and "cleared a rough path toward his 
goal. .. Tarwater is not tempted to join the circular swirl of 
this world's actions now, he has a goal towards Which he moves 
with powerful directness, even the shadow elearing obstacles that 
r ~-----------------------------------------------, 1.84 
Suggest the circular or wavering detours of alternate courses. 
Tarwater "moved steadily on, his face set." No longer does he 
display the erratic dashes of diffused energy splashing and 
jerking haphazardly, and ending by circling it on itself. 
Neither does he display the better quality of absence of move-
ment. His moves now are It steady" as with disciplined directed 
vigor, he is "set" towards an undisputed goal. 
A close study and interpretation of the final vision 
scene of The Violent Bear It Away, therefore, provides a good 
summary of Flannery o'Connor's thought in the novel and shows 
that her thinking in the book reflects the affirmative, realist c 
(as opposed to pessimistic deterministic) philosophy stated in 
her expository writings. Present are intimations of the notion 
of good through evil (as the fire purges and ":-he devil-pervert' 
sexual abuse is a summit of evil leading Tarwater to good), the 
deficiency of mere reason or even humanism's merely human 
actions, the presence of a multiple-being in a detail of matter, 
brotherhood of love and men, and focused intensity of action. 
l1anyof Flannery O'Connor's stated techniques are present in 
this final scene also. Her use of many-level symbols is especi 
ally apparent in her use of the ambiguous fire and of 
kinds of fullness and emptiness, especially the multiple-level 
hunger and bread symbols which represent literal toad, the 
Christian heaven, general fullness, the Eucharist and therefore 
r 
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Christ himself and his love for others. The Biblical mythol-
ogical framework is obvious. Irony:1s revealed especially in 
the contrast between the obvious literal "plot" meaning of the 
details and the way Flannery O'Connor's delicate nuances of 
wording shade these details into various levels of symbolic 
meaning - an especially organic irony for a novel one of whose 
main concerns is to contrast the materialistic man with the 
prophetic sacramental man who can view many things as having 
simultaneous being in sensed object or action. Irony and 
paradox shade such expressions as "silent word" and the unconsu-
mmable burning bush - and etch sharply the difference between 
earlier justice-prophecy in Old Tarwater a:d this later mercy-
prophecy heard by Tarwater. This ending provides a good summary 
because here Flannery O'Connor fuses into a climax the various 
patterns of the novel. Especially significant are the motifs of 
emptiness, fullness (including hunger and food, light, sound, 
smell, water, three kinds of actionsj, fire, the displaced 
person in the foreign country - perceived in and through the 
physical objects which possess a deeper unity in their brotherly 
posseSSion of the same spirit. In order to see Flannery 
O'Connor's verbal texture more extensively, to see that this 
texture throughout the book should have the same interpretation 
as j t was here shown to have for the climax, and to see how this 
climactic fusion of symbols is an organic growth of the texture 
of the Whole book,47 this study must turn itself to an exam1n-
r 
ation of how these symbols that mesh at the climax of ~ 
Yiolent Bear It Away gather significance as the story unfolds. 
The next chapter will concern itself with this process. 
47 
That the ending is not, therefore, an artificial excres-
cence suddenly and artifically appearing in opposition to the 
main tendencies in the book is shown by such an organic out-
growth from the texture of the Whole novel. In discussing how 
Tarwater rejects the evll-devil and seeks purification by fire, 
this study has already done some work in proving that the climax 
of the story comes not merely in the last two pages, but as 
Flannery O'Connor had suggested, in a mounting crescendo through-
out part three of the; ovel and especially in chapters eleven 
and twelve. The remainder of this study will uncover these same 
patterns spread throughout the novel. 
CHAPTER SIX 
FURTHER EXPLICATION OF 'l'HE VIOLENT BEAR IT AWAY. 
An Examination of Unity Between the Climax and 
the Rovel as a Whole 
The imagery of light, sound, emptiness, the circle, and 
the.~ee typles of action is so frequent in Th! Violent SfAr It 
Away that an7 thorough study of this imagery would necessitate 
a catalog of perhaps two hundred to three hundred items for each 
of these catagories, merely in order to list all the times at 
which Flannery O·Connor weaves these details into the flow of the 
text. Since any such catalog and a fortior~ any interpretation 
of such a catalog is beyond the purposes of the present work, 
this final chapter will attempt to examine three other tmportant 
scenes in The Violent Bear It Away, in order to show how t,.1l&·-
. t 
gathering of symbols at the climax of the book is a result of 
symbolic patterns woven poetically from nuances of verbal density 
throughout the book. 
'l~e first of these three significant scenes is the time 
when old Tarwater falls into a frenzy when he thinks of Rayber' 
just after the truant officer leaves Powderhead (The truant 
officer is himself a Rayber-figure since his connection with the 
school allies him with the teacher-Rayber and with Rayber-
rationalism}1i" Since the passage uses the sense of smell in 
identifying good and evil. and puts great stress on the notion 
of hunger. it is useful for verifying the assertion made in the 
28? 
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previous chapter of this .tucly - that theae images flow from 
the whole book into a unified clmax. 
'!'he young Tarwater 18 partly hostile to the 'VOcation of 
being a prophet. '1'hWI he i& partly repelled when Old Tarwat.er 
picture. Jesus t Old Tarwater's use of the notion "at.1nklft9'" 
shOWS that. this notion 'has a connetaUon of evil 1n the las-qe 
j,maqe patterns of the novel. old Tuwat:er'. stay In Rayber's 
house, for exapl., producea a "st.ench •••• ltbJat.J reached 
heaven", it. bore -st.encb- and shame !' •• 4eaa ~." Tarwater 
uses the aame ward when he plcturea hi. 'VCeaUon 'to follow C'hr:ist 
at the start of t.he book. Tarwat.er 1a repelled when ola Tanrater 
·spoke only of tbe aveat. and stink of the croll. of being bon 
aqain to die, and of spendinq etan1ty eating the bread of 11fe, 
and the boy would let his mind wander off to other subjecu.-
When Tarwater f1%'8t preseflu b1maelf at aayber'a house, the 
a1qht of Biahop calla up the follow1nq vislon for 'l'aaWat.er. "Ms 
black pupils, glassy and atlll, reflected depth on depth his own 
atrieken !mag1! of h1maelf, tJNdq1ng into the dlst.anC6 1n the 
bleed1ng stinking' mad shadow of JelltUl. until at least he Z'eea1ved 
bis reward. a brok.en\ fiah, a multiplied loaf." For the yount; 
\ 
\ 
'1'arwa.ter, JesU& 18 a rd amel1 wh1ch be muat unhappily be fORed 
to accept, "1"arwateJtl asacclatea t'h1a bad ame11 ,d:th Jaaus be-
I 
cause early 1n the book he wanta to reject hia clemarKUnq 'VlOCa-
t10n just ae a pereon would lnat1nct1.ely reject a "stink.- And 
the quotations lndicate that Tarwater alac rejec:ta a 'heavan 
r 
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featurillg the bread of life each time the issue of the "st.inking 
dhadow of Jesus" iU'is$a. Flannery O'Connor showe Tarwater a. 
rejecting Jesus' smell and Jesus' food, Oppoaed to t.b:ls reatriet-
lng "stinking shadow of Jesus" 1s Tarwater's not.ion that he 
.. could smell bi. free4cm. pin .... cented, comlng out of the wood. ttl 
The pine-scent 11t a qoo4 smell. '.1.'be enjoyment of t.he pin .... cent 
wanes for Tarwat._ When old Tarwater 1nslata. 
"You were bam into bonda98 anCl baptized lnto the 
d.eath of the .t.ord. into the death of the Lord Jesus 
Christ.- Then the child would feel a sul1enne~~ 
·creep1nq OVG.'C' blm. a .low wal'm n.slng resentment tb&t. 
t.Ms freedom bad to be connected W1.th Jesus and that 
Ieems had to be the Lord. 
The young Tarwater lives in a world of two smells - one that 
stinks and another piney smell that glves enjoyment. and freedom. 
Again Flannery o'Connor does not present the issue of the good and 
evil smell apart. from the mot1f of t.be "bread of lif..... While 
Tarwater is feeling the -warm ris1nq resentment that t~4s freedom 
had to be connected With Jesus and that Jesus had to be t.he Lord.-
Old Tarwster oontlnuea with t.he words. 
-Jesus is t.ho bread of 11fe,- the old man said. The 
boy, d;1sc:oncert.ed. would looJt off into the cU.8tarlee 
over l:he dark blue tree line where the world .tretched 
out, h1ddan and at ita eaae. In ~ 4aJ:lcn .. a, moat. 
prlvate part. of bis aoul. ll&nqinq upsidedown l1ke a 
sleeping bat, was tbaoertaJ.n. unden.t.able knowledCJ8 
that he has not hunC]ry fol' t.be bread of 11fe. Ha(l the 
busb flamed forl'..oaGS, the alUl stood aUll for Joshua, 
t.he lions t.urned .. ide for Dan1el. only to prophesy 
the bread of life? Jean.uJ? He felt. • terrible 
d:1sa.ppointment. in that conclUSion,. a dread that 1 t was 
true. '1'ba 014 maD aud that. as 800n u he died, he 
would hasten to the banks of 
the Lake of Galilee to eat the loaves and fish .. 
that the Lord had multiplied. 
"For EWert" the 'horrif1ed boy asked. 
"For ever," the old man s81d. 
The boy sensed that th18 'Jl,·. the beaR of M. 
great .... unele's madness, this hunqer. and What he 
was seeretly afrald of was that it might be passed 
down. m1ght be hidden 1n the blood and might strike 
some day in him ana then he would be torn W1 ~ a 
hunger like the old man, the bottom sp1i t out of 
his stomach 80 that nothing would heal or fl11 it 
but the bread of 11fe.2 
8ecause Qf the word1nq of thi8 pass.qat Tarwater'. distaste for 
this bread of 11fe seams applicable on several levels. On the 
surface" Tarwater i. asserting his own personality and unique-
ness, he 1s rejecting a life as a cubon copy of Old Tarwater. 
Tarwater rejects Jesus· miraculous mu1tiplleat.lon of t.he lovavea 
and fishes. He thereby rejeeta t.he need wb1eh t.he Jewish crowd 
recognized - the need to forAke personal phy8ica1 de1i9'hta 1n 
follow1ng Jeaua. Tarwater is rejecting Flannery o'Connor's 
notion of Eucharistic pos .... ion of the div1ne being Within the 
human - here as in the e1imax seene t.he phrasing "bread of 11fe" 
suggests t.he Eucharist as it did ln ita original Biblical 0ccur-
rence. Tarwater i. rejecting the Eucharistic god-ln-matter. and 
he is t.hereby alae rejectinq any union of t.he human with the 
, 
divine. thus the material on the 014 Testament prophets i8 woven 
i) 
in with '1'al:water's rejection of t.he/bx-ead of life. Tarwater 1s 
. / 
rejecting the D1Vine Will mani~e8ted 1n the happenings of the 
material world (as that Will ~. 'him to bis vocation). He re-
.... 
2 Ib&d., 315 
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jects the divine nourishment of loaves and fishes. He rejects 
divine sense in the material words of Old Tarwater, He reJeeta 
the divine spirit in the bodies of tbe old Testament prophets, 
And 'l.ls rejects God in the matter of the Eucharist. More subtly 
than Rayber he rejects the 11m1tat1ona of matteJt - he rejects 
the notion that matter is pregnant wit.h diV1ne spi.r1t.. He re-
jects Flannery O'Connor's sacramental philosophy. So many levels 
of int.erpretation emer<le from the texture of verbal nuance and 
allusion in this quotation. therefore, that even 1f the I'eadu 
does not accept Flannezy o'Connor's full theology of the Euc})... 
ar1st and sacramental nature of lire 1n this world, he can still, 
via another layer of meanin9, understand that Flannery o'Connor 
is concerned with the finiteness of man, wit.h the notion that 
matter i. limited and in a sense ~tm1ted ~ because it i. 
impregnat.ed Wit.h divine bei!l9 pulsing- in it and transcending it. 
Early on his road to enliqht.enment, TarwateJ:' tn._ to rejeat:. both 
the smell and the food of Jesus and thereby trie. to reject. hi. 
specific religious calling- and hi. ,eneral calling to recognize 
God in matter. 
Tarwater's interpretation of these symbolic amella 
changes during the book in a way that P4rallela the chan<les 1n 
Tarwater'. character,. Aqa1n at. the cliDlax Tarwater is confronted 
J 
by these two smells, As be trudqea baet to Powderhead aft.er 'hav-
ing left the truck driver, Tarwater 1s still partly held by his 




discipline that Flannery O· Connor's p'h1losophy requires of the 
perfect man - a discipline that causes Tarwat.er, even this late 
in the book, to view bis callinq to follow Christ as a contii tion 
in which he 'WOuld be follow1nq Ittbe bleeding- stinking mad shadow 
of Jesus. lost forever to hi. own inclinations.-3 When Tarwater 
i8 confronted by tbe apex of evil, the dev1l (eapecially IJ .. 
personified 1n t.he pervert)" be recoqn1zes4 the t1l1O .ells, "the 
odor of honeysuckle and the sharper scent. of pine"S - and he 
chooses the good pine. But now be does not view the following 
of Christ as a restriction on freedom and the spollinq of tbe 
beauty of the pine J as the prev10ua ahapter baa; < bhown, 6 Tar-
water reaoqnizes that the devil-pervert is the one with the 
i 
stink. Moreover, Tarwater no lonqer feels that Old 'tarwater' a 
hunqer i8 a madness. That hunqer bas become very real, 1nescap-
able. and desirable to him. The final scene of the book sh0w8 
Tarwater .a aqreeinq that this bread of life 1s • qood whiah he 
must pursue as reward. These earlier passaqes ooncerninq Tar-
water·s attitudes towards th18 8!AGll and food< of Jesus are 
connected With the climatic paasaq'" .. the quotations show, 
3Ib1d. J 434-5 
4Th. devil and tbe pervert have already been examined. 
above, PP. 242~. 
50-conner, The V121ent., 443. 




bY the way Flannery O'Connor repeats exact wordlngs and thereby 
forces the reader to interpret the book as a symbolic whole. The 
close study of these earlier passages increases understanding of 
the thouqht-denslty in the climactic symbols, verifies the 
interpretation of cllmax symbols made in the previous chapter" 
and illustrates the way the climax gJ'OWll organically out of the 
boOk as a Whole. 
In this early scene after the depa%"ture of the truant 
officer, even the particular manner 1n Which Tarwat.er tries to' 
evade his vocat.ion h Instr:uct.l va. Tarwater "tried When 
possible to pas. over t.heae thoughts" about the "sUnking 
shadow of Jesus and about old Tarwater'. mad" Insatiable hunqer 
tor the bread of life.. Tarwater'. matUler of awlc11ng the duties 
of his vocation is described in 81qht images tbat aga1n rem1n4 th. 
reader of how the sight symbol1_. etc •• functions In the boolt t '. 
climax. 
Tarwater would try 
to pass OVe%' theae tboU9'hta. to keep hi. vislon 
located on an even level. toaee no more than what 
was in front of his face and to let hi. eyes stop 
at the surface of that. It was as If he were 
afraid that if he left his eye res't. for an instant 
lonqer t.haJ'l vas needed to place somethinq ... a 
spade, a 'hoe, the mule'S hind qwu:ters before his 
plow, the red furrow under Mm - that the thtnq 
would suddenly stand before him, suanqe and 
terr1fyinq, demandlnq ~t he name it and name it 
justly and be judqed for the name he qave 1. t.. He 





At this early point in the book Flannery o'Connor 1. slgnaling 
that the actlon of gazing steadily at an object lssymbolically 
equivalent to golng beneath the materlalism of its flnite sur-
face to the pulsinq" d.emandinq vital qual1ty of being that 
supplies true existence., a qua11ty of beinq that all creation 
shares as a gift from the d.iVine Giver of existence. This vital 
share 1n the divine beinq makes all created th1nqa intimate with 
one anotherf unites all th1nqs in a bond of loy. t:hat wishes 
well for the belnq possessed 1n common by all th1nqs. BumeroU8 
other passages throughout the book sU9qest, often le.s d1rectly, 
that direct steady que, especially if 1 t i8 a qame lnt:o 
anotherts $Yea, ls .ymbollcally equal to the recoqrd.tlon of the 
divine vitallty sacramentally present Within matter. The gaze 
of the 91rl preacher. Lucet.te. for example, ., ... slowly fl'Olft 
the fierce apotllqbt to Rayberts head and eye.. Her qaze remalns 
on Rayber's face with a lowerinq concentration flxed on Rayber. 
layber feels, as a reault~ that Lucette sees directly into his 
heart" pierces his pre't.ences. and se .. the reality Within. 
Rayber "felt some m.1neulous eommun1eation between them.. The 
child alone in 't.he world was meant to understand htm.- Rayber 
has a problem similar to Tarwater'. and seeks to avold the 
d1 Vine call in the same way. Usually Rayber can 1i va with 
Bishop. 
without being- painfully aware of his presence but 
the moments would aUll come when •.. J.'WJb1ru'l from. 
some inexpUcable part of himself,. he would ex-
perience a love for the child ao outJrag80ua t.hat 
he would be left shocked and depressed for days, 
and trembling for his sanity. It was only a touch 
of the curse that lay in his blood. 
His normal way of looking on BiShop was an 
x signifying the general hideousness of fate. He 
did not believe that he himself was formed in the 
imaqe and likeness of God, but that Bishop was he 
had no doubt. The litt.le boy was part of a simple 
equat.lon that. required no further solution. except 
at the moment when with little or no warning he 
would feel himaelf overwhelmea by the horrlfyiRg' 
love. Anythinq he looked at too long could b&1.nq 
it on. BiShop did not lU\ve to be around. It 
could be a st1ck or a stone, the line of a shadow, 
the absurd old man'. walk of a starling croSSing 
the sidewalk. If, wi tbout thinkinq he lent him-
self to it, he would suddenly feel a morbid surge 
of the love that terrified him - powerful enough 
to throw him to the ground in an act of idiot 
praise. ;t was completely irrational and 
al:moxmal. 
With aayber .a with Tarwater, steady gaze pierces through the 
pretences of finiteness and reaches the In-dwelllnq full~being 
that all creation abares with ita .Maker, A vision of this full .. 
ness of being-creates an awareness of how all things are s1m!lar 
in the -image and likeness of God- and creates a moment of love. 8 
70-connor, The V&olent., 315-6, 384, 372, 
Sftayber's case iS t however, slightly different from TiL.--. 
water' s!J If hyber continues looking at Bishop lonq enough, the 
love will pass into a nausea and. a belief that there is no God 
and no grounds for love. The reader i. qiven here an example of 
Flannery O.Connor'. notion that the extreme of reason alone and 
the extreme of emotion alone paradoxically convert into one 
another ... sentimentalism equals obscenity, '1'hu8 Rayber lives a 
life of rigid disciplinet -He did not look at anything too long, 
he denied his senaes unnecessary satisfaction. He slept in a 
narrow iron bed, worked sitting in a etralght-backed chair, ate 
frw;rally, spoke little, and cultivated the dullest for friends, 
At his high school be was the expert. on testinq" All his pro-
feSSional deBci810ns were prefabricated and did not involve his 
partiCipation, .. (o'Connor, 'rhe Violent Bear It AwalT, 373),. Ray-
ber's moments of love are merely the 'times when this excessive 
control of reason converts into an excess of emotion, if tbe 
steady gaze persists, Rayber is turned once again to an excess 
2')6 
very frequently mention is made of how Tarwater's gaze avoids 
BiShop, grazes the top of Bishop's head and darts frantically 
from one thinq to another. Rayber accuses Tarwater of being 
afraid to look Bishop in the eye and says that this 1s a major 
symptom of Tarwater's sickness. EVentually the story reaches a 
major turning point When Tarwater does finally stare deep 1nto 
BiShop's eyes, Tarwater "seemed to see the little boy and noth-
ing else, no air around, no room. no noth1nQ. as if his qaze had 
slipped and fallen into the center of the child's eyes and was 
still fallinq down and down and down." The same kind of stare 
thereafter brings Tarwater into contact with his divine call and 
wi th the 1mag-e of Old Tarwater. God' s prophet and sacramental 
embodiment of the call - an image which Tarwater sees in Bishop, 
who has Old Tarwater' a eyes. Moat noteworthy is t.he t.ime When 
Tarwater exchanqes his sandwich for the drink of well water 
guarded by the group of Negro chtldr'en. Taxwater 
looked down into a gray clear pool, down and 
down to where two Silent serene eyes were qa~lnq 
at him. He tore his head away from the bucket 
and stumbled "backwards wh1le the blurred shack, 
then the hoq. then the colored clU1d, his eyes" 
still ~ixgd on him, came into focus.. He slammed 
his hat down on his wet head and wiped his sleeve 
across his face and walked hastily away. 
8 cent'd 
of mere reason. Since Rayber's reason and emotions are not 
balanced ... even he himself "was not. deceived that this was a 
whole or full life" .... his love is not real. nor is his steady 
gaze true~ ThUs the fact that Rayber's steady gase eventually 
eliminates true being and love does no d.~qe to the general 




,lannery o'connor does not intend such visions to be taken merely 
literally. "'the visions stuck like a burr in his head and it 
tOOk him more than a tile to realize he had not seen it. The 
.ater had stranqely not assuaged his thirst." Gazlnq at any-
thing deeply is a symbol of the way a human can pierce the 
finiteness of matter and come into contact with God who ean 
alone assuaqe antr thirst, hUnqer or c:ravtnq. It is interest1nq 
to see that both quotations emphasize the not.:t.on udeeply- by 
repeat.inq it several times - thus inaurtnq that t.he reader will 
interpret steady gaze aa posseasing more than li tera.l importance-
as a penetrat.ion beneath ordlnaJ:'Y material surfaces. Tbe same 
kind of stare reoccurs at the climax When Tarwater commits him-
self fully to his vocation after "Ms gaze rested finally on the 
ground Where t.he wood entered the grave." Tarwater pierces be-
yond the ma.terial world, "notb1nq seemed alive about the boy 
but his eyea and they stared downward at. the cross as if they 
followed below the surface of the earth to Wbere its roots 
encircled all the dead. It In tbe climaX as in the earlier scenes, 
Flannery O.Connor uses the symbolism of steady gaze to indicate 
that a character sacramentally - throuqh matter to spirit 
connected with mat.t.er .. contact:.a the indWelling fullness of be-
ing and aseoeiates wit.h all being in love. Tbus the earthly 
Tarwat.er tries to rejee~ this sacramental nature of ~he world 
Which speaks of bi8 ~llq1oua calling'. The young Tarwater "did 
all he could to avoid this threatened intimacy of creation. 
r 
-
When the Lord'. call came, he wished it to be a voice from out 
of a clear and empty sky, the trumpet of t.he Lord God Almighty, 
untouched by any fleshy hand or breath ... 9 But later, t.he exper-
ienced Tarwater knows - and this symbolism of siqht shows the 
awareness •• does the previously discussed symbolism of smell 
and of hunger - that man contacts fullness ofbeinq not. by 
avoidlnq but by going through the "fleshy hand," The present 
passage confirms t.he analY8i8 made ln the discusslon of the 
climax that dartlng, sMfting human act! vi ty 1. worthless if 
alone, man's final peace evolves out of a stil.lness that evokes 
concentrated focused action - the ateady gaze. 
An added point. of conneet.ion between the lmaqery of siqht 
and the lmagery of hunqer is reallzed When the read.. observes 
that Flannery o'Connor mentions hunqer for the bread of 11fe -
but that she empbaalzes in tb1s early passag-e.. at the climax, 
and elsewhere. that. Chrlst's m.1l'Elele and the prophet-s reward 
include multiplied fish a. well aa bread. For example, even in 
the middle of his conversation with Meeks. Tarwater bas "a 
hideous vi8ion of himself sittlnqforever With his qreatunele on 
a qraan bank, full and sick, 8tarinq at a broken fish and a 
multiplied loaf." Mueb mention 1s made of fish throuqhout the 
story, Rayber attempts materialism and introduces Tarwater to 
his ancestor., the fish at a museUlh Rayber and fll'arwater go 1;0 
gO'Connor, '!'he Violent, 314, 389, 394., 396, 436, 446, 316. 
~':)9 
the country hotel to do some flshlng. Tarwater ls frequently 
compared to Jonah who was swallowed (it ls emphasized) by a fish 
and vomited (further hunqer imagery) on "the shores of the dead" 
so that he cannot escape his prophet.ic misslon. Probably all 
these and other ment.ions ot t.he fiah imaqery are signiflcant ! n 
the ultimate pat.tern of the novel. The fish, like Flannery 
o.connor's other symbols, has a paradoxical double meaning. It 
SUggests materialism, since man can be descended from a mere 
fish, and since the way fish eat men and men eat. fish can cause 
a man to reject the doctrine of a life aft.er death or resurrec-
tion. But the fiSh, like any other evil in Flannery O·Connor's 
world, is eventually an aqent of qood. In forcing Jonah to 
accept his mission, the fish - it is called a "fish" rather than 
a Whale - who can lead t.o t.he evil of materialism let'\Cl8 the 
prophet to his true destiny. Thus the flsb-symbolism essentially 
suggests the divine - in taet, it is the same kind of symbol for 
Christ as i8 the "bread of life· which is also multiplied, 
especlally at t.he climax of the book. One 18 reminded ott.he 
fact that the fish was just such a symbol - not sacramental as 
With the Eucharistic bread, however - of Chrlst in the days of 
the early Christians.. Wi th tb1s realization, the reader is not 
surprised to flnd the clouds being "salmon-eolorecP aa Tarwater 
goes to drown Bishop. Biab,')p Will be drowned but also baptized, 
Christ has been present, worktnq in evil. Most import.lmtly, this 
:~oo 
ipterpretation of tha fish causes one to understand the signifi-
cance of the frequent emphasis on the fact that Old Tarwater's 
and Bishop's eyes are fish-colored. 'rhe fish and.t'( therefore, 
fish-colored eyes (since the eye is Flannery Q'Connor's vehicle 
for knowing this l'lOrld or what is beyond it - a symbol for use of 
the mind) is the agent of belief. Rayber points out this 
associationt ttl LRayberJ looked up and there he was, those 
mad fish-colored eyes loolcing down at me." "It was the eyes 
that got me • • • • Children may be attracted to mad eyes. A 
grown person could have reSisted. A child couldn·t. Children 
are cursed with believing." Again, Rayber fixes the association 
when he e.."'Cplains why he - and therefore, presumably, 'I'arwater 
too, "tvho has the same difficulty - will not look at anything 
fixedly for too long a time. The fixed stare will bring on the 
s\'mep of over-powering superhuman love, and with it is "always 
felt • • • a rush of longing to have the old man's eyes - insane, 
fish-colored, violent with their impossible viSion of a world 
transfigured - turned on him once again. The longing was like an 
undertow in his blood dragging him backwards to what he knew to 
be madness. tt Thus. the scene in which Tarwater finally does 
stare fixedly into Bishop's eyes, which are the eyes of old Tar-
water, seems to be even more significant. Whenever Rayber or 
Tarwater lool( into Old 'l'arwater's or Bishop'S eyes they come into 
the presence of the "Violent," "impossible," world, a world that 
"appeared to exist only to be itself, imperious and all 
301· 
10 demanding." into a world of pure being, beyond the lindted 
world of matter which is idolized by those who try to ignore God. 
The steady gaze into an eye, especially the sight of the fish 
in those eyes - and eventually these eyes are seen everywhere, 
even in the haze around the gospel. preacher, in the well where 
Tarwater seeks a drink, and in the sun after Tarwater has been 
assaulted - those fish-eyes, like the bread,. are another symbol 
of Christ and of Flannery O'Connor's sacramental outlook on life. 
Flannery O'Connor's use of the fish in the climax, therefore, 
has another web of meaning flowing throughout the texture of the 
novel. 
In the present passage there is one other interesting 
evidence of Flannery O'Connor's sacramentalism; ',The importance 
of giving a thing i tEl proper name * 'I'arwa tar is impressed by how 
awesome a duty it would be to have to give objects a fitting 
name J he is thus in the most intimate of contact with a thing, 
and he must "name it justly and be judged for the name he gave 
it. nll Evidently this is another caso where Flannery o'Connor 
has made use of her Biblical myth. In Biblical times (and still 
today in a Semitic or Arabic culture) a name of a person or a 
lOIbid., 340, 397, 432, 348, 399, 387, 324, 419, 404, 372. 
llIbid., 316 
r ___ ... ___ -----. 
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thing was considered crucial, "From the earliest times the 
name given to a child was supposed to ",ndicate some character-
istic of the person, of the circumstances, trvtal or momentous 
connected with his or her birth, of the hopes, beliefs, or feel-
ings of the parents." W1th people and with objects these cul-
tures had the '·impression that the name and facts flhould 
correspond."l2 Tarwater shares this sacramental philosophy that 
the EiXternal sign of an object. (its name) has efficacy in 
establishing the functioft and value of that object (its fullness 
of real being). Tarwater, therefore 18 offended that city 
people rush by without really coming into contact. with hinu "he 
wanted to stop and shake hands with each of them and Bay his 
name was F. M. Tarwater." Cotltact with the name is contact with 
the reality. Thus Tarwater is offended When Rayber calls him 
"Franky." The boy inSiSts that his real name is "Tarwater." 
Aga1n, Tarwater writes his own name separately on the card at 
the fishing lodge and adds that be is not Raybar's son - Tarwater 
is again trying to use the uniqueness of his name to establish 
his unique real identity.13 Thus Tarwater's role in the passage 
cited here - like Adam's in the Garden of Eden - in giving 
proper names is a sharing in the intimacy of the act of creation. 
by getting the proper name one touches ultimate real baing and 
joins matter and spirit sacramentally. 
12J. Taylor, "Names. Names," Dict~9nary of the Sible, ad • 
.James Hastings, reVised edition (Now Yorl<:c Scribner's, 1963), 687 
13o·connor, The Violent, 318, 368, 394. 
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Flannery O'connor did not confine her sacramental use of 
names to this one allusion, howeverJ she uses the practice her-
self. Tarwater's name. for example, has multiple significance 
and illustrates again both Flannery O'Connor's sacramentallsm and 
the organic unity of the novel's symbolism,. On the surface the 
name Tarwater suggests, of course" the strange name of the 
isolated Southern backWoods people - and the separation (a separ-
ation that is to their advanta.qe, in Flannery O·Connor'. philo-
sophy) from the more "normal" names of those not 80 isolated. 
'larwater f s name, when broken into ito components "Tar" and 
"water," remind the reader thllt this is a novel in which baptisl!;l, 
the use of water, is a cr-cial issue. The reader can see that 
Tarwater does indeed receive b'.pt:lsmal water of tar, he is bap-
tised or converted to good only throuqh the uqliness of Sin 
(tar),l4 which has a strong adhesiveness for the person it covers 
wi th grime. The reader is reminded of how Tarwater reaches 'iJood 
only by coming through the apex of evil. hoW man (1n Flannery 
O'Connor's philosophy) sacramentally reaches the fullness of be-
ing only by pasa1ng through the attractive deceptiveness of lack-
of-beinq-matter - the more ethereal (spirit, water) through the 
more solid (matter, tar). A further significance of Tarwater-'s 
name is the way it suqgests the word "tare." and the Biblical 
parable of how the word of God takes root in some people like Tar-
water but not in others 11ke Rayber. Flannery O'Connor herself 
14see earlier discussion of how good must emerge from 
evil, pp. 1'12-4. 
r 
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justifies this interpretation by twice explicitly referring to 
this Biblical parable as one way of summar1zing the conflict in 
the novel. In this very scene which we have been exam1ng,- Tar-
water feels that the divine words be himself uttered to Rayber 
were "dry and seedless" and bore no fruit. More expliCitly, Old 
Tarwater later emphas1zes that Flannery O.Connor 1s thinking of 
the Bib11cal parable. old Tarwater says to Rayberl 
It was sass he got from them," the old man said. 
"Just parrot-mouthinq all they had ever said about 
how I was a crazy man. The trtlth was even if they 
told him not to 'believe what I had taught him, he 
couldntt forqet it. He never could forget that. 
there were chances that. that simpleton was not his 
only father. I planted the seed in him and 1 twas 
there for good. Whether anybody liked 1t or not." 
"It fell amongst cockles," Tarwater said. 
"Say the sass." 
"It fell 1n deep," the old man sa1d, "or else 
aftarthat crash he wouldn't have come out here 
hunting me." 
And Rayber Itadmitted himself that the seed was still in him. 1t The 
reference to "cockles," a word of Biblical connotation, and the 
discussion of how Itdeep" the seed fell suggest to the reader 
strong overtones of the Biblical parable. A scene more important 
because it applies this parable to Tarwater as well as to Rayber, 
and because it allows the reader to understand the full import of 
one of the sentences in the novel's climax, is the scene 1n which 
Rayber makes his most enerqetic and final attempt to reason with 
Tarwater. Tarwater replies a 
ItIt's you the seed fell in,· he said. -It a1n t t 
a thing you can do about it. It fell on bad 
ground but it fell in deep. With me,- he said 
proudly, "it fell on roek and the wind carried it 
away." 
'!'be school teacher qraapec! the table aa if he 
were goinq to push it forward lnto the boy. a 
cheat. "Goddam you." be aaid in a breathl ... 
harsh voice. "It fell ln us both allke. 'the 
difference 1s I know it'. in .. and I keep it 
under control. I weed it out but youtre tee 
blin4 to knoW it.-s in you. YOU dontt even know 
what makes you do the th1nqa you do .... 
~! boy looked at him angrily, but said no-
tbinq. . _ 
The reference in this quotat.1on . ..., seed, bad g.-ound, wind, and 
rock, compel t.he reader to reeognize tbat Mis. O. Connor is 
alluding to the Biblical parable of the tar ... 
Tarwater'. analysis here do .. not quite fit the fact •• 
The word baa penetrated Tarwater lDOre deeply than he here adm1 ts • 
llayber-. opinlon i8 more aoc:urate. Tarwater is a field ',bat 
has a seed of the religious vocation and the t.area (to \18e the 
Biblical tem) that tend to choke auch a 'VOcation. Rayber baa 
lndeed weeded out 1l\U.ch of the word inataail of the tare., from the 
field of hi. ow 8Oul. One of the major problema of the book ls 
to discover whether Tarwater w111 follow Rayber or whet:her Tar-
water will remove the weeds and ez.·;"hange tbe :tarea of s1n for t.he 
water of baptiam. The novel'. cl1max develops t.his .trand of 
symbolism when 1 t indicate. t.bat Tarwater accepts tbe prophetic 
voice Wherein the divine word t. "u silent a. seed. open1nq one 
at a time in hi. blooCl.- Again, therefore, Flannery o'~r has 
the climax beinq an outgrowtb and 81II1II1 t of the web of ..,bal 
.' . 
nuance woven throuq'hout the novel. During Old Tarwater's frenzy 
after the truant offlcer bad left, Tarwater was afraid that this 
di vine word might already have lrrtrlOCable control over him, that 
it had penetrated into .. the darkest, most private part of his 
soul", "he was secretly afraid • • • that. it L the word, bis 
vocation, Old Tarwater' 8 hunqerJ Dd.qht be passed Clown, m1qht be 
passed down, m1qht be bidden in the blood."l6 All the novel pro-
gres.es. Tarwater tries to 11ve a 11fe that would show that t.h1s 
seed of the word 1s not 1n 'h1m., t.hat 1 t 'has not raVished h1m.. 
Early in the book, Tarwater would prefer to think of h1m8elf as 
ravished by the physical world and uncontaminated by the spirit.-
ual - untll the physioal worlc! literally, sexually 40ea abuse 
him as 'had the materiallst aaper-Raybe.J:' intellectually - and make 
him. real1ze in the summ1 t of evil that he 18 bet.ter off W1 th the 
seed of God' s word 1n hi. bloo4.17 Flannery o· Connor Wles the 
expllclt wordlng of the seed-parable to indlcate Tarwater'. 
struggle - here in thi. earUer frenzy, later 1n d1scua.lnq the 
p11ght of Rayber and Tarwater, and f1nally 1n 111ustrating the 
direction of the actlon at the el~. Thua Tarwater'. name is 
significant 1n telling' the reader that the Blbllcal parable of 
the "tares" 18 What this novel di.CUII.ea. 
Tarwater'. analysl. that w1th b1m8elf the "seed fell on 
16Xb1d., 447, 315. 
l7See earlier references dlseuss1nq hoW the wordlnq of the 
paaSag'es about a "Ieed in the blood- are suqtJeatlve of evil anel 
sexual abuse. pp. '?t-3(?-275.. 
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roCk" is not entirely faulty, however, there is in the statement 
one of Flannery O'Connor*s typical ironic second meanings, a 
deeper symbolic layer of meaning which makes Tarwater's statement 
true in a certain sense. The Violent Bear It Away uses motif of 
a rock symbolically. The water of baptism in:o the fruitful 
religious life as prophet is to flow from a rocK, Tarwater knows, 
just as it did for IF.oses. Flannery o.Connor reminds the reader 
of this Biblical significance of a rock by her frequent allusions 
to how 1'1Oses "struck water from. a rock" as a sign of his prophetic 
office. Tarwater "thought of Moses who struck water from a rock, 
of Joshua who made the sun stand still, of Daniel who stared down 
the lions in the pit." The C()upling of Moses' rock and Daniel's 
lions, like the many references to these prophets throughout the 
book and in the climax scene~ does more than suggest its usual 
motif of the man filled With the divine spsrit, however. One of 
the strongest portents of the outcome of the novel occurs when 
Tarwater is tempted to baptize Bishop at a park pool where the 
'~ter comes from the mouth of what is emphasized as a stone-lion. 
The rock is associated with Old Tarwater, and Tarwater's first 
robellion in his dislike in having to bury the mountain-old Tar-
''later in a rock. Old Tarwater when challenged and filled with his 
sonse of vision is a "rock-lil~e figure" of massive heaviness and 
and unshakable steadiness (like the steady, focused movements dis-
cussed earller).18 Flannery O'connor interprets the rock imag-e 
lSo-connor. The Vlolent~ 400. 308, 390, 400-1, 316, 380. 
r 
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on even more profound levels, however. Presumably, the roclt is 
a. symbol for the Church - recalling the name of "Peter*' and the 
notion of the strong man of God as a rock on whom the Church is 
to be bw.lt. probably the most telling connection between tho 
roel< and the Church comes through Bishop. B.ishop·s name shows 
that he somehow represents the Church - probably because l.ike 
members of the Church he needs baptism, because he is made (as 
Rayber had adm.itted) in the image of God despite :~L8 defects, 
and because it is through Bishop that Tarwater eventually .is to 
receive salvation, Bishop's name is thus significant in itself 
like Tarwater's name, It is also significant for its relation-
ships with the notion of rock and Church. Bishop's character-
istic pose 1s given as follows. 
The child had on a black cowboy hat and he was 
gaping over the top of a trash basket that he 
clasped to his stomach. He kept a rock in it. 
Tarwater lool~ed at the closed door d:; rkly as if 
he continued. to see the Chf§d through it, still 
clasping his trash basket. 
presuroably this descrtption, otherwise senslessly stressed 
detail, is to be interpreted as a familiar O'Connor notion of 
good amidst eVil, good emerging from evil. In the midst of 
"trash'· 1s a rock; in the midst of t.he confusion and apparent 
uselessness of this world (in the presence even of Bishop him-
self whose uselessness causes rationalist Rayber to reject God), 
19o·connor. The Violent, 365. 
This rock-like steadiness resembles the focused move-
mont discussed earlier, e.q_, pp •. ·260-1.. 
i8 t.he rock - giver of water and truth and qrace. Thus 1t is 
appropriate t.hat a.s the novel's climax approaches i a rock. should 
figure prominently in Taxwater-s "conversion." 'l'ha la4y who sold 
pop baa a "qran! te-l1ke face" I even t.he reader who haa not 
already been convinced that Flanru.u:y o· connor is equat.ing a rock 
wi th the Church as infoJ:J.ll8d by the spirt t of Christ must see 
here the s1qn1ficanc:e of stone. "There was all knoWledge in her 
stony face and ~he fo14 of be:' aJ'mS indicated a judqement fixed 
from the foundation of t,1me."20 This 'WOman, it, must be remember-
ed. is the fi~ who starts Tarwater·. conversion because her 
rock-steady judqement.a condemning his action. cause him to utter 
the vulgui ty wb1eb mounts to sexual abUae from the pervert and 
causea Tarwater'. final rejection or what he lmoWa to be an 
obvious evil .. fleshy. sexual languaqe and abusive aetton. 2l 
Agoa1n, u Tarwater retw::na to Powderbead, another roek. faces 
him. Tarwater lIees Buford -mounted on a mule. The mule was not 
movinq, the two mlqht have been. made out of rock."22 Buford's 
steady condemning' gaze that viewe Tarwater "wit.h a scorn that 
can. penetrate any surface" 18 what. causes 'ra.n1at.er to sh1ft 'his 
eyea around and eventually face Qld Tarwater'. qrave and t.he 
final vision and acceptance that come u a consequence. For' 
Flannery O'CoJUlOr, therefore. the rock motif signifies steadiness, 
and also it signifies any 91ver of grace. especially the Church, 
~UO'Connort fhe Violent. 437. 
2la .. PP. 26£~2lSlfhere such sexual abuse ia cl~ as the 
main element causinq Tarwater •• conversion. 
22Q'Connor, ". V&glent. 445. 
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Which brings men to goodness by allowing them to judge their own 
evil and finiteness against her divine standards - another 
!11Ult1ple-1mage that Flannery O·Connor weaves throUqbout the book 
and into 1 ta climax. Thus. when Tarwater asserts that the seed 
found roek in him, he 1s incorrect as l'egards t.he tar.s parable, 
the seed has taken root. W1 t.b1n him. But in another sens. he ls 
ironlcally correct, the diVine calling will be heeded by the 
divine anchor of trut.h which is Within Tarwater causing him to 
eventually reject evil when it reaches ita apex - cauainq Tar-
water to reject. the l1m1t.ed. 
A final look at t.he word -tar.,- leade to another very· 
likely significance of the name Tarwater. A tare is moat 
precisely defined as follOWB' -Tares are certain k1nds of darnel 
growing pJ.enUful 1n corn fields. The bearded dunel ••• most 
resemble wheat. 'l'he seeds, often poisonous to human be1ng8 on 
account of para.idie growths 1n them, are sold as chickenls 
food. 23 The fact that the word -tare- mest specifically refers 
te seed makes 1 t connect especia.lly closely vi t.b Flannery 
O' Connor.. use of -seed- in the pas8aq.. referring- to the kind of 
the d1 vine word ln h\1 'ana. '!'he element of polson suqqeat.s the 
final pos81ble interpretation of the word Tarwater. 
The 9#ed hst.J.&,h PJ,ct1onarx defines the 80mewbat 
archaic word. -tarwatertt as an -lnflision of tar 1n cold water, 
formerly in repute as a medicine." Its medicinal value was that 
it acted as a purgative, poisoning ill person so that he would 
vomi t substances harmful to him. -No remedy was more popular 
during the second half of the 18th century than tar-water." 
BiShop Barkely wrote a . 'hole treatis. on the Wllue of this 
purqative and felt that it was useful to prevent all sorta of 
evils, even feloni.,.. This term serves as an obviously appropri-
ate name for the character who ltltat. fight against the "gobbets 
of p'ison- wisdom of thls material world and especlally of the 
ratlonalist Rayber,24 the character who must. literally vom1t. 
frequently as be struqgles against the pains in hls stomach be-
cause materialistic desires are in conflict with religious call-
ing, the character who finally reacbes appreciatlon and accept-
ance of his reliqio'WI destiny through the sacramental cUseovery 
of qood emerqlnq from evi.l. Just as tarwater pUrges man of evil 
by gl vinq him 80 qreat a poison that he 1s emptied and ready for 
good,. so Tarwater must pu.rqe himself anc1 thl'ouqh Tarwater the 
world must be pUl:'9e4 of evil by havinq evil mount to the summit 
of evil and by being stilled into emptiness frcm inane human 
materialistiC: activity so as to be f.111ed With the fullness of 
d1 vine energy 41 
Other names ln the novel also effect what they a1gn.fy. 
Rayber·s name 1s important. critic Alqene BalUf suqqests that 
- )t2 
Rayberts name means Mraper.· 25 Ballif sees Tbe Ylo.ent lear it 
a.wax as a novel in whicb the dominant motif is symbolism of 
incest. Many passaqes throuqhout the novel suqqesta that 
Flannery O·Connor was occaeionally using tmaqery of sexual per-
version. '!'he many pa •• aqea in which Tarwater fears that Old 
Tarwater'. "seed"baa been planted. in b1m can be read to have a 
double mean1nq 1n which "see<la" do not. merely refer to the 
material produced ~ plants. This "Freud1an interpretat.ion" is 
enhanced When one observes paa.ages indicating that Tarwater's 
birth was i11eqi t.1mate, that R.ay~ 'baptizes Tarwater' a bottom, 
that Old Tarwater'. convers1on of ~he child Raybar is called a 
i 
"childhood seduction," that Old T~ter feel. that Rayber'. 
charity to ~ 1s allowinq RAybar ~ "creep into his soul," that 
I 
I 
Tarwater has a "ravaged look," ~ he revisits spots where he 
had been un4er old Tarwater'. control, and that t.he hunger which 
Old Tarwater has caused to ris. in Tarwat.er leaves Tarwat.er 
"barely an inch in Which to keep ~self inViolate." Moat signi-
ficant 1s the climax in which t.he seeds are felt to be "opening' 
one at a time" in Tarwater'.-blood._26 Flannery O'Connor's use 
of Tarwater's ohacen1 ty to the lady eel11nq pop and. the use of 
the pervert27 1s"then not random or Jansen1at1e choices of an 
25 Algene Ballif, -A Southern Allegory--The Viol ens 8tH 
It away by Flannery ~'Connor," 2Pmmtnt![Y. XXX (1960), 360. 
26 o'Connor, ~ V191ent, 379, 30S, 369, 399, 447. 
27 Ba111£ makes the po1nt that even the sexual abus. from 
the pervert. 1s incestual, since the pervert seems to resemble the 
stranger-friend who 1s Tarwater's other self. Tarwater,in a senae 
evil w1th which to confront Tarwater, the l1teral sexual abuse 
which preCipitates the novel's climax because Tarwater rejects 
such obvious avi128is an organic part of the logical climax to 
a noval which occasionally describes Tarwater f • struggle with 
his religious calling in the imagery of perversion. 
This interpretation of aaybar's name seems to shed 
va11d light on one level of s1gnificance in the novel. Even in 
other stories Flannery O'Conner symbolizes corruption of religion 
as sexual corruption. In "Good Country People," Mrs. Hopewell, 
who believes that the Bible was a thing to be kept in the bed-
room, has her dauqhter seduced by t.he "naive" Bible salesman. 
Mrs. Shortley in "The Displaced Person" finds t.hat Christ in the 
conversation embarr,:sseCi her the way sex had her .,.tber. 29 The 
point seems to be that Tanrater must ~e his own de 1 iberat.e , 
personal contact with the divine, a contact reached sacrament.ally 
throuqh finding- qood emerqinq from the biqheat eY1.l. Lack of 
27 cont"d 
therefo.re, is violated by the evil from himself. The 
novel is to Ballif a atruqqle for Tarwater to find his s81f-
ident! ty in the face of such betrayal that tends to desecrate 
the love wh1ch he m1qht find if he 1s to attain maturity. Ballif 
sees the incest and seduction imagerya. very appropriate be-
cause a man who asserts materialistic self-sufficiency trie. to 
abolish God and be his own creator - a kind of existential self-
incest. 
aSSee earlier discussion of the climax of eVil, as it pro-
duces good, pp. 266-275.-
29Flannery o'coni"or, -Good Country People," 'The Displaced 
Person," in Three by Flannery O·Connor (New York! Signet Book, 
New American Library, 1964), 249, 291. 
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this vital contact results in only the forms of religion or the 
shell of a proper etl1ic, a corruption of Christ's EUcharistic 
and Incarnationalist divine love through the physical, a reli-
gion that is aptly symbolized by the corruption of love by 
se~,.ual abuse. This perversion is an especially fitting symbol 
for Flannery O'Connor because her philosophy finds the communion 
of all in supreme love as the ultimate goal of religion - of all 
good ac~1on (if a less theological term is desired). Inter-
prating Rayber as a •• raper" who is attempting to seduce Tan-Tater 
to the false "religlon'~:, of rationalism just as Old Tantater is 
trying to pervade Tarwater with the true religion of prophecy is, 
however, slightly less certain than the many interpretations of 
Tarwater's name - because Flannery o·Connor never explicitly 
weaves together the conte..~ts of Rayber and .. raper" to let the 
r(1ader verify the association. 
One other interpretation of Rayber's name, however, is 
much more certain. Robert Drake suggests this symbolic meaning 
indirectly when he poses the parenthetiC question: "Is the name 
as significant as Lucifer's?30 Thus. one can argue that Rayberfs 
name, lU;;,e Tarwater's, should l:>e broken into its components. 
n:ay·· would be equivalent to the "Luci" or "l.ux-Lucis" or Lucifer 
and signifying light. The element "bar" 1n Rayber's name 
suggests the English verb .. to bear" just as the element "fer" 
30Robert Drake, Flanne;y O'Connor: A Critical Essay 
.Grand Rapids, Michigan, William a. Eerdmans, 1966), 34. 
(from which the Bnql1sh verb "to bear" 1s derived) in Lucifer's 
name indicates the verb "faro" Which means to "bear.- Thus Ray-
ber j.S a l:l.qht-bearer or a Lucifer. The name would accord per-
fectly with Raybttr·srule 1n the conflict. Rayber 18 the one 
who tempts Tarwater away from the diVine mission 1n which Old 
Tarwater bas instructed Tarwater. Rayber Is the ally with the 
stranger-friend sinee both Rayber and thls stranger-fr1end 1n-
sist that one need not concern h1m8elf w1 th God and that t.hi. 
world of mat.t.er 1s the only thlnq of Significance.31 Raybe:r: 18, 
theratore.. play1nq the dev11'. role and hi. adY1ce 1. identical 
wi th that of t.he at.ranqer-fr1end, whom we have already ident.ified 
wit.h the dev1l. 
31The fact that Rayber i8 the champion of materialism as well 
as of the false-light of rat10nalism 1s made obvious by such 
refer*,neea as Rayber". insistence that. the airplane is the great-
est achl.evement of man, his 1nsiet.ence that the greatest glory 
of mani. to stand alonel st.Urdy and wJ.thout. need1ng a div1ne 
c.t'utch. and his descrapt on u a man w1t;h a "wired head," a bead 
"run by 61ectr~,e1t.y." a "mechanical heart ... a.nd the marvelous 
corK.crGW invGntl.on. Tarwater on the other b..'\nd knows .' .yery-
thing' but machines" (O'lConnort 'lbt Vlo&pt b'H' It- Ava!" 429, 
.55-466-467, 422, 43S, 350). Wben Meeks shows Tarwater how to 
use the telephone, const.ant. referenee to the phone all "the 
machine" emphaSizes t.he "made" scientific-rati.onalist.ic 
materla11am of the object. When Tarwat.er Views 1t. as a "black. 
coiled machine" (fbi!., 351-2)and t.hereby at.re •• es ita similarity 
to a anake-ev1l-ciev1 • t.he reader baa added explle1 t proof that 
Flannery o·Connor views machine. as evil. 'I'hWl Rayber 1s evil 
1n hi. rat.iona11sm, hi. mauri.11D. hi. devotion to machin ... 
Of course he also explicitly deni •• that there i- a God. 
- )16 
'The stranger-friend denies that Tarwater's confli...:t i8 between 
JesUS and the devil. "It's Jeaus or YOU." be says.32 The 
stranqer-friend-devl1 thuG promotes the inflated importance of 
the self as opposed to a religious calling. Rayber promotes the 
same ethics When he encouraqes the affair between his siate.-, 
'Tarwater's mother, and ber lover c Rayber "qot his sister this 
first and last lover because he thought it would contribute to 
her self-confidence." Rayber claims that .. there is no Savior, 
bUt JOurself." ~yber and the stranqer-friend are allles in 
evil because both promote the deception of human s.lf-suffi-
ciency that i8 opposed to Flannery O'Cozmor·. philosophy of the 
finiteness of this world. Aqain, the stranqer-fnend promotes 
the "qolden-meantf;. in enco~a9in9' 'l'arwater to drink, the 
stranger-friend .. aye "in a 80fter tone" that "a little" swallow 
"won't interfere. Moderatlon never hurt no on.... Rayber alao 
practices extreme aaceticie to keep Hh1maelf upright on a very 
narrow 11ne between madness .and emptiness, and when the time 
came for him to lose his balance, he inten4ed to lurch toward 
emptiness and fallon the side of hi. choice.33 Rayber and the 
stranger-friend are allles in evil becau.. both promote the 
notion of balance Whlle Flannery O'Connor .... such moderate. as 
lUkewarm defenders of the materialistic: status-quo,unable to act 
a~Also, for identification of the stranger-friend as the 
devil, see PP. 2·72-2:74. 
33 O·Connor. The Violent, 337, 348. 329,373. 
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(as Tarwater frequently insists). Those moderates ignore the 
fullness of being surging to focused powerful action beneath the 
surface of matter's limited inertness, people who forget that 
"the violent bear it away," 
Curious added evidence that Rayber is to be associated 
with Lucifer comes from several references to Rayber ln terms of 
the Garden of Eden. When Rayber and his future wife leave 
Powderhead after failing to reqain Tarwater, they make a snake's 
"disappearing rattle in the corn." Tarwater can never quite 
remember wllat Rayber looka like - before or after staying With 
Rayber - and the explanation given is that -the schoolteacher, 
like the devil, could take on all!" look that suited him,- Again, 
when Tarwater could posit a stable picture of Rayber, he sees 
Rayber's eyes as -dark qray, shadowed With knowledqet and the 
knowledge moved like tree reflections ln a pond. where far below 
the surface shows a snake may gllde and disappear. 34 Again 
Rayber 1s t:be anake, the reference about shadows of knowledqe 
suqqests the shadow of the tree of kDowledg-e 1n Eden. If the 
association of Rayber as "raper" is valid, finally, Rayber is 
equatedw1 th the pervert Whom we have also seen to be a figure 
of Satan. Opposed to Rayber' a false 11qht of mere reason 18 the 
child-preacher, "Lucette," Whos. name also siqn1fies l1g-ht, true 
34- . ~b1d., 30S, 336. 
-
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light this time. 
1\ final name of significance is "101eek8," who is less 
important for himself than for his place in the pattern of the 
boo1:. 'l'he name "Meel{s" suggest not the virtue of meekness or 
htunility so much as the fault of timidness. It is the opposite 
of that violence which is the trait of goodness. 1.;;r. Meek' s 
lack of violence appears mainly as defective love - an issue 
which must be given more consideration than it has yet received 
in this analysis. .fvir. f-1eeks insists to Tarwater that "love was 
the only policy that worked 95~~ of the time." But Meeks does 
not display real love. He loves for personal gain, "the salesman 
said it had been his personal experience that you couldn't sell 
a copper flue to a man you didn't love." His love is the mech-
anical keeping of records; he turns people into statistics in a 
book, just as he does Rayber. Meeks felt that this need for love 
was sUpplemented by one other great natural law, the need for a 
htwan's own. efforts alone. Meeks befriends Tarwater because he 
hopes to hire Tarwater as efficient cheap labor. Flannery 
O'Connor rejects this faulty love as not vigorous enough for true 
love. Its self-serving, planned, self-sufficient, cause-and-
effect quality is not the spontaneous, all-embracing, inexpli-
cable fire that blazes furiously with its focused radiance into 
a Violence that is not of this world. Meeks is properly one who 
can say. ttl come from Mobile"35 - for f4~eeks is a mobile, circular 
-




self-contained being whose reliance on human effort alone and 
whOse vi8ion of a love that is merely of this world laeks roots 
11ke those Tarwater saw piercing through th1s material world at 
Old Tarwater-. grave - a love that laeka prophetic vehemence 
enabling it to burn clean human limits 80 that man can reach a 
true love that lacks limits. 
Meeks bas more than personal significance. A rather 
obVious pattern in the novel ia that Meek's distorted love and 
his mobilene.a (rather than the steady focused Vibrancy of true 
prophetiC love t a violence) i8 duplicated in the other two dri vera 
who give Tarwater rid.a. In fact the quality of love qrowa wora. 
as the novel progreases from one driver to another. Here, too, 
evil progress.s to it apex. The truck 4rtver does not even make 
Meek's pretense of trYing to do something for Tarwater as a 
genuine favor. He flaunts openly t.he fact that he is uainq Tar-
water, -I ain"t picking you up to do you a favor," aays the 
driver. "You qat. to keep me awake or you don"t r~~e.- The fact 
that this driver i8 to be compared with Meeks u'lnotherhample 
of improper "love" i8 emphasized by the almost sareastic word 
"buddY" which the driver uses in addressing Tarwater and by the 
fact that Flannery o'Connor bas ~arwater read the card conta1n-
ing Meek's address and offer of help While Tarwater 1a in the 
truck. 36 Both Meeks and the truck tlri ver I however I appear in a 
soft l1qht in comparison with Tarwater'. third driver. the per-
,to 
vert - a man who does not dis<]U1se his lmproper love, who does 
not offer ad.vice or even an unwanted sandwich, but a man who 
frankly tries to use Tarwater completely for mere physical 
pleasure. The cllmatic scene's emphasis on how Tarwater's 
prophetiC destlny lnvolves a loving gathering of everyone in 
roots that "enc1rcled all the dead" and its concern for the 
children of God is an apt outgrowth of this motif of love, 
ignored by otber analyses of the novel. 
Of minor add.it~onal importance, flnally, is Flannery 
O'Connor's use of the automobile. When Tarwater is driven some-
where. he ls engaged in evil or at least in materialism. As 
already has been mentioned, this mot.i.f grow as an offshoot from 
Flannery O··Connorts three patterns of circular spurting action, 
stillness, and steadily focused vigorous divine violence. The 
pattern, as it applies to travel, is heightened by havinq Meeks 
come from Mobile. by Rayber'. endorsement of the airplane as 
mants greatest invention - facta already noted - and by Meekt • 
endorsement of the wheel as the -qreateat invention of man." 
The truck driver. moreover, has an "auto-transit truck, huqe and 
Skeletal. carrying four automobiles packed in It,'' and he oper-
ates from a capl tal of mobl1i ty equal to that of Meeks - Oet.rol t~ 
One is reminded of what. is perhaps Flannecy O·Connorts moat force-
ful use of this car-mob111ty lmaqery in t.he abort story -The Life 
You Save May Be Your OWn." Mr. Sh1ftlet (Shiftless), whc,) gives 




to mere materialistic scientists, points out the symbolism. 
"Lady, a man is divided into two parts, body and spirit • • • • 
A body and a spirit," he repeats. "The body, lady, is like a 
hOuse, don't 90 anywhere, but the splrit, lady, is like an auto-
mobile. always on the move, always." Mr. Shiftlet too has 
Mobile for his 90811.37 The story indicates that a man with a 
rovlnq, flicking, shiftless .plrit- that Is, a man with cars as 
his God instead of a real spirit - 1. an untrustworthy, unloving 
man who despite hi. pious saylnqa coldly abandons the idiot-bride 
he has married for money. Flannery O·Connor's ideal, as the 
climax of The Violent BeV It Away shows. i. focused vivid 
action, not Mr. shiftletts and the auto world"s constant shift-
ing., For Flannery o'Connor, the car and Mobile, nEhle.s shift-
lessness., i. a frequent symbol of the materialist in love with 
only this world and self-advantaqe. It contruta with Tarwater'. 
final ViSion of how true love'. "roots encircled all the dead. 3S 
The passage in wb1ch Flannery o'connor describes old Tarwater'. 
frenzy and Tarwater's reactions after the truant officer leaves, 
therefore, both in itself and in the lssues to which 1 t g1 ves 
rise, sheds considerable light on this novel'. patterns of 
symbols and'on the way in Which the novel·s climax i8 an organic 
37D113 .. 352, 427, 430. 166. also, Flannery ol'Connor, "'I'he 
Life You Save May Be Your own," i~Three bl Flanneit o'Connor 
(New York. Signet Bock, New American £i'brary,. 196, 170. 
38 ~." 446 
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outgrowth of the texture of the whole book. In a novel with such 
closely-worded intense poetic density as this, further and 
further implications of texture can be found in this passage as 
1n most scenes of the book. For example, considerable mention 
1s made of the "head" as an obvious sign of Rayber's rationalism. 
Flannery O'Connor's symbolism of circular pointless movement is 
seen 1n Old Tarwater-s repetitions of Rayberts accuaations, such 
po1ntless erroneous anger is contrasted with genUine religious 
feeling that follows and i8 '~bolized by haYing Old Tarwater's 
voice "straininq ahead of bis heavy body to be off." The 
weight image also appears in this passage aa repreaentative of 
matter's conflict with spirit. Burning- 1a menUoned several 
times • especially in the paasaqe that proclaims that "even the 
mercy of the Lord burns." Tarwater i8 seen l~ng "off into 
the di8tance,'" aa if he 18 seeking that foreiqn country wh1ch 1. 
the true home of the prophet. 39 , All theae !mages do figure in 
the texture of the entire novel and do reappear, a8 has been seen. 
in the climax. Since it i8 not the purpose of this investigation 
to give a complete explanation of the novel, however, no detail-
ed attention will be given to such matters here. ~is discu •• • 
ion will merely indicate bow the web of texture in the book 
grows out into the orqanic climax. This discussion can now 
turn, therefore, to other passages which offer significant 
specific examples of Flannery O'Connor's thought and 
"incarnationalist technique." 
The passage in which Rayber listens to Lucette's sermon 
is woven closely into the texture of the novel, it sheds lIght 
especially on Flannery O'Connor·s saeramentalism and on the 
neglected motif of love. 
As Lucette appears in the churchts spotlight, Rayber 
'becomes enraged because he thinks her to be exploi t.ed. He has 
re jected. all rel:tcJ1on. ae is agitated by the speeches introduc-
ing Lucett.e because these speeches are taking religion serious-
ly. Rayber i8 hurt. even by these introductory speeches because 
he has not really removed the "seada' of belief" which Old Tar-
"¥7ater had plant.ed in him. AS he listeru. to the int.roduction, 
he reviews the time when old Tarwater bad abducted and instruct-
ed him. Finally, Rayber ceases being disturbed, "he felt a 
relief from his pain" when he recognized that Lucette's parents 
are not serious about religion and were "only after money." ,. He 
could hear the beginning clink of coin. falling in a plate." 
But this moment of peace is soon lost as Lucette herself appears. 
Again Rayber sees a person serious. intense, and violent about 
religion, again he 1s disturbed by the "undertow- of belief 
('urging wi thin "his blood dragging him backward to what he knew 
to be madness" - a tendency here momentarily loosened f~ his 
restrictive ant1-re11q1ous asceticism. This time Rayber·s 
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agitation is oven more extreme because he considers that Lucette 
is being exploited financially by her parents, just as he had 
l~en exploited (spiritually) by old Tarwater. It is ironical 
to see Rayber angered that someone is using people rather than 
existentially reverencing the sacredness of the individual -
curious because of the way Rayber had likewise "used" Old Tar-
'Jatar for the magazine article; because of the way Rayber needs 
Bishop so 'he can retain his own atheistic balance, and because 
of the way Rayber blows hot and cold 1n responding to 'l'arwater}'s 
neorls, presumably because Rayber 1s also using Tarwater selfis"hly 
to be an alternate for the normal son and indeed the normal self 
which he himself had never had. More than once Rayber "gazed 
through" what to him was really "the actual insignificant boy 
L-Tarwatar Z before him to an image of him that he held fully 
developed in his mind," in fact seeing not Tarwater at all, 
but "seeing himself so clearly in the face before him that he 
might have been beseeching his own image. 40 Rayber·s thoughts 
just preceding the sermon, therefore, suggest that the dominant 
motif of this section is to be the issue of true and false love 
and the relationship between love (respect for personality and 
the spiritual commitment to another-s fullness of being) and 
the grasping after gain that chacterizes materialism. 
Flannery O'Connor increases the density of meaning 
gathering about these poles here; in summarizing Rayber's grief 
_at how the presence of r.ucette· s true belief recalls the 
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at how the presence of Lucette's true belief recalls the relig-
ioUS ideals he has stunted within himself and his grief at the 
lack of love shown by exploitive selfishness, she says that Ray-
ber "felt the taste of his own childhood pain laid on his tongue 
111<e a hitter wafer." In a novel so concerned with symbolism of 
hunger and especially with hunger for the Eucharistic bread of 
11fe, this is a telling image which directly supports the earlier 
contention that the EUcharistic symbolism used the }:lread of life 
as the sacrament of love. Thus at the precise moment when the 
novel most explicitly addresses itself to love-in Rayber's 
reflections and in Lucette's sermon - Miss o'Connor subtly re-
nd.nds the reader that this love is best exemplified in the 
Eucharist. Rayber's experience of love quite properly reminds 
him (subconsciously - by means of 'Lne image through which he 
psychologically perceives his pain) of the Eucharistic wafer -
bitter, however, because Rayber's only experience with love (in 
his childhood, in his own present practice, and in the example of 
Lucette's parents) has been with the false love of materialism, 
the selfish love that seeks gain. Presumably this Eucharistic 
overtone explains why the last major incident previous to the 
Church serr:a was the time Tarwater stopped and stared in the 
bakery window because of his hunger, basically his unrecognized 
hunger for the Eucharistic "bread of li£_,.,,41 Here and through ... 
out the novel this Eucharistic symbolism is most apt - once the 
411oio., 382, 378. 
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reader realizes how central the motif of love is. In the Euch-
arist, Flannery O'Connor can best illustrate ber sacramental 
personalism and incarnationa11sm. The sacrament 1s an outward 
sign that effects what it signifies, that is, the sacrament is 
matter not separated from spirit or aqqreqated With spirit. but 
matter which itself effects chanqes in the non-materlal. It is 
lim! ted being embodying' fullness of belnq. In particular the 
Eucharist stands 88 the primary sacrament in this regard, be-
cause it 1s viewed in addition as the Being of God incarnated in 
the flesh of Christ's Body, which is in turn "incarnated" in the 
matt.er of the Eucharistic species. BecaWile it i8 thus a thing 
of unity, the .truchariot tzets its title as the sacrament of love. 
Moreover, the appropriateness of theae reflections 18 assured by 
the fact that the very next paftqraph of text sta.rta Lucette'. 
sermon. It is a sermon on t.he fact of t.he Incarnation and thus 
another layer of association tnereasinq the density of meaning. 
Flannery o·Connor, therefore, weaves together into a complex web 
of symbolism the follow1nq strands of meantnq. (1) Rayber's 
ref lections on how love shoulCl era.. un1 ty of goal between the 
lovers, and not separated selfish gain which Cli.joins matt.er and 
spirit by seeking material gain, (2) the notion of sacrament. 
Which has matter endowed With spirit in a union. (3) the Euch-
a.rist, which adds to the sacramental significance its own extra 
notions about love, caUSing matter and spirit 80 to unite that 
God appears as man, (4) the act.ual facts of t.he historical (u 
opposed to the sacramental; Eucharist.ic) Incarnation with its 
message of loving union in tho fulln6ss of beinq.42 
As if to rna)~e th(~ reader feel Justified. in viewing the 
references to Christmas and to the Incarnat.ion as part of this 
S:l!llbolic pattern. and as i:f to assure that such is tl)e prc,PoJ; 
interpretation of this pattern. Flar~ery O'Connor uses Lucette'. 
sermon (with its chance to speak directly about religious 
matters) t.o expand these notions explicitly. Since the essential 
lir,as of thought have already been made clear botb 1n the 
previous explanations afld 1n this stUdy' 8 trea:t:,ment of Flannery 
o'Connor's philosophy, only some of t.he most important pa8aaqea 
(in this qUite lengthy sermon) will be exmnined here. Lucette 
gets to t.he point :1mmecliat.ely,. She cries 
Do you Y.,no who Jesus is? ••• Jesus 1s t.tle word 
of God and Je8W1 18 love. '!'he Word of! God is love 
and do you Jt.now what love is. you people? If you 
don't la10w what love ia, you won't know Jesus when 
he col't'l.ea. You won' t be ready. I want to tell you 
~ple the story of the world. 'hew it never known Z-:SfI{ when love c:cmea. so wben love comes aqa,1n. 
you be ready. •• Listen to me, yoU peo~le • 
•• God was an9'Z'Y with t.he 'WOrld. beca\l8e it al-
ways wanted more. It wanted as much as God had 
and it didn-t know What God had but it wanted more 
and more. It wanted God-. own breath, it wanted 
His very word and God said. "lfl1 make my Word 
Jesus. I'll ~1 .. them My Word for a king, I'll 
give them ~ very breath tor thelra.H43 
'rIds passage 111ust..rates the aaIr.e conflict. between false and 
true love illustrated in Raybar's previous talks, except that 
42'l'he notion of the "l-lOrd" and tho t'breath" or spirit 
explained below also fits into t.hiS series. 
43 
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Flannery O'connor now has that eonflict universalized to apply 
to the whole world. Tbe world wanta more and more. It. is sel-
fish. It 18 interested materialistically in qreat.~r quant.it.ies. 
It even cravea part of God b1maelf. Ironleally, God wants the 
world to have H1mself - but not. in a materialistic quantJ.t.attve 
sense. 'the actual (1i vine love aceeedinq to thes. outrageous re-
quests atan4a in contraat to such ae1f1.1me... 'lbe notion of the 
finite werlCi allied. witb the divine in the Ineaznation of Jesus 
is made explicit. Further, Flannery o'Connor has Lucette use 
the tradional Biblical imaqeaof the -Word- and "Breath." These 
are tradlonally the two best Biblical symbols for the notlon of 
incarnat.1on or sacramental! .. , Which baa been seen to be t.he 
summit of Flannery o'connor'. pb11oaophy. These two ima.ges are 
best for t.he following reasons. worda are material tlU.nqs, 
pulsations of matter that affect the ear aa sound, yet t.hey 
effect a spiritual result .. the idea they convey. Slnce a word 
is itself .a k1nd of "sacrament," the notion of t.he "Word" has 
been used since st, John·. Gospel all a synoftl'll for God incarnated 
in Jesua because of a loV1nq desire t.hat all may be oner "The 
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word was made fle.h aM dwells amonq WI. The notion of 
"breath" is 11ke -Word", breath too 1s a material thing-fa move-
ment of molecules of air. Yet it too i8 at the verge of the non-
44 John 1.1. 
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material because ~lr 1s the least material of matter, and be-
cause air as breath is a sign of life, which illustrates inert 
matter throbbing '>lith non-material vital l:>eil1g. Thus" even 
atyrnologlcally the \~rd breath is derived from the word 
"spiritus," which is the source of, our present word to describe 
non-material being or "spirit," 
~1e sermon continues with unnaturally emphasized re-
petition of t'he 'WOrd "Hord," The story of Christmas is given 
as Lucette continuas. 
"The 'WOrld said, 'H()1f1 l.ong, Lord, do we have to 
wait for this?' And the Lord Uid. 'My word is 
coming" my Word is coming from the house of David, 
the king_ '" She paused and t.urned her bead to the 
side, away from the fierce light. Her dark gaze 
moved slowly until it rested on Rayber's head in 
the Window. Be stared back at her. Her eyes 
remained on his face for a moment, A deep shock 
went through him. he was certain that the child 
had looked directly into his heart and seen his 
pi t!t. He felt·I·that some mysterious connection 
had been established between them, 
"'My word 1s coming,'" she said, turning back to 
face the glare, tt'my Word is corning from the house 
of David, the king.'" 
She began again a dirge-like tone. "Jesus 
came on cold straw. Josus was warmed by the 
l)reath of an ox. 'Who is this?' the world said, 
'who is this blue-'cold child and this woman, 
plain as the winter? Is this the word of God, 
this blue-cold child? Is this His Will, this 
plain winter-woman?' 
"Listen you people! It She cried, "The world 
knew in its heart, the sCt.me as you know in your 
hearts and I know in my heart. The world says, 
't.ove cuts like the cold \-lind and the will of God 
is plain as th~ winter. ~~ere is the summer will 
of God? tVhere are the green seasons of God's 
will? Where is the spring and summer of God's 
will?'46 
45 o·Connor, The Violent, 393. 
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The sermon goes on to describe t.he sUffering of the Holy Inno-
cents and the passion of Christ and His fuztl~r glorification 
in which all matter Will act 1n consort. 
"They nailed Him to a cross and I'UD a spear 
throU9'h Hie 8ide and then they aa14" .Now we can 
have some peace, now we can ease our minds •. '.. .. .. 
Listen world .. .; ii, .:rea_ i. coming aga1nl The 
I'IlOUntalruI are going- to 11e down Uke houn<is at. 
Hls feet •. the stare ue 9Cinq to perch on H1. 
shoulder and when He calls 1 t." the aun 1s going-
to fall 11k.e a 900 •• for 81s feast. Will you know 
tbe Lord .:r.aua then? The mountains Will know Him 
and bound forward, the stara w11l light on bis 
hea<l .. the sun Will drop down at hls fef:;t., but will 
you know the Lori Jeaua then"-" 
Here Flannery O.Connor continues to make explicit the reference 
to the h1stor1cal Incarnat.ion. She begins at. th1.a point. to move 
away from the aspect of the Incu:nat.ion a. love and passes to the 
aspect. of aufferlnq aDd dental in the expr ... lon about how 10 .... 
cute and ia like a winter season in which man' 8 will lI\ti1It be 
disciplined to accept. the th1nqa of God rather than of his own 
emot.ional pl_ure.. Wi th her eyes -fixed on- Rayber, Lucette 
cont.inues the aermona 
-Itve seen the Lord in a tree of fire' The word of 
God is a burn:1nji Word to bum you clean •. - She was 
movinq in his L. aayber •• J direction. 'the people 
in front of ber forgotten. Rayber'. heart beqan 
to rage. He felt 8CIl\e miraculous C01lIl\UI'licat1on 
between t.hem. The child alone in the world ":"If 
meant to undent.and 'him L£ucette-. sermon of love 
1s reaching the loveless RayberJ.. -Bum t.he 
whole world, man and child, - she cried, her eye 
~n him. "none can esca~~" She stopped a little ~ ____________________________________________________________ ~z 
46 ~.t 384. 
distance from tbe end of the staqe and st.ood 
silent, ber whole attention directed aero •• 
the small room to hie faee on the ledqe lookinq 
in throuqh the window. Her eyes were large 
and dark: and fierce. He felt that in t.he space 
between them, their splri t.. had broken the '.bonds 
of age and igaorance Land mere matte.£7 and were 
m1nqlinq in some unheard of C:S&c 7 knoWledge of 
each other. He wa. transfixed by-the childts 
silence. Suddenly sbe raised ber arm. and pointed 
toward hi. faee. "Listen you people," sbe 
shrieked, "X see a damned soul before my eyet I 
see a dead man Jesus hasn·t raised. Bls head is 
in tbe window but his ear is deaf to the Holy 
Word I "47 
Thus Flannery 0 • Connor weaves into this passage suqqut1ons, 
examined earlier, of bow Godt. Word will burn a person clean. 
Mif.-iS O'Connor-. whole pb1losophy, therefore, passes under review 
here, t.hrouqh the experience of evil, throU<]h experience of the 
11mi ted, man comes into contact. w1 th fullness of being and f1nCls 
his own identity in 10l11nq himself into the lovine;; un! t.y of 
"mingl1.nq* with others .. a m1ngl1nq that disreqards body and. 
distance and separation and mat.ter., a m1nqlinq of spirit.. based. 
on ill physical love in Incarnation. 
Lucette's endlnq brings the basie conflict into focus once 
aqain. She eries, "Be saved in the Lord'. fire or periah in 
your own'''4S _ the Lord on one'8 selt. as Ray'ber and the 
stranqer-friend-dev11 bad earlier indicated to 'l'arwater. The 
moral evil of Herod, of the crue1f1er., and of the unprepared 
world 1n veneral .s well .s ontological evil of limitedness - in 
47Ib1d•• 384-5 
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the passages about how the mountains and stara ana things of 
matter will shake off their limitedn.s in the presence of God-
incarnated-in-matter - eventually JIlWltt figure into this grand 
transformation Whereby the summit of fullest being-. good 
emerqes from evil. Eventually the sermon awing. back to Relybe%', 
where it beqaft, 80 that the reader is again fo2!"C8d to 8ee that 
Rayber t s .vil and hi8 whole experience are to be read into this 
pasa_qet as well a8 the world'. evil. 'l"'hU$ wit.h extra ironic 
appropriateness, Lucette refers to Ray'.bert. evil as deafness to 
the Word - appropriate beeaWJe of llayber'. mechanioal ea;r:.devlce. 
his material and hi. real deafness. 
Miss O'Connor adds one final toucb. Thi8 chapter enda 
with Raybar selfishly ignoring his one chance to make genUine 
loving contact with Tarwater at a time When Tarwater moat needs 
help. When Tarwater and Rayber start home, Tarwat.er -raised his 
arm in an uncertain qesture of greeting. The sight of Rayber 
seemed to afford him relief amounting to rescue. Ray'berts face 
had the wooden look it wore When hi. hearing a1d was off (he Will 
not make contact w1 th the God whom Lucette pictured .8 trying to 
reach him with the Wo:""d, and he Will not malte cont.aet w1 th the 
God-ln-another. Tarwater). He did not eee the boy'e expre.sion 
of awe. 818 rag-e ob11 tented all but. the qen.ral line of hi. 
figure.- Rayber does not respect Tarwater'. person in itaelf. 
-Through his fury he could not discern that for the first time 
the goy's eyes were submis.ive." Though Rayber can "have put his 
'" hand on the shoulder next to hi.:8 and it would not have been 
withdrawn, ••• he made no gesture. His head was turning with 
old rages." Tarwater lingers at Rayber's bedroom door expecting 
the usual invitation to enter and friendly conversation of 
consolation. "The next day, too late he ffia",be'il had the sense 
of opportunity missed." Rayber refuses to learn the les80n of 
love an4 is too concerned about himself and his old "rages." 
He hears the Word of God neither in Lucette, in the world, nor 
in Tarwater. He neglects this chance to show true love for 
Tarwater and to accomplish his goal of friendliness with Tar-
water because his own suppressed religion seemed to be "stirring 
from burled depths that had lain quiet for years and to be work-
ing upward, closer and closer toward the slender roots of 'his 
peace." The sermon passaqe, therefore, i8 very useful because 
Flannery O'Connor here has a chance to discuss religious ideas 
expicltly without authorial intrusion. She also continues to use 
her method of indirectly shaping the theme through the symbolic 
image pattern. The motifs of love and saeramentalism, ne<;llected 
by critics of Flannery O'Connor, are emphasized 1n this passage, 
and Miss O·Connor •• Whole philosophy 1s seen openly. The scene 
provides powerful evidence that a proper Judgement was made ear-
lier in this discussion when the novells climax was analyzed. and 
the scene illustrates well the novells texture organically pre-
pared for that climax. 
One final passage trom the novel will be analyzed. 
Throughout earlier passages of the book, Flannery O'Connor 
frequently shows a character staring out into the distanoe. 
Usually, as in the passage 3ust discussed t '+9 tbts stariDl come. 
when a character is s.eine reUgious values or at least some 
value. other than those ot the materialistic here-and-now. !he 
stare serve. a8 a device whereby 'lannery O'Connor can shirt 
trom the narrative pre.ent to something more abstract without 
endaneering her point ot View as she tellJa her storl, and. the 
stare serve. as a realistic trigger whereby a character' •• trea 
ot consciousne.s shitts in associationa and arr1ves at a level 
ot meaning deeper than that suggested bl the narrative flow. 
As the end ot the novel approaches, however, the 
distance 1. given another or at least a more explicit meaning. 
'or example, as Rayber and 1'arwa ter a pproaoh Cherokee Lodge, 
they are bombarded with materialism. The Lodge is at the edge 
ot a better world, it is at the edge ot a world ot absolutes. 
at the ed,e ot a world that has a tirm skll1ne and dense wood, 
where the mobile world ot matter tades into insigniticance 
betore the M1steries ot the immense and absolute which dwart 
man'. pettine.so Tarwater'. nose further identifies thi. fore.t 
as the good which h. 1s trying to tl.e because his no.e perceive 
the tttamiliar odor lIlOYing trom the pine across the lake." This 
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is a picture, however, ot only "one end" ot the lodge; on the 
other hand, the long front side of the building, plastered witb 
beer and cigarette signs, faces the highway, which runs about 
thirty teet away across the dirt road and beyond a narrow stratc} 
ot "iron weed." The lodge is at the border ot the two worlds. 
the world at the absolute and the world at materialism, which 
is here indicated by gaudy, "cheap" Signs littering the beauty 
at the landscape with their appeals to men grasping for emotioaa: 
escape. It is significant that drinking and smOking comprise 
the content at the materialistic litter, moreover, since these 
are the two evils which Old Tarwater had indicated as signs ot 
the devil and which Tarwater must ultimately tace in the pervert 
The contrast ot the sort, dirt road to the "iron weed" is worth 
nding also, the contrast may not deliver much meaning in itself, 
but it fits into the general symbolic context and exemplifies a 
contrast Plannery O'COnnor frequently pictures in the novel. 
The humble worthlessness of dirt, dust, the earth, seems 
frequentl, to suggest goodness, perhaps because it is opposed 
to the artificial (and there tore false) man-made world ot 
ma terialistic machines and metal. Dust or dirt at time. see .. 
to take on connotations suggesting that it even symbolizes 
lite, and, thus, the inrt ola ble human person and the spirit ot 
f'ull-being incarnated in the world ot matter and especially in 
the body-soul ot man. There are suggestions that man 1s made 
tram dust and shall return to dust. Just as Tarwater is about 
to drown Bishop, the devil-stranger-triend adds, as a tinal 
temptation, this thought: "Make haste, he said. Time is money 
and money is like blood and time turns to dust."SO Again limited 
materialistic time (which changes and ends), haste, need to 
worry about selfish pins, and money, is contrasted with spir1tua 
values such as B1shop's l1te (which 1s under d1scussion here) 
and the relig10us values Bishop stands for - life and love and 
concern tor others as symbolized by blood, and dust. Dirt or 
dust is especially the most common factor stressed whenever 
Flannery O'Connor descr1bes Powderhead. thus, 1a this passage, 
the "iron weed" suggests an evil thing of metal and the evil 
"weed" or tares located alongside the humble dust. the lodge ls 
at the border between these two poles of confl1ct. 
the issue of distance comes to the reader's attention In 
an unusual way In the next paragraph. !he contrast between metal 
and the immaterial beauty of nature bas just been deflned as 
possibly the difference between the city and the countryo The 
reader is reminded of one other t1me when nannery 0 • Connor was 
spec1fica1ly discusslng city versus country. When Bayber's 
father came to Powderhead to claim Rayber after Old Tarwater had 
kidnapped the boy, Bayber began the to1lowing conversation with 
his uncle, Old Tarwater: "lte 's going to take me back with h1m," 
Rayber said. And 1a tar Bayber' s father tells Bayber that they 
are going '~ck to the real world, boy • • • back to the real 
5'Ol»id., 394, 393, "'31. 
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world. And that's me and not him, see?" Plannery O'Connor 
weaves together several strands ot oonnotation here. These two 
passages suggest that oity and oountry are to be seen as part of 
the book's oonoern with the real and tal.e world, with material-
istic and the spiritual - with the reality that is off in the 
distance and the here-aDd-now. Against this web of assoOiation, 
Flannery O'Connor's ensuing imagery (in the passage being 
examined) stands as signiticant. As the car approaohes the 
Cherokee Lodge, Rayber pictures farwater "sitting as usual on his 
side ot the car 11ke some toreign dignitary who would not admit 
speaking the language - the tilthy hat, the st1nking overalls, 
worn def1antly l1ke a national costume.uS! !his passage and the 
passage 1n which Rayber's rather comes to Powderhead are the 
first two times when Plannery O'Connor becomes very specifie 
about the symbolism ot the "foreign country," which she had 
hitherto (in this novel) been oontent to suggest merely by 
those strange ga.es off into the distance. From this point on, 
the references to a foreign country and to the "displaced person" 
become more frequent and more specif1c, but the basic significano 
,<">':1 
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of these references has been suggested here. S2 The foreign 
country is the kingdom of heaven or the world of spiritual 
value which 18 belng descrlbed In the tradltlonal Blblical way 
a8 a world that is essentlal11 mysterious and "other" than this 
material world. 
Parenthetlcal11, this passage is interesting as the one 
place where Flannery O'Connor seems to comment on hats. Every 
Single character in the novel has a hat which is very precisely 
described and emphasi.ed by frequent repetition. Miss O'Connor 
stresses hats in all her stories. S3 The present passage 
suggests that the hat is a sign ot a person's allegiance to the 
;2The reader should also note that this strand of i.,8:1Y 
does not appear fram nowhere and float its isolated way through 
the tinal passages ot the novel. This imagery ot a foreign 
country has already been suggested by the many passages that 
vaguel1 hint at some special significance ot a seconf world see~ 
when one ga.es ott into the distance. It is also very closely 
allied with the dense pattern ot mobility versus fixedness, 
which runs throughout the book. The relationship between gazi~ 
into the dlstance, mobl1ity, and the foreign country is brought 
out by such rererences a. the following. When Tarwater meets 
Blshop, "his black puplls, glassy and still, retlected depth on 
depth hi. own stricken image ot himself, trudging into the dis-
tance in the bleedi, .tin1d~, _4 shadOW or Jesus II (0 'Connor, 
!he Violent Bear It_wal, 3;7). Further passages early in the 
novel hinting at a special importance for the idea of distance 
and the foreign country are the play on the word "stranger," 
the emphasis on how possible messengers must circle the world 
with their religious message and indeed how even Jesus had to 
flee to Egypt with His Incarnation's blending of two worlds (Lucette ts sermon, pp. 378-383), and Hayber's rushing around the 
clty taking Tarwater to restaurants "run by a different color of 
a foreigner" to show the spirit-hungry boy "how other national-
Ities ate" (p. 399). 
The reader should also note that in other stories 
Flannery O'Connor frequently uses the motif of the toreign 
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non-material world or to the prophet's world. It is an article 
that comes trom the land of the foreign country, not trom this 
world. Tarwater's insistence on wearing his hat all the time, 
even when swimming from Bayber's boat, would thus be a symbolic 
indication that the prophetlc "seed" Is deeply Implanted in him as 
a hablt ot faith not easlly removed. It would be a sign of the 
religious side of Tarwater's character which tights against the 
rejection ot the divine calling and which imitates what Flannery 
O'Connor herselt said ot Old Tarwater - that "I wanted to get 
across the tact that the great uncle ~ Old Tarwater_' is the 
Christian - a sort ot srypto-Catholic - and that the school 
teacher LRayberJ is the typical modern man. The boy L young 
QJ'~""_-'''-;:.:y. Her most explicit statement come. in "!he Displaced 
Person," where the foreigner is equated with Christ (and his 
country therefore with Christ'. world). Says Hrs. MCIntyre, "As 
tar as l'm concerned, Christ was just another D.P. L Displaced 
Perso~" (O'Connor, "The Displaced Person" in %hr., , 8ignet, 
New American Librar1, Rew York, 199+, p. 29~). 
SlL brier discussion ot these hats is given by stanley 
Edgar Hyman in naCR'~x QaCoQQ9r (Mlnneapol1s. University of Minnesota Press, 19 6 , 2. Like most ot Plannery 0' Connor's 
critics to date, however, Hr. H)rman merely mentions that hats are 
a frequentl1 recurring device in l1anner1 O'Connor's stories. Be 
makes little effort to interpret the meaning of this symbol. 
Tarwater J has to choose which one, which way he wants to followt 
It's a matter ot vocation."~ The hat is naturally part of 
Tarwaar and (le.s prominently> ot all men, a habit ot faith not 
easily shed. It is quit. titting that the hat be chosen as the 
symbolic residue of taith because it is the article which covers 
man'. h.ad - symbolically seen in this novel to b. the prime 
symbol of rational1stic materialism and self-sufficient rejection 
of man '. limitedness. With such an interpretation, Rayber's 
final decision about Tarwater has strong significance. While 
Tarwater is in the boat with Bishop and about to drown the boy, 
Rayber decide. that either he i. going to break with Tarwater and 
cease concerning hi1'Jl8elf with hill, or Tarwater ia loing to have to 
submit to sharper discipline from Rayber. Specifically, Rayber 
is gOing to pres.nt a three-told ultimatum. Tarwater may stay on 
condition "not that you begin to cooperate, but that you cooperate 
t'U.lly and completely, that you chaIlle your attitude, that you 
allow yourself to be test.d, that you prepare yourselt to enter 
school in the tall." MOat importantly, Tarwater must show 
immediate good faith by meeting the third requirement: "that you 
take that hat otf your head right now and throw it out the window 
into the lak.. It you can't meet thes. requirement., then Bishop 
and I are leaving by ourselv ••• "" Symbolically, Flannery 
~O'Connor, "Off the Cutf," 72. 
"O'Connor, tll' Yioleot. 421. 
O'COnnor shows that Bayber's materialism can be successful only if 
Rayber can separate Tarwater from this hat whioh is Tarwater's 
pledge of religion and which therefore receives an undue emphasis 
in this series of conditions. 
Plannery O'Connor's next and longest reference to the 
motif of the foreign country comes when Tarwater feels the mounti~ 
certainty that he must do something at the lodge to bring his 
faith to a climax. Here the foreign oountry is more strongly 
woven together with the other major imagery ot the novel. It is 
identified with silenoe, emptiness, nothingness, and absenoe ot 
being. 
Ever sinoe his first night in the city when he had seen 
once and for all that the school teacher was of no 
significance - nothing but a piece ot bait, an insult to 
his intelligence - his mind had been engaged in a continua: 
struggle with the silence that confronted him, that 
commanded he bapti •• the child and begin at once the 11te 
the old man had prepared for him. 
It was a strong waiting silence. It seemed to lie 
all around him 11ke an invisible country whose borders he 
was always on the edge ot, alwa,. in danger of crossing. 
Prom time to time as they had walked in the oi ty he bad 
looked to the side and had seen his own form along side 
him in a store window, transparent as a snake's skin. It 
moved beside him like some violent ghost who had already 
crossed over and was reproaching him tram the other side. 
If he turned his head the opposite way there would be the 
di~witted boy, hanging on to the schoolteacher's coat, 
watching him. His mouth hunc in a lopsided smile but 
there was a judging sternness about his forehead. The boy 
never looke. lower than the top ot his head except by 
accident tor the silent country appeared to be reflected 
again in the center " his eye.. It stretched out there 
l1mitless and clear. 
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The foreign country of silence and emptiness 18 assoc1ated thus 
wi th Bishop, with Old Tarwater, and with the religi ous side ot 
Tarwater's conflict. The reader may be contused by seeing that 
world of greater reality associated with term. denoting emptiness 
and lack of being; but this momentary confusion is eliminated when 
one realize. that in Flannery O'·Connor's symbolism the world ot 
spiritual reality can be described in one sense as an emptiness 
because it 1s the reality which exists unl1mited, beyond a 
finiteness where this material world 1s empty. the foreign 
country is associated with emptiness of hunger, when Tarwater 
realize. that "since the breakfast he had tinished sitting in the 
presence ot his uncle's corpse, he had not been satisfied by food, 
and his hunger had become like an insistent silent force inside 
him, a silence ak1n to the s11ence outside, as it the grand trap 
lett h1m barely an inch to"move 1n, barely an inch in which to 
keep himselt 1nviolate. n57 !he reader is reminded that the great 
prophets d1d not think that the world of truth was fore1gn; they 
considered 1t their home. Flannery O'Connor weave. in rererences 
about how Jonah and Elijah were themselves wanderinc 1nto the 
evil world wh1ch had to hear their message. 
Further passages confirm the notion that Miss O·Connor'. 
rererences to strange otherness ot the mysterious force i. the 
.trangeness or a roreign country. A. he returns to Powderhead, 
~yber teels that he is approaching the "entrance to a region he 
5'lna., 399. 
would enter at his peril." Powderhead is not just a farm but a 
region-nation, alien and able to command sovereign allegiance; 
tithe forest rose above him, mysterious and alien" • it was an 
alien or foreign world of silence \>lhere the "trees stood rising 
above him, majestic and aloof, as if they belonged to an order 
that had never budged from its first allegiance in the days ot 
creation." Clearly the forest and the foreign country are a world 
of permanence different from the world of mobility and carso Agai 
after the drowning Tarwater tells the truck driver that he is 
returning to Powderhead where Itno voice will be uplifted, It and 
though Powderhead's ground feels strange to him Tarwater feels 
thankful that by rejecting religion he has met the challenge of 
"the clear gray borders of the country he had saved himself from 
crossing into." Tarwater's deep-seated Christian tendency is not 
so easily lost, however. Even as he is thinking about how he 
saved himself from his prophetic calling and can now live alone 
and for himself, he must turn his face to rid himself of the visio) 
" of rejected truth - and yet he finds that even such distraction 
turns him to an awareness "of the country which seemed to lie 
beyond the silence, or in it, stretching off into the distance 
around himtt ... a situation and environment different from this 
present material world, an environment to be described as silence 
empty of this material world, or an an environment beyond such 
concerns as silence or non-silence. As Ta.rwater finally catches 
sight of the Powderhead homestead, Flannery O'Connor's imagery 
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mounts in a crescendo of explicitness indicating that the reader 
should beware of an irony: though Tarwater may think he has 
escaped his vocation, his glimpse of Powderhead reveals otherwis • 
Tarwater ttmight have been Moses glimpsing the promised land. tt 
Eventually, therefore, Flannery O'Connor has woven the web ot 
symbolism to a peak in preparation for the climax in which 
Tarwater realizes that he is one of those who must "wander in 
the world, strangers from that violent country where that 
silence is never broken except to shout the truth." Tarwater 
realizes that the material world is not his true country and tha 
Powderhead and the truths it represents is the prophetic place 
ot his peace, that like the great prophets he must merely wander 
in the material world of the evil "dark City, where the children 
ot God lay sleeping, .. 5'8 as one on a mission, a displaced person 
,,,hom nothing on earth can fill with its petty finiteness. 
Thus, again a study of the specific wordings and associa 
tions of words in passages throughout the novel shows that 
Flannery 0' Connor has ,,!oven an organic texture for which h.: r 
climax is a logi,cal outcome. 
With the symbolism of the foreign country, as with so 
many of the other strands of symbolism throughout the novel, 
Flannery O'Connor has shown herself as a skilled craftsman, 
artistically weaving a unified novel. This chapter has used the 
climax and several other intense sections of The Violent Bear It 
~ - together with many random allusions from scattered sections 
of the novel whenever similar wording ,~s noted to be weaving a 
pattern in the book - has used this close explication of Miss 
O'Connor's wording to show that in the ViQlent Bear It AwaY she 
has written a unified novel. The examination has also shown that 
Flannery O'Connor uses for focusing content and theme those device 
which (in her statements about her writing) she claimed to be 
using. She employs the connotativeness of Biblical imagery and 
allusion to lay the mythical framework of her story. She uses 
ironic contrasts and paradoxes; she weaves authorial viewpoint 
into the narration through poetically condense. phrasing and 
associations of images; she presents many-layered symbolism that 
displays many things simultaneously - in accordance with her 
sacramenta Ii sm. Moreover, this examination has shown that ~ 
Violent Bear It Away illustrates the many facets of Flannery 
O'Connor's philosophy of life as tllat philosophy has been 
expressed in her expository writings. From the separation of 
reason and feeling, through the warped moder~ SOCiety, to the 
prophetic destiny of an incarnationalist appreciation of the world 
where violent focused energy expresses fullness of reality -
Flannery O'Connor's whole philosophy has been shown here present 
in her longest and most complex story. 
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MOst of the interpretations expressed here are original 
with the present author. Thus the present examination has been 
more than merely an application of the earlier chapters explain-
ing Miss O'Connor's statements of theory. The present analysis 
has shown working examples or Flannery O'Connor'. philosophy ot 
life. Perhaps more significantly ultimately, the present 
analysis has explicated especially the connotative and symbolic 
patterns in The vialeat Bear It Awax much more thoroughly and 
explicitly than has any previous study. One of the most signi-
ficant result. or the present analysis, moreover, is the 
ob;,~rvatlon ot how necessary the motlt ot love unifying all 
creation in the fullness ot being is to an adaquate explanation 
ot this novel. This is a motit unnoticed by previous critics. 
What the present chapter has shown can perhaps best be 
summarized in Flannery O'Connor's own words vaguely etChing the 
sweep ot Tbl violenl Blar It Awaxi "those who, like Tarwater, 
see, will see what they have no desire to see and the vision ( . 
will be the p'(i1'itying tire. "5'9 The present chapter verifies 
Flannery O'Connor's understated expeotatlons. "It took seven 
years to write The Violent Bear 1$ Away and I hope there's more 
5'9Sr• M. Bernadetta Quinn, O.S.F., "Flannery O'Connor. 
A Tribute," Esprit VIII (Winter, 19~), ~3. 
to it than a short story."60 In any event, this chapter has 
attempted to follow the guidelines which Flannery O'Connor hersel" 
had suggested for critics contused about what she was trying to 
do. "my characters are described as despairing only by super-
ficial critics. Very few of my characters despair and those who 
do, don't reflect my views. You have to get the writer's View 
61 by looking at the novel as a whole." 
600' Connor , "orf the curf," 720 
610'Connor, "An Interview With Flannery O'Connor," 29. 
CHAPTER SEVEN 
CONCLUSION 
The present study has taken note of how critics of Flanner~ 
O'Connor are so confused in their interpretation and evaluation of 
her writings that they divide into several completel, opposed 
camps 0 This confuaion is seen a. quite remark$ble in an author 
who is judged to be among the ten most important authors ot the 
age and who made relatively numerous attempts to explain her 
theories ot lite and ot art. Flannery O'Connor made her many 
statements about lite and art on many difterent occasions, shapina 
her words to the particular question or audience or occasion, and 
she made her attempts with varying degrees ot tormal1ty and 
exactness -depending on whether her views were captured in a 
formal prepared essay or in a personal letter or conversation. 
One primary goal of this study, therefore, has been to set forth 
Flannery O'Connor's views in a systematic way, eliminating contu-
sion that has resulted trom the incompleteness ot Miss O'Connor's 
remarks and trom the many d1fterent kinds ot statements she bas 
made. 
Miss O'Connor urges the writer, first ot all, to see. The 
writer must have respect tor and take delight in concrete objects 
of matter - whether these surfaces are grimy or pleasant. Then he 
must look for the unique quality that causes a thing to be what it 
is. As Flannery O'Connor hers~ looks at the world, she sees it 
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as centered in Redemption •. Her stories, therefore, otten depict 
a disturbed, angry world needing a redeemer. 
Many ot Flannery 0' Connor's critics cla im that her wri-
t1ngs surfer trom the celebrated "disjunction between sensib1lit 
and beliet. tt Some find her to be violating her own first 
pr1no1ple of Itseeing" the real world; they olaim that her 
theological presuppositions cause her to see a world in which 
things a~e either all good or all bad - amidst the grime ot 
irreligion, oruelty, misuse ot sex, and suftering, she asserts a 
Catholic's' dogmatic absolutism. Flannery O'Connor replies, 
however, that her critics are guilty ot the very weakness they 
claim to find in her: a oritic contending that a Catholio author 
must have an I-priori determination about reality is himselt 
possessed of an I-prigri talsification. MOreover, though such a 
charge may have value against some Catholio authors, anyone with 
his wits will realize that supernatural propagandizing would tai 
to acoomplish its goal, by emphasizing the value ot apirit alone 
it would tail to make its desired contact with those who believe 
in nature only. Finally, such propagandizing, foreign to her 
oonsoiousness as a writer, does not talsity or destroy nature, 
it adds another dimension to it. Thus, Flannery O'Connor reject 
the notion that her theology makes her an overly didactio writer 
Typical ot the oontusion among oritics ot Flannery 
O'Connor is the fact that the second important group ot critics 
claims that Miss O'Connor is not didactio enough. This second 
~roup of critics argues that Flannery O'Connor surfers the 
~isjunction between belief and s6nslbility because her sensibility 
~s so bent towards the grotesque that proper belier, an affirmat1ve 
philosophy, 1s lacking in her work. Some of these critics argue 
~hat Miss O'COnnor had a subconscious attraction for evil, she was 
~ natural pessimist. Flannery O'Connor replies that the writer 
~Wlt follow his "vocation". he must write about whatever he finds 
~e can write about effectively. She can write the sort of thing 
~hat she does produce. whether it is to be labelled grotesque or 
tiot. She admits that perhaps she is subconsciously pessimistic, 
put she states that she deliberately uses the grotesque. It is, 
~t least, not present subconsciously, but consciously - and not 
~ecause of her personaU ty or Southern environment. She continues 
er rebuttal by pointing out that those who criticize her grotes-
p'ues often seem to be seeking a "purely aftirmative tt literature. 
~uch a purely affirmative Vision is faulty because it ignores 
~n's natural human limitations, because it merely repeats the 
I liches or "traditional piety" for tradition's sake, and because 
t leads to what intuitive good taste recognizes as "pious trash." 
"he purely affirmative vision is taulty because it is produced by 
disjunction between reason and reeling (the very charge or 
rhioh she is accused) that violates the nature of man and ot art 
a disjunction that characterizes and is produced by modern 
oCiety's secularism, a disjunction that produces the exaggerations 
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that are, by definition, sentimental poor writing. Finally, the 
purely affirmative vision is faulty because it will not arouse 
modern society from its own grotesqueness, because it demands a 
reflection of society's vigor and forgets that a true retlection 
must show modern society as lacking that vigor and as possessed of 
a "diseased" personalitl, because it forgets that in humans even 
the 'ood is grotesque since it is "under construction," and 
because it demands that the artist violate the nature ot art. 
~sically, therefore, Flannerl O'COnnor accuses her critic. ot the 
very "disjunction between beliet and sensibilit," ot which they 
~ccuse her. 
In order to tOllow Miss O'Connor's line ot reasoning as 
Ihe refutes the above charge, it is necessarl to investigate 
~eepll a tew matters ot importance as premise. ot Miss O'COnnor'. 
)ositive philosophl and theory of literature. The refutations 
~cover the basic premises ot Miss O'COnnor's thought. Thus 
Plannery 0' ~nnor is seen to believe in the ns ture ot man as a 
'mdfied personali~y. She feels that respect for human naure and 
he integrity ot the human personality demand that the thinker 
ot separate reason from feeling in man • either in the life ot 
nin or in the art he produces. Both :beason and feeling, with 
1 eason governing, are basic to Ufe and art. Finally, Flannery 
( 'Connor holds that the weakne •• of modern society 1s that it is 
t oth an aggregated result of and an environmental cause ot this 
1.ulty separation within the personality of the individual. 
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On this foundation the reader can now erect the positive 
structure of FlannerY' O'Connor's thought. Mlss O'Connor find. 
the world and man as e.sentially tallen, li1l1 ted, evil. She 
presents her View theologically, philosophically, moral11 .. she 
repeats her basic positions trom all these different viewpOints. 
!he critic must be careful not to shun her theological terms 
simplY' because he maY' disagree with Miss O'Connor's basic theology. 
Miss O'Connor expects her insights to be valid on any and all of 
~hese several levels, regardless of the terms used to expresl her 
ldeas. Regardless of whether Hiss O'Connor isusing theological 
~erms 01' whether she is using philosophical, psychological, or 
~oral teru - her writings have the basi c _.sa,e that an has 
~im1tations. Pride of idolatry ·~en1es these limitation' and/or 
.eeks to ignore them. Incarnated with these lim1tations and best 
.een in the flesh -spirit human person (or in Christ. for those 
~ho accept Miss O'Connor's theology) is a surge of "what 1.," a 
~hrob of the fullness ot being. Out of man's tall comes hi. ri.e. 
~ve insure. an even greatar fullness ot bains whereby man riae. 
~rom hi. limitations and finds coodnesl in hi. limitations and 
eventuall1 unite. with all other man and with the God who i. 
~x1st.nce. MlLn i. able so to unite and to attain fulle.t beinc 
~ecause his lim1tatioDS have shown his emptiness, his need to ,0 
~ut.lde himself to attain completeness • 
• third group of critics does not argue with Flannery 
p'Connor's meanings as exemplifying the disjunction between beliet 
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and the reality of the world. They argue instead ~hat Miss 
O'Connor's stories are incomprehensibly confusing, that she has 
lost control of them as an artist. Flannery O'Connor does not 
~eny that she avoids the traditional methods of revealing the 
author's side or a conflict - by inserting a "good-guytt mouthpiece 
eharacter, for example. But she does reel that she is not writing 
~onrused muddles. She indicates that the problem with these critic. 
~s that they do not know how to find her judgements emerging rrom 
~he details or her stories. Influenced by the South and by the 
~ible, she actually has five major rictiolY,l techniques. Bach 
of these acts as a judgement-frame revealing the author's point ot 
view: (1) her emphasis on religion and "manners", (2) symbols, 
shades of connotation, and biblical myth, which merge and in-
finitely expand layers or related meaning - especially character-
symbols which emerge victorious or defeated - and the rour-layered 
~edieval exegetical method or interpretation or text; (3) shifting 
~oint of view with resulting authorial comment in patterns or 
~onnotation and slant or "exact wordingtt or narrative; (1+) inten-
t ~1tY' or ttone-cylinder syntax" and the emptiness ot cliches; and 
(S) ironical exaggerations and reversals or meaning. 
True fiction must be multi-layered or cease being art. 
~rue fiwtion must have its concrete details radiating with expand-
~ng meanings simultaneously true, just as a true vision ot reality 
sees matter and especially man as pulsing with ever more complex 
unities ot spirit barmonizing into the simultaneous unity ot all 
being. "Ot those who look tor" the ultimate in lite, therefore, 
"none get so close as the artist" because the very nature ot art 
require. a multi-layered object Simultaneously pulsing with many 
spirit. 01" meanings - just as, tor Flannery O'Connor, true 
philosoph1' require. a man7-J.ayered object (this world) simulta-
neously pulsiJll with maIl1 spirits, until the unity ot tull-beil1l 
subsumes all in the "evolutionary process." Art demands the 
incarnat10nal1st technique Just a. prophecy (ot which art is a 
branch) and a true philosophY' ot lite demand an incarnational1st 
vision that can be expressed only in the incarnat1onal1st techn1qlll. 
ot the "poet" - a poet whose medium is lite or at least a poet 
whose med1 ua 1s words. !he very "way to transcend" (not ignore) 
the limitedness ot this world - the essence ot prophetiC Vision -
1. to find .... torm to expre.. it in" tor the novelist. nction 
and ute must have their outward signs that are so wedded to 
inward meaning that the.. outward signs not only signit, but also 
"--. 
indeed partake in and caWie inward mutations on a scale vast 
enough to expand into the intense vi tall ty ot the ultimate "wha t 
is." !his is Flannery O'Connor's 1ncarnationalism, her 
sacramentalism. 
Since this abstract discussion ot Flannery O'Connor's 
ideas and techniques needed application, preferably to her most 
1mportant story, and since previous critics bave failed to perform 
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a detailed explication of Miss O'Connorts multi-layered fiction 
- this study then carefully examined The Ylolent Uear It AHiY. 
A close study and interpretation of the final vision scene of the 
novel provide a good summary of Flannery O'Connor's thought and 
show that her thinking in the book reflects the affirmative, 
realistic (as opposed to pessimistic deterministic) philosophies 
stated in her expository writings. Present are intimations of 
the notion of good through evil, the notion of the limiledness of 
the material world, especially made viVid by death, the deficienc 
of mere reason or even humanism's merely human actions, the 
presence of multiple-being in a detail of matter, brotherhood of 
love, and focused intensity of actiono Many of Flannery O'Connor' 
stated techniques are present in this final vision scene alsoo 
Miss O'Connor's use of many.level symbols is especially apparent 
in her use of the ambiguous fire and of the many kinds of fullness 
and emptiness, especially the multiple-leveled hunger and bread 
symbols which represent literal food, the Christian heaven, 
general fullness, the Eucharist and therefore Christ Himself and 
His love for others. The Biblical mythological framework is 
obvious. Irony is revealed especially in the contrast between 
the obvious literal meaning of the details and the way Flannery 
O'Connor's delicate nuances of wording shade these details into 
various levels of symbOlic meaning - an especially organic unity 
for a novel, one of whose main concerns is to contrast the 
materialistic man with the p£ophetic sacramental man who can view 
many things as haYing slmultaneoWl being in sensed object or 
action. Irony and paradox shade such expressiOns as -silent 
word" and the Wlconaummable burning bush .. and etch the 
ditterence rather sharply between earl1er juatlpe-prophecy in 
.J 
Old Tarwater and later mercy-propheoy in yOUDg Tarwater. !his 
endiag provides a 100d summary because here Flannery O'Connor 
tuses into a cl1_x the various patterns of! the novel. Kspecla11, 
revealed as .iln1t1cant are the motifs ot emptiness, tallness 
(Including huncer, tood, light, sound, smell, vater, and the 
three klnda ot actions), tlr., the displaced person In the 
torel,n country .. perceived in and throuch the physical object 
which po.s.8se. a deeper unity In brotherly po •• ession ot the 
same spirit with other physical object •• 
In order to use more extensive reterencea to Flannery 
O'Connor's exact siaa1tlcant wordiq8, in order to aee more 
clearl, that the correct interpretation had been «iven to the.e 
climactic symbols, and in order to'-Proye that this cl1mactic 
tusion ot symbols il an --organic outgrowth ot the texture ot the 
whole book, three ot the mOlt lilniticant scenes trOll throughout 
the book were then analy.ed. the .cene just atter the visit at 
the truant otticer, the loene at Lucette's sermon, and the 
scenes aa Ra,ber t Bilhop, and Tarva ter enact the drama at 
Cherok.e Lodge with the web or reterence. throughout this tinal 
third ot the book to the "toreign country." 
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M1rl1 motlfs that appear In this explication are the 
notions 01' the head, circular movement and "straiD1ng ahead," 
weight, tire, odors, food and hunger and the Eucharlst and 
Christmas, emptiness, the steady gaze, flsh, proper names, 
sexual perverslon, .eeds, the rock, metalic hardness, purgatlve. 
and methods 01' cleansing, symbols of the devil, JIObillty, 
asceticlsm, color. (e.peclally black, red, and violet), the 
power and value 01' "word," duat and _tal, the forelgn country 
and the displaced person, and bats. 
As a result of examining how closely textured the novel 
1. and how oaretullr each 01' these motifs take. on multlple 
layers of meanine until each mer,es Into most 01' the others, the 
reader comes to ••• Plannery O'Connor's sacramentall •• ot though1 
and ot fictlonal technique full,. e-:;:empUtled. !he reader see. 
the novel ,lving concrete evidence 01' the tiniteness 01' this 
world, of the disjoined human personality, 01' the passage 
through ev1l to good until man and his world shake ott their 
limitedne •• in 'the presence 01' 00d-incarnated-1~matter - and 
eventuall,. the grand tran.formation whereby the summit ot fulle.t 
being's good emerges trom ertl. 
One of the most signiflcant results ot this analysls, 
moreover, is the observatlon ot how necessary the motlf of love 
unifylng all creatlon 1n the fullness of belng Is to an adaquate 
explanatlon of the novel. Thl. i. a motlt unnotlced by prevlous 
critics o 
But more important to the present study as a whole - the 
pre.ent examination of tn' Yiolent Star It AvaI has used close 
explication of Miss O'Connor's wording to show that in this novel 
she has written a untfied book. This examInat10n has also shown 
that 'lannery O'Connor uses for focusing content and theme those 
deVices which (in hpr statements about her wrtting) she claimed to 
be using. She uses the connotat1\reness ,... ... Bibl1cal itagery and. 
allu.CJion to lay the mythical framework of her story. She uses 
'ronie statements and contrasts and paradoxes; she weave. 
authorial viewpoint into the narration by poetically cOl~.nsed 
phrasing and assOCiations of images, she presents many-layered 
symbolism that presents many things simultaneously - in accord-
ance with her sacramentalism. MOreover, this examination has 
shown that %be Ilo1ent Beat it &wax illustrates the many facets 
of Plannery O'Connor's philosophy of life as that thinking haa 
beer expressed in her expository writings. From the separation 
of reason and feeling, through the warped modern SOCiety, to the 
prophetic destiny of an incarnationalist appreciation of the 
world where violent focused energy expresses fullness of reality 
- 'lannery O'Connor~s whole philosophy has been shown here present 
1n her longest and most complex story. 
!bus, trom the necessary animalism ot "wise blood" to the 
evil and l1mitations of how fta good man 1s hard to f1nd" to the 
359 . 
thrusting surging multiple-significance of matter bursting with 
spirit because only tithe violent bear it away" to the ultimate 
unity in total being where "everything that rises must converge tt 
• Flannery O'Connor has left a comprehensible, unified, and 
eminently literary testament. 
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APPENDIX 
BOW MODERN SOCIEn SEPARATES RElSOIBD 
DISCIPLIIB FROM EMOTIOMlL COIVENIENCB 
Pour examples lUustra tlne the waY' modern soclety 
unjustltlably .eparates reasoned dlsclpllne tram emotional con-
venienoe occur a8 parenthetic insert. in some ot Plannery O'Connor-. 
analyses. She examines modern educatlon, the pllght ot the Negro, 
the cult ot the "phony South," and the gaudiness of modern lIte. 
An Interviewer recalls Plannery O'Connor '8 statlne "that 
the student's taste should not be consulted, it should be tormed.ltr. 
Miss O'Connor responds that she feels it 18 self-evldent that the 
student Is In school "to be taught what there is to teach, not to 
be asked what he would 11ke to learn or read."2 To Hiss O'COnnor 
this truth is self·eT1dent because of the verY' nature ot a school; 
its commonlY' acreed-on functlon i8 to help people learn. She 
herselt "vent to a 'progressive t high school" where she could read 
wha t she wanted. "OoDSequantlY', I read practicallY' nothing. 
lO'Connor, "An Interview Wlth Plannery O'Connor," 30. 
2~. 
'J1S 
Reading was tolerated at that school. I don't recollect that it 
was encouraged. • •• The subjects were integrated with each 
other and everything was a blur. About all I remember ot those 
tour years is the way the halls smelled and bringing my 
accordion sometimes to play tor the 'devotional.' I'. sure the 
schools are better now. n3 Miss O'Connor oriticizes the anti-
intellectualism ot her school, where "reading was tolerated," 
where subjects were not truths to be learned but a "blur," and 
where the only thing she remembers is not tacts or skills but a 
tew sensations such as "the way the halls s_lled" and a tew 
emotional pleasure, such a, accordion pla11ng. It is wrong that 
in this school reason is dethroned - wrong not only because ot 
the desirabil1ty or yoking reason and teeling in the full 
personality but also because ot the nature ot a school as a 
place where learning should occur. At Flannery O'Connor's high 
school, students were not tormedJ their whims were consulted. 
School observed merely what was pleasing. One is reminded ot 
Miss O'COnnor's strictures that reasoned discipline is 
necessary for a writer to overcome his emotional craving for the 
easy, his emotional craving to abandon the routine or sitting 
at a desk and hammering away at his writing. At nannery 
O'Connor's high school emotion was supreme in that sensations 
were what she remembered and not things pertaining to reason. 
One should note even the sentimenta11sm of the word "devotional" 
- which over-emotional connotation is atrengthened and assured 
by the glaring quotation marks. 
So faithtully does this exam.ple illustrate Miss O'Connor s 
theory about the way modern society separates reason and feeling 
that even the complicated paradox is present. All this excesslv 
caterlng to emotlon in school was dressed up as if it were an 
excess of rationalism - dressed up with the "scientific" label, 
"progresslve" - a,aln set off in quotation marks to emphasiae 
the way this improper stress on scienee both stems from and 
leads to excessive rationalism rather than true science, and to 
emphasize that this is a typically modern ill. 
'lhis type of sohooling does more than lllustrate the ill 
of contemporary soclety; it also helps perpetuate the ill. !he 
person who is misled into writing "purely affirmatlve" literatur 
that improperly separate. reason and teeline may have been misl. 
by the "general atmosphere" ot oulture, or this talse vision may 
have "been roisted on hi. by a sorry educatlon."~ In Plannery 
O'Connor'. vlew "today's universities don't stltle enough 
writer. ftS - a clever statement to be interpreted several ways: 
today'. universities, tor one thing, 40 not give enough 
discipline. 
to'Connor, "The Church and the 
~O'Connor "Planner O'Connor: 
318 . 
The "sorry education" of today, therefore, illustrates, 
causes, and results from the sorry modern education. 
The situation of the Negro aftords another illustration 
of the weakness in modern culture. As we have seen previousl" 
"sentimentality is the skipping ot the ••• process" o~ 
correctina an ill by (amona other things) "our slow participati~ .. 
in the work of improvement and "an early arrival at a mock state 
of pertection or improvement.6 orten too it is the denial that 
imperfection exists, a false emphasis on "purel1 affirmative," 
an exaggeration. This sentimentality appears in much of modern 
writing's portrayal at the Negro, who "i. not the clown he's 
made out to be," not the unrea.onilll, "uneducated," eaSl-going 
fool some writing make. him seem. The portrayal of race rela-
tions in the South and a solution to problema ot race relatiOns 
"may not be the ideal," but Southerners, leaders and writers, 
are not rushed into a course ot demanding the purely affir.. ti vel 
the sentimental J they have "enough sense not to ask for the 
ideal but only to ask for the possible, the workable."? When 
60'Connor "The Church and the Fiction Writer," 734, 
tiThe Role of the Ottho1ic Novelist," 11. Earlier reference was 
made to this material on p. 90. 
?o'connor, "Plannery O'Connor, An Interview," 33. 
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an interviewer asked Flannery 0 'Connor if "the philosophy of 
gradualism in relation to integration 1s the best tt solution to 
the problem, she replied that -What's best is what's possible. tt 
Any leaps for the purely affirmative, for total perfection 
immediately, are sentimental. She added that even the phrasing 
of the interviewer's question revealed modern culture's senti-
mental excess rationalism: tithe 'word gradualism is just an 
abstraction which hides the concrete problem. If you mean by it 
that you integrate the libraries before you close the swimming 
pools, yes, that's best. na Solutions urged on the South by the 
rest of the country are, moreover, often an example of the 
sentimental split between reason and feeling: ttyou don't form a 
committee to do this or pass a resolution; both races have to 
work it out the hard way. n Humans must have their "slow 
participation" 1n the process of improvement through "social 
9 discipline," not through idealistic solutions that seek an 
immediate leap to perfection. A northern writer tells what b& 
~eels; a southern ~ ~ -Z writer thinks about the social 
1mplications of the situationo He writes about these • .,lO While 
80 'Connor, "An Interview with Flannery 0'Connor," 31. 
90'Connor, "Flannery O'Connor, An Interview, II 33. 
lOO'Connor, Conversation cited in Sister l1aura, 
'Resurrection in AugUst," 18. 
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the Northerner 1s skimming around with emotions alone, the 
Southerner uses reason - :t).e nthinks" - to analyze what reality 
he has to show, even though reality may demand slow, painful 
human efforts. Solutions will come only rtin the long run. 1t The 
solution to the problem of race relations in the South will not 
come with laws that seek to sweep immediately to a goal, but 
will come only through hard work. New laws and instant solu-
tions only cause Southern people who are already used to nmilli~ 
around together in the Southn - cause them to be '·milling 
around together in a few more places. No basic attitudes are 
being changed. Industrialisation is what changes the culture of 
the South, not integration. u11 
If pictures of the Negro and of race relations are 
sentimentally falsified in much modern writing, so also is the 
picture of the South in much writing. Again Flannery O'Connor 
gives an example of a society improperly split between reason 
and feeling. "Southern identity is not really connected with 
mocking birds and beaten biscuits and white columns ••• it is 
not accessible to the poll.taker; it is not something that ~ 
£.§.!g, J become a Cl1Ch~ ... 12 ttMost readers rely on various 
110' Connor, "An Interview with Flannery O'Connor," 31. 
120'Connor, "The Regional Writer, tt 35'. 
, 
critical cliches to explain Southern literature ~J1Q _7 that 
don't explain anything. tt13 These clich~s are the easy way to 
arrive at answers without having to use reason. As we have seen 
modern society, with its sentimental and pseudo-scientific 
reliance on "poll-takers" - on the "relative as absolute," on 
making up one's opin1ons "in the light ot statistics,ttllt- on 
pretending to use a reasoned science but really using the easy 
or convenient - modern SOCiety pretends to value reason and tact 
and organised knowledge alone (not a good thing), and actually 
ends up valuing excessive emotion. Southern identi~y is not to 
be found in these materialistic eVidences, as the modern secular 
culture ot opinion-surveys would expect; "it is not made trom 
what passes, but trom those qualities that endure, regardless ot 
what passes, because they are related to truth," to reason. "It 
lies very deep."lS Southern identity is related to truth, to 
reason, as well a8 those qualities that pass, it lie. deep, not 
with emotions that waver with passing d.lights. The South or 
l30'Connor,"nannery O'Connor, An Interview," 33. 
llt-otConnor, "The Fiction Writer and His Country," 160. 
lSO'Connor, "The Regional Writer," 35. 
"the writer from Hollywood or New York," the writer from the 
garish materialism of movie-Hollywood and advertising-New York. 
It is a sentImental, ItphonY_South."16 
The garish showiness of modern society affords the final 
illustration of the way modern culture splits reason from feeling. 
It i' in reference to this overly-idealistic, overly-emotion~l, 
sentimentalized world that Plannery O'COnnor can, in the previous 
example, reter to the ~hony-South" as the production of "the 
writer trom Hollywood or New York" not ot the "Georgia writer."l? 
the writer from New York is the writer earlier shown to be 
replaceable by an advertising agency, the writer with the urge 
merely to reflect the opulence ot modern society's materialism, 
the writer who cannot se. the irony in Flannery O'Connor's ques-
tiona "How, with all th1s prosperity and strength and classl.ssns8~ 
staring you in the tace, can you honestly produce a literature 
which doesn't "ake plain the joy ot lite?"lS Such misguided 
advertising gets written because the writer thinks he must give 
the public what it wants, " soclal realism" outmoded decades ago, 
19 




l~o'Oonnor, "The Fiction Writer and His Country," 160. 
19o'Oonnor, "The Role of the catholic Novelist," 11-12. 
shown such a writer to be the sentimentalist spawned by modern 
society. The writer fram Hollywood also caters to the secular 
belief. He too produces, in movies and television, the gaudy, 
garish, "prosperity and strength" of those who have put their trlls 
in the world of matter and therefore judge by what is most showy, 
by ~ntlt1 rather than by what "lies deep." Natrually then, this 
writer trom Hollywood cannot be satisfied but by the "purely 
affirmative"J be must take the sentimentalist's leap to sudden 
perfection. !his sentimentalism is precisely what Flannery 
O'Connor f104s unacceptable in a television adaptation of her 
story, "The Lite You Save May Be Your Own." In this story "an 
itinerant no-good agrees to marry a widow's idiot daughter to 
gain title to her car. He does, but after driving a hundred miles 
or so, abandons the girl in a roadside dinero" In the television 
version "they changed the ending just a bit by having Sh1ftlet 
suddenly get a consci.nce and come back for the girl."2O Because 
he is a prGduct of modern SOCiety, because he believes (and indeed 
succeeds> in merely reflecting modern SOCiety, because he demands 
a skipping of the process of improvement and "the early arrival a. 
a mock state of innocence," the writer fram Hollywood has Mr. 
Sh1ftlet "suddenly get a consoienoe." He has Mr. Sh1ftlet arrive 
at mock innocence too quickly and with too little effort. He must 
have Hollywood's happy ending. Miss O'Connor discussed with 
-20 O'Connor, "orf the Curf," 72. 
another interviewer how a "pointed, ironical tale of avarice, 
betrayal, and the birth of moral insight" became n a piece of 
sentimental, easy-to-take escapism. tt She added humorously a story 
of haw a Southern neighbor had ratified the Hollywood ending's 
lack of true artistr1 in the name of all soc1ety by telling Miss 
O'Connor the next morning: ~, ~Br1 Flanner1, I do declare, I 
never dreamed you could do such nice work" .. with emphasis on t· '.e 
word "nice."21 Moreover, the wr1ter from HollfWOod will cater to 
the secularism, the gaudy materialism, which we have seen Flannery 
O'Connor connect with the sentimentalism of modern society. In 
the televis10n version ot "The Life You Save Ma, Be Your Own," 
"Gene Kelly played Mr. Shiftlet and for the idiot daughter they 
got some 10ung actress who had just been voted one of the ten most 
beautiful women in the world."22 The showy and good looking world 
of me. tter, the st,'.rs I world of advertised rather than earned 
quali t1, is the domain of the writer from Hollywood. Flannery 
O'Connor's stress on the incongrUit1 of having an idiot portrayed 
b1 none ot the ten most beaut1ful women in the world" presumably 
is an ironic slap at the way Holl1WOod and its devotees of modern 
21Robert Donner, "She Wr1 tes Powerful Flction," .§im, XL 
(March, 1961), ~8. 
220'Connor, "Oft the cutf," 72. 
society insist on soothing their emotions and denying man's 
limitations by making a thing lool: "pretty" rather than by showing 
~ts real grotesqueness. Fla~~ery O'Connor's stress on this 
incongruity also reminds one of the way the sentiMentalist 
insistence on the pretty tends "by natural law to become its 
opposite," how the stress on the sentimentally pretty naturally 
tends to disconnect "sex from its meaning in life and makes it 
simply an experience tor its own sake."23 For such people a 
supposed devotion to religion soon converts to its ~atural oppo-
site. for such people the situation 1s similar to what Mrs. 
MCIntyre faced when sh~ telt "Christ in the conversation embarrasel 
her the wa y sex had her mother."2'+ The almost redundant way in 
which Miss O'Connor cannot mention Hollywood without calling it 
"Holl)"llood, California,H2S puts unnatural emphasis 04 the word 
"California." This stress is probably an attempt to suggest the 
garish materialism of over-publicized California as the new 
promised land of materialism. Certainly California lad such a 
significance in her mind when she wrote the following letter to 
Robert Fitzgerald. "I would like to go to California for about two 
minutes to further these researches, though at times I feel that 
230'Connor, "The Church and the Fiction Writer," 734 .. 
2lt-PJ.annery O'Connor, "~he Displaced Person," "'- ~Good *n~s 
Hard tg Find in %breI bxlt:ooerr Q'QOng,gf (new York: Signet, The 
New American Library, 19 , 291. 
2S0'Connor.l tIThe Regional Writer~" 35'1 also~ Letter cited 
in Fitzgerald, " Inlirod ucti on, tt lJerY1;b1n! :M~ Bi"!, p. xx. 
a fe~ling for the ~~lgar is my natural talent and don't need any 
particular encouragement. Did you see the picture of Roy Rogers' 
horse attending a church service in Pasadena 1"26 Just as 
certainly it is the garish materialism or modern society that she 
finds ofrensive when she ironically writes to Richard stern: 
"Last week I made $50 reading a story at a nearby college and I 
am going to buy a vacuum cleaner with it and reform my lire."27 
The suggestion that California is a prime symbol of the modern 
materialistic culture may not even be too much buried in Flannery 
O'Connor's sunconscious 1n light or her emphasis on the senti-
mental "old lady" who demanded mock innocenoe without its price 
in reasoned discipline. The old lady, it is also emphasized, 
28 lives in California, the ideal land or the gaudy, garish, 
sentimental, materialistic modern world. Flannery O'Connor make 
a rinal jab at the way modern SOCiety's showy materialism produce 
the sentimental when she mocks the poor taste and overly emotiona 
patriotism of a display she saw on a trip I "the first thing they 
showed me in Dallas was General Walker's house - a battleship 
gtey, two story, clappboard dwelling with a giant picture window 
26.D.1s1. 
270'Connor, Letter to Richard stern, 80 
280 'Connor, "The Role of the Catholic Novelist," 10. 
in front in which you could see a ceramic Uncle Sam with a lamp 
shade on top of it. Texas and the U. S. flags flying on the 
lawn. ,,29 Miss 0 • Connor 's view ot such gaudy over-emotional 
materialism is therefore one more example ot her view that she 
has properly analyzed modern society - in its denial ot lim1tatio 
and therefore its insistence on the value ot matter alone, in its 
consequent emotionalism and lack of proper harmony between reaso 
and feeling. 
The situation ot modern education, the problem of the 
American Negro, the "phony South, It and the gaudy showiness ot 
modern SOCiety (especially as Seen in Hollywood and television, 
and in the advertisers' need for public display ot matter), 
therefore, are important illustrations for Flannery O'Connor ot 
the weakness in modern society. 
29Letter to Richard Stern, 10. 
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